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E xplan ato ry

Prefa ce

Between 1 9 4 9 and 1 9 5 5 , The Catholic Hospital Association
of the United States and Canada published a series of five booklets entitled Medico-Moral Problems. As the booklets multiphed,
there were many requests to put all the material under one
cover. The present volume is an answer to these requests, with
some important qualifications: ( 1 ) It does not contain all the
material previously published in the booklets.

It omits some

discussions that are now obsolete (e .g ., on the Eucharistic
fa s t); and it reorganizes other materials so that everything about
a given topic is treated in a single chapter (e .g ., discussions of
lobotomy and of hysterectom y).

(2 )

It brings all the old

material up to date, insofar as that was possible. ( 3 ) It contains
m uch completely new material.
The content of this volume is arranged according to the
sequence of topics in the second and revised edition of Ethical

and Religious Directives for Catholic Hospitals. This revised
edition contains sLxty directives, numbered consecutively. Most,
but not aU, of these are explained in this book; and a few others
are quoted in passing. To make it easy to recognize them, the
directives that are explained are printed in bold type and
slightly indented.

Ethical and Religious Directives for Catholic Hospitals is not
an official code in any diocese unless the bishop adopts it as
such.

It is, however, the basis for the Moral Code (Code de

Morale), which was officially adopted by the entire Canadian
Hierarchy in 1 9 5 4 , and for tlie Code o f M edical Ethics for
Catholic Hospitals, which was prepared in 1 9 5 4 at the request
of many bishops’ representatives and is the official code in many
•
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dioceses of the United States. Whenever feasible, I give cross
references to tliese official codes,

using

tlie

expressions,

"Canadian Code,” and “U.S. Code.”
Some further observations about references: Pertinent information about books and magazines referred to in my text
is usually given in footnotes.

In some instances, however, I

have incorporated this data into the text itself because it seemed
that this method would be more helpful to the reader. Finally,
in referring to statements of the Holy See, I often give merely
the date. Tlie reason for tliis is that a complete list of all the
statements cited, with information concerning the content,
circumstances, official sources, translations, and so fortli, is
given in chronological order in the Appendix.
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chapter

Some Basic Notions
and Principies
H E PU R PO SE of this chapter is to explain briefly some of
the concepts and principies that are basic to an understanding of medical morality. Many of tliese points, and others too,
are more fully explained in subsequent chapters; but it seems
desirable to give here at least a concise exposition of some of
the more important notions and principies.
I. DIVINE LAWS

Speaking generally, we may say with the great jurist, Sir
William Blackstone, that a law is a “rule of action dictated by
some superior being.”^ In this general sense, there are laws
that govern even inanimate tliings; plants, animals, and so
forth. For example, there are tlie laws of gravitation, of
nutrition, and of instinctive response.
In a more particular sense— and this is what concerns us—
a law is a rule of human conduct established eitlier by God
1 My quotations from Sir William Blackstone are taken from the eighth
edition of his Commentaries on the Lmvs o f England (O xford : The
Clarendon Press, 1 7 7 8 ) , Introduction, pp. 3 9 -4 2 . Blackstone’s
Commentaries, like our own Declaration of Independcnce, is based
on tlie firni conviction that man is a creature, entirely dependent on
God, his Creator, and that the will of God is the supreme rule of all
human conduct. In the quotations, I have naturally preserved the
nriginal spelling, even thougli archaic: e.g., “it's” for “its."

1
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Himself or by some person or sodety that has authority from
God. A law made by God Himself is called a divine lawj a law
made by others (e.g., the proper authorities in the Church or
state) is a human law. Divine laws are of two kinds:
a ) The Natiiral Law: In creating human beings, God
necessarily wishes tliem to live in conformity with the nature
He gjves them. This will of God, imprinted in human nature
itself, is the natural \aw. It binds all men. It concerns our
essential relationships to God, to our individual neighbors, to
society, and to ourselves. Absolutely speaking, the natural law
can be known clearly, without any external help, by any man
with sufficiently developed reason; practically, however, in the
present order of things, men need the help of divine revelation
in order to have a ciear and adequate knowledge of the natural
law.
b ) The Divine Positive Law: Precepts given by God through
revelation make up what are called divine positive laws. These
precepts are of two kinds. Some (e.g., laws concerning the reception of sacraments) impose duties not contained in the
natural law. Others express obhgations already contained in
the natural law: e.g., the inviolability of innocent human life,
the prohibition of onanism, and, in general, the Ten Commandments. The revelation of these natural-law precepts adds no new
obligation; it merely confirms the natural law and makes it
easier to know it. There will be many references in subsequent
chapters to certain precepts of natural law that are also an
explicit part of divine revelation. When speaking of these, the
popes often use the expression, "natural and divine /aw .”
Obyiously, this does not mean that the natural law is not a
mvine law; it is merely a technical expression which means
"the natural law and the divine positive law."
Today, espociaUy among jurists who have no sound religious
background. there is a tendency to ignore the notion of divine
laws and even to deny their eidstence. Fortunately, this
tendency seems to be waning; there are many signs of a return
2
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to the kind of tliinldng that characterized Sir William
Blackstone and the jurists of his time. Concerning the natural
law, Blackstone wrote:
This law of nature, being coeval with manldnd and dictated by
God himself, is of course superior in obligation to any other. It is
binding over all the globe in all countries, and at all times; no human
laws are of any validity, if contrary to this; and such of them as are
valid derive all their force, and aU their authority, mcdiately or immediately, from this original.

Blackstone also recognized the difficulty of knowing the
natural law and the need of divine help through revelation.
Moreover, he was deeply conscious of tlie subordination of
human laws to tlie divine. Here are some of his words on
these points:
. . . And if our reason were always, as in our first ancestor before
his transgression, clcar and perfect, unrufHcd by passions, unclouded
by prejudice, unimpaircd by disease or intemperance, the task [of
knowing the natural law] would be plcasant and easy; we should
need no other guide but this. But evcry man now finds the contrary
in his oivn experience; that his reason is corrupt, and his undcrstanding
full of ignorance and error.
This has given manifold occasion for the bcnign interposidon of di
vine providence; which, in compassion to the frailty, the imperfection,
and the blindncss of human reason, hath been plcased, at sundry times
and in divers manners, to discover and enforce it*s laws by an immed
iate and dircct revelation. The doctrincs thus delivercd we call the
revcalcd or divine law, and they are to be found only in the holy
scripturcs. . . .
Upon these two foundations, the law of nature and law of revela
tion, dcpend all human laws; that is to say, no human laws should be
suffcrcd to contradict these.

In these words of one of the most renowned jurists, we
have a description of the divine law that must be taken as the
foundation of all sound morality. The one point on which the
Catholic moralist would correct Blackstone is his statement
that tlie revealed divine laws are found only in Holy Scripture;
we would say that these laws are found also in apostolic
tradi tion.

www.obrascatolicas.com
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II. ON "DOING GOOD" AND "A YO ID IN G E V IL "

The two most general precepts of tlie natural law are: do
good,” and “avoid evil.” Tlie former is called an affirmative
law; the latter, a negative law. To the tlieologian, this distinction is of supreme importance. Moral evil must always be
avoided, no matter what the cost. But there is a limit to tlie
duty of doing good. Because of this distinction, we absolutely
condemn such things as euthanasia and contraception; these
are violations of negative natural law (i.e ., of tlie precept of
avoiding evil). On the other hand, we adniit that there is a
reasonable limit to a man’s duty to care for his healtli, of a
doctor’s duty to care for his patient, of married people's duty
to have children, and so forth. Practical applications of these
limits to the duty of doing good will be found particularly in
the chapters concerning tlie means of preserving healtli and
life, and on the practice of rhythm.
The mention of the negative natural law prompts me to
discuss a principle of great importance in morality in general
and in medical morality in particular. I refer to the principle
that a good end cannot justify tlie use of an evil means. This
principle, so simple in itself, can be very complicated in its
explanation. It does not niean that no evil may be done in
order to obtain good. It refers primarily to moral evil; and
in this respect it is absolute, because moral evil may never be
done to obtain any kind of good. The principle is not abso
lute as regards physical evil, because there are some physical
evils that we have a right to cause in order to obtain a good
effect. An example of tliis latter that is very common in medi
cine is mutilaUon. MutilaUon is certainly a physical evil; yet,
as we shall see, tliere are some circumstances in w h icl/m an
has a nght to mutilate himself or to authorize such mutilaUon.
The principle Aat a good end does not jusUfy an evil means
js not only a Uuth o reason; it is also stated in revelaUon. The
ipture text usually citcd in this matter is Romans 3 - 8
which m Uie UanslaUon by Msgr. Ronald Knox runs as
4
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follows: ‘Tf so, why should we not do evil so tliat good may
come of it? That is what %ve are accused o f preaching hy some
o f our detractors; and tlieir condemnation of it is just."
Incidentally, the words I have italicized might have been a
prophecy concerning the Jesuits!
It must be admitted that those who are not soundly trained
in the Science of morality are much inclined to judge things
as if a good end did justify an evil means. Thus there are
sincere defenders of such things as therapeutic abortion,
masturbation to obtain semen for analysis, donor insemination,
and so forth. Our objection to these and similar things is that,
tliough the ultimate purposes are certainly good Ce.g., to save a
motlier’s life, to promote fertility), the means used to attain
these purposes are morally evil and never pemiitted.
III. HUMAN LIFE AND BODILY IN TEGRITY

Every living thing has within it some force, some principle,
that makes it live. In the human being, tliis principle of life
is the soul. Since the human soui is spiritual and immortal, it
must come directly from God. It follows from tliis that no
man is his own master, in the full sense of the word. God is
the master; and man is only the steward of his life, of his
bodily members, and of his spiritual and corporeal functions.
A steward can use tliings or destroy them only according to
the will of his master. God gives to no one tlie power to di
rectly destroy innocent human life. This applies to one’s own
life and to the life of others. On tlie other hand, there are
some circumstances in which man has a right to do tliings
which cntail risk to life and even tlie indirect loss of life.
Over the members of his body, man has a somewhat wider
"power of attorney"— if I may use the expression. By this I
mean that there are circumstances which allow him, as the
administrator of his body, to dispose directly of members of
his body, even to the point of destroying them or suppressing
tlieir function. This will be explained more fully in nn. V and
5
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VI of this chapter. For the time being, I should merely like to
call attention to the fact that man's direct power to destroy
members and to suppress functions depends on tlie nature, or
purpose, of tlie members and functions.
As regards the purpose of tlie members and functions of
the human body, an important distinction must be made
between reproductive and non-reproductive organs. Tlie latter
exist precisely (th at is, primarily, if not exclusively) for the
good of the individual. They are simply parts of the whole.
For example, the gall bladder, tlie kidneys, the legs, the eyes,
and so forth, are certainly destined by God primarily for the
good of the person; tliey are supposed to be aids to his total
well-being. For this reason he can destroy or remove them
when tliey beconie harmful.
As for tlie reproductive system, some qualifications must be
made. The reproductive power (i.e ., the function itself) is
primarily for the good of the species, not for the individual;
and this function is not direcdy subordinated to the individ
ual s well-being. On tlie other hand, tlie endocrine functions
of ovaries and testicles are certainly for the good of the
individual; and all the reproductive organs are supposed to
serve the individual, at least in the general sense of preserving
his health. Hence, if the endocrine function becomes harmful
or if one of the organs becomes diseased or a source of harm,
suppression of the internal secretions or removal of the organs
tliemselves can be justified.
IV. M U TIU TIO N

Anyone who has studied dicUonaries, encyclopedias, and
more lengthy discussions of mutilation must know that this
0'Malley remarks:
tcrm MutilaUon as applied to the human body has various
h

f

S

:

'

defiTerb^TacStot^

t

to dcfend hiLself or annoy

adv^s^r^.» ^
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States and Great Britain the scope of the offense has been so cxtended
as to include injuries to a person which merely disfigure or disable.*

Dr. 0 ’Malley then proceeds to discuss mutilation from the
point of view of canon law and moral theology. As a partial
conclusion of his discussion he has tlie following:
To blind a man without removing the eye, to cut out his spleen in
the treatment of Banti’s disease, to remove a woman's ovary or uterus,
to cut off part of the point of a fingor, to crop tlie top of an auricle, to
knock out a tooth, and any other permanent marring of the body,
even to cause an unsightly scar across the face, are all mutilations in
the moral sense of the tcrm.^

Dr. 0 ’Malley’s is a good summary of tlie matter, yet it could
be more complete. Generally speaking, moral theologians
define mutilation as tlie removal of a bodily member or the
suppression of a bodily function. Many, however, add that
this definition refers only to mutilation in tlie striet sense of
the word. They admit that in a broader sense the term includes
such things as lacerations and disfigurement. Fr. B. J.
Cunningham, C .M ., who has published the most thorough
discussion of this topic in reccnt times, delines mutilation as
any injury, even temporary, to the corporal integrity of a
person; and he divides mutilations into ittajor and minor.
Concerning tliis division, he writes:
Mnjor and minor mutilations arc distinguished from one another
quantitativcly, tliat is, tliey arc detcrmincd according to the amount
of harm done to the body. A mutilation is said to be major or grave
when corporal intcgrit>' is gravely injurcd, for example in tlic removal
of a member, or in the total inhibition of an organic function. A
mutilation is said to be m ivor when, although corporal integrity is
violatcd, a member is not removed, nor is its function scriously impaircd. Such, for example, would be the mutilation involvcd in facelifting, or in the piercing of an ear-lobe."*
2 Austin 0 ’Malley, M.D., T he Ethics o f M edical Uomicidc and Mutilation (N ew York: Tlie Devin-Adair Company, 1 9 1 9 ) , p. 2 3 .
3 Ihid., p. 2 5 .
* Bert J. Cunningham, C.M ., T he Morality o f Organic Transplantation (W ashington: The Catliolic Univcrsity of America Press, 1 9 4 4 ) ,
pp. 14-15.
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Fr. Cunningham’s discussion brings out other interesting
points. For instance, he rightly calls attention to the fact that
mutilation need not be by surgery, but that it can be accomplished by other means such as x-ray. (Similarly, I might add,
tlie means might be merely chemical, such as a drug that
inhibits a function.) Also, he includes under the concept of
mutilation such things as blood transfusions and skin grafts.
I have given tlie foregoing data niainly for information.
Certainly my purpose has not been to confuse. Rather, I wish
to avoid confusion; and it seems to me that the best way of
doing this is to use a very broad definition of mutilation:
namely, any procedure which interferes, even temporarily, with
the complete integrity of the human body. This general
description refers to surgery, irradiation, or any other treat
ment, such as the use of drugs and Chemicals. It includes
scrious things like the excision of a kidney, as well as minor
procedures such as blood transfusions and skin grafts. It is
not limited to the removal of organs or the suppression of
functions; it extends also to such things as circumcision,
exploratory operations, cosmetic surgery, and so forth.
From tlie point of view of civil and canon law, mutilation
usually connotes some kind of wrongdoing. This is not the
case in either medicine or moral theology. As we conceive them
here, therefore, mutilations may be either justifiable or unjustia e. They are justifiable if they are in accordance with
sound principies; unjustifiable, if they are contrary to princoncluding sections of this introductory chapter
will dcal briefly with the pertinent moral principies.
V. THE PRINCIPLE OF TOTALITY

One principle that is frequently used to determine the
morahty of mutilating procedures was explained by St. Thomas
Aquinas many centuries ago when he wrote •
, J '.™

7
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Hence, a member of the human body is to be disposed of according
as it may profit the whole. Per se, tlie member of the human body is
uscful for the welfare of the whole body. . . . If, however, a member,
by reason of its diseased condition, should endangcr the well-being of
the whole body, it is permissible, with tlie conscnt of him whose mem
ber it is, to remove this diseased member for the well-being of the
whole body.

St. Thomas spoke only of a "diseased" member. This should
be understood as merely one example, and not as a necessary
limita tion, of the principle of the part-for-the-whole. Through
the centuries eminent moralists have discussed three typical
cases in which the principle might be applicable. The first of
these concerns the diseased organ, as in the example given by
St. Thomas. The second is illustrated by the case of the man
whose foot is caught in a railroad track and who can save his
life only by amputating the foot. The third concerns the
perfectly healthy man who is ordered by a tyrant, "Cut off
your hand or ITl cut off your head!" In all cases the sacrifice
of tlie part would be permitted as a necessary means of pre
serving life.
T he third case may sound fantastic (although, as a matter
of fact, examples in which it is equivalently verified are not
rare even in our modern and "advanced” civilization); but
both it and the second case illustrate tlie point that a destruc
tive procedure can be justified even though an organ is not
diseased in the technical sense. The main point is not so
much the diseased or nondiscased condition of an organ, but
rather the fact that its presence or its functioning would be a
real source of harm to the whole body.
In all the typical cases, the organ is sacrificed in order to
ward off the danger of death. This extreme is not necessary.
Bodily members and functions exist not merely for survival
but also for maintaining a reasonable state of well-being. The
sacrifice of a part is permitted, therefore, when this is neces
sary for alleviating great pain or removing or avoiding a
pathological condition. But the benefit to be reaped in terms
9
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of total well-being should be proportionate to the destruction
involved. Good morality demands this, and good medicine
concurs.
Pope Pius XII has often used and explained the principle of
the part-for-the-whole, and has generally referred to it as "the
principle of totality.”* As far as I have been able to trace it,
his first public use of this expression was in his important
address on the moral limits of medical research and ex'perimcntation given to delegates to the First International Congress on
the Histopathology of the Nervous System, Sept., 1 3 , 1 9 5 2 .
In tliis discourse to the histopathologists, the Pope discussed
the three reasons frequently alleged as justifications for experi
mentation on human beings. The first of these, the advancement of Science, he admitted to be valid within properly
defined limits. Speaking of the second alleged reason, the
good of the patient himself, the Pope brought out three points:
first, that the patienPs consent is always required, even when
an experimental or research procedure is for his own good;
secondly, since he is not the owner of his body, but only the
administrator, tiie patient’s right to dispose of his members and
functions is limited; and thirdly, as a good administrator, the
patient may dispose of members and functions insofar as this
is required for the good of tlie whole. The exact words of the
Pope on these last two points are worth recalling:
. . . Because he is a user and not a proprietor, he does not have
unlimited power to destroy or mutilate his body and its functions.
Ncvcrtheless, by virtue of the principle of totality, by virtue of his
to use the Services of his organism as a whole, the patient can
allow mdmdual parts to be destroyed or mutilated when and to the
extcnt necessaiy for the good of his being as a whole. He may do
s o ^ to ^ u r e his being s existence and to avoid or, naturaUy, to repair
®For an extended treatment of this topic see "Pnni. P;„c v rr
Principle of ToU.U.,," T heo,o„cal S r ^ ^ /e r S c p ^ s p ^

°9sl p r 7 0 ~

j

. i,
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scrious and lasting damage which cannot othcrwisc bc avoided or
repaired.

A year later (O ct. 8, 1 9 5 3 ) , the Pope explicitiy covered the
case— apparently troubling some— of destroying or removing
a healtliy organ for the good of the whole. On this occasion
he said:
The decisive point here is not that tlie organ which is removed or
rcndered inopcrative bc itself diseased, but that its preservation or
its functioning entails directly or indirectly a serious threat to the
whole body. It is quite possible that, by its normal function, a healthy
organ may exercise on a diseased one so harmful an effect as to aggra
vate the disease and its repcrcussions on the whole body. It can also
happcn that the removal of a healtliy organ and the suppression of its
normal function may remove from a disease, cancer for example, its
arca for developmcnt or, in any case, essentially alter its conditions of
existence. If no otlier remedy is available, surgical intervcntion is
permissible in both cases.

T he principle of totality can be used to justify a mutilation
only when and to the extent that its basic supposition is
verified: namely, that a part exists for tlie good of the whole.
It cannot, therefore, be used to justify harmful experimenta
tion, with or without the consent of the subject, when the
experimentation is "for the advancement of medicine or the
good of society.” The reason for this is that the individual is not
a part of society in the sanie sense in which a bodily member
is a part of the human body. Nor can the principle be used to
justify organic transplantation (e .g ., a renal transplant from
one identical twin to anotlier), because no human being is
subordinated to another as part to whole. For the same reason,
the principle of totality cannot of itself justify a mutilating
procedure on a motlicr which entails the loss of a fetus. Nor,
finally, can tliis principle afford complete moral justification
for any procedure which induces sterihty, because, as we
have seen, the reproductive function is not directly subordi
nated to the individual.

11
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VI. THE PRINCIPLE OF THE DOUBLE E F F E C T

Tlie possible justification of organic transplantation and
harmful experimentation for the good of others will be sufficiendy discussed in chapters 2 8 and 2 9 .
At this point, 1
wish to concentrate on the odier problems mentioned in the
last paragraph: namely, mudlating procedures which entail
the loss of fetal life or which induce sterility. It is ciear from
the Directives that such procedures are somedmes permissible.
For instance, in direcdve 2 0 it is stated that in an ectopic
pregnancy a dangerously affected fallopian tube may be re
moved, even though fetal life is dius indirectly terminated.
And directive 32 allows bilateral oophorectomy in the treat
ment of cancer of the breast, even though this procedure
necessarily renders the woman sterile.“ On what principle are
these and similar procedures justified? The theologians’ answer
is, "the principle of the double effect.”
The principle of the double effect, as the name itself implies,
supposes that an action produces two effects. One of diese
effects is something good which may bc legitimately intended;
the other is an evil that may not be intended. Thus, in the
examples mentioned in the prcceding paragraph, the good
effect of removing the dangerously affected fallopian tube is the
saving of the mothers life, and die evil effect is die loss of
fetal life, in the oophorectomy, the good effect is prevention of
nietastasis or at least palliation, and the evil effect is steriliza« In his address to urologists, Oct. 8, 1953, Pope Pius XII solved die
tJrm lT f

treatment of cancer of the prostate in
no o t h t nH
be taken to mean that
How^cr T f T
"b en an operation induces sterility.
con e 7 T f l f l " ^ 7 / T ^ ^
P -n t is understood in the
contcxt of his general teaching about stcrilization, it seems very clcar
that the pnnciplc of the double effect is renniroa
PopVs gcncral teaching, a Jircc “ ori i « Z
Ac<^ording to the
hence. an , jutdfiablc steriliaation mutt bc h X c c , T h ia
phes the need ot the principle ot the double effeci Fo^ f
eusrion of dtit topic, see Theologica,
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tion. The main point in this presupposition is that some good
effect is produced, because, if an action produces only an evil
effect, that effect is necessarily intended.

11%

Granted the presupposition of good and evil effects, an
action is permitted, according to the principle, if these condi
tions are fulfilled:
1 ) T h e action, considered hy itself and independently o f its
effects, must not be morally evil. There are some actions, as
we know, that are intrinsically evil: e.g., blasphemy, perjury,
masturbation, and murder. Such actions are always forbidden,
no m atter what beneficial consequences they might have.
Consequently, if we can determine that a given action falis
into this category, we know immediately that no principle can
justify it.
1 should add here, I think, tliat in many, if not most,
surgical procedures and their equivalents, it is not possible to
judge tlie morality of tlie action independently of its effects.
W hen this is the case, it may be taken as a practical rule that
the principle of the double effect is applicable if the next three
conditions are verified.

I
1

2 ) T h e evil effect must not be the means o f producing the
good effect. The principle underlying this condition is that a
good end cannot justif}' the use of an evil means. This princi
ple has been sufficiently explained in n. II above. Here, I
shall simply call attention to the fact that this condition is
verified in botli the typical cases we are considering. W hen
the dangerously affected tube is removed, tlie mother is saved
precisely by this operation and not by the killing of the fetus.
And, when the oophorectomy is performed, the growth of
cancer is impeded by the suppression of hormone activity and
not by the sterilization. In both these cases, therefore, the evil
effects (loss of fetal life and stcrilization) are simply unavoidable by-prodiicts of operations designed to produce the good
effects.
13
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3 ) The evil effect is sincerely not intended, hiit merely
tolerated. This is simply a rcpetition of our presupposition tliat
we are dealing with evil effects that lie outside tlic scope of
our rights and which, therefore, may not be intetitionally
caused. In the cases we are considering, therefore, neither
the patient nor the physician may intend the loss of fetal life
or the sterilization. The attitude toward these effects must
be one of mere tolerance.
4 ) There must he a proportionate reason for pcrforming
the action, in spite of its evil consequences. In practice, this
means that there must be a sort of balance between the total
good and the total evil produced by an action. Or, to put it
anotlier way, it means that, according to a sound prudentiai
estimatc, the good to be obtained is of sufficient value to com
pensate for the evil that must be tolerated.
In some cases tlie difficulty of estimating the proportionate
reason is so great that even the most eminent theologians may
disagree in their Solutions. It seems, however, that in the
sphere of medicine, this condition presents no entirely unusual
difficulty. The condition requires just what doctors often have
to do in deciding what is good medicine. They have to wcigh
all the factors, favorablc and unfavorable; and they thus reach
a dccision that, in view of all the factors, good medicine
calls for this or that procedure. Thus, before removing a
pregnant tube, one must consider the possibility of bringing
the fetus to viability, the danger involved in delaying the
operation, and so forth. And, before performing an oophorec
tomy in the treatment of cancer of the breast, one must
consider not merely tlie organic condition of the patient, but
also the probable psychological effects, the availability of other
less serious curative procedures, and so forth. It is onlv bv
thus examining the total picture that onc can make a correct
appraisal of the proportionate reason for a procedure; and
m T d i L r '"

°

by good
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I have barely outlined the principle of the double effect. It
is, as may be seen from my outline, a complicated principle—
a practical formula for the application of many principies to an
individual problem. And it is, as Fr. T . L. Bouscaren, S.J.,
remarks ". . . in its application, an extremely subtle principle.
There are always some persons who are shocked by it, particu
larly when it is applied in difficult cases. Nevertheless, the
principle is absolutely sound. It stands on its own feet, and
justifies itself in the light of reason and conscience. . . . It is
practically impossible to call that principle into question; and,
as we have seen, it may at times be applied to justi f)' the permission of even the gravest consequences, such as tlie death of
innocent persons.”’'
Before I conclude this discussion, it may be well to note
that, despite its complicated nature, tlie principle of the double
effect contains the solution to many of life's practical problems,
both great and small; and conscientious people often use the
principle witliout any actual knowledge of tlie conditions. The
aviator who bonibs an important military target, foreseeing but
not desiring the deatlis of some civilians, is, perhaps unwittingly, applying the principle. The student who must read a
treatise on sex, foreseeing but not desiring temptations against
chastity, is also using the principle, although he too may have
no training in its use. And all of us, whether we realize it or
not, are following tlie same principle when we perform some
good and necessary action, realizing that, despite our best
intentions, some others will misunderstand and will be led to
rash judgments and criticisms. The deatlis of the civilians, the
sexual temptations, and the harsh thoughts and criticisms are
all simply iinavoidable and unwanted by-products of actions
that are good in tliemselves and of sufficient importance to be
performed despite tlic evil effects that accompany them. Hence,
^ T . Lincoln Bouscaren, S.J., Ethics o f Ectopic Operations, 2nd ed.
CMilwaukoc: The Brucc Publishing Company, 1 9 4 4 ) , pp. 3 7 -3 8 .
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chapter

Introductory Directives
1. C atho lic hospitals exist to render medical and spiritual
c a re to the sick. The patient adequately considered, and inclusive of his spiritual status and his claim to the heips of the
C ath o lic religion, is the prim ary concern of those entrusted
with the management of Catholic hospitals. Trustees and
adm inistrators of C atho lic hospitals understand that this responsibility extends to every patient and that it is seriousiy
binding in conscience. A partial statement of this basic obliga
tion is contained in these Ethical and Religious Directives.
All who associato themselves with a Catholic hospital, and
p articu larly the members of the medical and nursing staffs,
must understand the moral and religious obligations binding
on those responsible fo r the management and operation of
the hospital and must realize that they are allowed to per
form only such acts and to c a rry out only such procedures as
will enable the ownors and adm inistrators to fulfill their
obligations.
2. The principies underlying or expresscd in these Directives
a re not sub{ect to change. But in the application of principies
the Directives can and should grow and change as theological
investigation and the progress of medical Science open up
new problems or throw new light on oid ones.
3. As now formulated, the Directives prohibit only those
procedures which, according to present knowledge of facts,
seem certainly wrong. In questions legitimately debated by
theologians, iiberty is left to physicians to follow the opinions
which seem to them more in conformity with the principies of
sound medicine.
4. C a se s can arise in which the morality of some procedure
is doubtfui, either because the Directives do not seem to
17
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cover the caso or because their application is not cie a r. In
such cases, consultation Is obligatory, if possible; and the
hospital reserves the right to insist on this and to choose or
to approve the consultants. In urgent cases that allow no
timo for consultation, the physician in charge should do w hat
seems most proper to his own conscience. Having done what
he honestly ]udges best in such an emergency, the physician
has no just cause for anxiety of conscience; but he should refer
the matter to the hospital authorities to obtain guidance fo r
future emergencies of the same nature.

H ESE DIRECTIVES are sufficiently ciear, I bclieve, to any
one who is familiar with medical morality; hence, I shall
limit my comments to a few practical suggestions that may be of
use in further explaining these introductory topics, especially
to those who have had no formal training in medical ethics.
DUTY OF AUTHORITIES

No attempt is made in the first directive to give a complete
statement of the responsibilities of hospital authorities. But the
directive does state clearly what is perhaps the primary specific
duty of authorities in Catholic hospitals: namely, to see that the
sick are cared for in accordance with Catholic principies. This
means that the law of God must bc observed in the care of
every patient and that the laws of the Church pertinent
to the duUes, rights, and privileges of the sick must be observed
by all who are subject to these laws.
It is very important, it seems to me, to see clearly the point
of view expressed in this directive. It emphasizes the fact tliat
in making certain demands on the staff and personnel the hos
pital authorities are not acting arbitrarily, but are merely carr>dng out a seriously-binding duty which they assume, at least
imphcitly, with their office. In otlier words, the observance of
these ethical and religious directives is a matter of conscience
for tliem, and not a matter of impulse or even of personal
preference.
^
18
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Y IT A LIT Y O F D IRECTIYES

W hen people who do not understand the Catholic position
hear that Catliolic hospitals are revising their medico-moral
codes, tliey are inclined to conclude that the Church is changing her principies. In fact, not a few have either openly said
tliis or at least have asked about it. A brief answer to this
problem is contained in the second directive. Moral principies
do not change; and the Church makes no claim to tlie power of
changing tliem. But our understanding of tliese principies and
their implications can grow; and through this deepened under
standing we can learn to formulate our principies more pre
cisely. As for concrete cases, certainly tlie applications of prin
cipies can change from time to time, and even from case to case,
according to the changing facts upon which the applications
depend.
A somewhat more detailed explanation of the foregoing gen
eral statements seems in order. In the section of the etliical
directives dealing with specific procedures (n n . 1 2 - 4 8 ) , each
group of directives is divided into "Principies” and "Particular
Applications.” If we were to publish a new medico-moral code
every year, we would certainly make no substantial change in
the statement of tlie principies. W e might, it is true, learn
through experience how to formulate some of these principies
more clearly and precisely; and we might introduce this clearer
formulation into subsequent codes. As a matter of fact, in tlie
composition of both tlie first and second editions of the
Directives, the compilers (w ho certainly did not disagree on
principies) worked very hard to achieve an apt formulation of
the principies; and, though there was general satisfaction with
the final statement, no one would deny that a more perfect
formulation might bc possible. To strive for and to use such
an improved formulation is certainly not the same as changing
our principies.
I mentioned above that we can grow in our knowledge of
the implications of principies. As a good example of this 1
19
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might point to the first part of directive 4 0 : "Any procedure
harmful to the patient is morally justified only insofar as it is
designed to produce a proportionate good.” In its present
formulation the validity of the principle is unquestionable. But
if we were to attempt to phrase the principle more precisely by
including some absolute statement of what constitutes the pro
portionate good, we might endanger tlie validity of the princi
ple. For— as is mentioned in the same directive 4 0 — theo
logians are now confronted with the problem of organic
transplantation; and, until they have weighed all the moral
implications of this problem, they cannot say definitely whether
the proportionate good legitimately includes the donation of a
part of a living human body for use in another body. In the
sense, then, of our achieving a deeper understanding of its
implications, this principle certainly admits of reformulation.
I trust that from the foregoing it is ciear that a statement
of principies can admit of only accidental differences in sub
sequent editions of the Directives, as well as in various editions
of hospital codes. And what is said of principies is also true of
some of the particular applications contained in the Directives.
For instance, there can be no question of any kind of notable
change in what is said about dircct abortion, direct attacks on
fetal life, euthanasia, contraceptive sterilization, immoral
sterility tests, and so forth. In these points the application of
the general principle is so immediate and so logical that a
change in the morality of the procedures is inconceivable. In
fact, some of these directives are actually nothing more than
restatements of the general principies.
But in those particular applications which involve merely a
question of sufficient reason, changcs are not only possible, but
very probable, if not inevitable. For instance, we can at present
allotv certain drastic measures such as castration in tlie Heatment of carcinoma, lobotomy in the treatment of mental illness
and intractable pain, and so forth. The discov
^
remed.es and the development of new techniques could rende^
20
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such drastic measures unnecessary, useless, and even relatively
harmful; and in that case they would cease to be morally
justifiable just as they would no longer be good medicine. It
is true that the statements in the Directives even now carefully
qualify the justifiable use of severe remedies; but, once the
value of simpler, available remedies has been clearly estab
lished, these statements can be omitted from future editions of
the Directives or other medico-moral codes. In this sense,
codes can and must change: they must always preserve a
certain freshness and practicality by eliminating material that
has become obsolete and by incorporating new material that
solves the problems of the moment.
DEBATABLE QUESTIO N S

The provisions of directive 3 are but concrete applications
of the sound general principle that obligations (i.e ., precepts
and prohibitions) are not to be imposed unless tliey are certain.
The compilers of the Directives tried to follow this principle
with the utmost fairness. Even though in some cases their own
opinions might incline to stricter views, they consistently made
allowance for sound reason or sound authorities to the
contrary.
An example of the conservative use of prohibitions is the
directive concerning sterility tests (n . 3 8 ) : only procedures
already established as immoral are forbidden. And the same
principle of Iiberty underlies many of the positive concessions
made by the Directives. For instance, the provisions made for
ectopic operations (n . 2 0 ) , suppression of ovarian function for
carcinoma of the breast (n . 3 2 ) , and hysterectomy for pro
lapse of the uterus (n . 3 4 ) are perhaps not bcyond controversy,
either medical or moral; yet the reasons or authorities (o r both)
that can be citcd in favor of these concessions are so strong that
it would not bc in keeping with sound principies to deny
paticnts and their physicians the right to follow these proccdures, granted the conditions outlined in the Directives.
21
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I cannot say whether this is generally true— and I hope it
is not— but I have noticed tliat some physicians are m uch less
tolerant of otlier physicans’ opinions than are moralists of the
views of other moralists. This may be a digression, but I think
it has a point here. It is not entirely uncommon that physicians
adopt a certain procedure to attain a given purpose and that
they wish the moralists to outlaw different procedures as
unethical, despite the fact that these other procedures are ap
parently backcd by reputable and conscientious medical author
ities. The compilers of the Directives had regard not only for
diversity of views among theologians (a s is explicitiy stated)
but also for conflicting views of competent physicians. It
would be neither possible, nor wise, nor just to compose a
medico-moral code with specifications so rigid as to rule out
all recognition of wholesome differences of opinion.
Before I leave directive 3, I should like to point out tliat the
principle that obligations are not to be imposed unless they
are certain is not exacdy the same as saying "in doubt there is
Iiberty. There are doubts and doubts; and not all of them can
be immediately resolved into frecdom from definite obligation.
For example, it is stated in directive 2 7 : "In all cases in which
the presence of pregnancy would render some procedure
illicit (e.g ., curettage), the physician must make use of such
pregnancy tests and consultation as may bc needed in order to
bc reasonably certain that the patient is not pregnant ” The
reason for thi^s directive is that a sound suspicion of pregnancy
constitutes what is called a "doubt of fact”; and the Standard
rule for such doubts is that reasonable means to solve tiiem
^rJJployed

Potentially hannful procedure is

UNFORESEEN DOUBTS

DirecUve 4 covers a numbcr of very important points In
the first place, .t is inevitable that in the eourse of hospital
praehee puzzl.ng cases will arise that are not speeifieaUy s o C
22
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by even a very up-to-date code. For instance, within a short
time after the revised edition of the Directives was published,
we had literally a stream of requests about the morality of
hypnosis as an anesthetic. A t the time these requests were
made it was impossible to give a definite, general answer to
the problem, because tlie answer would depend on the medical
status of this particular use of hypnotism, and we were not
certain as to its status. W hen a case like that arises, the indi
vidual hospitals and physicians must try to solve the problem as
best they can by consultation on the local level. Factors to be
considered in such consultation would naturally be the competence of tlie hypnotist, the emotional stability of the patient,
the possibility of exposing the patient to uncontrollable dangers,
the reason for using hypnotism rather than some other anes
thetic, etc.
Again, there is the problem concerning the "ordinary and
extraordinary means of preserving life.” Directive 2 2 is very
generic on the point; and with reason. For, to some extent
the determination of what is ordinary and extraordinary must
depend on the facilities of tlie hospital, the condition of the
patient, and so fortii. Doubts concerning such niatters must
be prudently considered in consultation. In saying this I do
not wish to infer that theologians might not be a bit more
helpful by using some more "modern” examples in their texts
and articles; yet, even with such helpful examples, consulta
tion would often be necessary.
The cases to which I have just referred concern doubts that
do not arise suddenly; and which, therefore, allow time for
consultation. But it might happen to any physician that an
urgent case would arise in which he must make up his own
mind, without consultation, about some delicate matter. For
instance, F r. Edwin F. Ilealy, S.J., proposes this question:
"W hat should a surgcon do in an emergency case where in
his opinion he will probably be doing wrong if he operates and
23
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probably be doing wrong if he does not operate? He must do
one or the other at once.”^
Cases like this can occur. They are treated by moralists
under the title, ‘T h e Perplexed Conscience”; and all moralists
would solve them as Fr. Healy does: “In such cases as tliis the
surgeon should do what he thinks best; i.e., operate if tliat
seems better, or refrain from operating if that appears preferable. In the event tliat botli appear equally bad, he may
choose either way of acting, and he will not sin.”^ The prin
ciple underlying this solution is that a man cannot sin with
out freedom; and one who must choose between two courses
of action, each of which seems morally wrong, is not free to
choose good or evil. Hence, the only reasonable solution is
that he choose what he conscientiously judges tlie less evil,
insofar as he can determine which apparent evil might be less.
1 have chosen this case merely as an example. The essential
point is that when a physician must quickly decide a delicate
point, witliout the help of consultation, he must make up his
mind according to his own conscience. When he does that,
he has done all that God expects of him. Later he may decide
that some other course of action should have been followed,
but that cannot affect the morality of the action that he has
already placed. None of us is infalhble; all can and very likely
do make some mistakes, even rather costly ones.
But all of us, too, must be willing to profit by our mistakes
and to take reasonable precautions to avoid their recurrence.
Hence, directive 4 closes witli the provision that physicians
who have been forced to solve emergency doubts without con
sultation should later obtain the necessary guidance for nieeting
future emergencies of the same nature.
3 Moral Guidance (Chicago: Loyola Univcrsity Press, 1 9 4 2 ). p. 3 0 9 ,

^Teacher's Manual for Moral Guidance (Chicaeo- Invnl.
Press, 1 9 4 2 ), p. 79.

^^nicago. Loyola Umversity
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In this brief commentary on tlie introductory directives, I
have frequently referred to some of the specific provisions
contained in otlier directives. The use of this other material
was merely for the sake of illustration; it was not intended as
a commentary on these specific provisions.
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Non-Catliolics and
Catholic Codes

A

T TIMES I have written and stated in discussions with
doctors and nurses that the ethical directives in the
medico-moral codes of Catholic hospitals cannot admit of a
double Standard, one for Catholics, the otlier for nonCatholics. This is the meaning of directive 5, which reads:
Theso Ethical Directives concern all patients, regardicss of
religion, and they must be observed by all physicians, nurses,
and others who work in the hospital.

Non-Catholics who hear or read tliis might ask for an ex
planation; and they are certainly entitled to it. T he present
discussion is an attempt to give the explanation, not in the
manner of argumentation, but simply by way of Information.
The Directives and the medico-moral codes of Catholic
hospitals that I have seen consist mainly of three classes of
regulations:
1. Provisions for the religious care of patients. These in
clude directives concerning the administration of the sacra
ments, the religious care of the dying, Christian burial, and so
forth.
2. A statement of some moral principies and practical
appUcations. A moral principle would be, for example, that
the direct killing of an innocent person is never permitted;
and a practical application of this is the forbidding of destruc26
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tive craniotomy on a living child. Another moral principle is
that the unnatural use of the sex faculty is never permitted,
even for a laudable purpose; and a practical application of this
is the forbidding of masturbation as a means of semen sampling. Stili another moral principle is that mutilation of the
human body, even though it entails indirect sterilization, is
permitted when required for the well-being of the patient;
and a practical application of this is the allowing of orchiectomy in the treatm ent of carcinoma of the prostate.
3.
Certain precautionary regulations. Under this heading
would be such provisions as these: tliat excised organs be sent
to the pathologist; that surgeons give notice of the operations
they intend to perform; that tliere be adequate medical con
sultation before certain procedures are carried out; and so forth.
The first class of regulations generally pertain to specificaUy
Catholic teaching. T he cooperation of non-Catliohc personnel
is of course highly desirable in these matters; but I tliink I can
safely say that Church authorities would not insist on the
observance of these prescriptions by non-Catliolics who could
not render such assistance without violating their own religious
convictions. However, in such a case of conscientious objec
tion, the non-Catliolics would be expected to notify the hospital
authorities so tliat due provision could be made for tlie religious
care of the patients.
The regulations of the tliird class are "ethical directives” in
tlie sense that tliey are wise prescriptions made to prevent
abuses and carelessness. They are not specifically religious;
nor are they in themselves moral principies or dircct applica
tions of such principies. Altliough we are now considering
these regulations as embodied in Catliolic codes, it is well to
remember that similar regulations are often made by civil
autliorities, medical societies, or by the staffs of non-CathoIic
hospitals. As I said, such regulations are not in themselves
moral principies; but they can usually be rcduced to the general
principle that all reasonable means should be taken to protect
27
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the rights of patients and the reputation of the medical profession. Because they are of this nature, such regulations must
obviously be observed by the entire staff and hospital personnel.
From the foregoing, it seems ciear that any inquiry about
double standards in our hospitals is really limited to tlie rcgulations of the second class. To explain to our non-Catholic
inquirers just why these prescriptions cannot adniit of a
double Standard, we must discuss these two points: the nieaning of natural law; and the authority of the Catholic Church
to declare what is and what is not against the natural law.
And to make tliis explanation complete, 1 think it is necessary
to discuss a third point: namely, how the Church exercises its
teaching authority. Before explaining these points, 1 should
like to repeat tlie observatioii already made in my first para
graph: 1 ani writing this merely to impart information and
not to try to convince by argumentation.
THE NATURAL LAW

A rather time-worn, but stili instructivc, analog)' may help
to ex-plain the meaning of tlie natural law.
Suppose that an invcntor-mcchaiiic would construet a new
tyqic of machine, e.g., a special type of automobile; and sup
pose that he would then scll it to me and would present me
with a book of instructions concerning its correct and incorrcct use. Cranted that the nicchanic acted reasonablv, these
instructions would not be a merely arbitrary afterthought with
out any reference to the nature of the machine. Rather, they
JTOuId be a ,vr.tten formuIaUon ot "do-s and d o n V bascd upon
us own .numate knowledge of ,he maebine. He planned it
them accordmg to a certain design; bc knows what is in i f
and his mstrucuons express this knowledge in a practical w iv
Anotijer talented meehanie might examine this same mic^^^ine
and, by perceiving its materials its
me macliine
pose, he could reach substantiallv
the ssame
a m conclusions
r “ ‘l “
«Lidiiy tlie
as the
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inventor had expressed in his book of instructions. In other
words, both tlie inventor and the examining niechanic would
know tliat tlie very nature of the machine requires that it be
operated in a certain way, or in certain ways, in order to
accomplish its purpose.
Sometliing similar, but in a much higher order, took place
when God created human nature. He had a plan for this new
being. He endowed it with certain powers and functions.
When tlie nature is used according to its inherent design, it
will accomplish its purpose; when it is used contrary to this
design, its purpose is defeated. Obviously, in creating it with
this particular design, God expressed His will tliat it be used
in accordance with tlie design.
W hen God gave Moses the Ten Commandmcnts, He gave
him what might be called a book of instructions containing
the main points concerning tlie right and wrong use of human
nature. These Commandmcnts were not merely arbitrary aftertliought, not something "addcd” to human nature; they were,
exccpt for the detail concerning tlie Sabbath, a divine fonnulation of sometliing already existing in that nature. In a word,
human nature itself demands that human beings do some
things and avoid others. And these requircmcnts, tliese rules
of conduct, existed, and will always exist, independently of
any written or oral formulation. In giving tlie Ten Com
mandmcnts, God merely helped man to know himself better
by giving him a brief statement of the main rcquiremcnts of his
nature. As I have already noted and shall later explain more
fully,’ this kind of divine help is a practical necessity for most
men. Ncvcrtlieless, a man with sufficiently developed reasoning powers and with sufficient opportunity could discover tlie
truths expressed by the Ten Coiiimandnicnts, and even some
more detailed ones, by an intense study of his own nature.
These requirements of human nature, these rules of con’ Cf. Chapters 1 and 19.
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duct existing in nature itself, constitute the natural law. This
is called a divine law, to indicate that it originated directly
from God, not from man. It is sometimes referred to as the
natural moral law, to distinguish it from the laws that express
the nature and properties of irrational tliings (e .g . the law that
certain things will burn under certain conditions). It is often
said to be "written in the heart of m an,” to signify that God
expressed His will in the very creation of human nature, and
that this will exists and can be known independently of any
written or oral formulation— also to show that it binds all
men, not just a certain group.
Like otlier analogies, this one may limp and may be inadequate to express the full truth; yet 1 trust tliat it sufficiently
explains what is meant by the natural law. And I hope that
it also makes ciear why a double Standard can n ot be admitted
when there is question of the principies of natural law and of
tlieir application to medical cases. For, since tliis law is the
same for all human nature, it holds equally for non-Catholic
patients and Catholic patients, for Catholic doctors and nonCatholic doctors.
COMPETENCE OF CHURCH

I believe that all who really understand the meaning of
natural law will readily concede that its basic principies are
e same for ali men, regardless of creed. But non-CathoIics may
legitimately ask: "By what authority does the Catholic Church
to have tlie only correct expression of the natural law?
The Church may he erroneous in its statement of principies,
‘I'“l
“"posing an unjust hurden on those who
consider that the natural law allows certam thines Ce g
comxaceptive steriUzaUon) which tlie Church claims to
O*
rn . I
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morality the Catholic Church is on one side and the rest of
the worid on the other. This, of course, is not true. Many
who are not Catholics accept and rigidly adhere to most, if not
all, the moral principies and applications contained in our
codes. Hence, though the Church claims to possess the only
correct interpreta tion of the natural law, it does not claim to
be the sole possessor of this knowledge. W ith this observation,
let me now explain the Catholic viewpoint regarding the
authority of the Church to teach the natural law.
The Church, as Catholics conceive it, is a perfect society
founded by Christ (w hom we believe to be the Son of C o d ).
The Church can make laws for its own subjects, just as civil
governments can legislate for tlieir subjects. Laws made by
the Church (e .g ., fast and abstinence) are human laws; and
as such they bind only the subjects of the Church. It should
be carefully noted that, contrary to the impression that some
people have, the Church does not claim tlie power to make
laws for tliose who are not baptized.
But the Church does claim that, besides lawmaking power,
it also has teaching authority from Christ. It claims further
that, by His will, this teaching authority extends to the whole
of divine revelation. Since revelation contains the natural
moral law, it follows tliat the Church has the power, not to
make, but to interpret, to teach, to declare tlie true meaning
and extent of, that law. In interpreting it, the Church is
explaining the demands of human nature itself— of that human
nature which is the same in all men and at all times. There
fore, the Church cannot admit one interpreta tion of natural
law as valid for Catholics only and another as valid for nonCatliolics. Rather frequently, circumstances have made it
necessary for the Holy See to explain the natural law as it
applies to medical problems. Many examples of this teaching,
especially as given by Pius X I and Pius X II, are given in this
book.
It should be added here that the Church not only claims
31
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divine authorization to interpret the moral law; it also claims
that its teaching is a practical necessity for a ciear and ade
quate knowledge of this law. A rather detailed explanation of
this point is given later in Chapter 19.
The foregoing is merely to give information. Those who
may be interested in the arguments for the Catholic contentions will find them explained in a treatise on apologetics. For
my purpose, it sufFiccs to state our position, witliout argumen
tation. As I have indicated, however, I think it will make for
completeness if I add something on the way the Church
teaches.
HOW THE CHURCH T E A C H ES

The Church has sevcral ways of teaching. One way is what
is called an ex cathedra pronouncement of a pope. This is had
when the pope, speaking in his capacity as Vicar of Christ and
using the fullness of his teaching power, infallibly pronounces
on some matter of faith or morals. This is a solemn and extraordinary way of teaching. Also solemn and extraordinary are
the infallible decrees and declarations made by the bishops of
the World united with the pope in a general council.
Besides these solemn and extraordinary methods of teaching,
the Church has many ordinary ways. First among these latter
is the United teaching of the bishops in their respective dioceses
throughout the world. This teaching may be expressed in many
different ways; but in general we may say that it is substantially contained in approved catechisms. And still anotlier
ordinary way in which the teaching of the Church is expressed
is m the doctrine on faith and morals contained in the common
teaching of tlieologians. This teaching is found in approved
ffieological manuals. Moreover, the Church also teaches
through the hturgys through traditional prayers, and so forth.
but not
business of
the Church and of teaching Catholic doctrine. Among these
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are his own statements and declarations as contained in letters
addressed to the Church, official discourses, and so forth.
Moreover, he conducts the business of the Church, even that
of teaching, not personally, but through the various Roman
Congregations and Tribunals. An American might under
stand the meaning of a “Roman Congregation” better if we
were to say that they are somewhat similar to the departments
represcnted in our president's Cabinet. Each Congregation is
composed of a committee of cardinals with autiiority to con
duct the official business of the Church in a certain sphere.
Alost important of these Congregations is the Sacred Congrega
tion of the Holy Office, which has authority to pronounce on
matters of faitli and morals. The pope himself is tlie head of
this Congregation, though he does not always attend its nieetings. Like the other Congregations, tlie Holy Office has
attached to it eminent tlieologians called “consultors,” whose
task it is to study the various niatters referred to tlie Congrega
tion and report their conclusions.
1 mentioned that the common teaching of theologians is one
of the ordinary ways of expressing Catholic doctrine. 1 might
add that, as regards medical questions, the study and united
teaching of the moral theologians has usually precedcd official
declarations of the Holy See, so that tliese declarations were
rather a religious confirniation of the moralists’ teaching tlian
a guide to such teaching. Moreover, official declarations on
moral questions were coniparatively infrequcnt before the time
of Pope Pius X II. The usual procedure of the Cliurch was
rather to allow the moralists to discuss and clarify questions
of morality and to sanction their conclusions more by "qiiiet
acceptaiice” than by official pronounccnients. One reason why
official pronounccmcnts have nuiltiplicd during the rcign ol
Pope Pius X II is that he has had frcqucnt requests from
medical societies to spcak on various moral topics.
A final word about moral theologians. It would bc well, I
think, for both Catholics and noii-Catholics to know more
33
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about their scientific competence. W h at do I mean by scientific competence? I certainly do not mean that they are experts in the Science of medicine. An occasional moralist may
also be a physician and may have acquired a profound know
ledge of m e icin e ; but, as a group, the moralists neitlier are
nor claim to be medical experts. They are not judges of good
and bad medicine (except in obvious cases that should be ap
parent to anyone: e.g., that a pathological condition of a fetus
is not remedied by destructive craniotom y); they leave such
judgments to competent medical men.
But tlie Catholic moralists do have a just claim to special
competence in the science of ethics, the Science of moral right
and wrong, the Science of applying the moral law to the prob
lems of human living. They are highly trained and experienced
men in tliis particular field. Their preparation for this professional capacity is intense and comprehensive; tliey usually
teach the science of morality over a number of years; and
they are constantly dealing with practical applications of this
Science. Aside from any question of religion, the Catholic
moralists represent by far the world’s largest group of specialists
in the science of ethics. And they have a tradition of scientific
study that extends over centuries.
When such men agree on the statement of a principle of the
natural law or on the application of a principle to a definite
tpie of ethical problem, their unanimity is worthy of at least
the same mtellectual respect that is accorded the agreement
of expert mechanics, physicians, lawyers, chemists, and so
forth, in their respective fields. Their united opinion can
rcasonahly he chaUenged only hy those who have made a
penetratmg study of tlie natural law and who can offer sound
reasons tor their dissent.
( I have insisted here on "agreement” among the moralists.
Such agreement gives a sound scientific argument for the correemess of principies and of many applications. As a m a k r
of fact, there are many poinu of ethics, and particularly of
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medical ethics, in which the issues are not yet clearly defined
and in which, therefore, there is a legitimate difference of
opinion. In tliese cases, as stated in directive 3, our codes do
not force either opinion on physicians.)
To this brief discussion of the moralists’ scientific compe
tence, I might add one observation, which many non-Cathohc
medical men have no doubt already noted. Catholic moralists
are not dour individuals who are bent on projecting their own
frustrations on otlier people by trying to make life hard for
them. Physicians surely experience no morbid satisfaction when
the sound principies of their own science force them to teli
some disconsolate patient that he can save his life only by
means of a serious operation or by a heroic diet. Nor are
moralists without sympathy when tliey must give similar “hard
answers” because the law of Cod, ex^pressed in human nature,
demands such answers.
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Consent of the Patient
Even the procedures llsted In this section os permissible re
quire the consent, at least reasonably presumed, of the patient
or his guardians. This condition is to be understood in oil
cases.
Directive 6.
(See also the Canadian Code, art. 6 .)

''p i l E FUNDAM ENTAL reason for this directive is the prin
ciple of the natural law that each individual is constituted
by Almighty God as the administrator of his own life and
health. He has the right (and generally the duty) of selfpreservation and the right to take legitimate means to this end.
When a doctor applies some therapeutic measure, he is acting
for his patient; in other words, the patient is really exercising
his right through the doctor. When a parent or guardian gives
consent for a child or ward the same principle is applicable.
The parents or guardians are not the o^^Tlers or administrators
of their charges; they too simply act for their charges, who
cannot in the circumstances direcdy exercise their own natural
right.
Consent is a free, rational act. Of its nature, therefore, it
supposes knowledge of the thing to which consent is given.
This knoiy edgc need not always be precise, but it ought to be
substanHally correct. For example. when two people marry
they need not be aware of all the duties tliat married life will
entad, but they must know the minimum essenUals of the
marnage contract. Analogously, the patient need not know all
36
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the minutiae involved in his cure; but his consent cannot be
called free and rational when it is based on ignorance of the
essential nature and consequences of a treatment or operation.
The fact that consent supposes knowledge sometimes poses
delicate problems for tlie medical profession. In some cases it
would be practically impossible to give a patient a correct
understanding of the nature of a treatment. In other cases
patients would obviously prefer not to know certain disagreeable things. And in sUll other cases, an explanation might
prove harmful to the patients by stimulating irrational fears
and perhaps even prcventing them from submitting to a very
beneficial procedure. In tlie following paragraphs I shall indi
cate some of these problems and suggest Solutions that are
consonant with the natural right of the patient. At times I
shall refer to tlie provisions of the civil law; but let it be under
stood from the outset that I am interested primarily in the
conditions required by tlie natural law. The civil law might
occasionally go beyond these requisites, for example, by demanding that consent be written. Such provisions of the civil
law should by all means be observed, not only in the interests
of the patient, but also as a protection for the hospitals and
members of the medical profession.
It may be taken for granted that a patient who presents
himself to a physician for treatment implicitiy consents to the
custoniary diagnostic and therapeutic measures that are used
by doctors and hospitals. It is true that the patient may have
no detailed knowledge of tliese things; but he does know in
general that his diagnosis and cure will entail many tcdioiis
procedures, and his very request for a cure would include the
willingness to submit to these customary procedures. Generally
speaking, therefore, it is not necessary to explain each of these
measures in order to obtain his explicit consent.
Sometimes patients want to know the meaning of some of
these procedures. It seems to me that their request for such
knowledge is reasonable, and it is not right to tell them that
37
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it is none of their business or tliat they would not understand
it anyway. A physician ought at least to try to distinguish be
tween idle curiosity and a reasonable desire for legitimate
knowledge.
When a treatment or operation would involve especially
serious consequences such as long hospitalization, loss of a
function, danger to life, or when it offers only slight hope of
success, the patient should ordinarily be informed of these con
sequences. One reason for this is that the patient’s duty of
self-preservation does not normally extend to such measures;
he has the right to refuse them. Also, as regards a dangerous
procedure, the patient has a special right to the knowledge so
that he can make the necessary spiritual preparation.
1 have heard it said that, even with respect to the very
serious procedures just mentioned, the paticnt's consent is
sufficiendy ex'presscd by the fact that he voluntarily submits to
tlie treatment or operation. 1 agree with this statement; but I
would say that the patient’s acquiescence cannot justly be
called voluntary unless he has been made aware of the serious
nature of the procedure.
Obviously, there are times when even these serious measures
may be performed without any kind of expression of consent
on tlie part of the patient. This is true in all cases in which the
doctor must make an immediate decision and tlie patient is in
no condition to be consulted: for example, when a patient is
rought to tlie hospital in an unconscious or delirious condi
tion. In this case the consent is said to he reasonahly pre
sumed: that is. the physician judges that. if the patient could
be consulted, he would give his consent.
Another case in which the nationfc
i. •
11
r.rnc,.rr.^A i. 1, 1 u
• , P^^CHt s conscnt IS rcasonably
presumed is had when. m the course of an operation the
doctor discovers unexpccted conditions that call L
Sion of the originally-scheduled surge^
„
‘
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.
.
.
0
,
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r
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they might prefer to explain it as implicitiy contained in the
consent to the original operation.
Certain psychiatric treatments, like hypnoanalysis and narco
analysis, present special problems witli reference to tlie con
sent of the patient because such treatments involve not merely
the patient’s right of administration over his health, but also his
natural right to preserve his secrets. There is a special reason,
therefore, for requiring that he be informed of the nature of
the treatment before it is used.
But what of the case in which the psycliiatrist is certainly
competent and convinced tliat narcoanalysis would be a great
benefit for his patient, yet he judges tliat if tlie patient were
explicitiy consulted about the treatment he would refuse it
because of irrational fear? In chapter 3 1 , I suggest that tliis
might be one case in which tlie patient’s consent could be
legitimately presumed. F r. Payen makes the same suggestion
regarding tlie use of hypnotism.’
Is a doctor cvcr justified in acting against the express will of
his patient, e.g., by operating when the patient has refused an
operation? F r. Payen (n . 3 5 7 , II, 5 ) refers to two cases in
wliich this might be done. In tlie first case, before losing consciousness, a man who has been badiy hurt in an explosion
telis tlie doctor to do everything necessary to save his life, but
by all means to save his hand. As a matter of fact, the doctor
finds that he cannot save the patient’s life without amputating
tlie hand. He is justified in doing the amputation because the
man’s general will to save his life nullifies his request to save
the hand. In other words, his refusal of the amputation is
more apparent tlian real.
F r. Payen’s second case concerns a person who is brought to
the hospital after an unsuccessful attempt at suicide. The man
’ P. G. Payen, S.J., Deontologie m idicale (Zi-Ka-W ci, China: La Mission Catholique, 1 9 3 5 ) , n. 2 4 8 . Subsequent references to Fr. Payen
will be to numbers in this same work.
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still has a suicidal intent; hence, he refuses to submit to the
reparatory surgery. Since this refusal is manifestly against the
natural law, the doctor may and should ignore it. Another way
of solving tliis problem consists in analyzing the possible alternative explanations of the patientis state of mind. If he is in
sane, his refusal is clearly not a rational act; and the doctor
may proceed on the presumption tliat a sane man would want
the daniage repaired. If he is sane, the civil law may justly
require him to submit to the reparatory operation just as civil
authorities might justly have tried to prevent his suicidal act.
In the practical cases I have reriewed here I have always
referred to the consent of the patient. The sanie principies
would apply to cases in which parents or guardians are empowered to give consent for the patients. The consent of par
ents or guardians must bc given freely, and with adequate
knowledge of the nature and effects of the procedures to which
they consent. It may be considered as implied or rcasonably
presumed in tlic same conditions as the conscnt of tlie patient
would be implied or rcasonably presumed.
One fmal reference to Fr. Payen. He proposes the case in
which a 15-year old boy wants an operation and tlie parents
unreasonably refuse (n . 3 5 7 , footnote 1 ). Fr. Payen thinks
that the natural law would alloiv the doctor to perform the
operation. because the boy in tliis case is able to give intelligent
conscnt and, since there is question of his personal right to
sclt-pteservation, his conscnt would over-rule the unrcasonable
refusa ot hts parents. I agree with this; and it is my imprcs-
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obviously against the natural law. For example, 1 have seen
forms prepared for the signature of a patient which are
couched in such general terms that they grant permission to
the physician to do just about anything he judges to be neces
sary or advisable for the health of the patient. It may be tliat
tlie patientis signature on such a form would secure legal pro
tection for the doctor who would perform an immoral opera
tion, e.g., tying off tubes to prevent pregnancy. In fact, I
have heard of cases in ivhich doctors seem to have taken advantage of Catholic patients by having them sign such forms.
Obviously, this kind of unsuspecting consent, even tliough it
might iii some cases afford Icgal protection, is no consent at
all according to the natural law.’^

Iii

i

I

S

^ On this sainc topic of conscnt, I highly rccommcnd the articlc, Fcwcr
Malpracticc Claims— Via Our American W ay: Conscnt for Treat
ment," by T . Rabcr Taylor, A.B., LL.B., T he Linacre Quartcrly, ISov.,
1 9 5 5 , pp. 1 3 1 -1 3 6 . Altlioiigli primarily from the Icgal point of view,
Mn Taylor s articlc also explains the natural right of the patient
which the laws generally prcsumc. Pope Pius XII has often strcsscd
the importance and necessity of the patients conscnt. See especially
his address of Scpt. 13, 1952.
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Informing the Dying Patient
^O C T O R S O FTEN ask me whether they are morally
bound to tell a patient he is dying so tliat he may prepare
properly for death. The answer to tliis question is given in
the Canadian Code, art. 7, the U.S. Code, general section, n.
4, and in directive 7. Since all of these are substantially tlie
same, it will suffice here to quote directive 7 ;
Everyone has the right and the duty to prep are fo r the
» emn momer* o*
Unless I* is ciear, «herefore, th at a
Uyin? patlont is a ire a d , well-prepared fo r death as regards
oth temporal and spiritual affairs, it is the physician's duty
ki
" t ♦» hove same other
responsible person impart this Information.

understanding of tliis directive requires the cond ^ iv e "
^ a rd lT l""' "
^ tu ra l^ fr™ T

d S eSytdtur“hrd'":

be noted tliat the
binding in conscienee.
because it flows

haviHg someone else comm„n-

f
e.g., the chaplain, a special fric^d / i h
to me, however that it is spI 1 ° j patient,

use an intermediall
Dei J s o t
giving this inform ation-call it the t l
wish, or call it the grace of offirp . ,

information,
etc. It seems

manner,” if you

physician-patient relationship exists
pccts to receive such information from T ^
lisudly exnnauon from his doctor; and the very
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fact that the doctor himself gives the information tends to
increase tlie confidence of tlie patient in the doctor.
Secondly, the directive refers to both spiritual and temporal
preparation for death. By temporal preparation is meant the
paying of one’s debts, arranging one's business affairs, making
a will, etc. Obviously, it is not the physician’s business to advise his patients in these matters. But it is the physician’s duty
to see that tlie patient has sufficient information to take care of
these affairs of his own volition.
For a Catholic, the main spiritual preparation for death is
the reception of tlie sacrament of extreme unction. Tliis sacrament can and should be given not only to patients in imminent
danger, but also to those who are in the probable danger of
death from illness: that is, their condition is such that they
are likely to die, even though it may be more likely that they
will recover. W hen dealing with a Catholic patient, therefore,
a doctor certainly has the duty to let the patient know tliat Iiis
condition is sufficiently critical to warrant the reception of
extreme unction. But, supposing that the patient receives
extreme unction, is there any obligation to give him more
definite information, e.g., that there is no hope of recovery,
tliat he very likely has only a month or two to live? It seems
to me that, if tlie patient sincerely wants such information,
tlie doctor is strictiy obliged to give it. Whether it would be
adidsable to volunteer such definite infoniiation would depend
on many circumstances, especially on tJie judgnicnt of what
would help tlie patient to make a better preparation for death;
and I doubt that any general rule can be given on this point.
W hat about non-Catholic patients, patients with no religious
convictions, and so forth? Even tlicsc patients, as the directive
indicates, have the duty to prepare for death; and it is rare
indeed tliat a man has no rcalization of tliis. Moreover, all
have the right to know tliat the time has come to make this
preparation; hence, whatever be his patients’ religious convic
tions or lack of them, the doctor should see that they have the
43
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information. In fact, those who seem to be most callous
spiritually are most in need of the information that tlieir con
dition is critical.
Neither the doctors’ question nor the wording of the direc
tive is precisely concenied ivith telling the dying patient the
yiature of his illness. There is a special problem, it seems, re
garding cancer patients. This problem, as \vell as some other
important aspects of tlie question of notifying a patient about
his condition, is discussed in the next chapter.
I mentioned that in the case of the Catholic patient the main
spiritual preparation for deatli is the reception of extreme
unction. This recalls another question that is often asked:
who is to decide when extreme unction is to be adniinistered,
the doctor or the chaplain? The answer is tliat the chaplain
is to make the decision— or the pastor of the parish, in case
he is to confer the sacrament— but his decision must normally
be based on the doctor’s judgment tliat the patient is sufliciently ill to be in tlie probable danger of death. The proper way
of handling this matter, therefore, is for tlie doctor to talk over
the case with the chaplain or pastor. The doctor gives the
medical information and tlie priest makes the dccision as to
the best time for the anointing. This conference between the
doctor and priest niay also bring to light any psychological
problems, such as unfounded fears of tlie patient or relatives,
and will help towards adopting a method of acting tliat will
eliminate these problems.
In the previous paragrapli I have taken for granted that
tliere is time for a conference between the priest and the doc
tor. In cases in which a patient becomes suddenly critical, a
pnest could easily make the decision— and sometimes might
have to do so— even before the arrival of tlie doctor
Bctore concluding. I should like to refer to a practical point
hosn mT " ^ 1 ,
‘be nurses and
hosp.tal authorities I am often asked by chaplains. nurses, and
supcmsors what they are ,o do when they know ti.at a patient
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is dying and the doctor insists on withholding the information
from the patient. T h e answer that I usually give to this ques
tion includes the following points: (a) discuss the matter with
the doctor, pointing out to him what our code requires; (b)
if he admits that the patient is dying, but still refuses to com
municate the necessary information, the relatives or guardians
should be informed of this; and (c) if both tlie doctor and the
relatives or guardians refuse to let the patient be told of his
true condition, the hospital authorities should get legal advice
concerning the possibility of adverse action in case they act
against the wishes of the doctor and relatives or guardians. I
insist on this last point because, despite the great importance
of the spiritual welfare of tlie patient, we cannot risk the
greater spiritual good of our apostolate by getting involved in
an adverse lawsuit.
Another rather practical question concerns the case in
which a physician refers a patient to a specialist, e.g., a sur
geon. Relatives are sometimes confused as to who should give
them pertinent information. I am not sure of the professional
etiquette in this m atter; but I should tliink that, as long as the
referring physician remains in charge of tlie case, it is his duty
and privilege to give tlie information both to tlie relatives and
to the patient.
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Should the Cancer Patient
he Told?
PA T IEN T has a malignancy. Should you tell
hun, or not?” Some years ago the Office of Cancer
Teaching and Research of Marquette Univcrsity School of
Medicine sponsored a symposium including the legal, psychiatric, and moral aspects of this question. Anyone who follows
medical literature ivill immediately note that interest in the
question is by no means limited to the time or place of the
symposium. Because of the widespread and intense interest,
it may be helpful to give here some of the points brought out
in tlie symposium. This will entail some repetition of matters
already treated in the preceding chapter; but it \vill also bring
out some further practical points.
On die legal side, as I recall the Marquette discussion, the
point particularly stressed was that a physician could be held
legally liable if his failure to inform the patient of the nature
of his disease would be a cause of damage to the patient. An
interesting case was cited of a man who had made a large
investment and who later sued his physician on the grounds
that, if the physician had revealed to him his true condition,
he would not have embarked on the perilous business venture.
Another rather obvious case of legal liability concerned costly
deception of a patient by holding out false hopes of recovery
and * u s inducing the patient to undergo expensive treatmente
which the physician should have recognized to be useless.
46
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Psychiatrists stxessed the need of estimating the probable
reaction of tlie patient before telling him he has cancer, and
they insisted that the physician must avoid an approach and the
use of terms that might create anxiety. It was pointed out that
the very word, cancer, fiUs many people with dread and that
the discovery that they have cancer might be the occasion of
a severe depression for such people. The psychiatrists would
be in favor of a general educational policy which would help
people to view the prospect of having cancer with more caim;
but they believe that at present, when the danger of creating
harmful anxiety is so great, the problem of notifying tlie patient
defies general rules and must be looked upon as a decidedly
individualistic one.
T he moralistis view of this problem can be summarized along
the lines, legal and psychiatric, already indicated. In the first
place, tlie moralist would certainly agree witli the lawyer that
to damage a patient tlirough deceit is wrong. It is not merely
a juridical (le g a l) fault but also a moral fault to take money
under false pretenscs or to conceal the true state of affairs
from a patient, with tlie knowledge that he will be led by his
false hopes to damage himself financially. But tlie moralist
would not limit the consideration of "damage to the patient”
to the merely material, or pecuniary, sphere. He would think
equally, even primarily, in terms of spiritual damage.
In chapter 5, I quoted and briefly explained directive 7,
which enunciates the moral principle about informing the
dying. At Marquette it was pointed out that, as regards cancer,
the obvious application of tliis principle concerns incurable
cases. It is definitely contrary to the principle to feed an
incurable patient on false hopes of recovery to the extent that
he neglects to take care of his temporal affairs (e .g ., by making
his w ill) and, above all, fails to prepare his soul to meet his
Judge. A Catholic patient must be notified of his critical con
dition in plenty of time to allow for tlie fruitfui reception of
47
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the Last Sacraments; others must be allowed to make whatever
preparation their consciences might demand.
That is the minimum; it is not everything. I know of an
alarming number of devout people who expressed deep regret
at the time of receiving the Last Sacraments that they had not
been previously notified that their condition was incurable so
that they could have spcnt their time more profitably and accumulated richer merits for heavcn. Perhaps these people
were indulging in vain regrets; perhaps tliey would not have
used the time so \vell. But on the other hand, their complaint
may be well founded. The last years, nionths, and especially
weeks, of life are very precious. Certainly no patient should be
deprived of the opportunity of reaping a rich harvest merely
because of a false optimism— or perhaps 1 should say, a false
Standard of optimism.
The duty of informing the patient of his critical condition
so that he can prepare well for death does not necessarily in
clude the obligation of telling him the precise nature of his
illness. For instance, I rccall the case of a devout Catholic
mother who dicd of cancer, apparently without ever having
suspected the character of the disease. But she expected to die,
and she was always prepared to go, as she put it, "when the
Lord wanted to take her.” Since she did not ask what was
wrong with her, her physician and her family agreed to say
nothing about the precise nature of the ailnicnt because tliey
tli^Dught this inforniaUon might induce an unfavorable psy
chological reaction by creating an uneasy anticipation of pain.
^ le y came to this decision only after thev had made sure
that she was cntertaining no false hopes of recovery.
In the case just cited it seems Uiat no real benefit could
have been rcapcd by telling the patient she had cancer, and
actual harm niight have resultcd. In such a case, tliere certamly could be no moral obligaUon to tell the patiant she Tad
cancer, and there might be a duty to withhold such knowledge.
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W hat about curable cases, i.e., cancer patients for whom
there is at least some hope of recovery? Tlie principle governing tliese cases, as was brought out in the Marquette discus
sion, is this: tlie patient should be given ivhatever information
is necessary for him to cooperate intclligently with the physi
cian. This principle is easily formulated; yet its application to
individual cases is rcndered difficult by the existence of complicating psychological factors. For one patient, the knowledge
that he has cancer may be just what is needed to induce him
to cooperate faithfully with treatment; for another, the horror
of cancer niight be such as to make him look upon hope of
recovery as a mere delusion. These factors were stressed by
tlie psychiatrists. T h e physician must estiniate them carefully
before communicating Information to his patients and must,
perhaps, use considerable psychotlierapy to obtain the necessary
cooperation.
1 might add that tlie consensus of medical opinion as ex
pressed at Marquette was tliat patients of the curable class
cooperate better when tJie nature of their disease and the pos
sibility of recovery are reasonably explained to them. Moreover,
the general trend of opinion was decidedly in favor of an edu
cational policy that would reduce the drcad of cancer and thus
allow calm judgment to supplant fear.
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Must the cancer patient be told? From a moral point of
view, the principal ideas to be kept in mind in answering this
question are these:
1. T he incurable patient must be given whatever infomiation is needed for him to prepare well for death. This does
not necessarily mean tliat he must know he has cancer.
2 . The curable patient must be told whatever is necessary to
obtain his intelligent cooperation with the physician. No abso49
f.
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lutely general rule can be given; but it seems that patients
usually cooperate better when their condition and their hope
of cure are reasonably explained to them .’

^ For another discussion of tliie f« •
Patient Be T o ld ? " by John J . L y n c h A j”
N o r., 1955, pp. 127-130.

^Inacre Q u a rlcrly.
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Medical Consultation
Adequate consultation is required, not only when there is
doubt concerning the morality of some procedure (as stated
In n. 4 ), but also with regard to all procedures involving
serious consequences, even though such procedures are llsted
here as permissible. The hospital reserves the right to Insist
on such consultation. Directive 8. (See also the Canadian Code,
art. 9 , and the U.S. Code, general section, n. 1 .)

(^ O N S U L T A T IO N W H IC H is primarily moral has been exexplained in connection with directive 4. Directive 8 is
mainly concerned with medical consultation, the purpose of
which is to determine whether a procedure is good medicine
or what procedure would, under the circumstances, be the best
medicine. Indirectly, of course, this involves a judgment on
the morality of a procedure, because if it is bad medicine it is
also bad morality.
In general (w ith certain reservations to be indicated later),
we are willing to accept the judgment of medical societies or
hospital staffs regarding the cases that require medical con
sultation. As a matter of fact, when the present directive was
first formulated, we had in mind the provisions on consultation
made by the Code o f Ethics approved and adopted in 1 9 4 7
by the American Hospital Association and the American College of Hospital Administrators, and the Principies o f Medical
Ethics published by the American Medical Association. The
AHA provision reads; ‘Tor the protection of the patient in all
51
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serious or doubtfui cases there should be adequate consulta
tion.” And tlie AMA statement is tliis: "In a case of scrious
illness, especially in doubtfui or difficult conditions, tlie physi
cian should request consultations.”’
JO IN T COM M ISSION

Today, the Standard for consultation more or less generally
accepted by medical societies is the one fonnulated by tlie
Joint Commission on Accrcditation of Hospitals.’' It may be
useful to quote this Standard, to indicate what we cannot
accept as sound morality, what seems dubious, and what is
entirely acceptable. The Standard reads:
Exccpt in cmcrgcncy, consultation with another qualificd physician
shall bc required in all first Cacsarcan sections and in all curcttagcs
or other procedures by which a known or suspcctcd pregnancy may bc
intcrruptcd. The same rcquiremcnt shall apply to operations performed for tlie sole purpose of stcrilization on both male and fcmalc
patients. Includcd in consultations required under this Standard are
all those wliich arc required under the rules of the hospital staff.
In mnjor surgical cases in which tlic patient is not a good risk, and
in all cascs in which the diagnosis is obscure, or when there is doubt
as to tlic best therapeutic measures to bc udlizcd, consultation is
appropriate. Obviously, judgment as to the serious nature of the illness
and the question of doubt as to diagnosis and treatment rests with tlie
physician responsible for the care of the patient. It is the duty of the
hospital staff through its chicfs of scrvice and Exccutivc Committee to
scc Uiat members of the staff do not fail in the matter of calling con
sultants as nccdcd. A consultant must be well qualificd to give an
opiiuon m tlic ficld in wliicb bis opinion is sougbt.
A satisfacto^' consultation includes cxamination of the patient and
tbe rccord and a w'nttcn opinion signcd by the consultant which is
made part of the rccord. When opcrative procedures are involved, the
1 9 5 7 , has this
u n T n r J .^
A physician should seck consultation
iT o f
iZ
T '" ';
It appears that the quality of medical scrvicc may bc enhanccd tlicrcby.”
' ^trff'*''^

Jan. 2 8 , 1956, "II. Medical
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consultation note, except in emergency, shall be recordcd prior to
operation.

Tlie provision that consultation is required for "operations
performed for the sole purpose of sterilization on both male
and female” is morally unacceptabJe. Since these operations are
direct sterilizations, tliey are never permitted; hence, consulta
tion regarding tlie so-callcd indications for them is entirely
out of place. T he requireiiicnt of consultation for "all curettages or other procedures by whicli a known or suspected preg
nancy may be interrupted” is ambiguous. It might mean that
even tlie direct interruption of pregnancy before viability is
permitted, provided consultants agree that this is medically
indicated. If that is its meaning, dien we must reject it as
morally unacccptable, because direct abortion is never perniittcd for aiiv reason whatsocvcr. On the other hand, if this
latter provision is restrictcd to procedures that niight indirectly
interrupt a pregnancy before viability, it is morally acceptable.
In this case, the consultation would concern such points as
thcsc: ivhcther a patient is pregnant, whether a fetus is still
alive or has reached viability, and so fortii. The provision
might also iiican that consultation is required to determine
whether a preiiiature induction of labor is medically indicated
— in which case also it is unobjectioiiable.
Because the provision about dircct stcrilization is clearly
unacceptablc and because the provision about interruption of
pregnancy is at best ambiguous, the "Guide for Preparation of
Medical Staff By-Laivs,” prepared by the Council on Hospital
Administration of The Catholic Hospital Association, does not
literally follow the Standard of the Joint Commission. Rather,
the "Giiide” reconiniends the following;
Exccpt in cmcrgcncy, consultation with a member of the Consulting
or active staff shall be required in ali ni.njor cascs in which the patient
is not a good risk and in all primary sections. Tlie consultant shall
make and sign a rccord of his findings and rccommcndations in cvcry
such casc. A rostcr of consultations shall bc made available. The
rccommcndations of consultants will not justify a violation of the
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ethical code of the diocese or o f the C atholic H ospital A ssociation .*

Although this statement is actually not as extensive as
directive 8, it may be taken as a practical interpretation of the
directive. Individual hospitals or groups of hospitals may make
more stringent rules; but care should be taken to have no rules
for consultation which even by implication might allow im
moral procedures if consultants approve of tliem.
MEANING O F CO N SU LTA N T

Our rejection of the Standard suggested by the Joint Com
mission certainly does not mean disapproval of the entire
Standard. With the exception of the provisions mentioned above,
it is not only acceptable but worthy of sincere praise.
In explaining their Standard on consultation, the Joint Com
mission described what is meant by a consultant. N o doubt,
members of the medical profession are already familiar with
this description; but I feel sure that many readers of tliis book
will not have had tliis opportunity. For the sake of tliese latter,
1 should like to quote tliis description, even though it is some
what lengthy:
The question has been raised as to the definition of a consultant.
A consultant is a second physician callcd by tlic attcnding doctor to
examine and discuss his patient. In the sense in which we use the
tcrm, it does not necessarily imply seniority. If the chief of a scrvice
calls onc of his junior men who may have been worldng in a special
field— say, for instance, pulmonary physiology or hcmatology— the
youngcr man m seeing the patient is the consultant and should write
the conmltation note. The members of the Consulting staff are on
that staff hccausc they have qualifications that make tliem valuable
as consultants; but in a given instance, any physician who sees a
X

hi"" t

r

‘consultant on that case, no matter
» - ‘^n^nion for
fn wh ch th
informally, but in all instances
^
physician makes a careful study o f the problem
prcscnted by the patient, the consultation should bc form alizcd by a
n ^ t h e rccord. Although as stated above a c o n J t a n t is by
» C f . " G u id e f o r P r e p a r a tio n o f M e d ic a l S ta ff

By-Law s,"

p
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definition, a second physician callcd to examine a patient, to satisfy
the requircmcnts of the Commission as stated in the Standard, the
consultant must be qualificd by training an d /or experience to give a
competent opinion in the special phasc of the patient's illness about
which he has been callcd to examine the patient. The determination
of the consultant’s competence should be made by the hospital staff.
As stated in the Standard, a consultation is not complete or satisfactory
unless it includes an examination of the patient and the patient’s
record and a written opinion signed by the consultant and attached to
the record.
It is not practicable or proper to take the matter of board certification into consideration. Board certification is no more than a rela
tive indication of proficiency. Furthcrmore, a physician’s standing
as chief of Service, or any like position, should not exempt him from
carrying out his moral obligations to his patient. A chief of scrvice
who has tlie degree of humility that should be an attribute of all
physicians in trcating illness will scek the aid and advice of his
collcagucs w'hen the situation is sufficiently serious.^

This is an excellent clarification of a difficult question.
Despite its excellence and completeness, however, I am
tempted to add one small point from my personal experience as
a writer. In the Society of Jesus, of wluch I am a member, we
have very striet rules of censorship. Everything that we publish
must have at least two, and often tliree, Jesuit censors. And
besides this, there is a further requirement of diocesan cen
sorship. Obviously, when the writer is a speciahst in some
field, it is seldom possible to get censors who are equally qualified as specialists. It has been my experience, however, that
even when my censors w'ere not specialists, they have not only
noticed some points to which my own specialization had more
or less blinded me but have also made many valuable sugges
tions. I would certainly rather know of these things before
publishing something than have my attention called to them
later. For my own protection, as well as for the good of the
Church and my readers, I have always thankcd God for our
rules of censorship.
^Bulletin o f the American College o f Surgeons, March-April, 1 9 5 5 ,
p. 1 3 5 .
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I have mentioned my own experience merely because it
might be helpful to doctors \vho are specialists. They may at
times feel resentment that men less qualificd than tliey are the
only available consultants. But in their hearts they must feel
tlie same as 1 do: these other men often notice certain anglcs
of a case tliat might escape the specialist; and it is certainly bet
ter to know of such things before an operation or treatment
than afterwards. Moreover, for the doctors as well as for
writcrs, there is the obvious fact that, when consultants or
censors approve of their opinion, they have greater peace of
mind and a deeper sense of security.
DISAGREEMENT IN CO N SU LTA TIO N

"Must a doctor always follow the advice of his consultants;
and must the hospital authorities always forbid him to act
against a majority opinion of consultants?” 1 have been asked
this question frequently. Since 1 have not found an explicit
answer in the regulations of medical societies, I have attcmpted
to work out a reasonable answer for myself. In doing this, 1
was greatly hclpcd by the advice of sevcral other moral theo
logians, all of whom agreed with ivhat is said in the following
paragraphs.
As a basis for a prudent answer to the question, let me call
attention to a provision of the Code of Canon Law (canon
1 0 5 ). The Church often demands that ccclesiastical and rcligious superiors take counscl before acting, but it does not
emand that they always follow the advice of their counsclors.
In some cases the superiors are obliged to follow a majority
N;ote, but m other cases they are permitted to act contrary to
le advice of the consultors. In these latter cases the purpose
o the consultation is to guarantee that the superiors will not
act with imprudent haste.
«f
con
sultation does not ahvays or necessarily mean that the physician
must follow the opinion of his consultants, even a majority
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Opinion. Tliere are some cases in which he should not be al
lowed to act against a majority opinion; but this is certainly
not an absolute and univcrsal rule. In some cases it should
be sufficient for the doctor to give prudent consideration to the
views expressed by his consultants without being morally
obliged to follow these views. In fact, he may not in con
science follow these views if Iie sincerely thinks they would be
detrimental to his patient.
Before deciding whether or not they should permit physi
cians to act against the advice of their consultants, hospital
autliorities must consider many factors. For one thing, mere
number is not always the best criterion; because tlie opinion of
one eminent physician may be more valuable than the views
of many less capable men. Also, differences of opinion among
physicians are sometimes due to differences in training; and
some allowance has to be made for tliis in appraising tlie results of consultation.
1 mentioned that there are some cases in wliich a physician
should not be allowed to act against a majority vote. How can
we determine these cases? I would not attempt to state any
absolute rules; but I can offer three suggestions which should
help hospital administrators and staffs to formulate a policy
which is adapted to their own circumstances.
1.
Protect the helpless. 1 am tliinking particularly of the
unborn child and of the patient who is not siti compos. These
are unable to protect themselves. It is true tliat parents and
guardians have tlie duty of making decisions for tliem; but tlie
parents and guardians are seldom able to make a proper
appraisal of the medical facts and in some cases their own
sejf-interests are contrary to the interests of their charges.
Hence, administrators and staff should exercise special care to
safeguard these helpless charges. I do not see how tlicy can
exercise this care unless their normal policy follows this line:
when there is question of procedures that involve danger for
an unborn child (e.g . radiation tlicrapy of pregnant repro57
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ductive organs) or for a patient who is not swt compos (e.g.
lobotomy for mcntal illness), if a majority opinion favors a less
dangerous procedure, the attending physician should not be
allowed to act against this opinion.
2. Do not unnecessarily interfere with the Iiberty o f the
individual physician. W e must remember that the attending
physician is tlie man responsible for liis patients; and we must
credit him with competence and sincerity unless he gives evidence to the contrary. llence, except for the cases mentioned
in n. 1 and apart from conditions that indicate danger of
abuse, a physician should not ordinarily be forbidden to act
against even a majority opinion of consultants, provided that
the patient, when properly informed of the difference of opin
ion, wishes to follow tlie opinion of his own physician.
3. Prevent or chcck abuses as occasions call for it. No
doubt, there are abuses. Some doctors are too much inclined
to surgery; some hold on to outmoded harmful procedures;
some are given to experimentation or novclty; some may even
look upon consultation as a mere formality; and so forth. One
way to minimize such abuses is to have the policy that coiisultation cases involving differences of opinion should be rciiewed
by the staff. Tliis might not prevent all unnecessary harmful
procedures; but it would prevent their repetition. And it
would very likely prevent most of them from taking place,
because a doctor would hardly insist on following an opinion
hc thought would bc censured by the staff.
1 have been told of one hospital where the staff has the rule
that female reproductive organs may not be excised without
the approval of a consultant. If the attending physician disa^ecs with the first consultant, he may ask for another; but,
if both consultants agree that an organ should not be excised,
the operation is not permitted. The reason for this ruling was
fact that some younger physicians were inclined to do
hystcrectomies that more mature judgment considered un
necessary. This is an example of one local solution to the
problem or abuse.
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Doctor and Supervisor
g lS T E R S H AVE often asked me whetlier, as supervisors of
operating rooms, tiiey are obliged to forbid tlie performance of an illicit operation. Also, tliey sometimes ask whether
tlie supervisor may presume that a doctor who has scheduled
a licit operation has no intention of doing anytliing illicit.
I am simply stating the obvious when I say, as a preliide
to answering these questions, that there ought to be a very
friendiy and cooperative spirit between the various supervisors
and tlie members of the staff. Generally speaking, tliere is such
a spirit; yet there are exceptions, some of which are personality
problems, while otliers are simply misunderstandings. The
following answers cannot solve personality problems, but they
may help to eliminate misunderstandings.
One basis for niutual understanding consists in the consciousness of others* responsibilities and a willingness to help
them to fulfill their responsibilities. A second basis consists in
avoiding rash suspicions and in acting on the presumption that
otlicrs mean well. Everyone should be given tlie benefit of this
presumption unless there are good reasons to the contrary.
SUPERVISOR’S DUTY

Tlie answer to tlie first question is that the supervisor does
have a duty to see tliat the illicit operation is not performed.
This is at least implied by dlr«ctlvo 9;
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The physician is required fo state definitely to the super
visor of fhe deparfment concerned fhe nature of fhe operation
he intends fo perform or of the treafm ent he Intends to give in
the hospital.

The same provision is made in article 10 of the Canadian
Code and in number 2 of the general section of the U .S. Code.
One purpose of directive 9 is practical: to enable the super
visor to see tliat proper preparations are made for the opera
tion or treatment. A second purpose is legal: to protect the
hospital in matters that might involve prescriptions of civil law.
A third is moral: to guarantee tliat the specific provisions of the
Directives are observed. For instance, as regards this third
aspect, some procedures are not permitted without previous
consultation; otlier procedures are not permitted at all.
The very fact that the directive requires the previous state
ment to be made to the supervisor indicates diat tlie supervisor
has a responsibility in this matter. W hen she requests tliat the
statement be made, or when, after having read the statement,
she informs a doctor that consultation is necessary or that the
procedure scheduled is not allowed, she is simply fulfilling her
duty. No doctor should resent tliis. If there is resentment, it
must be attributable to personality factors.
PRESUME GOOD W ILL

The second question is directly concerned with my preliminary observation about presuming that others mean well.
/ ccor ing to this rule, when a doctor has scheduled an opera
tion t at is licit, the supervisor should presume that he intends
not ing 1 icit, and she should not question him further nor
some positive reason for
suspecUng A at he really intends to do something unethical.
fh 7 „ V v .

k

because of someS io w s from
the patient or because she
^ d l l!
.
‘ t" '
Petticular doctor makes light
of tl,e hospital codc), she should look into the matter, gracious60
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ly, of course, and avoid offense as much as possible. Many doc
tors have told me that they can see no reasonable grounds for
offense on the part of the physician if the supervisor asks
questions in order to clarify a doubt.
I might add here that the mere fact that a physician would
schedule an illicit operation would not indicate bad ivill on his
part. Even a very conscientious doctor might not realize the
illicitness of certain procedures. Many doctors have had no
opportunity to study medical morality; and both their textbooks and their teachers held views contrary to good morals.
Moreover— and this is very strange— when these doctors come
to our hospitals, tliey are asked to proniise that they will abide
by our code, yet they are never given a copy of the code or any
explanation of it until some unpleasant situation arises! W e cer
tainly have a right, and a duty, too, to presume tliat the doc
tors are conscientious as long as tliey give no positive contrary
evidence; but we have no right to presume that all doctors
have an instinctive knowledge of the fine points of medical
morality.
In conclusion, it may be well to refer briefly to the case
in which a physician who has scheduled a licit operation actual
ly accompanies this operation with some illicit procedure, e.g.,
ligating fallopian tubes. It is difficult to presume "good will”
in this case, because if the doctor had good will he would have
scheduled the stcrilization. Therefore, it seems rather obvious
tliat he did not schedule it because he knew it would not be
permitted. Some disciplinary action is called for here; but
just what it should bc depends on circumstances. Whatever
the disciplinary action is, it seems that it should be taken by
the superior of the hospital or by the chief of staff or by the
chief of the dcpartmcnt concerned. All that is required of the
supervisor is that she report the violation of the code to the
proper authority.
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Destruction or Risk of Life:
the Principies
H E PRIN CIPLES
stated in the U.S.
Destruction of, Life,”
and in directives 12-14.

especially pertinent to this topic are
Code under the heading, "Risk to, or
in arUcle 12 of the Canadian Code,
Tliese directives read as follows:

12. Tho direct kiiling of any innocent person, even ot his own
request, is olwoys morally wrong. Any procedure whose sole
Immediate offect is the death of a human being is a direct
killing.
13. Risk to life and even the indirect taking of life are morally
lustifiable for proportionate reasons. Life is taken indirectly
when death is the unavoidable accompaniment or resuit of a
procedure which is immediately dirccted to the attainment of
some other purpose, e.g., to the removal of a diseased organ.
14. Every unborn child must be regarded os a human person,
with all the rights of a humon person, from the moment of
conccption.

d ir e c t k il l in g

Directive 12 is based on— or perhaps it would be better to
say it is a restatement of— the principle already referred to as
the inviolability of imiocciit human life. God is the creator
and master of human life; and no one may take it wiUiout His
authorization. In our ethics classes and textbooks, we give
sound arpm ents for tlie authority of the state to punish crimmals and for the right of private individuals to detend their
62
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lives and precious possessions against unjust aggression, even
to the extent of killing the aggressor when that is necessary.
But neither the state nor private individuals can establish any
authorization to kill the innocent. Hence, tlie principle that
innocent human life is absolutely inviolable. By reason of
this principle, we exclude all direct killing of the innocent,
e.g., by destructive craniotomy of a living fetus, by "mercy”
killing, by all direct abortion, even for "therapeutic” reasons.
The meaning of tliis principle is strongly and clearly ex
plained in a memorable passage in the address of Pope Pius
X ll on tlie moral problems of married life (O ct. 2 9 , 1 9 5 1 ) .
This passage should be familiar to all members of the medical
profession. Said the Pope:
Now tlie child, even tlie unborn child, is a human being in the same
degree and by the same title as its mother. Moreover, evcry human
being, even the child in its mother’s womb, receives its right to Ufc
directly from God, not from its parents, nor from any human societ)'
or authority. Therefore there is no man, no human authority, no
Science, no "indication," whether medical, cugenical, sociai, economic,
or moral, that can show or give a valid juridical title for a deliberate
and direct disposing of an innocent human life, that is to say, for an
action which aims at its destruction, whether such destruction be in
tended as an end or as a means towards some other end which may
itself bc in no way illicit. So, for example, to save the life of the
motlier is a most noblc end, but the direct killing of the child as a
means to that end is not lawful. The direct destruction of the socallcd "valucless life," whether born or unborn, which was practised
a few years ago in numcrous instances, can in no way bc justified.
And therefore w'hen this practice bcgan the Church fomially declarcd
tJiat it is contrary to the natural law and to the positive law of God,
and consequently illicit— even under instruction from the public
autiiority— to kill those who, although innocent, are nevertheless by
reason of some physical or psychical taint useless to the nation and
even become a burdcn on the community. Tlic life of an innocent
human being is inviolable, and any dircct assault or attack on it
violatcs one of tliose fundaniental laws without which it is impossible
for human beings to live safely in society. We have no need to teach
you the particular significancc of this fundamcntiil law and its bearing
upon your profession. But do not forget it: above any human law,
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above any "indication" whatsocver, there stands the indcfcctible law
of God.

About a month later (N ov. 2 6 , 1 9 5 1 ) , in his address to the
Family Front, Pope Pius X II again spoke of the inviolability of
innocent human life, and added the following very pertinent
and powerful remarks:
This principle holds good both for the life of the child as well as
for that of the mother. Never and in no case has the Church taught
that the life of the child must bc prcferred to that of the mother.
It is erroneous to put the question with this altcrnative: either the life
of the child or that of the mother. No, neither the life of the mother
nor that of the child can be subjectcd to an act of dircct suppression.
In the onc casc as in the other, there can bc but onc obligation: to
make cvcry cffort to save the lives of both, of the mother and of the
child.
It is onc of the fincst and most noblc aspirations of the medical
profession to scarch for cvcr new ways of cnsuring the Ufe of both.
But if, notwithstanding all the progress of science, there still remain,
and will remain in the future, cases in which onc must rcckon with the
death of the mother, when it is the mother’s wish to bring to birth the
life that is within her, and not to destroy it in violation of the command of God: Thou shalt not Idlll— nothing clsc remains for the man,
[i.e., the doctor], who will make cvcry effort right up to the last
moment to help and save, but to bow rcspectfully before the laws of
nature and the dispositions of Divine Providence.
fr objcctcd— the life of the mother, especially the mother of a
large family, is of incomparably greater value than that of a child
not yet bom. The application of the thcory of the cquivalation of
yalucs to the casc which occupics Us has already bccn accepted in
juridical discussions. The rcply to this harrowing objection is not
difiicult. The inviolability of the life of an innocent human being does
not depend on its greater or Icsscr value. It is already more than ten
years since the Church formally condcmncd the killing of life con
sidered to bc "wiUiout value”; and whosoevcr knows the sad cvcnts
that prcccdcd and provokcd that condemnation, whosoevcr is able
to wcigh up the dircful conscqucnccs that would resuit, if onc were
to try to measure the inviolability of innocent life according to its
value, knows well how to apprcciate the motives that determine that
disposition.

The Pope's words are obviously directed against those who
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think that in certain situations there are good reasons (they call
them "indications”) for the dircct killing of an unborn child.
He defends the right of tJie child, but he does not limit his
words to the child; he defends the mother, too, and all in
nocent life. In doing this he alludes to crimes that fillcd the
whole civilized world with abhorrence: the exccution of masses
of innocent human beings because they were "useless” or a
"burdcn to the state.”
IN D IRECT KILLING

From the foregoing it should be ciear that the dircct (i.e .,
the intentional) taking of innocent life is never permissible.
Any procedure which would resuit in death for either the
mother or the child (o r for any other innocent person) can be
justified only when the death is an unintended and unavoid
able by-product of tlie procedure. Tliis latter is callcd indirect
killing. It has already bccn explained briefly in chapter 1.
Since directive 13 is but a brief restatement of some of this
material, it will suffice here merely to indicate the meaning of
the main expressions used in the directive.
"Risk to life” refers to procedures which would probably,
but not certainly, resuit in death. This would be verified in
almost any operation that physicians would classify as very
dangerous. Tlie "indirect taking of life” means more than this.
It implies that a procedure will certainly resuit in loss of life:
e.g., the removal of a cancerous uterus in carly pregnancy is
certain to resuit in the dc.ath of the fetus. This is indirect
killing, in the full sense of the expression. The directive States
that even this and similarly drastic procedures arc permitted,
provided all the conditions for the application of the principle
of the double effect arc fulfilled. Tliis point has also bccn
clearly explained by Pope Pius XII. It sccnis that his statement
on the inviolability of human life made on Oct. 2 9 , 1 9 5 1 , was
misreprcscntcd; hence, in his discourse to the Family Front he
said:
65
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On purpose W e have ahvays used the expression “direct attempt
on the life of an innocent person,” “direct killing.” Because if, for
example, the saving of the life of the future mother, independently
of her pregnant state, should urgcntly require a surgical act or other
therapeutic treatment which would have as an accessory consequence,
in no way dcsired or intended but inevitable, the death of the fetus,
such an act could no longer be called a dircct attempt on innocent
life. Under these conditions the operation can bc licit, like other
similar medical intcrventions, granted always that a good of high
worth is concerned, such as life, and that it is not possible to postpone
the operation until after the birth of the child, or to have recourse to
other cfficacious remedies.
UNBORN CH ILD A PERSON

With reference to the subject-matter of directive 1 4 , I am
often asked what is the teaching of the Church regarding the
time the human soul is infused into the body. In answering
this question, one has to distinguish between the speculative
and the practical: that is, between speculative thinking and
practical rules. In the sphere of speculation, tliere are two
theories, each backed by representative Cathohc pliilosophers
and theologians. St. Thomas Aquinas, for instance, was of
the opinion that tlic rational soul is not infused into the body
until the fertilized ovum has reached a certain stage of develop
ment. Just what this stage is, is not ciear. For a long time
this theor)’ was very commonly held by philosophers and theo
logians; then it was more or less abandoned. Today, however,
the general idea of this thcory— namely, that there must be
some development of the material before the infusion of the
rational soid is proposcd as the more acceptable explanation
^ ^ ^ bcginning of human life by many philosophers and
t eo ogians. The other view, also with many sponsors, is that
the rational soul is always infused at the moment of fertilizaUon.
\\e have no divine revelation on this point, nor any official
pronouncement of the Church which clearly condemus or approves either thcory. Catholics are still free to speculate on the
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matter. However, in tlie practical order, we must follow the
safer course of action and always treat a living fertilized ovum,
whatever be its stage of development, as a human person, with
all the rights of a human being. Thus, for example, canon 7 4 7
of the Code of Canon Law ordcrs that every aborted fetus, no
matter when expelled, should be baptized absolutely if it is
certainly alive and conditonally if the presence of life is du
bious. Also, when theologians give doctors a practical rule on
what may be done in tlie case of rape, they say tlie doctor
may do anytliing medically possible to remove the aggressoris
semen but may not do anything to remove or kill a fertilized
ovum.
Since I have quoted liberally from Pope Pius X II in explain
ing directives 12 and 13, it seems advisable to cite a paragraph
of his which is pertinent to the present topic. In his address
ofN ov. 2 6 , 1 9 5 1 , he said:
Innocent human life, in whatsoever condition it is found, is withdrawn, from tlie very first moment of its existence, from any dircct
deliberate attack. Tbis is a fundamcntal rigbt of tbe buman person,
wbicb is of general value in tbe Cbristian conccption of life; bence as
valid for tbe life still bidden witbin tbe womb of tbe motber as for
tbe life already born and dcvcloping outside of ber; as mucb opposcd
to dircct abortion as to tbe dircct killing of tbe cbild before, during or
after its birth. Whatever foundation tbcrc may bc for tlie distinction
between tbesc various pbascs of the development of life that is born
or still unborn, in profane and ecclcsiasUcal law, and as regards certain
civil and pcnal consequences, all tlicsc cascs involve a grave and unlawful attack upon the inviolability of human life.

I would not want to say that tlicse words condemn the
opinion that the rational soul is not infused at the moment of
fertilization; but they certainly seem to favor the opposite view.
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Tlierapeutic Abortion
^ ME N UM BER of questions that can be and actually are
asked about therapeutic abortion is legion. Among them all,
the most pertinent and important seems to me to be this: "Is
the Catholic teaching on this subject different now from what
it was fifty or seventy-live years ago?” A comprehensive answer
to this question will really include replies to most of the other
questions; hence, 1 shall use this as my approach in tlie present
chapter.
The question could be answered by a simple, “no, it is not.”
A more complete answer, however, would distinguish between
t e official teaching of the Church and the opinions expressed
by individual theologians. The official teaching of the Church
as not suffered the slightest change; every official pronounce
ment rom 1 884, when the Holy See was first asked for a
s atement, to e present day has condemncd therapeutic abor
tion. On the other hand, when the subject first became a burning issue there was a small number of Catholic moralists who
thought that therapeutic abortion could probably be justified.
paragraph really contains the answer to the
hn r / t h e o r T J
views of c l o l i

for outT '" '

able medical opirions."
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At the outset, let me say that much of the material I shall
present is given more completely in tlie introductory chapters
of Fr. T . L. Bouscaren's excellent study, Ethics o f Ectopic
Operations,^ a book which should be in the library of every
member of the medical profession.
Also at the outset, let me explain that 1 am using the ex
pression, "tlierapeutic abortion,” in its ordinary sense: namely,
as a direct abortion wliich is deliberately induced for the pur
pose of saving tlie life of the motlier. This is tlie procedure
with which the U .S. Code ("Destruction of Life,” n. 1 ) ,
article 16 of the Canadian Code, and directive 15 are especial
ly concerned. T he directive reads as follows:
D irect abortion is never permitted even when the ultimate
purpose is to save the life of fhe mofher. No condition of
pregnancy constitutes an exception to this prohibition. Every
procedure whose sole immediate effect is the terminatlon ot
pregnancy before viability is a direct abortion.

I. O F F IC IA L TEA C H IN G

Between 1 8 8 4 and 1 9 3 0 , the Holy See issued five pronouncenients that are pertinent to our present topic.
1.
On May 2 8 , 1 8 8 4 , tlie Sacred Congregation of the Holy
Office (th en known as the Congregation of the Inquisition), in
reply to a question sent by the Cardinal Archbishop of Lyons,
stated that it cannot be safely taught in Catholic schoois that
a death-dealing craniotomy may be performed on the fetus,
even in cases in which both mother and fetus would othcrwisc
perish. T he words, "It cannot bc safely taught,” were used in
this reply because the Cardinal Iiimself had used them in his
query. Tlie minimum meaning of the expression is that, if
tliere was any opinion favoring the licitness of craniotomy, the
opinion could not bc considered sufficiently probable to be reduced to practice.
' Milwaukce: Brucc Publishing Company, 1944,
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2. Some time after the first reply, the Archibishop of Cambrai sent a number of questions to the Holy Office. Under date
of Aug. 19, 1 8 8 9 , the hloly Office answered these questions by
repeating the rcply of 1 8 8 4 concerning craniotomy and by
adding that the statement also applied to all operations which
directly kill either the mother or the child. These last words
should be carefully noted. They are a ciear rcfutation of the
calumny that tlie Church always prefers the life of the infant
to that of the mother. From the very bcginning the official
Catholic position has been that each life is inviolable and that
neither may be directly killed to save the other.
3. Readers may wonder why I have cited the preceding
statements in a discussion of therapeutic abortion, because
these replies refer to death-dealing surgical procedures. And
it seems that some physicians of
Archdiocese of Cambrai
also wondered about this. Hence, to settlc the consciences of
the physicians, the Archbishop soon sent another query to the
Holy See, asking whether direct abortion to save the life of the
mother could be considered licit. Tlie rcply of the Holy Office,
given on July 2 4 , 1 8 9 5 , and confirmed by Pope Leo X III on
the following day, stated that the answers of 1 8 8 4 and 1 8 8 9
also referred to direct abortion. It is because of tliis rcply that
I have hsted these former statements among the decrees condenining therapeutic abortion.
4. Another pertinent rcply of the Holy Office was given to
the Bishop of Sinaloa, in Mcxico. The Bishop had asked a
number of questions, one of which concerned the licitness of
inducing an abortion when it was judged impossible to wait for
the viability of the fetus. In a response dated May 4 , 1 8 9 8 ,
and confirmed by Pope Leo XIII on May 5. the Holy Office
stated that tliis procedure is Ulicit and referred to its reply of

X JJ
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3 1 . 1930.

cmphatic pronouncement was given
encyclical on Christian Marriage, Dec.
After surveying the various modern attempts to
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jusLily direct abortion, he singled out the medical justification
for special attention.
As to the “medical and therapeutic indication” to which, using
their own words, W e have made reference, Venerable Brethren, how
ever much W e may pity the mother whose health and even life is
gravely imperilcd in the pcrformancc of the duty allottcd to her by
nature, nevertheless what could ever be a suffident reason for cxcusing in any way tlie dircct murder of the innocent? This is predscly what we are dcaUng with here. Whether inflicted upon the
mother or upon the child it is against tlie prcccpt of God and tlie
law of nature; “Thou shalt not kill.” The life of each is equally
sacred, and no one has the power, not even the public authority, to
destroy it.

To the foregoing official statements should be added die
various strong pronouncements of Pope Pius X II, some of
which I have quoted in chapter 9. From a consideration of all
of them, it sliould be evident that the official teaching of the
Church has unwaveringly condemncd therapeutic abortion as
being tantamount to the direct killing of the innocent.
II. TH EO LO G IA N S

Even before tlie decision of tlie Holy Office the vast majority
of Catholic moralists held tliat tlierapeutic abortion is tlie direct
killing of tlie innocent, and therefore never justifiable even in
the most extreme case. Nevertlielcss, a small number, and
among these a few eminent tlieologians, were not convinced of
tlie necessity of tliis absolute position; and they suggested
various Solutions tliat were eitlier a justification of direct abor
tion in very extreme cases or an avoidancc of tlie difficulty by
making the abortion seem to be a merely indirect killing of
the fetus.
In a certain sense, it might be considered fortunate that
some of the theologians involved in the eariy discussions of this
topic were opposed to tlie niorc common absolute position. For,
in suggcsting some reasons why the fetus might be sacrificed to
save the life of the mother, tliey discussed and brought forth
71
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answers to most of the objections that are urged even today
against the Catholic position.
One tentative solution to the problem was this: In an ex
treme case, when the mother’s life can be saved only by the
termination of the pregnancy before viability, may we not say
that die fetus is a materially uniust aggressori” This solution is
based on a suggested analogy between tlie infant in uteio and
a madman who is attacking an innocent person. The madman
is callecTan “unjust aggressor" because he is violently attactog
an innocent person; and he is said to be “materially unjust
because, being insane, he cannot be subjectively (formally)
guilty in the attack.
If this analogy were correct, the infant could be licitly killed
or aborted. But theologians were quick to point out that die
analogy is not sound. For the infant is not carrying out an
“aggression" in any reasonable interpretation of the word. As
Fr. Aertnys, an eminent Redemptorist theologian, said very
apdy: “But the child is making no attempt on its mothers
life; it is only trying to be born, and it is only by a natural
concourse of circumstances diat this effort becomes a cause of
death to die modier. The child, therefore, is not an aggressor,
and much less an unjust aggressor."
It niight be added that Fr. Aertnys was referring to an
ectopic pregnancy; liis words apply with much greater force to
normal pregnancy.
Another suggestion, offcred by Fr. A. Lclimkulil, S.J.> fo^
lowed this line: “In a sj:orm at sea a man may sacrifice his life
or a friend by voluiitarily yieldirig to the friend a plank which
is not large enough to save both of them. By analogy, niay
we not say that in a crisis, when both mother and fetus would
0 lerwise perish, die fetus would want to relinquish his right
to remain in the uterus so that the niother’s life would be pre, and die fetus itself, diough sure to die outside the
us, iiould have a better chance of baptism?"
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It should be noted that the man who allows his fn en
to have the life-saving plank does not kill him sel .
®^^
permits his death by letting go of or not ta b n g hold ot a
extrinsic thing which happens at that time to be necessary
his life. The death of the m an, therefore, is an in d irect resu
of his act of charity toward his friend. I f therapeutic a ortion
could be reasonably explained as an action w hich only in
ly results in the death of the fetus, there would undoubte y e
a great similarity in the cases. I t m ight be said that the etus
is merely giving up its place in the uterus ju st as the man
up the plank for his friend— or that the m other is simply
ting go” the burden which she can no longer safely carry. B ut
the same author who proposed this solution to the prob em
later pointed out the weakness of his own argument. He w rote.
"To tear asunder violently the membranes and tissues whic
connect the fetus to the womb of the mother is notliing else
than to inflict a fatal wound on him .” In other words, it is a
direct attack on tbe life of the fetus; and this cannot be ju sti
fied, with or without the presumed consent of the fetus, even
to save the life of the mother.
A few theologians thought that the killing or aborting of the
fetus might be justified by appealing to the principle. »
there is a cnnflirt nf rights, the stronger right should preva^
^n this Wsis they argued tliat the rnother had the
stronger right to life; tlierefore, when both could not e save
the fetus might be sacrificed.
This argument won no favor with great moralists.
phed that an appeal to tlie principle of “conflict of rig s
showed a complete misunderstanding of this principle.
e
valid application of the principle supposes that there is a dispute over the possession of something which any one of severa
persons could possess, and the dispute is finally settied in avor
of the one who seems to have the hest claim to the o ject.
But an individual*s life is not something alienable, like prop
erty; nor can any doubt arise concerning the rightful possessor.
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Hence, in the crisis of pregnancy, in which there is question of
the lives of two innocent persons, there simply is no question
of a “conflict of rights.” Each has an inalienable and ciear
right to life.
Rightly understood, a somewhat similar principle can have
application to the failure to save a human life, but never to the
direct killing of an innocent person. For instance^ if two people
are dying and a doctor h asj:ime to save oifly one of them, he
~^ould, if possible, save the one who has the greater claim on
liim (a feHClVe m preference to a perfect stranger) or the one
whose life is of special value to the state during a crisis (a n
eminent statesman in preference to a private Citizen), and so
forth. But in these cases, when he saves the one person, he
does not kill the other. In a therapeutic abortion, he kills tlie
child in order to save the mother.
The foregoing difficulties were suggested by theologians
themselves in their early attempts to solve the problem of tlie
"extreme case” in which both mother and child would die if
the child were not sacrificed. The theologians' doubts were not
common, and they were of short duration. But the difficulties
-they suggested are still brought up by those who are opposed
to the Catliolic position. And, besides tliese difficulties, other
reasons for justifying therapeutic abortion are advanced.
For instance, it is frequently said: “FacecI with two cvils
But it is a less evil to sacrifice
the child by a therapeutic abortion than to have both the
inother and child die. Therefore, the doctor must perform tlie
abortion.” In my comments on directive 4 , I explained one
sense in which it is perfectly true that when a doctor is faced
witli uvo cvUs he should choose the less. But the one case in
which this maxim is applicable to moral evil is that of the
perplexed c o n s e i e n c e i n which case a man thinks he must
choose evil. For example, it a doctor, while performing an
eraergencj- operation, thinks that he would do wrong by taking
out a uterus and that he would fail in his duty by not taking
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it out, he is said to have a “perplexed conscience,” because it
seems to him that he would sin no m atter what he does. If he
could ask advice, he should do so. But if he had to act im
mediately and could not get advice, then he should do what
seems to be tlie less evil. In doing the best he can under the
circumstances, he does not sin.
As a m atter of fact, those who advocate tlierapeutic abortion
as tlie less of two evils are not thinking of the "perplexed con
science” case. They are simply insisting that it is better to have
one death than rivo deatlis. And if it were merely a question
of deaths, tliey would be right. But actually, it is a question of
the direct taking of one innocent life or of merely permitting
two deatlis. In other words, there is question of one murder
against two deaths; and, of tliese two evils, the moral evil of
iiiurdering the fetus is far greater tlian tlie merely physical evil
involved in the unavoidable deaths of both mother and fetus.
Opponents of the Catliolic position have not too much patience with our continued insistence on die principle that an
innocent human being may not be direcdy killed even for a
good purpose. They say that ive are sacriiicine lives for a
principle. In this diey are definitely wrong, for die principle
diat tlie h'fe of both modier and child is inviolable is in reality
a life-saviiig principle. It may mean that some lives are
occasionally lost that niight have been saved by a therapeutic
abordon; but in the long run it saves many lives that would
have been lost. Doctors who are convinced that they have no
right to sacrifice either life are much more likely to find a means
of saving both lives than are doctors who readily resort to thera
peutic abortion to solve a critical casc.
III.

M EDICAL A SPECTS

Jf) previous chapters I have made rcpeated references to
the papal teaching on the inviolability of innocent human life.
It is principally the quesdoii of thcrapeudc abortion that genc75
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rates resistance to this teaching on the part of some members
of the medical profession.
Underlying this resistance are several false or gratuitous
assumptions. For instance, it is falsely assumed tliat Catholics
prefer the child to the mother, so that the mother may be sacri
ficed for her child, but not vice versa. A step beyond this is
the gratuitous assumption that the motheris life is of greater
value than the life of the child. Thirdly, it is gratuitously (if
not falsely) assumed that the motlier’s life is less safe in hos
pitals where therapeutic abortion is not performed than in hos
pitals where it is practiced. Finally, it is falsely assumed that
therapeutic abortion is good medicine.
That the first assumption is false (an d often m alicious) is
evident from the repeated papal statements to the effect tliat
both lives, and all innocent lives, are inviolable. As for the
claim that the motheris life is of greater value, it is irrelevant
when there is question of directly killing one or the other; yet
even if it were relevant, it would still be gratuitous. As Pius
XII said so well in his address of Nov. 2 6 , 1 9 5 1 : “Besides,
who can judge with certainty which of the two lives is in fact
the more precious? Who can know what path that child will
follow and what heights of achievement and perfection he may
reach? Two grcatnesses are being compared here, one of them
being an iinknoivn quantity.”
The assumption that conservatism costs more maternal lives
than therapeutic abortion is also unfounded, and very likely
comp etelv false. At any rate, it would be interesting to see
some staUstical evidence that therapeutic abortion is more lifes a v m ^ Certainly the staUstics I have seen do not hear this
out. The following brief references will indicate what I mean ;

Qttotterly, July, 1 9 4 1 , p. 6 1 , John F. Quin1, M_D., cites a smdy of 2 , 0 0 5 cases ot cclampsia, which
rcported a maternal death rate ot 10 percent in Ireland against
approximately 2 5 percent for England and Scotland. Yet cor,76
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servatism was the rule in Ireland, whereas intervention was the
accepted procedure in England and Scotland.
The Catholic M edical Qiiarterly, January, 1 9 5 2 , p. 6 2 , pre
sents a comparison between two representative Catholic hospi
tals in London during 1 9 4 8 - 5 0 and the National Health Serv
ice Hospitals in England and Wales during 1 9 4 9 - 5 0 . The
comparison covers stillbirths, neo-natal deaths, and maternal
deaths; and it reveals that the Catholic hospitals were safer on
all three counts.
Someone might suggest that tlie number of deliveries in the
London Catliolic hospitals was a mere handful compared to
those in tlie national hospitals; and it might also be suggested
that the cases calling for therapeutic abortion are not brought
to the Catholic hospitals. In neither of tliese suggestions is
there a real explanation of the difference; and certainly neither
of tliem would apply to tlie statistics presented by the Qiiarterly
in its ApriI, 1 9 5 2 number. These latter statistics were supplied by Dr. SamueI A. Cosgrove, and they concerned the
Margaret Hague Maternity Hospital Cwhich is not a specifically
Catholic hospital) and tivo other large American hospitals. At
the Margaret Hague Hospital, in 6 6 , 1 0 1 deliveries, without
any therapeutic abortions, the maternal mortality rate was only
0 . 1 0 3 percent of the total deliveries; at the other two hospitals,
where therapeutic abortion is not absolutely excliidcd, the
maternal mortality was 0 . 1 2 percent in a series of 2 1 , 9 9 0
deliveries and 0 . 2 1 percent in a series of 2 0 , 6 7 9 deliveries.
By far the most impressive of all the statistical surveys is
that presented by Roy J. Heffernan, M .D., F.A .C .S., and
William A. Lynch, M .D., in their article “W hat is the Status
of Therapeutic Abortion in Modern Obstetrics?”- They sent
questionnaires to 3 6 7 hospitals in this country. 171 hospitals
answered the questionnaires; and, of these, 1 5 2 were sufl5* American Journal o f Obstetrics and Gynecology, Aug., 1 9 5 3 , pp.
3 3 5 -4 5 .
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cientiy detailed to admit of analysis. The questionnaires cov
ered two five-year periods: 1 9 4 1 - 4 5 ; and 1 9 4 6 - 5 0 . In the
hospitals where there were no therapeutic abortions, there were
1 , 6 8 0 , 9 8 9 dehveries during the ten-year period, with a total of
1, 469 maternal deaths. In the hospitals where therapeutic
abortions were performed, there were 1 , 5 7 4 , 7 1 7 deliveries,
with 1, 558 maternal deaths. Thus the percentage of maternal
deaths in hospitals permitting therapeutic abortion was 0 . 9 8
whereas it was only 0 . 8 7 in the hospitals where therapeutic
abortions were not allowed.
The mother who is told that her life is safer in a hospital
that allows therapeutic abortion might reasonably ask for an
explanation of statistics like these.
W hat about the final assumption: that therapeutic abortion
is good medicine? Before I commcnt on this, I should like to
note that, like the problem of the relative value of lives, tliis
question is also irrelevant, as well as positively misleading, if
it is taken to mean that conservatism is morally defensible only
if it is good medicine. Even in the supposition that therapeutic
abortion would bc the best possible medicine, it would still be
morally wrong. However, it is consoling to note that here, as in
other matters, good morality is also good medicine. The statis
tics I have just citcd indicate this; and many thoroughly scien
tific articles of the past decade or so either give an unqualified
confirniation of our opposition to therapeutic abortion or at least
show that there is a strong tendency away from the practice
just on the bnsis of good medicine.
As far back as 1 9 4 3 . Edgar HuH. M .D ., was ablc to sbow
tbat modern medical researcb was gradually discrediting tbe
various indications for tbcrapcutic abortion.”’ In 1 9 4 4
-Ja n m c l A, Cn^rrm a _ M .D . and Patricia A. Carter M D reH °.1 ‘m *;
deliveries at tbe Margaret
Hague Maternity Hospital, tbey bad found it "necessary" to
y

3 The Uuacre Quarterly, April, 1943, pp. 3 1 - 3 5 .
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perform only four therapeutic abortions; and later they questioned the need of one of these.^ Two years later, Cahiers
Laennec^ carried an article by Dr. L. Portes, President of the
National Council of the Society of Physicians (in Fran ce).
The import of this article was the same as that of Dr. FIull: it
showed how the progress of medicine was gradually eliminating
all the so-called indications for therapeutic abortion.
Fr. James Pujiula, S.J., testified that the best physicians in
Spain held that therapeutic abortion is never a necessary means
of saving the m other.“ Joseph L. McGoldrick, M .D., expressed
a view similar to tliat of the Spanish physicians: namely, tliat
therapeutic abortion is never a necessary means of saving the
mother.^ In long years of experience he had never encountered
the mother-or-child dilemma; and he was confident it was
merely a relic of tlie early days of obstetrics.
I have already mentioned the report of Dr. SamueI A. Cos
grove and Dr. Patricia A. Carter concerning the number of
therapeutic abortions at tlie Margaret Hague Hospital in the
tivclve years previous to 1 9 4 4 . The total was four therapeutic
abortions in 6 7 , 0 0 0 deliveries. Later, in a panel discussion on
the indications for therapeutic abortion at the Clinical Con
gress of the American Collcge of Surgeons held in San Francisco, Nov. 5-9, 1 9 5 1 , Dr. Cosgrove rcported on 1 3 6 , 4 6 7 de
liveries, still with only four therapeutic abortions. Tliis means
tliat, after 1 9 4 4 , in approximately 7 0 , 0 0 0 deliveries, there
were no therapeutic abortions. It is easy to understand how
* “A Consideration of Tlierapeutic Abortion,” American Journal o f Ob
stetrics and Gynecology, Sept., 1944, pp. 2 9 9 -3 1 4 .
®Oct., 1 9 4 6 , pp. 3-12. Cahiers Laennec is a quartcrly published by
Catliolic physicians in France. It usually devotes a complete issue to
onc topic. Many of the discussions arc now being published in Fnglish
under the general title, New Problems in Medical Ethics. To date,
three volunies have appeared in English. The publislicr is The Ncwman Press, Wcstminster, Md.
®De medicina pastorali (T u n n ; Marictti, 1 9 4 8 ) , p. 108.
^ Hospital Progress, May, 1948, pp. 181-184.
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Dr. Cosgrove, who is not a Catholic, would make the simple
declaration: “I believe the negation of abortion on the striet
grounds of moral law is good m edicin e’ (italics m in e).
With Dr. Cosgrove in the panel discussion in San Francisco
were Roy J. Heffernan, M .D ., of Tufts College; Bernard J.
Hanley, M .D., of the Los Angeles County Hospital; and John
H. Morton, M .D., also of tlie Los Angeles County Hospital.
Both Dr. Heffernan and Dr. Hanley agreed witli D r. Cosgrove
that there are no indications for therapeutic abortion. Dr.
Morton, though unwilling to take the absolute stand of the
other members of the panel, frankly admitted that there are
far too many therapeutic abortions.

u

During the panel discussion Dr. Heffernan said: "Anyone
who pcrforms a therapeutic abortion is either ignorant of
modern medical methods of treating tlie comphcations of
pregnancy or is unwilling to take the time to use tliem.” The
following year, with William A. Lynch, M .D ., D r. Fleffernan
published a scholarly article— “Is Therapeutic Abortion Scientificially Justified?”®— which musters the strongest kind of medi
cal testimony against tlie so-called indications for therapeutic
abortion. The merits of this articlc, according to a British
physician, are tliat it is by tivo distinguished .^Vnierican doc
tors, that it is heavily documented with recent medical work,
and that it relates not only the most rccent evidence on such
old topics as tuberculosis, nephritis and heart disease, but also
recent work on tlie possible effect of the Rhesus factor or virus
diseases on the foetus. . . . Drs. Heffernan and Lynclris
article clearly demonstrates that the scientific evidence against
therapeutic abortion could scarccly be stronger.”®
j^^cffcrnan and Dr. Lynch included the main points of
this article in their subsequent article in the American Journal

8T he Linacrc Quarterly, Fcb., 1952, pp. H -2 7 .
®Cf. T he Catholic Medical Quarterly, July, 1952 p

138.
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of Obstetrics and G y n e c o l o g y Less emphatic than their posi
tion, but still impressive, is a statement made by Nicholson J.
Eastman, M .D .” He testified that the percentage of thera
peutic abortions was steadily declining at Johns Hopkins Hos
pital; and he added that “tlie hard jolts of clinical experience
have demonstrated to us rather clearly that therapeutic abor
tion is rarely necessary to acliieve tliis objective [of saving ma
ternal life and h ealtli].” It is ciear from this statement that
Dr. Eastman did not go tlie whole way of absolutely repudiating therapeutic abortion on medical grounds. Moreover, cheering though his article was, tlie very principle enunciated at the
beginning is not sound morality and is at best questionable ob
stetrics. “T he paraniount aim of obstetrics,” he wrote, " is the
preservation of m aternal life and health; and therapeutic abor
tion must find its sole justification ( i f it can be justified) in
the degree to which it serves that end.” One might rcason
ably ask why the paraniount aim of obstetrics is not the preser
vation of maternal and fetal life and health. The mere fact
that tlie fetus is completely helpless to speak for itself does not
make it less tlie obstetrician’s patient than is tlie motlier.
Anotlier impressive testimony to the trend against therapeu
tic abortion has been given by Keith P. Russell, M .D .’* He
records the experience at the Los Angeles County Hospital, and
his main conclusions are as follows:
Whereas the average incidence of therapeutic abortion in tlic Los
Angeles County Hospital 20 years ago was 1 in every 106 deliveries,
during the past five years it has been 1 in 2 ,8 6 4 deliveries and in the
past year, 1 in 8 ,3 8 3 deliveries. . . . No abortions have been pcrSee above, footnote

2.

” Current M edical Digest, May, 1953. pp. 8 5 -8 8 . A similar statement
by Dr. Eastman concerning the trend away from tlierapeutic abortion
is found in the “Obstctrical Foreword" to Therapeutic Abortion,
editcd by Harold Roscn, Ph.D., M.D. (N ew York: JuUan Press,
1 9 5 4 ).
« “Chan^ng Indications for Therapeutic Abortion," Journal o f the
American Medical Association, Jan. 10, 1 9 5 3 , pp. 1 0 8 -1 1 1 .
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formed for hypercmcsis gravidarum since 1 9 3 7 . None has been
performed for pyeUtis since 1 9 3 9 . . . . No abortions have been per
formed for fetal indications in the past 2 0 years. . . . No abortions
have been performed for mcntal or nervous system diseases since
1942. . . . Despite a greatly lowered incidence of therapeutic abor
tion, the maternal mortalit)' rate in the hospital has not risen; rather,
it has shown a Progressive decline.

The foregoing survey is largely confined to articles that
showed the general trend against therapeutic abortion. Besides
these, many other articles have appeared that were concerned
with showing tliat therapeutic abortion is medically unjustified in various specific maladies.” In view of all this literature,
one wonders why some doctors can be so confident in asserting
that tlierapeutic abortion is ever good medicine. And one won
ders, too, why we who oppose the procedure must always defend our position. It is high time, it seems to me, that those
who wish to take the lives of tlie innocent should show their
credentials. Even on medical grounds alone, they have a very
weak case; on moral grounds, tliey have no case at all. The
whole matter is very aptly summarized by Dr. Heffernan and
Dr. Lynch in tlie conclusion to their article in T h e Linacre

Quarterly:
Therapeutic abortion is an unworthy and unwholesome paradox in
modem medicine. Tlic "unenlightened physician” of the pre-modern
33 One of the specific diseases for which “tlierapeutic abortion” is some
times rccommendcd is rubella (Gcrman m caslcs), when contracted
by a mother in the first trimester of pregnancy. The reason for
rcconimcnding the abortion is that the fetus will probably be born
witli some kind of defcct, more or less serious. Is it necessary to
point out that, even if therapeutic abortion could be justified, this
casc cannot really qualify as a therapeutic abortion? It is, purely
and simply, euthanasia of the fetus— that is, a killing of the fetus to
prevent it from being born ivitli some dcfcct. For a more lengthy
development of this point, sce "Rubella and Abortion,” Hospital
Progress, Apnl, 1953, pp. 64-65. This article was rcprinted in
Part V of the former editions of Medico-Moral Problems; but it
secincd to mc unnecessary to incorporate it into this revision.
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era with Umited means, a faith in his Creator and an undying hope
and optimism, challenged disease. Today, with so many of his dreams
realizcd in the armamentarium of modem medicine, some of his
successors would sbrink from the challenge, face difficulties with
pessimism and, bowing to expediency, would destroy life.
Therapeutic abortion is a deliberate destruction of innocent life,
morally evil and scicntifically unjustified. Therapeutic abortion is
IcgaUzcd murder.

I
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Ergot and Abortion
T T USED to be almost a commonplace for me to receive
questions concerning the morality of using ergot prepara
tions to control hemorrhage in cases of threatened, inevitable,
or incomplete abortion. Today, these specific questions are less
frequent, although I still receive many others on tlie general
subject of hemorrhage in early pregnancy. W hatever be the
cause of the hemorrhage, the moral principle concerning treat
ment is the same; hence, in this chapter I shall explain the
principle, but shall limit my application for the most part to
the specific problem of controlling hemorrhage by means of
ergot preparations.
THE PRINCIPLE

It should be noted that in the chapter on therapeutic abor
tion we were mainly concerned with cases in which there is no
disturbance of the products of conccption, but the pregnancy
is a supposed threat to the life of the mother because of some
strictiy maternal illness such as hypertension, tuberculosis,
rcnal insufficiency, and so fortii. In these cases, therefore, the
sole problem concerns what is frequently referred to as
voluntary, or induced, abortion. The problems of hemorrhage
m early pregnancy are shghtly different. They usually refer
to cases in which there is already some degree of involuntary,
or spontaneous, abortion; and the moral problem is precisely
84
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concerned with procedures which might further this process
and, in that sense, become induced abortions.
T he practical principle concerning the treatment of hemor
rhage is stated thus in d irective 1 7 :
Regarding the treatm ent of hemorrhage during pregnancy
and before fhe fetus is viab le: Procedures that are primarily
designed to empty the uterus of a living fetus still attached to
the mother a re not perm itted; procedures primarily designed
to stop hemorrhage (a s distinguished from those designed
precisely to expei the living and attached fetus) are permitted
insofar as necessary, even to the extent of risking an abortion.
In this case the abortion would be Indirect.

For the sake of ciear application in our discussion, I should
like to break down that principle into briefer statements and
suppositions:
a ) If the physician has good reason to believe that the
fetus is already dead, there is no moral objection to his emptying the uterus. He may follow any procedure which conforms
with good obstetrics.
b ) If he has good reason to believe that the placenta is al
ready completely detached, there is no moral objection to
emptying the uterus, even though the fetus might still be living.
This would not be an induced abortion in the theological sense.
( I might add here that, if this supposition were verified
namely, that the fetus were detached but still probably alive
the uterus ought to be emptied as soon as possible so that the
fetus could be baptized.)
c ) If tlie fetus, as far as the physician can judge, is still
alive and still attached to tlie uterus, no procedure is permit
ted which has as its sole immediate purpose the emptying of the
uterus. Such a procedure would constitute a direct abortion or
a direct hastening of the death of the fetus.
d ) In this last case— namely, when the fetus is still alive
and still attached to the uterus— the physician may and should
use some treatment which is precisely calculatcd to control the
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hemorrhage; but, if he has a choice of procedures, he should
use that which best safeguards the lives of both mother and
child. In those cases, however, in which he cannot successfully stop the hemorrhage witliout at tlie same time risking tlie
expulsion of the fetus, he is justified in treating the hemor
rhage. The expulsion of the fetus is then unavoidable and in
direct.
OBSCURITY O F Q UESTIO N S

The principle and its explanation seem ciear enough, and
it ought to be easily applicable to cases in which the data is
clearly presented. But in my experience the cases are seldom
presented with sufficient clarity.
For instance, sometimes I am asked whether ergot may be
used to control hemorrhage; at other times I am asked whether
it may bc used to empty the uterus. It may be that the questioners have the same thing in mind, but the wording certainly
does not express it. And this distinction betivecn treating
hemorrhage and emptying a uterus is of the greatest importancc when the case deals with a living, nonviable fetus
that is still attached to the uterus.
Again, even when the first wording ( “to control hemor
rhage ) is used, I am often confused by other aspects of tlie
problems presented. Tliis confusion has to do principally with
the use of the terms, “threatened” and “inevitable” abortion.
Some people seem to think that the temis are interchangeable;
but, if the information I have gleaned from obstetricians and
obstetrical manuals is correct, they should represent very dif
ferent cases.
Perhaps it would clarify matters if I would indicate what I
understand by tlie various kinds of involuntary abortions, with
regard to the condition of the fetus. I take complete abortion
to mean that the fetus and placenta are already expelled;
incomplete, to mean that the placenta remains, but the fetus
is dead and already partially or totally expelled; and
t h r e a t e n e d
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to refer to a case in which the nonviable fetus is still living,
still attached to the motlier, and not in imminent danger of
being dislodged.
There seems to be great difficulty in dctermining the mean
ing of inevitable abortion. Some obstetricians who helped us
in preparing the Directives stated that they do not like the
term; they think that "inevitability” is too often merely in the
mind of the physician. However, the term is used, and, insofar
as I can estimate its ordinary meaning, it seems to refer to a
case in which the products of conccption are disturbed to such
an extent that the motlieris life is in danger and the fetus, if
still alive, cannot be saved.
In explaining what I understand by these various terms, I
am not trying to usurp the role of obstetrician. I am merely
giving what I have gleaned from study and consultation. If
others attach different meanings to these terms, it would be
well to note the difference so that there would be no confusion
in interpreting the answers concerning the morality of various
treatments.
TY P IC A L CA SES

Granted that my estimate of tliese terms is at least substan
tially correct, there is no moral problem, as far as the fetus is
concerned, in the use of ergot in eitlier complete or incomplete
abortion. W hether the use of ergot in such cases is good ob
stetrics is not for me to decide.
Tlie problem concerns the so-callcd tlircatened and inevita
ble abortions. The solution can be given by outlining tivo
typical cases.
First case: The mother is blceding, but not so sevcrely that
eitlier her life or the life of tlic fetus is in immediate danger.
This is “threatened” abortion, as it has been described for me.
Competent obstetricians tell me that the basic treatment for
tliis condition is bcd rcst and scdatives. Ergot, they say, is not
called for. In this event, there seems to bc no problem.
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Obstetricians I have consulted seem to be in agreement that
ergot is not called for in this case. But there seems to be some
disagreement concerning the effect ergot would have if it were
used. 1 once had the impression that it would always create a
danger for the fetus. But several obstetricians expressed
the opinion that it would not disturb a firmly-attached preg
nancy unless given in large doses. Sollmann seems to agree
witli tliis when he says: "Contrary to popular opinion it [ergot]
is not an abortifacient unless dangerous doses are long
continued.”’
Second case: The hemorrhage is excessive, indicating that
the mothers life is in imminent danger and that the fetus,
though perhaps still ahve and still at least partially attached to
the uterus, cannot be saved. This, I think, represents one of
the cases often described as an inevitable abortion.
I do not know whether obstetricians agree tliat ergot prepa
rations are indicated in this case; but I do know that I have
often been asked about tlieir use by hospitals which presumably have competent obstetricians. Moreover, I believe tliat it
is generally agreed that, if an ergot preparation is used, the re
sultant contracting of the uterus will not only seal off the
blood vessels but will also very likely sheer off the placenta. The
question is, therefore: may the ergot preparation be used to
control the hemorrhage, even though it is foreseen tliat it will
probably hasten the expulsion of the fetus?
The answer to tlie question is this: granted the condition
assumed in the case, the use of ergot to control tlie hemor
rhage is permissible. I base this answer first on the fact that
ergot is an agent calculated to control hemorrhage. I have con
sulted several texts of pharmacology and each of them States
that the Principal use of ergot is to control postpartum hemor
rhage. I infer from this tliat, independently of the presence or
’ T. H. Sollmann, Matiual o f Pharmacology (Philadelphia: W . B.
Saundcrs Co., 7th ed., 1 9 4 8 ), p. 4 0 0 .
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absence of a fetus, ergot has an effect on hemorrhage. In
other words, it does not stop the hemorrhage by means of the
expulsion of the fetus.
The second basis for my answer is the supposition that there
is no way of saving tlie fetus. If there were some way of stopping the dangerous hemorrhage and saving the fetus, the use
of ergot would not be permitted.
SO M E FURTHER OBSERVATIONS

In my brief discussion of inevitable abortion, I indicated
that there is m uch confusion as to tlie precise meaning of the
expression. Cunningham takes inevitable abortion to mean
that the fetus is already detached, and tlie treatment he recommends is to empty the uterus.'' Cranted that his interpretation
of inevitable abortion is correct, tliere is certainly no moral ob
jection to the treatment recommended. I have alwa}’s hesitated to give a blanket approval of this treatment because it is by
no means ciear tliat all doctors mean the same as Dr. Cunninghani when they speak of inevitable abortion.
Another point wortli re-stressing is tlie fact that directive
17 makes a ciear distinction between cases in which the fetus
is still alive and attached and cases in which it is either not
alive or at least already detached. Obviously, the judgment of
this condition rests with the doctor. Moreover, in a case of real
emergency, when a mother is bleeding dangerously, a doctor
cannot make this judgment with the same degree of certainty
as he could when the course of the pregnancy is iiomial. The
most that we can legitimately ask of doctors in this kind of
crisis is a rough, practical estimate which niight be put in
words such as these: "In all likelihood the fetus is dead
"most likely tlie fetus is dead or already detached.” To de
mand more tlian this is to require what is often practically
impossible.
^Textbook of Obstetrics (London; Willi.am Hcinemann, 1 9 5 4 , 2nd
e d .) , pp. 1 8 9 - 1 9 2 .
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Cesarean Section
Cesarean section for fhe removal of a viab le fetus is permit
ted, even with some risk to the life of fhe mofher, when neces
sary for successfui delivery. It Is likewise permitted, even
with some risk for fhe child, when necessary fo r the safety
of the mother. Directive 18.

DISCUSSION of cesarean section should make some dis
tinction between a first section and repeat sections. For
the moment, I shall confine my remarks to the morality of a
primary section. Later, I shall add a word about repeat
sections.
The Joint Commission for the Accrcditation of Hospitals in
cludes primary’ cesarean section as one of the cases in which
there should be consultation. Although the Catholic Hospital
Association does not recommend the complete Standard for
consultation proposed by the Joint Commission, it does retain
the provision that, apart from emergencies, there ought to be
consultation about primary sections.
The ver\‘ fact that both the Joint Commission and the Catho
lic Hospital Association require consultation on primary sec
tions indicates vcr>' clearly that Uiis is a serious m atter, not
something to be taken lightly. And this certainly squares ivith
^ at I have gatliered from reading obstctrical literature and
from Consulting eminent obstetricians. It is true, compared
wi
t e me ical picture of a number of years ago, cesarean
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section is now a relatively safe procedure. Nevertheless, apart
from special considerations, it certainly does not yet approach
the safety of vaginal delivery for either mother or child. And,
besides the risk of the operation itself, primary section is the
source of definitely undesirable consequences. It leaves a scar
on the uterus which affects the power of that organ to function
smoothly and safely in future pregnancies. It creates at least
a high probability tliat future deliveries must be by cesarean
section. It often causes troublesome adhesions in the peritoneal
cavity. And, because of these various consequences, it fre
quently gives rise to vexing moral problems concerning
sterilization.
From the foregoing, it is easy to see tliat primary cesarean
section is not good medicine unless it is a real necessity, as
when normal delivery is impossible, or at least when tliere is
a sound reason which makes it the procedure of choice, even
though vaginal delivery niight be possible. In a word, as tlie
U.S. Code puts it briefly, cesarean section is permitted "when
medically indicated.” (T h e wording of article 2 4 of the Cana
dian Code is practically the same as directive 1 8 . ) It is not
for me to state what is good medicine in this matter; and I
doubt that it would be feasible to draw up a set of indications
so absolute as to cover all cases. Here, as in many matters,
cases should be indiridualized; and this is the responsibility’ of
the physician.
A word about the expressions of directive 18 that cesarean
section is pemiitted "when necessary for successfui delivery”
and "when necessary for the safety of the mother.’ Successfui
delivery” is not limited to a case in which vaginal delivery
would be either impossible or entirely unsafe. The fact that a
section would offer a genuincly better chance than vaginal de
livery of having a healtliy, normal infant sufficiently fulfills
the notion of successfui delivery. And tlie same idea underlies
the expression "safety of tlic mother.” It is not required that
the section be the only means of safeguarding her life; it
91
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suffices that, according to competent medical judgment, the
section would contribute better to her welfare than would
vaginal delivery. But in each of these cases— that is, when tlie
section is for the welfare of either the child or the mother—
there must obviously be due consideration of the total picture:
that is, for both mother and child. In a word, if tlie section
is for the welfare of one, but a risk for tlie other, there must
be a due proportion between the benefit for tlie one and the
risk for the other. That is the meaning of the directive.
fl

THE MOTHER W ANTS IT tf

In my files of correspondence on medical morality, there are
sevcral letters that substantially come to tliis: "A woman who
is having her first baby wants a cesarean section in order to
avoid the inconvenience of normal labor. Her doctor resents
the fact that the hospital will not allow the section. He says
that, if the woman wants the operation, tliat’s her privilege.”
It is evident from what I have already written that the mere
desire to avoid the inconvenience of normal labor is not a
sufficient reason for a primary cesarean section. I mention the
problem here, first, because it is not an isolated instance, and,
secondly, because it brings out certain false attitudes that arc
occasionally found in both patients and doctors.
First, this exemplifies an entirely mistaken idea of the
rights of the patient or of any other individual. As I have ex
plained in chapter 1, an individual’s right to mutilate himself
or to consent to a mutilation is not absolute. The right is
conditioned by tlie necessity or at least the proportionate utility
of the mutilation. In the present case, there is neither necessity
nor proportionate uUlity; hence, the woman has no right to
ask for the section.
The second false atUtudc concerns the doctor-patient rela
tionship. In this casc, there are really two c r r o r s -o n e , moral;
the other professional— on the part of the doctor. The moral
error is the assumption that hc may do whatever the patient
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wants. The truth is that he may do only what the patient rea
sonably wants; his right to perform an operation is limited by
the patient’s right to have it. The professional error consists
in letting the patient decide what medical or surgical treat
ment he is to have. This decision is the doctor's prerogative;
he is to make the judgment according to recognized medical
standards, and not according to the personal whims of patients.
REPEAT SECTIO N

There was a time when it was taken for granted that "once
a cesarean, always a cesarean.” In recent years there has been
a trend away from tliis rule, at least to the extent of recommending vaginal delivery in some cases in which a previous delivery
was by cesarean. In view of this trend, some hospital adminis
trators and obstetrical supervisors have asked me whether they
may still accept "previous section” as a sufficient indication for
elective cesarean section.
Since this is primarily a medical problem, administrators
and supervisors may and should allow their own doctors to de
cide whether tliere is to bc a repeat section or a vaginal deliv
ery. Disagreemcnts among doctors should be amicably settied
at staff meetings. From my own limited following of recent
medical literature and from consultation with obstetricians, I
get the impression that the majority of doctors still believe in
following the dictum, "once a cesarean, always a cesarean."
For example, in their articlc, "One Thousand Cesarean
Sections in the Modern Era of Obstetrics,” Charles Leavitt
Siillivan, M .D. and Elmorc M. Camiibcll, M .D., say: "It is
obvious that our staff practically always follows the dictate that
once a cesarean section, ahvays a cesarean, anci in our opinion
the proponents of delivery through the vagina following
cesarean section iii selectivc cases have not collected sufficient
material to prove othcrwisc.”’
’ T h e Linacrc Quartcrly, Nov., 1955, p. 123.
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Dr. J. P. Greenhill sunmiarizes some recent reports on va
ginal delivery after cesarean section and then comments as
follows:
In my opinion a previous cesarean section is usually an indication
for a repeat operation. 1£ the indication for the iirst one is still
present, such as a contracted pelvis, all normal-sized babies must bc
delivercd by cesarean section. Even if the indication for the first
section, such as placenta previa, is no longer present, it is best to
deliver nearly all subsequent babies by elective cesarean section if
the first was a classic section. If a cervical operation was per
formed, a test of labor is given by many obstetricians. However, I
believe in the dictum "once a cesarean always a cesarean" for most
womcn because at present the dcatli rate from an elective operation
Is almost nil. Uterine rupture following cesarean section is always a
danger; when it occurs the mother may die and the baby usually
does. Furthcrmore, most ruptured uteri must be removed. In the few
instances in which a patient goes into labor spontaneously, the cervix
dilates rapidly and the head dcscends, labor should be permitted to
continue, but only in a hospital. When the cer\dx is completely dilated
tlie baby should be delivercd with forceps. After expulsion of the
placenta the uterine cavity must be carefully palpatcd to be certain
the uterus is intact.-

Somewhat mildcr in his judgment of tliis m atter is Dr. J.
P. Cunningham. Relative to previous section as an indication
for a repeat section, he says:
If tlie original indication is present, a repeat operation is neces
sary. If tlie original indication, such as placenta praevia, is now absent,
but if the patient has not had a previous vaginal delivery and, if at
the same time a Classical operation had been performed, a repeat
operation is usually safer. If, on tlie other hand, she has had a previ
ous vaginal delivery, or if the operation was through the lowcr segraciit,
a vaginal delivery is attcnded witli little danger of rupture of the
uterine scar.3

The foregoing are merely samples of the literature. Verbal
consultations with obstetricians give the same picture: namely,
the majority of obstetricians still believe in the dictum that
once a cesarean, always a cesarean. But this is not absolute.
2W
Bwk o/ Obstetrics and Gynecology, 1 9 5 5 -1 9 5 6 series, p. 190.
3 rextbook o f Obstetrics ( 2 nd ed., 1 9 5 4 ), p. 435 .
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Even among the doctors who favor it, many admit there are
exceptions to the rule. As a matter of practical prudence— as
I have said above— administrators and supervisors should allow
the staff to determine the policy of the hospital regarding the
following of the dictum and the judgment of the exceptions.
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chapter

Operations on the Infant
in Utero
CraniaI and other operations for the destruction of fetal
life are forbidden. Procedures designed to preserve fetal
life (e.g., aspirafion for hydrocepholus) a r c permitted even
before delivery when such procedures are m edically indicated.
Directive 19. (C f. the Canadian Code, art. 15, and the U.S.
(Dodc, "Destruction of Life," n. 5.)

H E MAIN problem that I wish to discuss in connection
with this directive is the deliver)' of the hydrocephalic in
fant. Before doing this, however, I should like to make
some prcliminary observations about the meaning of the
directive and then say something about cleidotomy, an opera
tion that seems to be too little known and, even when known,
to bc misunderstood.
I.

PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS

The directive makes an explicit distinction betivecn opera
tions to destroy fetal life and operations to preserve it. The
former are immoral because they are the direct killing of the
innocent. Tliis would refer principally to embryotomy and
to destructive craniotomy. Fortunately, these operations are
much less common than they used to be; nevertheless, if one
may judge from the obstctrical manuals, they are still per
formed occasionally. For this reason, tliey are explicitiy for
bidden by the directive and the codes.
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Attention should be called to the provision that operations
to "preserve” fetal life are permitted. Here we have a change
of wording from the old directive, which allowed such opera
tions when designed to "increase” the infant’s chance to live.
This expression gave rise to a misunderstanding, as it seemed
to imply that operations on the fetus could be permitted only
when they gave the fetus a greater chance to survive than it
would othervvise have, e.g., if delivercd by cesarean section.
This restriction was not intended. The main point of the di
rective was to distinguish clearly between operations which
are designed to destroy fetal life and those which are not. It
might be noted here also that the directive takes no stand on
the purely medical question as to the better method of effecting
a delivery, i.e., by cesarean section or by some operation on
the fetus which makes vaginal delivery of a living fetus pos
sible. Finally, the directive is concerned only with a li\dng
fetus. If a fetus has already died in utero there is no moral
objection to such procedures as embryotomy or craniotomy
when they are medically indicated.
II.

CLEIDOTOM Y

Sometimes, when tlie infant has died in utero it is necessary
to cut or break the collar bone in order to effect a vaginal de
livery. These procedures are known rcspectively as cleidotomy
and osteoclasis. The morality of employing them on a dead in
fant is already covercd by the preceding paragraph. I have also
been asked, however, whether the same procedures may be
used on a living baby in cases in which the head is already
born but the size of the shoulders is an obstacle to complete de
livery. The principle to bc applied is tlie same as would govern
any mutilation; and its particular application to the unborn
infant is enunciated in directive 19 ; that is, the mutilation is
permitted when necessary to effect a successfui delivery. A
moral judgment of the case, of course, calls for a knowledge of
the facts. When I was first confronted with the problem, I
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knew nothing of the facts; hence, I checked available literature
and consulted obstetricians. Much of the literature was not
very helpful. It said almost nothing about intentional fracture
of the clavicle, and it seemed to treat cleidotomy only as a
death-dealing procedure or as a means of extracting a dead
fetus. I received some help, however, from two brief passages
in Stander, Textbook o f Obstetrics, 3rd ed., 1 9 4 5 . He writes.
When excessive size of the shoulders prevents the delivery of the
child after birth of tlie head, labor can often readily be terminated
after diminishing the size of the shouldcr girdle by osteoclasis or by
cutting through the clavicles with a pair of heavy scissors— cleido
tomy. (p . 9 1 8 )
Occasionally, in head presentations, the excessive size of the
shoulders may prove a scrious obstacle to labor. In such cases
cleidotomy renders excellent scrvice. In this operation a pair of long
curvcd scissors is introduced under the guidance of the hand and
cuts through the clavicle on either side, after which the shoulder
girdle collapses and delivery is readily cffcctcd. (p . 1 1 2 2 )

These passages are helpful because both fracture of the clavi
cles (osteoclasis) and cleidotomy are mentioned, and the procedures seem designed to effect the delivery of a living child.
Nevertheless, I wanted a more explicit assurance of tiiis, es
pecially since cleidotomy is described in a general contcxt of
life-destroying operations. I found the following pertinent
passage in Titus, Management o f Obstetrical Difficulties, 4th
ed., 1 9 5 0 :
This operation [cleidotomy] consists in dividing the clavicles in
order to collapse a shouldcr girdle, the girth of which is so great
that the infant cannot be extractcd although the head has been bom.
. . . Both clavicles are divided. This is not necessarily a fatal type of
crabrjotomy nor mutilating bcyond recovery. (pp. 7 8 5 -8 6 )

This same judgment is expressed in Willson’s revision of
Titus, published in 1 9 5 5 . (p. 5 6 6 )
Here we have explicit testimony that cleidotomy can be a
means of saving the child s life. Since noting this passage in
Titus I have also received verbal reassurance from unquestionably competent sourccs. As for fracture of the clavicle,
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which means breaking of the bone by direct or indirect pres
sure, very little is said in tlie literature, except that it occasion
ally happens accidentally and that the break readily heals after
birtli. Here again, however, I have the verbal assurance of
competent sources that it is possible to break the bone intentionally without doing any permanent harm to the fetus, and
that tliis is sometimes necessary in order to effect a delivery.
The conclusion is that eitlier procedure is permissible when
necessary for safe delivery.
It is well to note that in Moral Problems in Hospital Prac
tice, Fatlier Finney said that cleidotomy is not permissible on
a living child.’ F r. Finney's judgment was based on a statement
in the then-current edition of De Lee’s Principies and Practice
of Obstetrics that cleidotomy is used when die child is already
dead. Even some very recent textbooks give the same impres
sion— namely, that this is an operation to be used only on a
dead fetus. For example, this impression persisted in the tenth
edition of De Lee by Greenhill, published in 1 9 5 1 . According
to the information I have presented here, this is incorrect.
Cleidotomy can also bc used to effect die delivery of a living
child. W hen necessary for this purpose, there can be no moral
objection to it.
III. ASPIRATION FOR HYDROCEPHALUS

Directive 19 explicitiy mcntions aspiration as a legitimate
method of delivering the hydrocephalic infant; and this same
provision was included in die first edition of the Directives.
Nevertheless, both before and after the publicadon of the
Directives, questions were sent to The Catholic Hospital Asso
ciation which showed that there was considerable misunder
standing regarding this topic. Tlic following material was
asscmbled in order to clarify the apparently obscure points.
’ This has been changed in the revision of Fr. Finney’s book made by
Fr. Patrick 0 ’Brien, C.M. (St. Louis: B. Herder Book Co., 1 9 5 6 ),
p. 9 3 .
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The Catholic Medical Guardian, April, 1 9 2 8 , p. 5 5 , car
ried this significant statement by Dr. Louis Cassidy, F .R .C .S .I.,
Master of the Coombe Hospital, Dublin: "Drainage of the hy
drocephalic head, by means of a small cannula introduced
through the anterior fontanelle, will easily permit delivery and
cannot bc regarded as craniotomy in the ordinary acceptation
of the term.”
The following issue of T he Guardian, July, 1 9 2 8 , p. 8 6,
contained a question by Fr. Henry Davis, S .J., an eminent
moral theologian, and a reply by Dr. Cassidy. Fr. Davis wanted
a more complete explanation. He suggested that the procedure
seemed much like craniotomy to non-medical men; and he
added: “Is such drainage, of its very nature, calculated in all
cases to kill the foetus? If it does, is it not a direct attack on
the life of tlie foetus?”
To this query Dr. Cassidy replied:
Rev. H. Davis, S.J., asks what I mean by "drainage of the hydro
cephalic head." This tcrm connotes to the medical mind the withdrawal of so much of the excess fluid in the cranial cavity as will
allow of the rcduction of the foetal head to a relatively normal size,
or will, at any rate, permit the delivery of the child by the normal
passages. This ^vithdrawal can usually be effccted without injury to
the brain, need not cause death, and is not, therefore, a direct attack
on the life of the foetus.

Perhaps T he Guardian later published some comment by
Fr. Davis concerning Dr. Cassidy’s reply; but I have no record
of it. The earliest moral appraisal recorded in my notes is
taken from T he Science of Ethics, II ( 1 9 3 9 ) , by Msgr.
Cronin. On page 6 9 7 , Msgr. Cronin says of hydrocephalus:
To rid the child of the ccrcbro-spin.il Quid in order that parturiUon may occur, but in such a way as necessarily to kill the child is no
^ ttc r morally than craniotomy. But to draw off the fiuid gradually
by means of a very fine ncedle gives the child its chance of continuing to the full its brief existence and is therefore lawful even tliough
as a matter of fact death might occur. It is after all tlie very same
operation ^ a t would bc performed in favour of the child if the
hydrocephalic were already born and gave hope of survival.
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W hen I say that Msgr. Cronin’s is the earliest moral ap
praisal I have, I am referring to the specific operation of drainage for hydrocephalus. In his Principies o f Ethics (published
in 1 9 3 7 ) F r. Thomas Verner Moore, M .D ., mentions tliat there
are certain cranial operations which do not necessarily kill the
child and which are sometimes permissible; but he makes no
specific reference to the problem of hydrocephalus. (See pp.
1 7 5 - 1 8 1 . ) T h e same idea is repeated in his article, “Moral
Aspects of Therapeutic Abortion,'' in the American Journal of
Obstetrics and Gynecology, Sept., 1 9 4 0 , pp. 4 2 2 - 4 2 8 .
A later article in tlie American Journal o f Obstetrics and
Gynecology, M arch, 1 9 4 2 , pp. 5 2 1 - 5 2 4 , should also be noted
here. This article, “The Treatment of Hydrocephalus in
Cephalic Presentation,'’ is by Cornelius T . 0'C onnor, M .D.,
F .A .C .S ., and Arthur J. Cornian, M .D ., botli of St. Elizabetli's
Hospital, Brighton, Mass. They describe a case in which they
had released the cerebro-spinal fluid by “intraventricular tap
and drainage per vaginam with a spinal needle.” The child
was born alive and lived for two hours. Before using tliis
procedure, the physicians had consulted the priest-superintendent of the hospital; and he had decidcd tliat it was in
accord with sound ethics. The opinion was later confirmed by
Fr. John C. Ford, S .J., in his annual survey of moral theology
in Theological Studies, Dec., 1 9 4 4 , p. 5 1 4 .

T h e Bulletin o f the Margaret Hague Maternity Hospital,
March, 1 9 4 9 , pp. 1 6- 18, tclls of the delivery of a hydrocepha
lic as follows:
A paracentesis trocar was inscrted through tlie large anterior fonta
nelle, and about 6 0 0 nil. of fluid draincd off. After another nine
hours of labor (total 22 hours), the patient was delivercd spontancously of a living hydrocephalic infant; the presentation was left occiput
anterior. The paticnt’s postpartum course was unevcntful, and she
was discharged six days later. The baby is still alive eight ivccks after
delivery.

The discussion which followed tlie account of this case was
led by Dr. SamueI A. Cosgrove, and it is so interesting that, if
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I had the space, I would reproduce it here entirely. It was
pointed out that the first doctors to use this procedure at the
Margaret Hague Hospital were striet and conscientious Catho
lics who had, like Drs. 0 ’Connor and Corm an, consulted Cath
olic moral authorities before having recourse to the drainage
method. The present case was the fourth in which one or both
ventricles of a hydrocephalic brain had been drained and the
baby was born alive. In two cases the baby had lived only an
hour or two; in one case it had lived 12 days; and in the
present instance the child was sdll alive after eight weeks.
“Tlie reason that I have pointed out the survival of no less
than four babies,” said the discussion Icader, “is to establish,
without any possibility of discussion, that the procedure does
not necessarily and imminently kill the baby, and need not be
used ivith any deliberate intent to do so.”
To the foregoing data from printed sources, I would add
that several obstetricians have told me that aspiration of the
head can be accomplished without killing the baby and that, as
a matter of fact, it is the very thing that ivoiild bc done after
the hydroccphjilic was born. “WTiy not,” they asked, “do it
before delivery so that a successfui deliver\' can be accomp
lished?”
CAUTIONS

In the preceding discussion, thcrc has consistently been
question of one basic procedure: drainage of the hydrocephalic
head in such a way that delivery of a live child is made possi
ble, and with an attempt to preserve its life, not to destroy it or
to hasten its death. All ihc methods used— whether called
aspiration or intra\cntricular tap; or whether a ncedle, trocar,
or any other instrumcnt is used— seem to come to that. Sucli
a procedure is cridently morally sound; and it should not bc
torbidden in any of our hospitals,
Nevertheless, though the procedure, as outlined, squares
Tb L '7 " l
” ■'
“■
obsen ations before concluding this chapter.

prccautionary
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I have a rather vague impression that some physicians refer
to this life-saving procedure as a “craniotomy.” Dorland’s dictionary allows for this usage, because its first definition under
“craniotomy” is, “any operation on the cranium.” However, it
seems to me tliat the ordinary meaning of this term— when it
refers to the unborn baby— is ratlier the second definition
given by B orland: "The cutting in picces of the fetal head
to facilitate delivery.” This is certainly what is described in
Standeris Textbook o f Obstetrics, 3rd ed., pp. 1 1 16ff. I prefer
to avoid this word when speaking of a life-saving operation on
a fetus; and I think that physicians who wish to use the word
“craniotomy” to designate such operations should make tlieir
meaning perfectly ciear to us. Otlierwise, there is bound to be
misunderstanding.
A second observation is that obstetrical manuals are general
ly not very helpful in suggcsting a method of treating hydro
cephalus which is consonant with sound moral principies.
Generally— as Drs. 0'C onnor, Gorman, and Cosgrove point
out— these texts insist on tlie desirability of delivering a dead
baby. However, the tenth edition of De Lee by Greenhill
( 1 9 5 1 ) refers to the 0 ’Connor-Gorman method as “the safest
and siniplest treatment.” (p . 6 2 4 ) Cunningham also in Text
book o f Obstetrics ( 2 n d ed. 1 9 5 4 ) on page 3 3 5 says:
If the head is presenUng, it should be tappcd via the cervical canal,
using a spinal or long serum necdie. The ncedle is inscrted through
onc of the widcly separatcd suturcs. The cerebro-spinal fluid is
allowed to drain away slowly until the hc.Td is sufliciently rcduced in
size to offer no difficulty in delivery. Labour is tlien allowed to
procccd.
In brcech delivery a fine trocar may bc inscrted just above the
mastoid process after delivery of the body. The collapsed head can
tlicn bc delivercd. There is no ethical objection to employing this treat
ment as the operation does not kill tlie infant. The infant, however,
should first bc baptized.

As a final caution, let me refer to the fact tliat in rcporting
their method of intraventricular tap, Drs. 0 ’Connor and Gor103
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man had mentioned tliat one of its advantages is that it may
'Tdc used on Catholic patients.” Dr. Cosgrove argued from this
that “it may be used in Catholic hospitals and by Catholic phy
sicians vrithout offense to the moral code as promiilgated by the
Roman Catholic Church, provided certain vital intentions are
conscientiously observed.”
Dr. Cosgrove’s conclusion is certainly legitimate; and I have
no quarrel with it. But it would be advisable to avoid the ex
pression used by Drs. 0 ’Connor and Corman. T o say that a
certain procedure “may be used on Catholic patients” implies
that Catholics and non-Catholics are governed by different
moral laws. This is simply not true when there is question of
the principies and applications contained in the ethical sec
tion of the Directives. These are not laws made by the Catholic
Church. They pertain to the natural law. They apply to every
one, regardless of his religion.
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The Morality of
Ectopic Operations
REGARDS ectopic operations, the practical moral prin
ciple generally followed today in the Catholic hospitals of
the United States and Canada is stated as follows:
In exfrauterine pregnancy the affected part of the mother
(e.g., an ovary or fallopian tube) may be removed, even
though the life of the fetus is thus indirectly terminated, pro
vided the operation cannot be posfponed without notably
incrcasing the danger to the mother. Directive 20. (See also
the Canadian Codc, article 19, and tlie U.S. Codc, "Destruc
tion of Life,” n. 6 .)

It is sometimes said that this ruling represents a change in
the Church’s teaching. The charge is not true if it means that
any official teaching of the Church has changed. On the other
hand, it is true that there has been a shift in theological
opinion; but even this shift has bccn concerned, not with a
moral principle, but rather with the medical data pertinent to
ectopic pregnancy. In a word, as the doctors were able to give
a clearer picture of the medical facts, the application of moral
principies, especially the possibility of applying the principle of
the double effect, also became clearer.
In the present chapter, I shall give some background ma
terial concerning the opinions of theologians and the official
teaching of tlie Holy See. Since the focal point of the problem
has usually been tubal pregnancy, 1 shall have this principally
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in mind. The next chapter will deal specifically with abdom
inal pregnancy.
i. T H E O L O G IC A L OPINION

In view of what has been written in previous chapters, it
is ciear that there would be no disagreement among theolo
gians on this point: any direct attack on fetal life, whether the
pregnancy be uterine or extrauterine, is morally wrong. Thus,
as regards tubal pregnancy, all would agree that the shelling
out of an inviable, living fetus, killing the fetus by means of
an electric current, and so forth, are always illicit. All would
agree too that the ligation of the maternal arteries and removal
of the tube is morally justifiable in order to check hemorrhage
resulting from rupture of the tube. In this case, the loss of
fetal life— if indeed the fetus is not already dead— would be
merely the indirect effect of a procedure designed to save the
mothers life.
The point of disagreement has bccn— and to some extent
still is— concerned with tlie proper treatment of a tubal preg
nancy before the rupture occurs. In general, the divergent
views of theologians fail into these two classes:
a ) According to some theologians, the ligation of the
arteries and removal of the tube and fetus before rupture
actually occurs constitute a direct attack on the life of the fetus
and are therefore morally unjustifiable. This opinion is based
on the view that the only source of danger before rupture is
the fetus itself; hence, the operation is really an attempt to
save the mother by means of the removal of the fetus. Thcsc
theologians, therefore, consider that before rupture occurs the
only permissible course is the use of expectancy treatment.
b ) Other theologians contcnd that even before the rupture
there is a constant disintegration of blood vessels, with consequent hemorrhage, and that the rupture of the tube simply
adds more hemorrhage. In their view, therefore, the cutting
off of the blood supply to the tube, even before rupture, is an
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operation directed to the checking of hemorrhage, and not to
the killing of tlie fetus. Some among this group of theologians
also explicitiy demand that the doctor use expectancy treat
ment if possible; but they consider tliat, if this cannot be done
without adding notably to the danger to the motheris life, then
the arteries to the tube may be ligated and the entire pregnant
tube may be excised just as the cancerous, pregnant uterus may
be removed.
W hy must expectancy treatment be used if possible and not
too dangerous? Because it is not sufficient to establish that the
operation is not a direct attack on tlie fetus; it is also necessary
to have a sufficient reason for permitting the shortening of
life for the fetus. To adopt a universal rule-of-thumb of per
forming this ligation operation as soon as a pregnant tube is
discovered is hardly to take all reasonable means to save both
lives— a condition which sound morality and ccclesiastical
autiiority always demand. And I might add a good medical
reason: if this rule-of-thunib is constantly followed, without
any attempt at expectancy treatment, all medical progress in
the treatment of ectopics is rcndered impossible.
II. DECREES O F THE H OLY SEE

The decrees of the Holy See that are concerned specifically
with ectopic pregnancy are as follows:
1. In 1 8 8 6 , the Archbishop of Cambrai referred to Rome
a number of questions some of which concerned the killing or
removal of an inviable ectopic fetus. Tlie general reply to these
questions, given by the Sacred Congregation of the Holy
Office in August, 1 8 8 9 , was that “it cannot be safely taught in
Catliolic schoois that any surgical operation which is a direct
killing of either the child or the pregnant mother is allowed.”
2 . In 1 8 9 8 , it was asked if laparotomy is permissible in the
case of ectopic pregnancy. The Holy See replied: “In case of
urgent necessity, laparotomy for the removal of ectopic conceptions is licit, provided serious and opportune provision is
107
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made, as far as possible, for the life of both the fetus and the
motlier.”

3.
Judged in its context, tlie decrec of 1 8 9 8 apparently
referred to cases in which the ectopic fetus would be already
viable; for other questions submitted at tlie same time merely
concerned premature delivery. Hence, a more specific question
was asked in 1 9 0 0 , namely, whether it is sometimes perniissible to remove ectopic fetuses even when im m ature— i.e., be
fore the expiration of the sixth month of pregnancy. The an
swer to this question, given in 1 9 0 2 , was "in tlie negative.”
The Holy Office pointed out that the decree of 1 8 9 8 had made
it ciear tliat “in as far as possible, serious and opportune pro
vision must be made for the life of both the fetus and the
mother.” It added that, in keeping with the same decree, “no
hastening of delivery is allowed unless it be done at a time and
in a manner which are favorable to the lives of the mother
and the child, according to ordinary contingencies.”
In explaining the opinions of theologians, I confined my
self to their analyses of the ectopic problem itself. Actually,
their differences of opinion concerned not merely the problem
itself, but also the interpretation of the decrees of the Holy See.
Roughly speaking, the differences of interpretation follow these
three lines:

1.
The decrees make no factual pronouncements on ectopic
operations. They merely state that an ectopic fetus has the
same right to life as an intrautcrine fetus; hence, principies al
ready clarified concerning the direct killing of and direct abor
tion of an intrautcrine fetus must also be applied in the case of
ectopics.
The decrees do make a factual pronouncement; for at
least the third decree condemns the removal of the inviable
fetus as a dircct attack on the life of such a fetus. And this
condemnation is still in force.
^^crees do contain tlie factual pronouncement just
mentioned, but this condemnation is based on the medical facts
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as then known. At that time it was thought that, before the
rupture of the tube, the precise danger to tlie mother arose
from tlie presence of the fetus; hence, the operation to save the
mother was interpreted as a direct removal of the fetus. But
progress in medical research has showed that the tube itself
is pathologically affected (e .g ., because of the disintegration
of the blood vessels, with consequent hemorrhage); hence, an
operation to remove this condition is not a direct attack on the
fetus and is no longer condemncd by the decree.
Theologians who hold that no operation is permissible be
fore rupture of the tube would follow the second interpretation,
I believe. Those who hold that the principle of the double
effect is applicable even before actual rupture of tlie tube
would follow either the first or third interpretation.
I have indicated these different interpretations of the Roman
decrees partly to show why Catliolic moralists can hold different
opinions concerning ectopic operations and partly to suggest
an answer to an ironical statement frequently made today:
"Tlie Church has changed her mind regarding ectopics; she
will also change with regard to contraception.” In tlie first
place, it is not at all ciear that, bcyond the statement of certain
general principies which are always valid, the Church has ever
expressed her mind definitely on ectopic operations. In the
second place, even if tlic Church had condemncd ectopic
operations because available medical facts portrayed such
operations as a dircct attack on the fetus, tliis condemnation
would of its very nature be subject to change if further, factual
research would show that the child is not directly attacked.
Finally, just to cover all points, I might add that the decrees of
the Roman Congregations, though a part of the Churclfs offi
cial teaching, are not infallible.
W ith regard to contraception, the case is entirely different.
Pope Pius X I solcninly declarcd that, in condenining contra
ception, he was voicing an uninterruptcd Christian tradition
which concerned the natural law and the divinely revealed will
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of God. The Catholic teaching on contraception, therefore, is
perfectly ciear, and infallible. Error in such teaching is not
only uniikely but impossible. Change is out of the question.
III. C O N C LU D IN G OBSERVATION S

The opinion allowing the application of the principle of the
double effect even before actual rupture of the tube is by far
the more common today. Doctors may safely follow this opinion
unless further scientific research or a pronouncement of the
Holy See should discredit it. I think I can safely say that such
a pronouncement is not likely.
This opinion is based on medical data that a pregnant tube
is in a state of disintegration and that the object of surgical
intervention is to prevent the danger inherent in such disin
tegration. The objective, therefore, is not to terminate the
inviable pregnancy— as some writers unfortunately explain it.
The termination of the pregnancy is merely the unavoidable
and unintended by-product of the operation.
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Abdominal Pregnancy
U PPO SE T H E fallopian tube has ruptured and an ectopic
fetus has attached itself to the mother's intestine. May
this or any other abdominal pregnancy be terminated whenever it is found?” If the fetus has attaincd at least minimum
viability so that its life can be preserved by modern methods,
tlie rule for premature delivery as given in directive 26 may be
followed. This rule States:
For a v e ry serious reason labor may be induced immediately
a fte r the fetus is viable. In a properly equipped hospital fhe
fetus may sometimes be considered viable after 26 weeks
(6 calen d ar months); ofherwise, 28 weeks are required.

Essentially, the serious reason which would justify the re
moval of the fetus when it has attaincd minimum viability is
reducible to this: the removal at this time would offer proportionately greater safety, or less danger, to mother und/or child
than waiting till some further development in the pregnancy.
In practice, the estimation of the fulfillment of this condition
may be left to the judgment of competent obstetricians. Accord
ing to medical authorities citcd by Fr. Bouscaren, who treats
this topic thoroughly in Ethics of Ectopic Operations,^ it would
hardly be considered good obstetrics to terminate an abdominal
pregnancy at this point; rather, it would generally be much
safer to wait till ahiiost full tcrm.
3 Milwaukce: The Bnice Publishing Company, 1 9 4 4 , pp. 163-65.
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As for the termination of the pregnancy before viability, the
moralist’s answer depends on what is meant by "terminating the
pregnancy.” Certainly the general principle is here applicable
tliat no direct attack on tlie fetus is permissible. Consequently,
no procedure which has as its sole immediate objective the re
moval of the inviable fetus may be allowed. This would be a
direct termination of the pregnancy before viability— tliat is, a
direct abortion. On the other hand, if the m others intestine is
already damaged and in urgent need of repair in order to save
her life, tlie daniage may be repaired, even though a fetus
which adhercs to the intestine should incidentally perish in tlie
process. Also, if the mother were hcmorrhaging, tlie ligation of
maternal blood vessels required for stopping the hemorrhage
would bc permissible, even though this procedure would also
cut ofi; the blood supply of the fetus. In this case, the harm to
the fetus would bc merely a by-product of the ligation; and tlie
termination of the pregnancy would, therefore, be merely

indirect.
Those familiar with ethics realize that any procedure which
terminates an inviable pregnancy can bc justified only by the
application of the principle of the double effect. According
to this principle, an action which produces both good and bad
effects is permitted if four conditions are fulfilled: (a) the ac
tion itself must not bc morally evil; (h) the bad effect is not a
means of obtaining the good; (c) the bad effect is sincerely not
intended, but merely tolerated; and ( d ) the good effect is sufficicntly important to balance or outweigh the bad effect.
Of the four conditions, all arc important, but the first two
are the most fundamcntal in medical problems because they
concern the very nature of the operation or treatment to be appraised. And it is precisely regarding these two conditions that
onc notes a great difference between an inviable tubal preg
nancy and an inviable abdominal pregnancy, with reference to
tlie application of the principle of the double effect.
In a tubal pregnancy, even before the rupture of the tube
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or before hemorrhage which creates an imminent danger of
death for the mother, there is gradual disintegration of blood
vessels tliat constitutes a pathological condition in the mother
which is distinet from the mere fact tliat tlie fetus is present.
Moreover, this condition exists in an organ which is not indispensable for the mother’s life; hence, the sacrifice of it, when it
is in a morbid condition, can save her life. These facts form
the basis for the opinion, held by most theologians today, tliat
ligation of the maternal blood vessels and removal of the tube
is (a) not a morally evil action, because it is directed, not against
the fetus, but against the pathological condition of the mother;
and (h) it is not a casc of attaining the good effect by means of
the bad, because the mothcr’s life is saved, not by the death
of the fetus, but by the removal of the pathological condition.

f

These are the main points to be considered when a pregnant
tube is removed because they show that the fetus is not directly
killed. For the complete justification of tlie operation, the other
conditions (good intention and proportionate reason) must be
fulfilled; but we would not even consider those conditions unIcss it could be shown that the operation is not a direct attack
on the fetus. If the operation consisted merely of opening the
tube and shelling out the fetus, it could not bc morally justified,
because this would bc a dircct attack on the fetus ( s violation
of tlie first condition); and it would also mean that the mother
is saved precisely by terminating the pregnancy before viability
( a violation of the second condition).
In a nonviable abdominal pregnancy, it is very difficult to
vcrify the two conditions. For onc thing, the organ to which
the fetus adhcrcs may be so vital to the mother that the removal
of this organ or part of it niight be more unsafe for her tlian
carrying the pregnancy; hence, there would really bc no good
effect of ihe operation. On the other hand, the removal of the
fetus itself would bc a dircct attack on its life; and the saving
of the mother by this means— if indeed it would not place her
in greater jeopardy— would bc to attain a good effect by means
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of evil. Consequently, in abdominal pregnancy, the only legi
timate alternatives seem to be to wait till the fetus dies or be
comes viable or till some maternal condition develops which can
be the direct object of a procedure designed to save her life and
not to kill the fetus. As I mentioned previously, if the fetus
should die as a resuit of such a procedure, the death would be
an indirect effect, a mere by-product, of a life-saving operation.
In this case, both conditions would be fulfilled.
\Vhat I have said here is expressed briefly and pointedly by
Fr. Bouscaren: "^Ve must wait until the child is viable ( a t least
with the aid of tlie most modern incubator m ethods) or until
the crisis of dangerous hemorrhage makes intervention neces
sary, in which case the removal of the fetus is incidental and
indirect.”"
It should be noted that in referring to Fr. Bouscaren’s book,
I have used the second edition. In tliis edition he calls atten
tion to the fact that the opinion he expressed in the first edition®
was less severe. This may explain why some doctors seem to
think that Fr. Bouscaren would allow a direct intervention,
even in the case of an inviable abdominal pregnancy, if there
is urgent need of such intervention to save the life of the
mother. This topic is much more clearly treated in the second
edition; and the opinion expressed there (w hich I have quoted
above) seems to be the only one that is morally defensible.
In conclusion, let me refer to an article entitled, "Full Term
Abdominal Pregnancy,” by R. J. Burleson, M .D. and J. C.
firogg, M.D.^ This is a report on two cases of full-term abdomi
nal pregnancy, in one of which the fetus was delivercd alive
and well. In the other case, the diagnosis was made too late.
The fetus was found fully developed, but dead. The doctors
concluded tliat, had the diagnosis been made in time, they
could have safely delivercd the fetus.
""OpTciF, p. 165.
* C hicago: Loyola Univcrsity’ Press, 1933.
* Journal of the American Medical Association, Dec

1349-1350.
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Euthanasia
T H E O U T S E T , to ciear up a source of confusion, let
A ""
me mention the fact tliat some Catholic tlieologians speak of
euthanasia as "tlie giving of drugs to a dying person to relieve
him of pain.” Tliis is not absolutely forbidden, even though the
drugs induce unconsciousness. In fact, witli very definite restrictions, it is pemiitted by directive 23, which reads:
It is not euthanasia to give a dying person sedatives merely
fo r the alleviation of pain. even to the extent of depriving the
patient of the use of sense and reason, when this extreme
measure is judged necessary. Such sedatives should not be
given before fhe patient is properly prepared for death (in
the case of a Catholic, this means the reception of the Last
Sacram en ts); nor should they be given to patients who are
able and willing to endure their sufferings for spiritual motives.

As the tcrm is more generally used today, euthanasia means
more than killing pain; it means killing a person. It is advocated
by some so-called humanitarians under the guise of "mercy.”
They speak of "mercy killing,” or of "nierciful release.” And
they urge this form of mercy in various degrees. Some plead
for voluntary euthanasia, which means that the patient asks
for and is given "an easy death.” Some believe that the "privi- A
lege” should be extended to all incurables who are incapable of
deciding for themselves, e.g., infants and mental defectives.
Finally, some would make this easy death compulsory on all
who are considered a burden on society.
From a moral point of view all tliese forms of mercy killing,
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with or without the consent of the person, are absolutely
wrong. They involve suicide, murder, or a combination of both.
It is to these various ways of effecting mercy killing that
directive 21 refers:
Euthanasia ("mercy killing") in all its forms Is forbidden.

There is a similar provision in article 13 of the Canadian
Code and in number 6 of the General Section of the U.S.
Code.
TEA C H IN G OF THE H O LY SEE

As far as I know, the Holy See has never considered it
necessary to issue an explicit condemnation of the euthanasia
movement. Nevertheless, it is wortli noting that this movement
is imbued with the same principies, the same lack of appreciation of the meaning and value of human life, that character
ized the "philosophy” of tlie totalitarian state and that resulted
in the horrible mass murders of so-called useless persons. The
Holy See has often condemncd this totalitarlanism, its prin
cipies, and its atrocities. Some of the papal statements already
quoted concerning the inviolability of human life are applicable
to this matter. Two others of special pertincnce are the
following:
In 1 9 4 0 , the Congregation of the Holy Office was asked to
give an official reply to this question: "W hether it is licit, upon
order from the public authority, to kill directly persons who,
although they have comiiiitted no crinie which merits death,
are nevertheless, owing to psychic or physical defects, unable
to bc of any use to the nation, and are judged rather to be a
burdcn to it and to be an obstacle to its vigor and strength.”
The rcply to the question runs as follows:
At A c general scssion of the Supreme Sacred Congregation of the
Holy Office on Wcdnesday, 2 7 Nov., 1 9 4 0 , the eminent Cardinals who
arc in charge of safeguarding matters of faiA and morals, after having
heard A c opinions of the Revcrend Consultors, decidcd to rcply: In
tlic ncg.itivc, since Ais is against A e natural law and the divine
positive law.
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His Holincss Pius X II approved and confirmed Ais reply and
ordered it published, 1 Dcc., 1 9 4 0 .
Given at Rome, from A c Holy Office, 2 Dec., 1 9 4 0 .

Less than three years after this decree of the Holy Office,
Pius X II saw fit to refer to tlie same subject in the following
eloquent passage of his encyclical letter on The Mystical Body
of Christ:
If A c faiA ful strive to live in a spirit of livcly faiA , Aey ivill not
only pay duc honour and rcvcrcncc to the more exaltcd members of
this Mystical Body, especially Aosc who according to Christ’s man
date will have to render an account of our souls, but A cy will take
to their hearts Aose members who are A e object of our Saviour’s
special love: the weak, W e mean. A c woundcd, and A c sick who are
in need of material or spiritual assistance; children whose innocence
is so easily exposcd to danger in thcsc days, and whose young hearts
can bc mouldcd as wax; and finally A c poor, in hclping whom we
rccognizc, as it were, through His supreme mercy. A c very person
of Jcsus Christ.
For the Apostic with good reason admonishcs us: "Much more
those A at seem to be the more fccble members of A e Body arc more
necessary', and such as we Aink to bc the less honourable members of
A e Body, about A cse we put more abundant honour." Conscious of
A c obligations of Our High Office We dccm it necessary to reiterate
this grave statement today, when to Our profound grief We see at
times A c dcformcd. A c insane, and Aosc suffcring from hcreditary
disease deprived of their lives, as though tlicy were a useless burdcn
to society; and Ais procedure is hailcd by some as a manifcstation
of human progress, and as somcAing that is entirely in accordance
with A c common good. Yet who that is posscsscd of sound judgment
does not recognize that this not only violates A c natural and divine
law written in A c heart of cvcry man, but that it outragcs A c noblcst
instincts of humanity'? The blood of A esc unfortunatc victims who
are all the dcarcr to our Rcdccmcr because A cy arc dcscrving of greater
pity "crics to God from the earth."
A G A IN ST THE DIVINE LAW

From these pronouncements it is clcar that any movement
that favors the direct killing of innocent persons is contrary to
the divine law. That it is against the natural law is already
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ciear from the explanation of directive 1 2 . B ut it is also con
trary to the revealed law of God. For instance, in Holy Scripture
we have these ciear statements: ‘T h e innocent and just man
thou shalt not put to death” (Exodus, 2 3 : 7 ) ; and ‘‘The inno
cent and just thou shalt not kill” (D aniel, 1 3 : 5 3 ) . And these
explicit statements of Holy Scripture are confirmed by a tradi
tion that reaches back into Old Tcstam ent days and that ex
tends without any break through the centuries of Christian
civilization. This Judaeo-Christian tradition on the sacredness
of human life is something more than a mere convention. It
is a living expression of the divine law as entrusted to the
human race.
UNCHRISTIAN VIEW O F SU FFERIN G

The foregoing are the main arguments against euthanasia;
and they reduce themselves to the very simple statem ent: it is
against the law of God. W e can expand on them as we will;
but they all come back to the unqualified prohibition: "The
innocent and just thou shalt not kill.”
But it is well to note in addition that the entire philosophy
behind the cutlianasia movement is anti-Christian. It likens
man to a mere animal; it makes pain the greatest evil in the
world. It ignores the fact that no one suffers save through the
\vill of God; that through suffcring a man can beautify his
character, atone for his sins, take a special part in the sublime
work of the Redemption, and win for himself an eternity of
glory. This does not mean, of course, that Christians dcify pain
and sit idly by while men suffer. Tlicre is also something
Christlike in alleviating pain, in helping the sufferer, and in
trying to conquer disease. But there is nothing either Christian
or Christlike in killing the sufferer to relieve his suffcring.
CO N CLU SIO N

The foregoing are what might be termed the essential argu
ments against euthanasia. Anotlier line of argumentation,
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which can be made very effective, is to show the evil conse
quences that would follow if euthanasia were permitted. I shall
not develop this myself; it can be found veri' well expressed in
some of the following references.
HELPFUL REFERENCE MATERIAL

1. "Eutlianasia,” by James T . Neary, Esq., in The Linacre
Quarterly, April, 1 9 3 8 , pp. 3 8 - 4 2 . I commend this splendid
article to any member of the medical profession who must give
a talk on euthanasia. It is full of quotable passages. It stresses
the simple fact tliat life is a gift of God. It shows that the false
philosophy underlying the euthanasia movement involves the
concept tliat the measure of human life is usefulness to others.
In his concluding paragraph Mr. Near}' says:
Eudianasia is founded on a viewpoint that destruetion of life is
prcferable to pain and suffering. If we inculeatc this idea into the
youAful mind, we engender a destruetive fear of pain and suffering.
Soldiers in time of war will hesitatc to undergo hardship; suffcring
people in various occupations, whose lives are mere drudgery, will
scek cuAanasia or commit suicide. Womcn, frightcncd at A e Aought
of bearing children, may scek cuAanasia. The fear and drcad of pain
are often worse A an A c actuality’; hence, life may be endcd while
hope of recovery is just around the corncr.

2. T h e Linacre Quarterly, April 1 947. The entire issue is
devoted to the subject of euthanasia. "Legal Aspects of Euthan
asia,'’ by Vincent G. Allrcd, L L .B ., contains good citations
from Blackstonc's Commentaries, and shows that, while there
is no legal preccdent for euthanasia in this country, there is
undoubtcdly a group with a new Icgal philosophy which favors
it. "Moral Aspects of Euthanasia,” by Fr. Milary R. Werts,
S.J., is a fine presentation of the moral arguments against
euthanasia. Particularly good, I think, is the concluding part
of Fr. W erts’ article, in which he shows the inconsistency of the
philosophy behind euthanasia and the terrible consequences for
society, should euthanasia be permitted.
3. "Mercy Killing Turns Back the Glock,” hy Fr. Paul L.
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Blakely, S.J., in America, Nov. 4 , 1 9 3 9 , p. 9 0 . The strong
style of this article is a good antidote for the sentimentality that
often characterizes the writings of eutlianasians. F r. Blakely
paints a vivid contrast between tlie physician who labors night
and day to conquer the "incurable” disease, and the physician
who would turn back tlie clock of civilization by killing the
patient. The euthanasians often point with supposed sympathy
to the motlier who, with tcarfilled eyes, kills her incurable
child. But "who,” says Fr. Blakely, "will say that the mother
who kills her sick child does as much to promote those decencies
on which the permanence of civilization is conditioned, as tlie
mother who by day and through watchful nights bends over
her little one, seeking to help it, even though in her heart she
has accepted the drcad verdict tliat as yet medical science can
offer no cure?”
4. T he Catholic Doctor, by Fr. A. Bonnar, O .F .M ., (ed .
1 9 4 8 ) , pp. 9 9 - 1 0 5 . This is a good treatment of the attempt
to legalize mercy killing in England, and it shows clearly that
the real aim of the movement is much more than voluntary
euthanasia.
5. Catholic Teaching on the Morality o f Euthanasia, by Fr.
Joseph V. Sullivan. (Catholic Univcrsity Press, 1 9 4 9 . ) This is
Fr. Sullivan’s doctoral dissertation, worked out under the
direcUon of Fr. Francis J. Connell, C.SS.R. The printed
volume contains only a part of the complete dissertation. How
ever, even in its abbreviated form, it contains a good statement
of the arguments against euthanasia, as well as informative historical material. ( F r . Sullivan’s dissertation is now published,
in the abbreviated form mentioned here, by the Newman
Press, W estminster, Md. Its new title is T he Morality o f Mercy

Killing.')

6. The Linacre Quarterly, Nov., 1 9 5 0 , pp. 3-9. In D ec.,
1 949, Dr. Hermann Sander calmly injected air into the vcins
of a cancer patient to put her out of her misery. Tliis case
was given considerable attention by the press; and it was the
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occasion of many public statements by medical societies and
physicians and of many articles on euthanasia. I made a sur
vey of these statements and articles for The Linacre Quarterly.
Although the survey is somewhat lengthy, I think it will be
valuable to repeat it here because it adds many useful references
to those already given. The survey follows:
M ED ICA L SO CIETIES

The most wholesome aspect of the literature of 1 9 5 0 which
condemncd euthanasia was the fact tliat much of it emanated
from physicians themselves and from the secular press; the
defense of good morals was not left entirely to priests. During
that year, I noted many statements made by various medical
groups, though I did not preserve a record of these. However,
I do have in my notes a reference to a resolution adopted by the
Medical Society of tlie State of New York to the effect that the
sodety 7go on rccord as being unalterably opposed to euthanasia
and to any legislation tliat will legalize e u th a n a sia .” This so
ciety was composed of 2 3 , 0 0 0 doctors. The resolution was
adopted unanimously by tlie 149 members of the house of
delegates. Also, I have an Associated Press clipping saying that
the World Medical Association, representing 41 national associations, voted to condemn euthanasia under any circumstances
INDIVIDUAL PHYSICIAN S

Individual physicians also spoke strongly against mercy kill
ing. At Montreal, in an address before tlie Kiwanis Club, Dr.
I. M. Rabinowitch, an internationally known Jewish medical
authority and research director at Montreal General Hospital,
unequivocally condemncd euthanasia on religious and medical
grounds. He pointed out tliat it is against both Jewish and
Catholic doctrines. He insisted that “God is the Supreme Mas
ter of life and death and that no human being is allowed to
usurp His doniinion.” Dr. Rabinowitch’s address was rcprinted
in T h e Catholic Mind for June, 1 9 5 1 , pp. 3 5 1 - 3 5 9 .
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In Edinburgh, Dr. Alexander J. P. Graliam delivercd an
address on euthanasia that showed a profound understanding
of the practical, moral, and professional issues involved, and
tliat gave a ciear presentation of the moral principies pertaining
not only to mercy killing, but also to the giving of drugs to
relieve pain, even at the risk of unintentionally hastening death.
Dr. Graham presented tlie following outline of tlie types of
cases for which eutlianasia is likely to be recommended:
( 1 ) A patient with carcinoma of A c tonguc involving the mandiblc
and A c fauces, had reached A c stage of continuous pain, wiA inability to eiAer swallow or articulate. Saliva mixed w iA blood and
food dcbris dribblcd continuously from his lips, whilst the foetor
made attcndancc on him an unpleasant duty for relatives and nursing
staff alike.
( 2 ) A man with multiple bone metastascs from a hyperncphroma
required constant narcosis.
( 3 ) A soldicr received a gun-shot wound of his spine Icaving him
wiA rcsidual paralysis of lowcr limbs, incontinence of urine and
facccs and severe root pain. His psychology was such that little re
sponse was forthcoming to cfforts to interest him in rehabilitation or
his future.
( 4 ) A man with coronary sclerosis reached a state of invalidism
duc to frequent attacks of pain at rest or on effort.
The factors common to Aese cascs were that Aey would die sooner
or later in A c not too distant fuAre. Meanwhilc they were cxpcriencing
severe pain and suffcring, neiAcr of which has any value in A c eyes
of the matcrialist. Though these arc the types of cases for which
cuAanasia is usually suggested, some people advocate its use for cascs
similar to A e following:
( 5 ) Cascs of scnility who prove a financial or physical burdcn
ciA er on their children at horne, or on A c nursing staff or bed-situation in institutions for A c agcd and chronie sick.
( 6 ) Infants and children with spina bifida bcyond surgical aid,
morons and amcnts.
It is not a far cry from assisting the dcmisc of A c first group to
killing off A c second, with conscnt, after persuasion, or without either.
No great strctch of A c imagination is required to visualizc the possi
bility or A c means.
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Dr. Graham’s address appeared in T he Catholic Medical
Quarterly for July, 1 9 5 0 , pp. 1 1 1 - 1 1 7 . I have quoted him
at lengtli because his is an exceptionally good outline of the
cases usually recommended for euthanasia. Having given this
outline, he tlien offered a splendid presentation of the moral
and professional issues. In the latter section, he discussed the
means tlien at hand for relieving pain. In this connection, he
referred to an address given at Edinburgh by Dr. J. G. Wliite,
of Boston, who said on that occasion, “So far as pain is con
cerned we can take care of it ncuro-surgically.” Dr. Graham
remarked that tlie experience of others was similar to that of
Dr. W hite; and he added:
The potent weapons of sympaAcctomy and alcohol-block of A e
sympaActic chains or posterior nerve roots, of ncurectoiny and of
cordotomy at various Icveis, and possibly, on occasion, of Icucotomy,
lie in A e hands of Aose qualificd to use Aem. Those of us whose sldll
may lie in oA cr fields of medicine or surgery should at least not be
ignorant of their possibililics. From A e purely medical point of view
shortening or taking A c life of a patient for A c relicf of pain is
unnecessary. Moreover, it is a confcssion of professional failure or
ignorance.

He then discussed tlie use of drugs to relieve pain; and he
concluded with an appeal to Gatliolic doctors, who are for
tunate enough to have sound principies to guide them, to enlightcn others by their words and example.
1 9 5 0 saw the beginning of a new magazine entitled Pastoral
Psychology, the purpose of which seems to be to promote
cooperative understanding between Protestant ministcrs and
psychiatrists. In one of the carly issues of this magazine there
was an article dcfendiiig euthanasia. The September number
printed a rebuttal article by Dr. John F. Gonlin. In his condenination of euthanasia, Dr. Gonlin made use of arguments
from ethics, divine revelation and American law; he asscrted
its futility and hamifuliiess from a professional point of view;
and hc showed considerable skill in handling some of the
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fallacies that are occasionally introduced by proponents of
euthanasia.
For instance, there is the objection that, if it is wrong to
shorten life, then it must be wrong to lengtlien it. Dr. Conlin
pointed to tlie example of Christ as adequate justification, if
justification be needed, for the physician’s effort to save life.
Then, tliere is the argument that, since some physicians prac
tice euthanasia in secret, it would be better to bring it out into
tlie open by legalizing it. To tliis Dr. Conlin replied tliat an
intrinsically immoral act is not changed by legalizing it. Still
another of tlie fallacies is that, if we have no right to end life,
then we have no right to start it. Here again, said Dr. Conlin,
if justification be needed, it can be found in the directive given
our first parents to increase and multiply. Throughout his
article, he insisted that tlie same God who gave tliis directive
also ordered categorically: "The innocent and just person thou
shalt not put to death.”
Like Dr. Graham, Dr. Conlin callcd attention to the diverse
methods of treating pain and of helping the sick to lead useful
hves almost to the time of their death. He stressed the benefits
obtained through hormone treatments, psychotherapy, occupational therapy, and neurosurgery. He concluded:
It becomes increasingly incumbent upon physicians to espousc unpopular causes. Tbis is not for A cm a new role. Drastic remedies,
radical surgcrj', amputations must often bc prescribed "for A e good
of tbe patient." Tbe good pbysician opposcs cuAanasia "for tbe good
of A c public. Morabty is often unpleasant for us creaA rcs. It is often
unpopular. God’s laws are ciear and uncquivocal. Tbey must bc
obcycd. It’s as simple as A at!

I think I should add here that in the June, 1 9 5 0 , number
of Pastoral Psychology there were three letters objecting to the
article that had favored euthanasia. One of these letters was
by a physician; the other two were from Protestant ministcrs.
Tliis was encouraging, because ministcrs have been so frequent
ly quoted in favor of euthanasia.
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SECU LA R PRESS

The reaction to the Sander case brought condemnations of
euthanasia even from the secular press. Worthy of special
mention is an editorial published in the Boston Traveler for
Jan. 9 , 1 9 5 0 , which was rcprinted in T he Catholic Mind for
March, 1 9 5 0 , pp. 1 7 8 - 1 7 9 . The editorial insisted on the es
sential distinction between man and animal as something basic
to the legal and religious traditions of Western civilization. It
put primary emphasis on the ethical principle that no man has
a right to kill the innocent, an argument which is stated very
neady in “the American way” when we say that all men are
created equal. As secondary, and merely practical arguments,
it condemns euthanasia on these two counts: the constant prog
ress of medicine, and the impossibility of controlling mercy
killing once it should be sanctioned by law.

DISCORDANT NOTE

Thus far I have surveyed excellent and morally sound dis
cussions of euthanasia by physicians. I wish I could stop there.
Yet, I must call attention to one decidedly discordant note. In
GP for S e p t, 1 9 5 0 , pp. 8 1 - 8 3 , tliere was an article entitled
“Ethics in Medicine,” by W alter G. Alvarez, M .D ., then editor
of tlie magazine. Ostensibly, this article was a book review; but
it soon became ciear tliat Dr. Alvarez’s primary purpose was to
build a strong case for euthanasia. He had most of tlie timeworn arguments of the mercy killcrs: the mercy we show to the
sick horse; the fact that St. Thomas More had the Utopians
committing euthanasia; the pitiable condition of certain patients
and of idiots. I shall say sometliing about St. Thomas More
later; the other arguments have already been covered very well
by my preceding citations from physicians. Onc thing is ciear:
Dr. Alvarez was out of step with the most representative mem
bers of his profession.
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At about the time the Sander case was breaking into print,
Fr. Robert F . Drinan, S .J., published an article entitled
“Euthanasia: An Emergent Danger” in the Homilctic and Pas
toral Review, for D cc., 1 9 4 9 . Fr. Drinan sketched the history
of the euthanasia movement and its progress in America, and
stressed especially that, in arguing against the movement, we
should remember that its promoters no longer believe that
physical suffering is according to the will of God, to be ac
cepted with resignation. He suggested, therefore, that tlie main
argument against these people is historical: namely, to show
them that what they recommend is a return to barbarism, and
that, in fact, even among barbarous people it was never institutionalized.
Incidentally, Fr. Drinan is one of several priest-writers who
gave explicit consideration to the statement that St. Thomas
More had his Utopians committing euthanasia. He admitted
that the passage is in Utopia; but he rightly asserted that no
one may legitimately argue from this that it was also More's
opinion. Utopia is a fantasy. Moreover— and this is important
— even if it were true that More had approved of euthanasia,
it is ciear that in this he would not be expressing a Gatholic
opinion; and his canonization would have been in spite of it
and not because of it.
The same issue of the Boston Traveler that had the editorial
against euthanasia also contained a discussion of the morality
of euthanasia by Fr. John G. Ford, S.J. Fr. Ford’s articlc is now
available in pamphict form under the title Mercy Murder. It
can be obtained from the America Press, 7 0 East 4 5 t h St.,
New York 17, N .Y. The pamphlet contains a splendid pre
sentation of the philosophical, theological, and practical objec
tions to euthanasia. Incidentally, it offers the best answer I
have seen to the euthanasians’ claim to have St. Thomas More
011 their side. As Fr. Ford points out, More’s Utopians not only
permit mercy-suicide and mercy-murder; they also permit di126
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vorce and they condemn bodily austerities. Yet More wore a
hairshirt and practiced other bodily mortifications; and he went
to his death rather than approve the divorce of Henry VIII. It
seems obvious that Utopia does not express his own philosophy
of life.
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chapter

Preserving Life
I. THE ORDINARY MEANS OF PRESERVING LIFE

UTHANASIA USUALLY implies the use of some positive
means to end life: e.g., taking poison, a lethal dose of some
dnig, and so forth. But death can also be brought about in a
negative way: i.e., by not taking or giving something which is
necessary for sustaining life; and in some cases this failure to
take or give what is necessary for preserving life is equivalently
euthanasia. That is the general meaning of directive 22;
The failure to supply fhe ordinary means of preserving life
Is equivolent to euthanasia.

A complete explanation of this directive calls for an explana
tion of ordinary and extraordinary means of preserving life, as
theologians use these terms, and also for an explanation of the
duties of patients and doctors regarding the use of these means.
MEANING OF TERMS

Doctors and theologians might attach different meanings
to the terms, "ordinary" and “extraordinar\',” as J. E . Drew,
M.D., and Fr. John C. Ford, S.J., pointed out in their article,
"Advising Radical Surgery: A Problem in Medical Morality.
Thus, as regards physicians, Dr. Drew and Fr. Ford write:
n
signifies Standard, recognized, orAodox,
or estabbshed medicmes or procedures of A at time period, at A a t
'

American Medical Association, Feb. 2 8 , 1953, pp.
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level of medical practice, and within A e limits of availability. Extra
ordinary signifies, from A e physician's standpoint, a medicament or
procedure A a t might bc fanciful, bizarrc, experimental, incomplctely
estabbshed, unorAodox, or not recognized.

Theologians use tliese terms in a different sense; and it is
important to note this because the directive follows the theolog
ical meaning. As regards various hospital procedures, the theo
logian would say that ordmary means of preserving life are all
medicines, treatments, and operations, which offer a reasonable
hope of benefit for the patient and which can be obtained and
used without excessive expense, pain, or other inconvenience.
For example, suppose that a patient whose healtli is normally
good has pneumonia. This patient is now facing a crisis; but
from our experience we have every reason to believe that we
can bring him through tlie crisis by means of certain drugs, such
as penicillin, and tlie use of ox)'gen for a time. Once he passed
the crisis he would be well on the way to complete recovery.
Here we seem clearly to be dealing with ordinary means; for the
use of tlie drugs and oxygen in these circumstances does not
involve excessive inconvenience, and tliere is a very reasonable
hope of success.
In contradistinction to ordinary are extraordinary means of
preserving life. By these we mean all medicines, treatments,
and operations, which cannot be obtained or used without ex
cessive expense, pain, or other inconvenience, or which, if used,
would not offer a reasonable hope of benefit. For example, con
sider a case like this. A young woman has a rare cardiac ailment.
There is a chance of curing her with an extremely delicate
operation; but it is only a chance. Witliout the operation, she
can hardly live a year. Witli the operation, she may die on
the table or shortly afterwards: but she also has a chance,
tliough considerably less than an even chance, of surviving
and of being at least comparatively cured. This operation
seems to be a ciear example of an extraordinary means of pre
serving life, especially because of the risk and uncertainty that
it involves.
129
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Another example. A patient, almost 9 0 years of age, has a
carcliorenal disease and has been in a coma for two weeks, dur
ing which time he has received intravenous solution of glucose
and some digitalis preparation. Tliis coma is apparently temiinal. In such a case, is the continued use of glucose and digitalis
to be considered an ordinary or extraordinary means of preserv
ing life? The answer may not be entirely ciear and beyond
debate; but I believe that moralists would generally say tliat,
though the use of glucose and digitalis would be ordinary means
if it were merely a matter of tiding a patient over a temporary
crisis, yet in the present case the actual benefit tlicy confer on
the patient is so slight in comparison with tlie continued cost
and difficulty of hospitalization and care tliat their use should
be called an extraordinary means of preserving life.

THE DUTY

Every individual has the obligation to take the ordinary
means of preserving his life. Deliberate neglect of such means
is tantamount to suicide. Consequently, every patient has the
duty to submit to any treatment which is clearly an ordinary
means; and his doctor, as well as the nurses and hospital per
sonnel, has die duty to use such means in treadng the patient.
To do less dian this is equivalently euthanasia— as is stated in
direcdve 22.
It should be noted, however, that the directive is here enunciadng only a tninintum: this is the least that must be done for
any patient. As a matter of fact, there are some cases in which
a patient might be obliged to use extraordinary means; and tliere
are many cases in which the doctor is obliged to use them. In
the next section, I shall try to indicate some norms for the use
!

sel

j"

P'«ent,

seems sufficient merely to state the fact that the use of extraordinary means is sometimes obligatory.
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H IS T O R IC A L BACKGROUND

It is not always easy to distinguish between ordinary and
extraordinary means of preserving life. I believe that the definitions I have given would meet with substantial approval by most
moralists today; yet some might prefer to phrase them somewhat
difEerently. For instance, onc outstanding theologian suggests
that ordinary means would include “the medicines, nursing,
etc., usually adopted by persons of the same condition of life
as the patient." This is perhaps a good working rule for most
cases. I believe, however, that it should be considered as merely
supplementary to tlie definitions I have given, because my
definitions more explicitiy include elements that are essential
to the historical development of tlie terms, ordinary and extra
ordinary means of preserving life. The medical profession
should know something of tliis history.
The moralists who coined the terms, ordinary and extraordin
ary means of preserving life, were deeply conscious (as Catho
lic moralists have always been) of a ciear distinction between
the duty of avoiding evil and the duty of doing good. One must,
at all costs, avoid doing what is intrinsically evil; but there are
reasonable and proportionate limits to one’s duty of doing good.
For example, tlie inartyrs were not ordinarily obliged to seek out
their persccutors in order to profess their faitli before them;
but when faced with the critical choice of eitlier denying their
faith or dying they were obliged to submit to death. The rea
son is that to deny one’s faith in the one true God is intrin
sically evil— sometliing which may never be done, even to
avoid torture and death. A modern example illustrating the
same matter niight be the problem of childbearing in marriage.
Married people are not obliged to have all tlie children they
possibly can, nor obliged to have children in the face of great
inconvenicnces; but they arc clearly obliged to avoid contra
ception because it is intrinsically evil.
W ith this distinction between doing good and avoiding evil
in mind, the old moralists approached the problem of preserv131
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ing life. They were not disturbed by the problem of “mercy
killing”; they knew that suicide and murder are always wrong
and that no inconvenicnces can justify them. But to preserve
one’s life is to do good; and the duty of doing good is usually
circumscribed by certain limits. The moralists set out to make
a prudent estimate of the limits of this duty. In other words,
they wanted to answer the simple question that any good man
might ask: "How much does God demand that I do in order to
preserve this life which belongs to God and of which I am only
a steward?” In ansivering this question, they discussed such
practical, concrete things as expense, pain, repugnance, and
other inconvenicnces.
INCONVENIENCE

For example, regarding expense, they considered it obvious
that a man would have to go to some expense in caring for his
health. Yet he need not spend money or incur a debt which
would impose a very great hardship on himself or his family,
because this kind of hardship would be more than a “reason
able” or "moderate” care of health and therefore more tlian
God would ordinarily demand.
And so of other things. The moralists spoke of great pain,
e.g., the enduring of a serious operation in days when there
were no effective anesthetics. It took heroism to undergo such
an ordeal; and the moralists prudently estimatcd that an indiNidual would not ordinarily be obliged to submit to it. They
spoke of other inconvenicnces, too: e.g., of moring to another
chmate or another country to preserve one's life. For people
whose hves were, so to speak, rooted in the land, and whose
native town or village was as dear as life itself, and for whom,
moreover, travel was always difficult and often d an g ero u s-fo r
such pcoplc moving to another country or climate was a truly
great hardship and more than God would demand as a “reason
able means of preserving one s health and life.
The foregoing are merely examples of the way the older
132
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moralists considered tlie means of preserving life in terms of in
convenience. If the inconvenience involved in preserving life
was excessive by reason of expense, pain, or other hardship to
onself or others, tlien this particular means of preserving life
was caUed extraordinary. On the other hand, when no exces
sive inconvenience was involved, the means of preserving life
would generally be considered ordinary.
USEFULNESS

There is one more point to be discussed before I can give a
complete idea of the historical notions of ordinary and extraord
inary. I can illustrate this point by an example taken from
another section of moral theology: the duty of charity towards
one’s neighbor.
Suppose that I see my neighbor drowning, but that I am a
very poor swimmer and would have very little chance of saving
him. Am I obliged to make the attempt? Catholic moralists
would say that I might be heroic to try, but that I would have
no striet obligation to do so. In giving such an answer, they are
simply applying a sound principle of both philosophy and com
mon sense, namely, that no one is obliged to do what is prac
tically useless.
Moralists have applied this same principle when discussing
the duty of preserving one's own life, especially by taking medi
cines, undergoing operations, and so forth. As a matter of fact,
we know tliat some of these things help, and some do not; some
offer great hope of success; others offer very slight hope. The
old moralists reahzed this too; and they introduced this element of “hope of success” into their concepts of ordinary and
extraordinary means of preserving life. A means was con
sidered extraordinary if it involved excessive inconvenience or
if it offered no reasonable hope of benefit. A means was con
sidered ordinary if it did not involve excessive inconvenience
and it offered a reasonable hope of benefit.

i r

The foregoing are the main points that mark the development
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of tlie moralists’ discussion of ordinary and extraordinary means
of preserving life. We can apply them to tlie vast number of
artificial life-sustainers now at the disposal of the medical pro
fession by judging two elements, conveiiience and utility. A
medicine, treatment, etc., is to be considered an ordinary means
if it can bc obtained and used with relative convenieuce and if
it offers reasonable hope of benefit. When either of these condi
tions is lacking, the means is extraordinary.
It should also be noted that tlie moralists were primarily con
cerned with the duty of the individual (i.e., tlie patien t), not
his doctor. Tliey tlius chose the easier course, because the doc
tor’s problem is much more complicated. The patient is obliged
to use ordinary' means; as for extraordinary means, he may use
them if he wishes, but, apart from very special circumstances,
he is not obliged to do so.
I have heard it said that tlie doctor’s duty is exactly the same
as the paticnt's. This is not correct. The doctor (a s well as
nurses and hospital authorities and personnel) must do not
only what the patient is obliged to do but also what the patient
reasonably wants and what tlie recognized standards of the
medical profession require. I shall discuss these points in the
next section.
It is important to note that, though the notions of ordinary
arid extraordinary remain the same, their applications can vaiy'
with changing circumstances. For example, major operations
used to be considered extraordinaiy' means of preserving life on
frvo counts: first, because the pain was practically unbearable
for most people; and secondly, because the outcome was often
ver}' unccrtam, e.g., because of the danger of infcction. Todav
we have inc.ns of controlling both the pain and the danger
of infection; hence, many operations that would have been exrtaordmary m former times have now become ordinary means
ot preserving hfe.
^
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II. EXTRAORDINARY MEANS O F PROLONGING LIFE

In the preceding section it was pointed out that, in terms of
modern medical procedures, extraordinary means of preserving
life are all medicines, treatments, and operations, which cannot
be obtained or used witliout excessive expense, pain, or other
inconvenience for the patient or for otliers, or which, if used,
would not offer a reasonable hope of benefit to the patient. One
example given was that of a very dangerous and uncertain
operation; anotlier was the use of such tliings as intravenous
feeding to prolong life in a tcrminal coma. Still anotlier ex
ample, culled from medical literature, is the case “when life
can be somewhat prolonged by a gastroentcrostomy or an enteroanastomosis,” as mentioned by W alter C. Alvarez, M.D."
In concrete cases it is not always easy to determine when a
given procedure is an extraordinary means. It is not coniputed
according to a mathematical formula, but according to the rea
sonable judgment of prudent and conscientious men. Granted
such a judgment, tlie patient himself is not generally obliged to
use or to submit to the procedure. He may, with a good con
science refuse It except in special cases when a prolongation of
his life is necessary: ( a ) for the common good, as might happen
in the case of a great soldicr or statesman; and ( b ) for his own
cternal welfare, as might bc the case when he has not yet had
the opportunity of receiving the Last Sacraments.
Here 1 want to consider tlie dnty of tlie doctor to use extra
ordinary means of preserving life. Under the tcrm "doctor,’ I
include not only the attending physician but also all who assist
him in the care of the patient, i.e., nurses and hospital person
nel. To avoid unnecessary complications we shall limit the dis
cussion to patients who are in some sense paying patients,
i.e., those whose expenses are being paid by themselves, their
relatives, an insurance company, etc. In other words, we are
^ Jotirttal o f the American Medical Association, Sept. 13, 1952, p. 9 1 .
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excluding the purely charity case in which the medical care is
given gratis.
Lest there be a misunderstanding, let me add that my sole
reason for excluding the charity patient is to avoid the complicating question of how much free Service hospitals and doctors
are obliged to give to the sick. I do not wish to imply that basic
rights of patients would differ according to their means of pay
ing for serviees. For example, in tlie chapter on experimenta
tion, I insist on tlie necessity of the enlightened consent of the
patient. This holds for all patients, regardless of their ability
to pay.
THE PATIENTS WISH

How is the doctor to judge whether he is obliged to use an
extraordinary means? Tlie first rule for judging is indicated by
Dr. Alvarez when hc spcaks of prolonging life somewhat by a
gastroentcrostomy or an enteroanastomosis: "the wishes o f the
patient should he asccrtained.” The words 1 have italicized con
tain the first rule concerning tlie doctoris duty: hc must do what
the patient wishes. It is the patient who has the right to use
or to refuse the extraordinary means; hence, it is primarily
the patient who must be consulted. Obviously there are
many cases in which it is impossible to consuit the patient,
e.g., when he is delirious or in a coma, or when he is a
small child. In these cases the right to make the decision
is vcsted in those who are closcst to the patient, i.e., husband, wife, parents, guardians. Tlius, Dr. Alvarez rightly
says tliat the wishes of the family must be consulted
when there is question of efforts at rcsuscitation hy means of
oxygen and "endless injcctions of stimulants” in the case of an
old person who is close to death. I might add here tliat the
relatives do not make this dccision precisely in their own name,
but rather as representing the patient; hence, they should try
to determme what lie would reasonably want done under the
circumstances. (Perhaps some further distinction could bc
136
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made regarding relatives and guardians who merely administer
the property of the sick man and those who pay his medical
bilis out of their own money; but I believe such a distinction is
not pertinent to our present discussion.)
There are cases, no doubt, when consultation with the pa
tient or the relatives would be impossible, or inadvisable, or use
less: e.g., when they would not understand the issues or are too
much distraught to make decisions, and so forth. In such
cases, it seems to me, the doctor should follow the plan previ
ously suggested for the relatives: that is, try to make a prudent
estimate of what the patient would reasonably want if he could
be asked. This would mean that the doctor would do what he
sincerely judged to be for the best interests of liis patient. If
other means are lacking for determining this, the golden rule
should be lielpful. W hat would the doctor himself want if he
were in the patientis condition?
ST R IC T PROFESSION AL STANDARD

Thus far we have considered only the doctor-patient relation
ship; and what has bccn said may be reduced to this: in his use
of extraordinary means, the doctor should follow the expressed
wishes of the patient or his representatives; and when their
ivishes cannot be explicitiy ascertained, he should do what he
thinks the patient would want or what he sincerely judges to
bc for the patient's best interests. Even these relatively simple
rules are sometimes difficult to apply; but the problem of using
or not using extraordinary means may be even further com
plicated by the question of "professional standards.”
W hen I spcak of professional standards, I mean this: is
there a line of conduct dictated by his profession itself which
requires the doctor to take means of prolonging life that might
not be required merely by the physician-patient relationship?
To make this problem more concrete, let me say that in discus
sions witli conscientious physicians I have observed tivo differ
ent professional standards in this matter.
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One group of these conscientous physicians believes th at the
doctoris duty is to preserve life as long as he c a n , by any m eans
at liis disposal, and no m atter how hopeless the case seems to
be. W e can call this the striet, or extrem e, professional
Standard.

T he doctors who uphold this Standard adniit the

right of the patient or his representatives to refuse extraordinary
means; but they think that, insofar as tlie ju d gm en t is left to
the doctor himself, he must simply keep trying to prolong
life right to the very end.
The following of this striet Standard has several advantages.
In the first place, it gives euthanasia the widest berth possible.
Secondly, it completely avoids defeatism.

T h ese doctors not

only kecp trying to conquer a disease, they also keep trying to
save the individual patient.

And there is no doubt about it:

they can sometimes show us cases in which a form er p atien t is
now alive and well two, three, or m any years after he was
supposed to be "hopeless.”

Finally, striet though it is, this

Standard is easicst on the doctors own conscience because he is
never forced to make the painful dccision to cease using in tra
venous feeding, oxygen, and so forth, in the case of a dying
patient.
MODERATE STANDARD

As I said, there are many conscientious doctors who follow
the striet Standard to which reference has just been m ade. B u t
there are others, equally conscientious, who believe th at a m ore

moderate Standard should be followed. T hese doctors try to
effect a cure as long as there is any reasonable hope of doing
so, they try to preserve Ufc as long as the patient himself can
rcap any tangiblc benefits from the prolongation. B u t they also
think there is a point when such efforts become futile gesturcs;
and they believe that at tliis point tlie sole duty of the doctor
is to see that the patient gets good nursing care and th at his
pain is alleviated.
T h e advantages of the striet Standard are the disadvantages
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T h e doctors who follow tliis latter

Standard certain ly have no sympathy for eutlianasia; yet their
failure to take certain m eans of prolonging life m ight at times
create the impression of favoring euthanasia.

T h ey are not

defeatists; yet, tlirough their willingness to consider some cases
hopeless accord in g to present m edical knowledge, they might
occasionally lose a battle th a t the stricter doctors would \rin.
M oreover, tlieir occasional decisions to discontinue stimulants or
artificial feeding are seldom m ade with perfect m ental peace.
Such a decision easily generates worry.
B u t it m u st be adm itted th at the m oderate Standard is not
without its advantages. F o r one thing, it seems to be very m uch
in accord w ith th e traditional policy of Catholic theologians of
interpreting obligations according to a reasonable lim it— as we
have seen, for exam ple, in their explanation of the in d iiid u ars
duty of carin g for his own health.
T h e m od erate Standard also seems to square with a good

III

Christian attitude. I once asked the m other superior of a horne
for incurable ca n ce r patients w hether they used such things
as intravenous feeding to prolong life.
did not.

She replied tliat they

T liey gave all patients devoted nursing care; they

tried to alleviate pain ; and they helped the patients to make
the best possible spiritual preparation for death.

M any very

good people w ith whom I have spoken about this m atter think
these sistcrs have the right idea— "the good Christian attitude
toward life and d eath ,” as they call it. Tliis is really an exem plification of the m oderate Standard.
Fin ally, it seems evident that the moderate Standard is less
likely to

impose excessive burdens on the patientis relatives.

Relatives often endure tcrrific strain and undergo great expense
while life is being prolonged by artificial m eans; and in some
cases— e.g ., the tcrm inal com a— very little good seems to be
accom plished. T h e m oderate Standard spares tliem some of this
strain and expense.
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CONCLUSION

I have dwelt at some Icngth on these two views of conscien
tious physicians because I wanted to make it ciear that as yet
tliere is no clear-eut professional Standard regarding what I
might respectfully call "the fine points of care of the dying. I
may add that among moral theologians a somewhat similar con
dition prevails: up to a certain point duties are ciear and tliere
is agreement on what must be done; beyond that point the rules
of obligation become obscure and there is room for differences
of opinion.
Some time ago, I published in the Jesuit quarterly, T heo
logical Studies, a rather lengthy article entitled "The Duty of
Using Artificial Means of Preserving Life.”®The purpose of this
article was to stimulate discussion among theologians concern
ing what seemed to be a Cardinal problem in modern medical
practice. Later, in the same magazine, I published a shorter
article entitled "The Duty to Preserve Life,”^ which included
the points that had been brought out in our discussions. This
second article concluded with a statement which substantially
expresses the minds of many competent theologians. Perhaps
it wiU help to reprint it here. It runs as follows:
1. It is not contrary to A e common good for a doctor to admit A a t
a patient is incurable and to cease trying to effect a curc. But it would
be contrary to A c common good to ccasc trying to find a remedy for
A c disease itself.
2. As long as Acre is even a slight hope of curing a patient or
checking Ae progress of his illness, Ae doctor should use cvcry probable
remedy at his command. The common good demands Ais rule of con
duct for A c doctor; and it should bc followed as long as A e patient
makes no objection. The patient, however, is entitled to refuse any
treatment Aat would he extraordinary.
3. When a d(xtor and his consultants have sincerely judged that a
^ tien t is incurable. Ae dccision concerning further treatment should
bc in terms of A e paticnfs own interests and reasonable wishes.
* Theological Studies, June, 1950, pp. 203-220.
* Ibid., Dec., 1951, pp. 550-556,
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expressed or im plied. Proper treatment certainly includes A e use o f all
nahiral means o f preserving life (fo o d , drink, e tc.), good nursing care,
appropriate measures to relieve physical and mcntal pain, and A e op
portunity o f preparing for d ca A . Since A c professional standards of
conscientious physicians vary somewhat regarding A e use o f fu rA er
means, such as artificial life-sustainers, A e doctor should feel free in
conscience to use or not use A ese A ings, according to A e circumstanccs o f each casc. In general, it may be said A a t he has no moral
obligation to use A e m unless A e y offer A e hope o f some real benefit
to his patient w iA o u t im posing a disproportionate inconvenience on
oA crs, or unless, by reason o f special conditions, failure to use such
means w ould rcflect unfavorably on his profession.

All of US who sponsored this statement realize that it may
need improvement and further clarification. Even as it stands,
however, it should help doctors to solve these difficult cases
with a realization of a certain degree of Iiberty of judgment and
with a consequent peace of conscience.
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Elective Induction of Labor
<^T[S TH E INDUCTION of labor, at or near term, for the
convenience of the doctor or the mother morally justifi
able?” This question has been presented to The Catholic Hospi
tal Association so often in recent years that it cannot be ignored.
Basically, the moralists' answer to the question depends on the
obstctrical evaluation of the procedure; hence, since receiving
the questions, I have tried to obtain the needed obstetrical in
formation by consultation and by keeping in touch with the
medical literature on this topic.
OBSTETRICAL CONSULTANTS

Some years ago, I sent to sevcn very competent obstetricians
located in various parts of the country this question: "Is the
doctor justified in inducing labor a few days or a few weeks
early so that hc may be ablc to take his vacation according to
plan; or so that the mother may bc out of the hospital for the
s; or so tliat the doctor can take care of a
number of deliveries at approximately the same time?” The
parts of this question included various aspects of the problem
that had been referred to me.
Tlic most complete answer came from an obstetrician who
stated that, although he himself rarely induced labor, he had
seen it done by good and careful men with rcniarkable results.
He wrote:
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If A c m cAod of induction cmploycd is admittcdly hazardous, Aen
obviously it is wrong. 1 believe, however, A at wiA reasonable skill
and good judgment a great number, perhaps a majority, of multiparas
could bc induced widiout danger to m oAcr or baby. By "wiAout
danger" 1 mean without demonstrable increase in morbidity or mor
tality. But A is can be done only if A c canAdates for induction arc
carefully chosen and if proper means of induction are used. The criteria
1 would set down for A c selcction of A c patient arc A c following:
1. Induction should be cmploycd only in multiparas; 2. A e historj
of previous labors and deliveries should bc essentially normal, i.e., no
previous prolonged labor, traumatic delivery, etc.; 3. A e head should
bc engaged; 4 . A e cervix should bc soft and patulous— i.e., relaxcd
and prefcrably partially open; 5. A c pelvis should bc adequate; 6.
A c patient should bc close to term, one wcek or possibly two. Under
tliose conditions A c patient should bc "ripc" and the baby, for all
practical purposes, mature.
W iA such criteria and safeguards, it would hardly be possible to
arrange it so A at all deliveries would bc in A e daylight hours, or so
A at one could clcar A c dccks for a two-wcek vacation. To obscrve
reasonable care almost necessitates tliat such induction be the exception
raA er than A c rule. If it were done very frequently, or if it were
attcmpted on all patients coming due during a given period of time,
Aen it would almost certainly bc abuscd and lead to difliculty.
Thus, in summary, I think induction of labor
of the doctor migiit bc condoncd from a medical
care is observed in A e choice of A c patient and
duction. It is a practice admittcdly open to abuse
probably should bc discouraged.

for A c convenience
standpoint if proper
of the means of in
and, for Ais reason,

This answer stresses the need of individualization. Certain
signs must be present; and this means that routine induction,
witliout reference to these signs, is not good obstetrics. Other
doctors consulted stressed this same point; and there is no need
of quoting tliem here.
The doctor whom I have quoted at length indicated that
induction for tlie convenience of the obstetrician might be
medically condoncd. Another of my consultants thought tliat
induction for tlie personal convenience of the doctor is never
justifiable; he believcd that, aside from strictiy medical indica
tions, the only reason for induction might be the prevention
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of precipit3 t0 Isbor. Still snothcr nientioned tliat justifying
reasons might be the availability of transportation of the pa
tient, proper attendance of tlie obstetrician by appointment,
facility for domestic arrangement in a horne with other small
children, and perhaps even economic reasons.
MEDICAL LITERATURE

My study of medical literature has obviously been limited
by both time and other factors. I found the following references
and opinions especially interesting and informative; and I think
they may be of use to others, especially to obstetrical supervisors.
Baird writes:
Like Caesarcan section, Ae operation is very frequently abuscd.
There is no meAod of inducing labor which is absolutely safe to
moAcr and child, and induction should Acrefore bc avoided exccpt
when it is definitely inAcated. All too frequently it is employcd as
an operation of convenience, either for A e moAer or for her doctor.
In Ae great majority of cases no harm results, but A c risk exists,
and in a large series of cases is likely to show itself in incrcased
morbidity figurcs.3

Another medical reference is a question in the Journal o f the
American Medical Association,'^ Tlie editor was asked whether
tlie "increasingly common practice to induce labor for no otlier
indication than the convenience of the attendant or the par
turient" could be considered good obstetric practice. The main
part of the reply, which seems to say substantially what I was
told by obstetricians, is as follows:
The answer is unqucstionably A at Ais is not good practice in gcncral. One must, however, consider in Ais problem A c following
factors. 1- The group at Evanston Hospital, Evanston, 111., found A a t
it was pcrfccUy safe to induce labor by rupture of the membranes if
A c patient was near tcrm. A c cervix was soft and cffaccd, and if A crc
were no contramdications such as malposition. 2. There is an increasmg number of patients wiA very short labors wiA their first pregnancy
3 Baird, Dugald, Combined Textbook of Obstetrics and Gynaecoloey
(Baltimorc: Williams and Willdns, 1 9 5 0 ) n 897
’ Dcc. 22. 1951, pp. 1719.1720.
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and A ere are many multiparas who barely get to A e hospital in time
for delivery. 3. W iA A e advantage of A c suifonamides, A e antibiotics
and better prenatal and intranatal care, A cre is now such a low
morbidity and mortality A a t many procedures are probably done now
A at never would have been dreamed of 2 0 years ago. . . .
Perhaps in a few more years we will consider Ais normal practice
and until A en accept an attitude of tongue-in-cheek toward it, rather
A an one of liftcd eycbrows. Certainly A e burden of proof of its safety
is on the shoulders of those who practice early induction.

This reply was given in 1 9 5 1 .

A careful following of the
Year Book o f Obstetrics and Gynecology,^ in subsequent years
shows that the more recent literature on elective induction is
voluminous and tliat there is much controversy over the ques
tion of induction for convenience. From these annual reports I
shall select only two items.
The 1 9 5 3 - 1 9 5 4 Year Book contains a lengthy survey of an
article by J. Robert Willson, M .D., about induced labors at
Temple Univcrsity Hospital. Later, Dr. Willson himself refers
to tliis Temple Univcrsity study and makes this very pertinent
observation:
. . . The convenience of elective induction of labor has led to its
widespread use, both hy skillful obstetricians in well-equipped and
well-staffcd institutions, and by oAers less able and ivilling to select
patients suitablc for A e procedure. The rcported excellent results
of A c former, however, arc not typical of tlic incrcased morbidity and
mortality occurring in Aose patients in whom attempts are m.ide to
induce labor in the face of contraindications to A e procedure.^

In the Year Book for 1 9 5 4 - 1 9 5 5 , Dr. J. P. Greenhill, the
editor, makes this comment:
No one v\ill argue about necessary induction of labor, as, for ex
ample, toxcmia of pregnancy which does not improvc with conservative
therapy, some cases of diabetes wiA a large baby and selcctcd cases of
erythroblastosis. However, there is considerable Ascussion about elec
tive induction for A c convenience of ciA cr the doctor or A c patient.
®Cf. the Year Books for 1952, pp. 1 8 3 -1 8 7 ; 1 9 5 3 -1 9 5 4 , pp. 161163; 1954-1955, pp. 148-153.
4 Titus-Willson, T he Matiagcntent o f Obstctrical Difficulties (S t. Louis:
C. V. Mosby Co., 1 9 5 5 ), p. 477.
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If a patient lives at a distance from a hospital or has had rapid labors,
Aere is no question in my mind A at induction is justifiable. The con
troversy is wheAcr many patients near tcrm should be induced because
of somconc’s convenience. I Asapprovc of Ais procedure.

Incidentally, Dr. Greenhills opinion about elective induction
for those who live a distance from the hospital or have rapid
labors agrecs with die observation of one of my first obstetrical
consultants. On this pardcular topic, Willson’s edition of Titus
says:
Elective induction may bc justifiable in multiparae w iA previous
short labors or for Aosc who live a considerable Astance from A e
hospital and whose means of transportation is unrcliablc. Such an in
dication rarely is present during A e first pregnancy unless the patient
lives many miles from the hospital in which she intends to have her
baby.*
METHODS

The literature also contains much about Uie mediods of in
duction, and no little controversy over the best method: e.g.,
whether by simple rupture of the membranes or by the use of
oxytocics. It would be impossible for me to summarize this
literature; but I have the impression that it agrees fairly well
with the opinions originally given by my obstetrical advisers.
One of these advisers (whom I quoted at length) favored
simple rupture of die membranes, with perhaps some castor
oil by niouth. He thought that pitocin and other oxytocics add
some small elcment of risk, even when skillfully cmployed, and
that this risk should not bc incurrcd without necessity. He
admitted there might be some debate about the advisability of
using pituitrin and pitocin. Several other consultants thought
that small doses of pitocin could be used with perfect safety.
One summarized die matter as follows:
.
not generally necessary. Pituitary' cxtract is potentially
a most dangerous drug. It must bc used, if at all, only in minute
dosagc to stimulate the naturally present irritability of the uterus. Its
*

I b i d . ,

p. 477.
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use oUiervvise condemns A e procedure [of induction]. The obstetrician
who uses analgesia and anesthesia wisely in normal, spontaneous labor
applies tlic same modalities with A e same safety in induced labor.

C O N C L U S IO N S : M EDICAL

Even an obstetrician might have considerable difficulty ap
praising these and similar medical opinions concerning induc
tion. It is with decided hesitation, therefore, that 1 suggest the
following as medical conclusions:
1. To be at all justifiable, the elective induction of labor
supposes the existence of certain indications that the mother is
physiologically ready and tliat the baby is sufficiently mature.
These signs are mentioned in the first letter 1 quoted and in the
reply given in the Journal o f the American Medical Association.

(f

r

2. The use of drugs is somewhat dcbatable. But everyone
would agree that, if used at all, they must be used skillfully and
in very small dosage.
3. Induction before the proper signs are present can be
justified only for definite medical reasons which would warrant
the running of one risk in order to avoid a greater risk for baby
and/or mother.
4. Granted the presence of the signs, it is not clcar that in
duction is really "premature” (in the more profound physiological meaning of the wDrd) or unsafe. Evidence is mounting that
it can bc safely performed when patients are carefully selccted.
This may be an indication for progrcssively greater Iiberty in
the practice of induction. Good obstetricians recognize this
possibility of progress; and they do not wish to suppress it.
Hence, tlicy nianifest a more or less general unwillingness to
approve any ruling which rigidly limits induction to strictiy
medical reasons. On the other hand, however, they recognize
a great danger of abuse and they believe that sound obstetrics
requires a careful plan of control.
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CO N CLU SIO N S: MORAL

The moralist can make these conclusions his own. The use
of drugs in any induction must be in accord with sound obstet
ric norms of safety. Induction before tlie mother is physiologi
cally ready and the baby mature is morally justifiable only for
proportionately serious medical reasons. Granted the readiness
and maturity, the procedure can be morally justified, even for
non-medical reasons; but since the tendency to induction is now
coupled with a tendency toward abuse, hospital authorities and
staffs have the duty to take necessary and effective means to curtail abuse.
What means should be taken to curtail abuse? By way of
opinion, let me suggest that it would be much better to leave
the choice of such means to the voluntary, reasonable action of
the staff than to have administrators impose regulations on the
staff. I know of several places in which voluntary control by
the staff is producing excellent results. The means of control
used in these places is very simple. Elective inductions are not
forbidden; but every physician who induces labor is asked
to sign a special book in which he also States the reason for
the procedure. This simple ruling, adopted by the staff itself,
is apparently controlling any tendency to abuse.
I think that the procedure suggested in the previous para
graph is very likely sufficient to control any tendency toward
abuse in hospitals that are staffed by very competent men and
where medical standards are high. But I am impressed by
Willson's observation that the growing tendency towards elec
tive induction is found not only among skillful obstetricians, but
also among others who are "less able and willing to select pa
tients suitable for tlie procedure." Where this latter condiUon
exists, more stringent staff regulation of elective induction may
be required: and if it is impossible to get the proper staff action,
administrators should present their problem to one ot the
medical societies.
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CaAolic Teacliing on
Contraception and Sterilization
H E R E IS PERH A PS no aspect of medical morality in wliich
the line between "Catholic” and "non-Catholic” thought is
more clearly drawn tlian tlie question of artificial birth-prevention: tliat is, contraception and direct stcrilization. I do not
mean, of course, that all Catholics live according to the Church's
teaching; for this is obviously not true. Nor do 1 mean that all
Catholics understand what the Church teaches. It is not unheard of that even good Catliohc physicians occasionally ask
whetlier certain patients may get "permission” to have a direct
sterilization or to practice contraception. They would certainly
not ask such questions if tliey really understood the teaching of
the Church.
Nor do I mean tliat all non-Catholics disagree with what the
Church teaches. 1 have seen statements by non-Catliolic indi
viduals and groups that agree perfectly with our own teaching.
But tlicse arc unqucstionably in the niinority. As for nonCatliolic physicians in particular, 1 think it is rather
typical that even very competent and conscientious doctors,
whose general attitude toward tlie child-bearing function is botli
wholesome and revcrcnt, think that there are some cases in
which artificial birth-prcvention is the only reasonable solution
to an acute problem.
Because of the decided difference between Catholic and
149
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non-Catholic views on artificial birth-control, and because the
topic is concerned with evcryday life, it is important that physi
cians have a ciear understanding of what the Church teaches,
of the reasons underlying this teaching, and of its practical
implications. The purpose of the present chapter is to explain
these three points; yet, before I do so, I should like to deal with
what 1 might term an "approach” problem.
It is sometimes said that there is no such tliing as “Catholic
ethics”— that the truths of ethics concern the natural law and
can be learncd by reason alone, without the aid of divine reve
lation or the teaching of the Church. All this is true; but it is
not the whole truth. And because it is not the whole trutli, it
can be misleading and tlie cause of unnecessary misunderstand
ings. The whole truth is to be found in the complete teaching
of the Church regarding the power of reason to know the
natural law. It is of no little importance, it seems to me, to
ex-plain this teaching, even though it may take considerable
space, before proceeding to the three points mentioned above.
The chapter, therefore, will have four parts: I. Man’s Power
to Know the Natural Law. II. Official Catliolic Teaching on
Artificial Birth Prevention. III. The Reasons Underlying this
Teaching. IV. Some Practical Applications in the Sphere of
Medicine.
I. MAN S POWER TO KNOW THE NATURAL LAW

In the encyclical Humani generis, onc of the most important
theological documents of our time, Pope Pius XII acknowlcdgcd
die power of human reason when he said that "absolutely spcakrog, human reason can, by its natural power and light, arrive
at a true and certain knowledge of the one personal Cod whose
providence watches over and governs the world, and also of
the natural law which the Creator has written in our hearts.”
But the Pope hastened to add that:
not a fov obstaclcs prevent reason from using its natural ability
cfettvely and proBubly. For the truths that have to do rvilh God
and the relations between God and men transeend eompletely the
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scnsible orclcr, and where A ere is question of A eir practical application
and realization, call for self-surrcnder and self-abnegation. In A e
acquisition of such truA s, A e human intcllect is hampered, not only
by A e impulses of A e sensos and A e imagination, but also by evil
passions stemming from original sin. As a resuit, men reaAly persuade
themselves in such matters that what they do not wish to be true is
false or at least doubtfui.
It is for tliis reason A a t divine revelation must be called morally
necessary, so tliat those religious and moral truAs which are not of
their nature bcyond tlie reach of reason may, also in A e present condi
tion of A e human race, bc known by all with ease, wiA unwavering
certitude, and wiAout any admLxAre of error.

In tlieological language, divine revelation refers to the comniunication of truth to man by God. In nature itself God makes
some Communications: tlie visible tliings of this world speak to
us of the invisible things of God— they tell us of His existence.
His power, and so forth. This is called natural revelation. Over
and above this, God has spoken to us through the Patriarchs
and Prophets of the Old Law and through His Son and the
Apostles in the New Law. It was to this latter, which is called
superuatural revelation, that Pope Pius XII was referring when
he used the expression "divine revelation.” And in speaking of
this supcrnatural revelation, hc implied a distinction tliat is
very familiar to Catholic theologians. Supcrnatural revelation
contains some truths that we call mysteries: e.g., Tlie Blessed
Trinity, Original Sin, TIic Incarnation, and so forth. For us to
know these trutlis supcrnatural revelation is absolutely neces
sary; the uiiaided human reason could never discover them. On
the other hand, supcrnatural revelation contains some truths
which, though very profound in their implications, are already
indicated in natural revelation and arc not absolutely bcyond
the power of reason: e.g., the existence of God; that God is
tlie first cause of all tliings; tliat He governs the world by His
providence; that we must worship God; tliat we must be just to
our fcllowmen, and so forth. Such trutlis pertain to natural
religion; and by careful study man can learn much about them,
even without the special aid of supcrnatural revelation.
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Nevertheless, in life as it is actually lived, many obstacles
hamper men in attaining an adequate knowledge of the natural
truths just by the use of their reason. For one thing, the truths
themselves, as the Pope observed, are supra-sensible: long study
and close reasoning are often required for gaining a ciear knowl
edge of them. Moreover, as regards the natural law, the prin
cipies and conclusions are often "hard to take,” because tliey
impose obligations that “call for self-surrender and self-abnega
tion.” Then, too, passions and prejudices make it difficult to
see, and particularly to accept, these conclusions. To these
difficulties, the Pope might have added others explained by St.
Thomas Aquinas in his SiwiJtia contra gentiles: e.g., that many
men lack the leisure for a serious study of tliese fundamcntal
natural truths; that others lack interest; and that still others lack
the necessary' mental equipment.
Some or all of the difficulties just mentioned are more or less
the common lot of mankind and have been such since the fail
of Adam. It is for this reason that the Vatican Council taught
that, although supcrnatural revelation is not an absolute requi
site for knowing the natural truths of religion, yet it is a moral,
or practical, necessity for knowing such trutlis with ease, with
ccrtitude, and without any admixture of error. The Vatican
Council did not expressly mention the natural law as a part of
the truths of natural religion; but theologians have always un
derstood that it was in some way included. The Humani
generis expressly included it.
Tlie official custodian of divine revelation is the Church.
This has been the constant teaching of Catholic theology; it
was so understood by the VaUcan Council; and it was clearly
m icate
y ius XII at the beginning of tlie Humani generis.
Two years latw in a radio mcssage on "The Christian Con
science as an Object of Education,” the Pope made this point
even clearer as regards moral precepts:
Ao®
to be cducated find
A c Chnsban moral law wiA case and ccrtitude? In the law of the
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Creator, cngraved in Uic heart of evcry man (c f . Rom. 2 : 1 4 -1 6 ), and
in revelation, that is, in all the truAs and precepts that A e divine
Master taught. B oA of Aese— the natural law written in A e heart,
and the truA s and precepts of supcrnatural revelation— Jcsus, our
Redeemcr gave to His Church as the moral treasure of humanity in
order that she might prcach Aem to all creatures, explain them and
hand A em on intact and safcguardcd from all contamination and
error from one gencration to anoAer.

In the preceding paragraphs, we have ciear official state
ments of tlie Catholic teaching tliat ( 1 ) supcrnatural revela
tion is a practical necessity for an adequate knowledge of the
natural law; and ( 2 ) that tliis revelation has been entrusted
to the Church to be preserved and explained. It follows, there
fore, that the teaching of the Church is a practical necessity for
an adequate knowledge of the natural law; and we should not
be surprised or shocked when those wlio lack the benefit of this
teaching are in error as to the existence or extent of some obli
gations. It follows also that the complete truth is not expressed
by the statement that there is no such thing as “Catholic ethics.”
This is certainly true in the sense that the duties studied in
ethics are duties of human heings, regardless of tlie rchgion they
profess; and, for this reason, we cannot admit two obj'ective
standards in matters of medical ethics: one for Catliolics, the
other for non-Catholics. The statement is true, also, in the
sense that men can learn much about the natural law without
the guidance of the Church. But it is definitely not true if it
means that the generality of men can get a ciear and adequate
knowledge of the natural law, especially as regards its finer
points, without the guidance of the Church. In our age, tliis
guidance seems to be particularly necessary in the matter of
artificial birth prevention; and it has been given repcatcdly and
solcmnly, especially by two Popes, Pius XI and Pius XII.
II. O F F IC IA L C A T H O LIC TEA CH IN G

The official Latin text of the encyclical on Christian Mar
riage, issued by Pope Pius XI on Dec. 3 1 , 1 9 3 0 , is divided
into three parts. The first part is positive, explaining Christian
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marriage in terms of its beauty and blessings. The second part
is negative, and is concerned with false theories and abuses.
The third part is constructive, outlining the steps to be taken
to preserve the beauty of Christian wedlock and to eradicate
or forestall the abuses.
First among the abuses of marriage discussed by tlie Pope is
contraception— that is, the frustrating of the marriage act.
Several times in the course of this section, he refers to this prac
tice as something intrinsically against nature; and he makes it
dear tliat no reason, howsoever grave, even the direst financial
condition or tlie illness of the motlier— conditions to which he
refers witli the most profound sympatliy— can justify' such an
act. Moreover, in tliis same section is found the following para
graph, which is perhaps the most solcmnly-worded statement in
the entire encyclical:
I
1
\
I
I

Sincc, Acrefore, openly departing from A e uninterrupted Christian
tradition some recently have judged it possible solemnly to declaro
anoAer doctrine regarding this question, A e Catliolic Church, to whom
God has entrusted Ae defense of A e integrity’ and purity' of morals,
standing crcct in A c midst of A e moral ruin which surrounds her, in
J order Aat she may prcscr\’e A e chastity of the nuptial union from
\ being defiled by Ais foul stain, raises her voicc in tokcn of her divine
ambassadorship and through Our moutli proclaims anew: anv use
whatsocvcr of matrimony excrciscd in such a way A a t A e act is
driibcratoly frustratcd in its natural power to generate life is an offenso
\ AsaxnsLJhc_law_of. God. and of nAtuxcL and Aosc who indulge in such
N ^re brandcd with the guilt of a grave sin.

These solemn words, as well as the context of the encyclical,
leave no room for doubt about the absolute position of the
Catholic Church as regards the moral status of contraception.
It is not in tlie class of acts (e.g., certain mutilaUons) which arc
occasionally justified for good reasons; rather, it is absolutely
and always wrong. There can bc no question of a justifying
reason, nor of a permission,” for even one act of contracep J n
The only possible excuse is a subjective onc, sncli as, for ex
ample, Ignorance of tlus divine prohibition.
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Tlie encyclical did not deal directly with the broad problem
of medical sterilization; but it explicitiy condemncd eugenic
sterilization, whether involuntary or voluntary. The Pope in
sisted on the principle that tlie state has no power to mutilate
an innocent man against his will; and he added that the individual’s right to self-mutilation is limited by the natural pur
poses of his members. This latter assertion clearly excludes
voluntary eugenic sterilization, because the individual may not
give to a doctor or the state a right which he himself does not
possess.
Shortly after the publication of the encyclical on Christian
Marriage, the Sacred Congregation of the Holy Office was
asked: “W hat is to be tliought of the so-called ‘Eugenic’ tlieory,
whether ‘positive’ or ‘negative,’ and of the means which it pro
poses for the improvement of human progeny, in disregard of
the laws, natural, divine, or ccclesiastical, pertaining to mar
riage and the rights of individuals?” The reply given by the
Holy Office, with tlie approval of Pope Pius X I, was: “That
theory is to be absolutely disapproved, held as false, and condemned, as is declared in the Encyclical on Christian Marriage,
Casti cotniubii, of 31 Dec., 1 9 3 0 . ” This reply was given on
March 2 1 , 1 9 3 1 . Almost ten years later, the same Sacred
Congregation was asked: “Whether tlie direct sterilization of
man or woman, whetlier perpetual or temporary is licit.” The
reply, dated Feb. 2 4 , 1 9 4 0 , and officially approved by Pope
Pius X II, stated: “In tlie negative; it is forbidden by the law of
nature, and, as regards eugenic sterilization, it has already been
condemncd by the Decree of this Sacred Congregation of 21

I
nf
I

li

I

t

Mar., 1 9 3 1 . ” ^
Several points are wortli noting about this last-mentioned
decree ( 1 9 4 0 ) . First, it is explicitiy limited to direct steriliza
tion: tliat is, to any procedure by which sterility is ptirposely
induced. (W h en sterility is merely the unintentional by-product
of some therapeutic procedure— e.g., removal of cancerous
ovaries or tubes— the sterilization is ifidirect.) Secondly, it

Hi•'
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clearly includes all kinds of direct sterilization of the innocent
and is not limited to eugenic. Thirdly, it includes procedures
which are designed to effect a merely temporary sterilization.
Lastly, the decree States without qualification that all tliese
forms of direct sterilization are against the natural law.
My final citation of tlie teaching of the Church will be taken
from the address given by Pope Pius XII on tlie moral problems
of married life, Oct. 2 9 , 1 9 5 1 . The following paragraphs,
taken from the third part of tliat address, contain a splendid
summary of all the documents previously cited:
Our prcdccessor, Pius XI, of happy mcmory, in his encyclical Casti
connuhii, December 31, 1930, solemnly proclaimed anew A e funda
mcntal law govcrning Ae marital act and conjugal relations: that any
attempt on Ae part of A c husband and wife to deprive t h i s a c ^ f its
inherent forcc and to impcde the procrcation of a new lifcT^itner in
A c pcrformancc of A c act itself or in A e course of the development of
its natural consequences, is immoral; and A a t no alleged "inAcation"
or need can convcrt an intrinsically immoral act into a moral and
lawful one.
This preccpt is as valid today as it was yestcrday; and it will bc A c
same tomorrow and always, because it does not imply a precept of
human law but is A c expression of a law which is natural and divine.
Let Our words bc your unfailing guide in all cascs where your pro
fession and your apostolate demand of you a ciear and uncquivocal
dccision.
It would bc more Aan a mere want of readiness in A c scrvicc of
life if Ae attempt made by man were to concern not only an individual
act but should affect A c entire organism itself, with the intention of
cpri\ing it, by means of stcrilization, of the faculty of procrcating a
7°’* have a clcarly-cstablishcd ruling in A c
Church s teaching which governs your bchavior both internally and
externa >.—Dircct stcrilization— that is. A c stcrilization which aims.
g h e r as a means or as an end in itself, to render child-benrin . impossiSravc violation ot the moral law. nn j Acrefore u n l a ^ l .
Even pubhc auAority has no right, whatever "indication” it may use
as an cxcusc. to permit it. and much less to prcscribc it or use it to the
"irT '
"
principle hnd already been
T h e ^ re
"
'
n>'nlioncd eneyelieal ot Piu, XI on marriage.
Therefore, ten years ago, ee-hcn steriUzation carae to be more widcly
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used, A e Holy See found it necessary to make an explicit and solemn
declaration A a t dircct sterilization. w heAcr permanent or tcmnorarv.
of A e man or of the woman, is unlawful, and this by virtue of Ae
natural law from which the Church hcrself, as you well know, has no
power to dispense.
III. REASONS UNDERLYING THE PAPAL TEA CH IN G

Tliis heading would perhaps be more accurate in the singular, because both popes, in explaining tlieir teaching that con
traceptive practices and direct sterilization are against the
natural law, stressed one reason: namely, that these tliings
are contrary to the natural purpose of the generative act and
the generative faculty. As regards sterilization, Pope Pius XI
at least insinuated this when, after showing that the state has
no right to mutilate an innocent person, he added that private
individuals themselves "have no other power over the members
of their bodies than that which pertains to their natural pur
poses/' (Italics m in e.) This argument from natural finality is
much more explicit in his condemnation of contraception as
"intrinsically against nature” and never justifiable for any rea
son, howsoever grave. "Since, therefore,” he said, "the conjugal
act is destined primarily by nature for the begetting of children,
those who, in exercising it, deliberately frustrate its natural
power and purpose, sin against nature and commit a dced
which is shameful and intrinsically vicious.”
This same argument— from finality— is given somewhat
more completely by Pope Pius XII near the bcginning of his
address on the moral problems of married life (O ct. 2 9 , 1 9 5 1 ) .
The order to be observed here has been established by God’s sovcrcign
intelligence and is directed to His Creative purpose; it concerns A e
external activity of human beings and A c internal adhcrencc of their
free will; it determines what Aey arc bound to do and what it is A eir
duty to avoid. Nature puts at man’s disposal the whole chain of causes
which will resuit in A c appcarancc of a new human life; it is for
him to release Ais vital forcc and it is for nature to develop its course
and bring it to complction. When once man has done his part <ind set
in motion A c marvellous process which will produce a new life, it is
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his bounden duty to let it take its course. He must not arrest it or
frustrate its natural development.

In the last analysis, the argument from finality is the argu
ment against artificial birth prevention. Nevertheless, it must
be admitted, as Monsignor John A. Ryan once pointed out, that
the argument is to a great extent intuitive: one either grasps it
or one does not. Moreover, being metaphysical, the argument
has no appeal to the emotions; whereas the so-called arguments
in favor of artificial birtli prevention are cast in a highly emo
tional frame-work: the sick mother, the dire poverty of a tcnement family, and so forth. For these reasons Catholics who
write against artificial birth prevention often develop indirect
arguments that are in reality secondary but which may have
more popular appeal. For example, these writers show the
harmful effects of artificial birth prevention on the individual
character and on society; they explain how tlie justification of
contraceptive practices, for any reason whatsoever, leads logically and inevitably to the undermining of sex ethics; and so
forth.
Since my main purpose is to explain the papal teaching, I
will not dwell on those other arguments. I should like, however,
to quote a few paragraphs from the statement made by Fr.
William J. Kenealy, S.J. before the Joint Committee on Public
Health of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, April 8,
1948. These paragraphs strike me as especially impressive:
If a person can violate A c natural integrity of A c marital act wiA
moral impunity, Aen I challenge anyone to show me A e essential
unmorality of any scxual abcrration. Allow me to explain Ais point.
All men of cvcry age have rcalized Ae sacredness of the repro
ductive function and its paramount importance to society; Aey have
also rcalized A at A c vchemencc of scxual pleasure leads to grave abuses
to human and ciN-U society. The common consent of mankind,
cmlized and uncivilized. agrees A at it is of supreme importance A a t
some Ime be drawn between A e lawful use and A e unlawful abuse
of Ae sex faculty, not merely as to cxtra-marital relations but also
marriage. W here should A a t

Unrbc drawn?
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If we Study the nature of A e reproductive facultics, A e line obvi
ously should be detcrmincd by the natural integrity o f the marital
act. But, if the natiural integrity of A e marital act does not determinc A e line, what does? W hat reason would we have for dcclaring
any unnatural act between spouses immoral? If medical or economic
or oA er considerations justify artificial contraception, why would not
A c same reasons justify sodomitic and oAer unnatxiral intercourse
between husband and wife? I have never read or heard a logical
argument to show an essential Affcrence which would justify A e one
and outlaw A e oAcr.3

To return to the papal teaching, we should add here that
the popes consider their interpretation of tlie natural law to be
confirmed by divine relevation. Thus, Pope Pius X I, after
giving the reason why contraception is intrinsically against
nature, added:
Small wonder, Acrefore, if Holy W rit bcars witness A a t A e Divine
Majesty regards wdA A e greatest detestation Ais horrible crimc and at
times has punishcd it w iA dcaA . As St. Augustine notes, "Intercourse
even with one’s legitimate wife is unlawful and wicked where A e con
ccption of A e offspring is prevented. Onan, A e son of Juda, Ad this,
and A e Lord killed him for it.”

The story of Onan, to which this passage refers, is given
thus in the Douay Version of the Old Testament (Genesis, 3 8 :
8- 10) :
Juda Acrefore said to Onan his son: Go in to A y broAer's wife and
marry her A a t Aou maycst raisc seed to A y broAer. He knowing
A a t A e children should not bc his, when he went in to his broAer’s
wife, spillcd his sced upon A e ground, lest chilAen bc born in his
broA cr’s name. And Acrefore A e Lord slew him, because hc did a
detcstablc tlung.

The reference here is to what is callcd the Levirate Law—
Jewish law according to which, if a man Acd witliout offspring.
his brother or next-of-kin was supposed to marry tlie widow
and raise up children for his deceased brotlicr. Some nonCatholics have interpreted Onan's slaying as being a punish3 For A e entire text of Fr. Kcncaly’s excellent statement, see "Contra
ception— A Violation of God’s Law,” T he Catholic Mind, Sept., 1 9 4 8 ,
pp. 552-564.
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ment for his unwillingness to fulfill this law, his selfish disre
gard of his deceased brother’s interests. This interpretation is
by no means universal even among non-Catliolics; both Catliolic scholars and Catholic tradition reject it and say that Onan
was slain precisely for frustrating the marriage act. Pope Pius
XI cited St. Augustine, not for the saint’s personal view, but
because his teaching may be taken as typical of early Christian
tradition. Twelve centuries after Augustine, St. Francis de
Sales, a doctor of tlie Church who was noted for his charming
graciousness, wrote these strong words on the same subject:
Of a truA, A c shameful and exccrable act committed by Onan in
his marriage was detcstablc in A c sight of God as A e holy text says
m Ae Airty-cighA chapter of Genesis; and alAough certain heretics
of our age . . . have tried to prove that it was A e perverse intention
of Ais wickcd man which displcased God, A c Scripture neverAeless
spcaks quite oAcrwisc, and asscrts cmphatically A a t the thing itself
which he Ad was detestable and abominablc in A e sight of God.®
IV. SOME APPUCATION S IN THE SPHERE OF MEDICINE

There was a time when diaphragms, spermicidal jellies, and
so forth, were advertiscd under the euphcniistic heading of femi
nine hygiene. Tliis is sometimes done even today; but the prevailing tendency seems to be to call a spade a spade and advertise them as contraceptives— "the ideal contraceptive,” as many
of the advertisenients put it. Whatever be the advertising, it is
obvious that these things are purely and simply contraceptives;
hence, the use of them is contrary to the natural law; and so
too is prescribing or advising their use.
What is said of feminine contraceptives is true a fortiori of
the use of a condom, as well as of the Onanistic practice of
withdrawal witli ejaculation outside tlie vagina. In both these
cases, not only are the natural effects of coitus impeded, but the
coHi/s Itself is rcndered unnatural, because the minimum
essential of natural coitus is ejaculation within the vagina.
®Introduction to the Devout Life, translation by Allan Ross. (W estminstcr, Md.: The Newman Press, 1 9 5 3 ) , p. 2 1 0
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In recent years, there has been much talk about the so-cahed
infertility pilis. As Fr. John J. Lynch, S.J., has explained, the
use of such pilis to suppress fertility is clearly a contraceptive
measure— a temporary direct sterilization; and, since they are
such, or at least intended as such, it is morally wrong to use
them or to prescribe tliem.
The preceding brief paragraphs about contraceptive practices
are sufficient for our purpose. Of greater concern to the physi
cian are the various surgical procedures (and their equivalent,
e.g., irradiation) that effect sterility'. It is my impression that
physicians usually refer to all these procedures under the one
general term, “sterilization"; but, from the moral point of view,
it is important to avoid the general term and speak more
specifically of direct sterilization, in which sterility is purposely
induced (e .g ., when healthy tubes are ligated to prevent a
pregnancy that would be dangerous because of heart disease),
and indirect sterilization, in wliich tlie resultant sterility is an
unintentional by-product of a genuine therapeutic procedure
(e .g ., when a cancerous uterus is removed). Since a direct
sterilization is really a contraceptive measure, it is never per
mitted; an indirect sterilization, like mutilations of non-reproductive organs, is permitted when sound medical reasons call
for the therapeutic procedure.
In the subsequent paragraphs, I shall run through the more
common sterilizing procedures and point out which are dircct,
and which are indirect. Before doing this, however, I should
like to make some general observations:
1 ) It is obvious that tlie excision of a generative organ for
a diseased condition which threatens tlie life or physical wel
fare of a patient independently of pregnancy is not a direct
^ T he Linacrc Quarterly, Aug. and Nov., 1953, pp. 8 3 -8 8 , 1 1 8 -1 2 2 .
Fr. Lynch's discussion is concerned with phosphorjlatcd hcspcridin.
For a discussion of other drugs, such as synthetic progcstorone, see
William J. Gibbons, S.J., "Antifcrtility Drugs and Morality,”
America, Dcc. 14, 1 9 57, pp. 346-348.
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Sterilization. Sterility is merely an unavoidable by-product of
such an operation. No moralist would consider it illicit. More
over, even if the operation also included the excision of healthy
tissue, there would be no objection to the removal when it is in
conformity with sound medical practice. This observation
applies to such things as the removal of a cancerous uterus or
of cancerous ovaries, with concomitant removal of the uterus,
and so forth.
2 ) There are some cases in which it is not easy to judge
whether tlie sterilization is direct or indirect. This is especially
true when an existing morbid condition of a generative organ
is contingent on pregnancy for its further development. Differ
ences of opinion among moralists as to the licitness of such
operations are to be expected; but it should be noted that the
differences mainly concern the evaluation of the facts and not
a moral principle. This observation is especially pertinent to
hysterectomy with repeat cesarean, as will be mentioned later.
3 ) The mere fact that sterilization is indirect does not
necessarily mean that an operation is permissible. There must
be a medically sound reason for tlie operation; otherwise it is
unnecessary surgery and, as such, it is morally unjustifiable.
In my survey of procedures, I am stressing the distinction be
tween direct and indirect sterilization; I am not trying to give a
final judgment concerning the necessity of the surgery.
4 ) In cases that are thoroughly discussed in other chapters,
I shall merely indicate this and thus avoid much useless
repetition.
Having made these prcliminary observations, we can now
consider specifically the various sterilizing procedures. Roughly
speaking, these are: ligation or resection of fallopian tubes;
oophorectomy; hysterectomy; ligation or resection of the
deferentia and orchiectomy. There can be combinations of
these procedures (e.g., the Porro operation); but, for judging
these, it is sufficient to note my first general observation. Also,
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the equivalent effects of surger}' can be produced by other
means (e .g ., irradiation). W hat is said here of surgical opera
tions applies also to these other procedures.

Ligation or resection o f fallopian tubes — Some years ago 1
was asked, under rather embarrassing circumstances, to give a
moral appraisal of the Falk operation, which, as I understand
it, consists essentially in the cornual resection of infected tubes
— the resection being done to prevent recurring infection from
below, and the tube being left in situ to conserve the blood
supply from the ovary. I say that I received this problem under
rather embarrassing circumstances because, when the question
arose in one of our hospitals, two physicians distinguished for
both conscientiousness and competence disagrced strongly about
it; and I was supposed to settle the disagreement. Upon further
investigation, I have found much disagreement among other
physicians, too, but with a ratlicr evident preponderance of
opinion that tlie operation is not medically indicated. Whatever
be the final judgment as to medical necessity or advisability of
tlie operation, it seems to me that the procedure is not a direct
sterilization: first, because its purpose is to prevent recurring
infection, not pregnancy; and, secondly, because in many
cases tlie tubes have apparently already lost their patency."*
W ith the possible exception of the Falk operation, it seems
that tubal ligation or resection is always a direct sterilization—
at least, in actual medical practice. This statement can be illus
trated by a brief consideration of an article entitled "Indica
tions for the Sterilization of Womcn," by James F . Donnclly,
M .D ., and Frank R. Lock, M .D., F.A.C.S.® The authors bcgin
by explaining and praising the North Carolina eugenics law;
tlicn under the heading of "Voluntary Sterilization” they con* Cf. also articlc by Fr. Thomas J. 0'Donncll, S.J., "The Falk Proccdure," T he Linacre Quarterly, Aug., 1957, pp. 9 0 -9 1 .
* The article first appeared in A c North Carolina Medical Journal, Jan.,
1 9 5 3 . It was rcprinted in A e Bulletin o f the American College o f
Surgeons, May-June, 1953, pp. 97-102.
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sider two groups of cases in which tubal ligation is done. In
the first group, which comprises cases in which the authors
believe that sterilization is indicated, are the following: hypertensive cardiovascular disease, heart disease, tuberculosis,
hcreditary diseases, psychiatric disturbances, repeated cesarean
sections, and multiparity. In the second group, comprising cases
in which sterilization is not indicated, are: Rh incompatibility,
heart murmurs, difficult delivery, hypcrcinesis gravidarum, re
peated fetal loss, associated operative procedures (e .g ., steriliza
tion with appendectomy), lack of desire for children, disability
of husband, economic and sociai factors.
It should be noted that the authors’ division between indi
cations and non-indications is not iron-bound. They do not
consider that tubal ligation is always indicated in the cases of
the first group or that it is never indicated in the cases of the
second group. This point is not of pertinence here. The special
value of the article for my purpose is that it gives a rather com
plete listing of the cases in which tubal ligation is sometimes
practiced. In every case the precise purpose of the operation is
to prevent future pregnancies; and the operation itself has no
immediate effect as a therapeutic measure. The operations,
therefore, are direct sterilizations.

Oophorectomy— In reccnt medical literature, there have
bccn many references to unnecessary removal of the ovaries.
This practice, like other unnecessarv' surgerv', is certainly im
moral. Moreover, in some of tliese'cases, tiie real reason for
the operation may be a desire to sterilize; and, if that be the
casc, the oophorectomy is a direct sterilization.
A specifically modern problem concerns oophorectomy as a
means of palliation and for the prevention of mctastasis in
cascs of carcinoma of the breast. This problem is discussed in
chapter 24.

llystereComy-UnneccsscTy

hysterectomy seems to
among the most common forms of unnecessary surgery.
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such, it is morally objectionable; and, if the operation is per
formed in order to induce sterility— as it seems to be in some
cases— it has the added stigma of contraception. Some special
questions about hysterectomy are discussed in chapter 2 5 .

Resection or ligation of the vasa defercfitia — Fr. Charles J.
McFadden, O .S.A ., mentions that, according to reliable medi
cal authorities, an eniarged prostate can sometimes be treated
successfully by tlie ligature or irradiation of the vasa deferentia.
I have never had tliis case presented to me; but 1 would agree
with Fr. McFadden that die ligature would not be a direct
sterilization, since its immediate purpose is to treat a patho
logical condition; and I would also agree with his judgment
diat, if the prostatcctomy itself would be eidier impossible or
gravely dangerous, there would be a sufficient reason for the
ligature.®
Aluch more familiar to me is the problem of vasectomy with
prostatcctomy, as a means of prevendng epididymitis and orchi
tis. This question is treated lengthily in chapter 2 3 . It suffices
to say here that the vasectomy seems clearly not to be a direct
sterilization; on the other hand, in view of die fact that we now
have the suifa drugs and antibiotics, the justifiable indications
for the vasectomy are much less frequent than they used to be.
Aside from special cases like those just indicated— in which
ligation or resection of the vasa is used to suppress pathological
conditions— the destruction of the vasa is always a dircct
sterilization.
Orchiectomy — Excellent medical authorities say diat some
form of castradon is called for in the treatment of carcinoma
of the prostate— the reason being that rcduction of the supply
of androgens alleviates pain and retards the growth of the
cancer. As is explained in chapter 2 4 , castration in this case
is not a dircct sterilization and it can bc permitted. 1 think this
is die only problem that merits mention in this section. It
“ Cf. M edical Ethics (Philadelphia: F. A. Davis Co., 1 9 5 6 ), p. 344.
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would be rare indeed tliat doctors would recommend orchiec
tomy merely as a sterilizing procedure.
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A valuable booklet is The Encyclical "Humani Generis,"
by A. C. Cotter, S.J. It contains the original Latin text, with a
readable English translation on opposite pages, also an excellent
commentary. In my quotations from this encyclical, I used Fr.
Cotters translation, with only a few changes of punctuation.
The booklet is published by the Weston College Press, Weston
93, Mass.
In his Summa Theologiae ( I , q. 1, a. 1 ) , St. Thomas Aquinas
says that supcrnatural revelation is necessary, even as regards
the truths about God that can be known by reason, because
without this revelation only a small number of men would gain
this knowledge, and even tlicy would take a long time and
would not avoid many errors. In Book I, Chapter IV, of his
Stonvta contra gentiles, he explains these points in a profound
yet simple and common-sense manner. Anyone who reads this
short chapter thoughtfully should realize that Catholics are
very reasonable in looking for the guidance of the Church, even
in matters that concern the natural law.
An excellent discussion of ignorance of the natural law, re
garding contraception in particular and witli specific reference
to conditions in the United States, is contained in T h e Possi
bility of Invincible Ignorance of the Natural Law, by Fr.
Stanley Bertke. This is a doctoral dissertation, published in
1941 by the Catholic Univcrsity of America Press, Washing
ton, D.C.
My quotations from the enctyxlical on Christian Marriage are
taken from the translation published by the Paulist Press. The
quotation in the third part of my article from tlie address of
Pope Pius XII on the moral problems of married life is taken
from the translation of this address made by Canon George D.
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Sinith and published in T he Clergy Review, December, 1 9 5 1 ,
and January, 1 9 5 2 . For the otlier quotations from this address,
as well as the quotation from the radio message on the educa
tion of the Christian conscience, I have used the translations
given in Catholic Documents (V I and V III); but I have not
followed these literally. Tlie translations of the decrees of the
Sacred Congregation of the Holy Office on the eugenic theory
and on direct sterilization are taken from The Canon Law
Digest, by Fr. T . L. Bouscaren, S.J. (Milwaukce: Bruce Pub
lishing Com pany), Vol. 1 ( 1 9 3 4 ) , pp. 6 7 7 -6 7 8 ; Vol. 2
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chapter

Tlie Morality of Rhytiini
Continence, either periodic or continuous, is the only form
of birth control not in itself morally objectionable. Directive
30.
(C f. U.S. Codc, "Reproductive Organs and Functions,"
n. 5; and the Canadian Code, articlc 3 3 .)

DISCUSSION of the moralitv of birth control must ncccssarily include a consideration of what is sin fui and what is
not; hence, it seems well to preface the discussion of this direc
tive with a reference to a few familiar ideas about sin. Sin, as
we know, can bc committed in two ways: by doing something
evil, or by not doing something good. But, as we also know, the
mere omitting of something good is not sinful unless the good
is sometliing one is obliged to do. Thus, the Catholic who
oinits Mass on an ordinary weckday does not sin because there
is no obligation to go to Mass on those days. W ere he to attend
Mass 011 weekdays, he would bc doing something good for his
own soul and something very pleasing to God and edifjdng to
his neighbor but it is a good which, as the military saying
goes, is “beyond the call of duty." On the otlier hand, attend
ance at Mass on Sundays, unless one has a good excuse, is a
matter of obligation; hence, the deliberate missing of the
Sunday Mass without such an excuse is sinful.
tf

Each of the foregoing very simple and very familiar ideas
has its application in a discussion of tlie morality of birth
confrol. But, before applying them, it will be well to indicate
bncny what is meant by birth control. By birUi control we mean
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here some metliod of avoiding conccption. In general, there
are two methods: one called "artificial,” which consists in the
practice of some form of contraception; the otlier called "nat
ural,” which consists in abstaining from marital intercourse.
This abstinence might be continuous or it might be restricted
to the periods in which tlie marital act is apt to be fertile.
Periodic abstinence is often referred to as “the rhythm”; and
we shall keep tliat term here.
Chapter 19 explained the Catholic teaching on the morality
of artificial birtli prevention. The present chapter will be
limited to a discussion of the moral aspects of natural birth
control, especially by periodic continence. In chapter 2 1 , I
shall outline some points that seem to be of special pertinence
for doctors in dealing witli their patients.
THE RHYTHM: PRIN CIPAL MORAL CONSIDERATIONS

The Church teaches that contraception is a sin because it
means doing what is evil. It is not the same with rhythm.
Those who practice the rhytlim do nothing evil. They simply
oiiiit doing something good— that is, tliey abstain from inter
course at the time when it niight be fertile. Therefore, the
morality of using rhythm must be judged in the same way as
otlier oniissions: if the abstinence from intercourse is a neglect
of duty, it is sinful; if it does not imply a neglect of duty, it is
not sinful. A simple means of determining whether any duty
is neglected is had by asking these three questions: ( a ) Are
both parties williug to practice the rhytlim? ( b ) Are both able
to practice it? ( c ) Do they have a sufficient reason for avoiding
or postponing childbirth? If all these questions can be answered
with a “yes,” then no duty is neglected and the use of rhythm
is not sinful. If any one of tliese questions must be answered
“no,” then some duty would be neglected; and, according to
the importance of that duty, the use of rhythm would be sin
ful. A brief explanation of the questions will show the duties
that must be considered.
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a ) Are both parties willifig? By reason of the marriage
contract, each party assumes a serious obligation of granting the
other’s reasonable requests for sexual intercourse. T h at is why
St. Paul refers to conjugal intercourse as the marriage “debt.”
For one party to insist on the practice of rhythm against the
reasonable objection of the other would be a violation, and a
very' serious one, of this fundamcntal marital duty. Hence, the
lirst rcquiremcnt for tlic licit use of rhytlim— that both be
wilUug to practice it.
b) Are both able to practice it? This question refers to
the “secondar)'” purposes of marriage: tlie fostering of mutual
love and harmoiiy between husband and wife and the safe
guarding of their chastity. These purposes are very important.
Moreover, in the ordinary providence of God, the conjugal act
is certainly one of the principal means of achieving tliese ends;
and married people arc obliged to use this means insofar as it is
necessary. There is no doubt that for many couples the attempt
to use rhythm niight seriousiy jeopardize tliese purposes. The
methodical restriction of intercourse to certain periods can
create tensions in married life; and it can be the occasion of
vehement temptations against chastity.
Among the dangers associated with the practice of the
rhythm, the main one is very likely concerned with chastity.
The restriction of intercourse to the sterile periods calls for no
little self-control. The attempt to make tliis restriction is apt to
lead to sins of self-abuse, to mutual fondling to the point of
culpable orgasm outside of intercourse, and even to sins of
adultcry. These dangers are greater for men than for women;
but it would be unwise to think that women are exempt from
ihcm. A not insigniiicant number of women are strongly
passionate; and, even among those who are not usually passionatc, many experience strong sexual desire during the fertile
penod.
As for the offier dangers, though they may be less important
and especially less tangible, than that of incontinence, thev arc
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just as real. For example, when children are avoided entirely,
the harmony which ought to exist between man and wife is
imperiled, and the maternal instinct is likely to be thwarted.
Tliis instinct is strong in most women, even though they do
not recognize it. W hen they have no children, they are likely
to begin mothering their husbands (o r cats and dogs), and
tliey are exposed to a great loneliness about tlie time of the
menopause— just the time when they may be most in need of
comfort. W hen the family is unduly limited to one or two
children, the children may suffer; ordinarily speaking, their
characters develop better in tlie large family. Lastly, in all
practices of birth limitation, there is the resultant sociai evil:
namely, alarming rcduction of the birtli rate and the breaking
down of esteem for large families.

III

No doubt, a mature couple witli a good reason for using
rhythm and a willingness to cooperate with the grace of God
can make the adjustment necessar)' for removing the personal
dangers— i.e., the dangers to tlieir chastity, mutual harmony,
and so fortii. But tlie adjustment calls for self-control and an
understanding spirit of charity. That is what I mean when
I say that both parties must be able.
c)
Do they have a sufficient reason for avoiding or post
poning childbirth? Tliis question refers to the “primary” ends
of marriage: the procreation and education of children. Parenthood is the chief glory of marriage; and children are its chief
blessing. They are a blessing to the parents, to the state, to the
Ghurch. Thus, in his address on the moral problems of mar
ried life, Oct. 2 9 , 1 9 5 1 , Pope Pius XII said: "The individual
and society, the people and the nation, tlie Ghurch herself, all
depend for their existence, in the order God has established,
upon fertile marriage.” It is little wonder then tliat the same
Pope declared officially that on married people “who make use
of this right by the specific act of their state [i.e., by marital
intercourse], nature and the Grcator impose the function of
providing for the conservation of the human race.
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In a word, Pope Pius XII has made it d ear that married
people who choose to have intercourse are obliged to have
children if they can. He did not attempt to define this obliga
tion in terms of the number of children; but he declared that it
is possible to be cxciiscd from the duty “for a long time and
even for the whole duration of married life, if there arc serious
reasons, such as those often provided in tlie so-called ‘indica
tions’ of the medical, eugenical, economic, and sociai order.”
When reasons such as these exist, the duty of childbearing is
suspcnded and tlic use of rhythm is permitted.
The Pope gave only general headings, not specific examples,
of the reasons that would excuse from the duty of childbearing.
Some specific examples that would fit under onc or more of
these headings might be the following: danger to the motlier in
childbirth; illness of husband, wife, or of a child already born,
that would make it exceptionally difficult to care for anotlier
child; the fact that conccption usually results in niiscarriage or
stillbirth; the real probability that future children would be
mentally defective or have some other scrious hcreditary defect;
the fact that parents are financially unable to provide for more
children according to the standards of decent living frequently
outlined by the Church— standards which include frugal com
fort in living conditions, the possibility of properly educating
the children, and the ability to save reasonably for the future;
the lack of proper housing facilities; cmplojTncnt that is not
conducive to childbearing, e.g., military service.
The careful reader will note tliat these reasons vary considcrably in seriousness. Some (e.g ., those concerning illness)
might bc of such a nature as to exempt pernianently from the
duty of childbearing; others (e.g ., inadcquate housing facili
ties) might bc merely temporary, so that they would justity the
postponcnient of the next pregnancy or a spacing of births but
would not constitute a permanent excuse from childbearing.
trust that the preceding paragraphs sufficiently explain the
three questions that must be answered in deciding whether the
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use of rhythm is permitted. There are cases, no doubt, in which
a sincere and mature couple can readily answer the questions
and judge for themselves whether they may practice rhythm.
But in most cases they need the help of a prudent counselor.
It is often said tliat Catholics should consuit their confessor.
This should not be taken too literally, because Uie confessional
has its limitations. In the confessional a priest talks to only one
party and frequenUy does not know Uie person. For advice
about using the rhytlim, it would be much better for husband
and wife to go together to a priest whom they know and who
understands them and Uie conditions under which they live.
In this way they can obtain help not only in judging what
Uiey are permitted to do but also in making the proper adjustnient to the difficulties Uiey niight face in carrying out their
decision.
SOME SP EC IA L OBSERVATIONS

As regards the reasons for practicing rhythm, I should like
to make a few further observations. First, I wish to rc-eniphasize Uie point that, in considering Uie economic reason, we
must think not merely in ternis of frugal support but also of
the possibility of moderate saving for the future. As the Ad
ministrative Board of the NCVVC declared on Feb. 7, 1 9 4 0 ,
"a saving wage constitutes an essential part of the definition of a
living wage.” Those who so readily accuse our Catholic people
of seeking specious excuses for practicing the rhythm niight
well ponder how many of them actually get a family living
wage according to Catholic standards.

I'
II
|i

Secondly, the sociai and economic reasons are, for the most
part, defccts in society itself. Resort to tJic rhythm may be the
only possible soIuUon for an individual couple; but a sociai
order which iniposes such a solution should be changed. If the
papal teaching on the reconstruction of the sociai order were
put into practice, these reasons would seldom exist.
Thirdly, when we speak of excusing causes we arc speaking
173
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in temis of obligation. Generous Gatholic couples will often
neglect tliese reasons and, trusting in divine providence, will
continue to build a family.
Fourthly, there is the question: are the excusing causes
suggested by the Pope the only limitations on the duty to pro
create, or is this duty, like many other obligations to the neigh
bor and to society, itself limited?

!J

t

The answer to this is not perfectly ciear. However, in a dis
cussion of this topic in June, 1 9 5 2 , the majority of a large
group of tlieologians favored the opinion that, generally speak
ing, married people who have more than four or five children
are not only doing their duty but are acting “beyond the call of
duty.” According to this opinion— to put it concretely— the
use of rhythm to restrict the size of the family to four or five
children would not bc sinful for those who are willing and able
to use it. One advantage of this opinion is that it gives to par
ents of large families a tribute that they seem richly to deserve:
namely, that their appreciation of the chief blessing of marriage
is such that they willingly act beyond the call of duty. Another
advantage is that it gives to people who wish to do their duty
but who lack the spiritual idealisni to want to do more, a sort
of practical working-norm for the number of children they
should have if they are able. These advantages square with
the traditional policy of the Ghurch of ( a ) teaching Gatholics
what they are obliged to do, and ( b ) urging them to do even
more than tliis for the glory of God and their own sanctification.’
CONTINUOUS ABSTINENCE

1 ^ 0 Blessed Virgin and St. Joseph. though truly married,
ved hves of perfect virginity. And some married saints have
in the ordinary providence of
’

" T
M m ia g c . Duty and Idealism,

in my article, •'Rhythn. in
America. May 3, 1 9 5 2 . pp. 128-130.
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God, marriage and virginity are distinet vocations; and married
people usually do the will of God, and thus sanctify themselves,
by moderately using their marriage rights, not by foregoing
them. Nevertheless, tliere are some situations in which,
though perfect virginity may not be called for, continuous
abstinence from the complete sexual act (i.e ., intercourse) may
be indicated. I refer to the case in which childbirth would be
dangerous and the use of rhythm would not be effective. In
this case the only pennissible means of avoiding the risk would
be continuous abstinence from intercourse. The Ghurch admits
that such abstinence is heroism; but she solemnly affirms that
tlie heroism is possible with tlie grace of God. We are some
times inclined to assume a defeatist attitude regarding this
matter; and it would be well for all of us to recall frequently
these forceful words of Pope Pius XII when he spoke on
the moral problems of married life:
It is an in ju sdcc to A e men and women o f our A n e to regard them
as incapable o f prolonged heroism. Nowadays for many reasons—
perhaps under A e yokc o f hard necessity, sometimes even in A e service
o f an unjust cause— heroism is cxerciscd to a degree and an extent A a t
in times past would have bccn decmcd impossible. W hy, A en , must
this heroism, i f A e circumstances really call for it, halt at A e frontiers
o f passion and natural inclination? Obviously, anyone who does not
want to control him self will not be able to do so; and anyone who
A inks he can control himself rclying only on his own strcngA, and
w iA ou t sincerely and pcrscvcringly asking God s help is doom cd to
disillusionmcnt.

It should be noted tliat the Pope did not say tliat married
people are always obliged to abstain from intercourse in order
to avoid a serious risk in childbirth. Gertainly there are some
cases in which they might lead a normal married life and trust
in divine providence. But a dccision of this kind is very diffi
cult; and it should not be made without prayer and sound
spiritual guidance.
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chapter

The Doctor and Rliythm
HE TW O preceding chapters explained the distinction
made in directive 3 0 : namely, that artificial birtli control
may never be practiced, but that natural birth control
by
either periodic or continuous continence) is permitted under
certain circumstances. These topics are closely connected with
the question of what the physician may do as regards giidng
information, advice, and help to couples who wish to avoid or
space children. This question is answered in the U.S. Code,
"Reproductive Organs and Functions,” nn. 4 -5 ; in the Cana
dian Code, articles 3 3 - 3 4 ; and in directive 33. This directive
reads:
AII operations, treatments, and devices designed to render
conccption impossible are morally objectionable. Advising or
otherwise encouraging contraceptive practices is not per
mitted.
Continence Is not c o n t r a c e p t i o n , A p h y s i c i a n Is
e n t i t l e d to odvise and explain t he p r a c t i c e o f p e r i o d i c c o n f i (Note:

n e n c e to t h o s e w h o h a v e n e e d of such k n o w l e d g e . )

Further explanation of the statement about advising or
encouraging contraceptive practices seems unnecessary. My
remarks, therefore, wiU mainly concern tlie doctor’s role witli
patients who ask for and/or need information about rhythm. I
shall add something on continuous continence. The remarks
are intended niostly as pastoral counsels; and they reflect my
own experience as adviser to physicians and to married people
themselves.
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THE CH RISTIAN IDEAL

Discussions of the morality of birth control tend to create a
negative mentality. They get us thinking only in terms of what
is sinful and what is not. It is not good to have our mental Out
look limited in that way. Our approach to the problems of
Christian living should be more positive, more in terms of the
advisable tliing to do, the better tliing to do. It is especially
important, it seems to me, that doctors not only know what is
sinful and not sinful about family limitation, but also that
they have this positive point of view.
To create and preserve this positive mentality, one should
realize that the Catholic ideal is the large family. This does
not mean that the Church urges Catholics to have as many
children as they possibly can, irrespective of circumstances;
but it does mean that, granted the proper conditions for beget
ting and rcaring children, it is better to have many children
than few. This teaching is based on the sound, natural, psy
chological fact that, other tliings being equal, character fomiation is better achieved in the large family than in the small
family; also on the natural fact that children are a boon to the
community and the nation; and especially on the supcrnatural
fact that children are born not merely for eardi but for heaven.
It is not in keeping with this ideal to stress the Ogino-Knaus
discoveries only under the aspect of avoiding children. As
physicians well know, these discoveries can also be used to
promote fertility; and this is obviously one reason why God
enabled us to learn about the cycle of sterile and fertile periods.
The truly Christian physician will use his knowledge of these
discoveries and of other medical facts to create favorable atti
tudes toward childbearing. In doing this, he is hclping to
foster the traditional idealism of Christianity, which is being
insidiously undermined in our times.
Nor is it in keeping with this sound idealism to overstress
the secondary ends of marriage. It is true, I think, that before
177
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the enqclical on Christian Marriage not enough attention was
given to the fact that one of the purposes of marriage is the
mutual pcrfecting of husband and wife. After the encyclical,
much attention was fociised on this purpose; and many beautiful and salutary tliings were written about it. But, as can
happen even with good things, some writers began to emphasize this purposo to the point of denying its subordination to
the begetting and rearing of children. The teaching of the
Church is very ciear on this point. The procreation and edu
cation of children constitute tlie primary end of marriage. The
odier purposes of marriage— mutual love and harmony between
husband and wife and the safeguarding of their chastity— are
certainly important and essential; but diey are subordinated to
the primary end.
Such is the ideal. I have stressed it here, not because it
solves all the practical problems of family life, but because a
realization of it is the best approach to a wholesome solution
of these problems.
THE COUPLE IN NEED

One of the problems concerns the case in which, according
to sound nicdical standards, further childbearing would be
dangerous to health. The doctor who makes this judgment is
not only entitled to tell his patient what he thinks; he has a
real duty to do so. However, the judgnicnt that a patient should
not have more children should not be "narrow”; it should take
in the whole picture— and often the whole picture means more
than a nicre medical dccision that subsequent childbirtli would
bo dangerous. One has to take into account the couple’s desire
for children, their ability to practice continence, and particu
larly their trust in tJic providence of Cod.
In this connection, I am rcminded of the following incident.
was Icadnig a discussion on marriage with a group of college
women; and I put them Uiis little problem: "You are a young
wife, and you have just had vour first baby. The doctor telis
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you that another pregnancy would very likely resuit in your
death. W hat do you do?” One of the young women quickly
replied: 'T ather, the doctor told my mother that; but she has
had nine children since then.”
I do not cite this example to make the physician look ridiculous. This story concerned a couple who greatly desired a
family, who had an intense faith and a profound trust in God.
They were willing to take tlie risk; and God blessed their
willingness. The physician in this case may have made his
decision on tlie soundest kind of medical basis and with tlie
most delicate conscientiousness. But tliere are times, it seems
to me, when physicians are too ready to conclude that a subse
quent childbirth would be dangerous. And there are other
times when the very real physical danger is only one side of
the picture. It can happen tliat, in tr)'ing to avoid one evil
(th e bodily danger connected with childbirth), a couple will
fail into another and a greater evil (constant sins of incontinence and the loss of interior peace and exterior harmony).
Because the m atter is niany-sided, physicians ought to enlist
the help, or have their patients enlist the help, of a capable
spiritual counselor, when they judge it necessary to avoid
childbirth.

M

.

M

I

.

Granted that all the factors, spiritual and temporal, are
properly considered, there are certainly many cases in which
the avoidance of childbirth is justifiable and advisable. The
only permissible means is continence, continuous or periodic.
In such cases, doctors can do a great service to sound morality
by paticntly hclping dcscrving couples to use the rhythm corrcctly. And I may add that it would be well for them to in
form priests that they are interested in this; for priests are
often called upon to suggest doctors who will give the advice
and encouragement needed for the successfui following of
rhythm.
In connection with what I have written in the preceding
paragraphs, I should like to mention an excellent editorial that
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appeared in the Catholic Medical Quarterly, April, 1 9 5 2 . The
editorial referred to the third part of the address of Pope Pius
XII on the moral problems of married life (O ct. 2 9 , 1 9 5 1 ) ,
and saw in the Pope’s words two challenges to the Catholic
physician. The first challenge concerns rhythm. If further re
search is to be done on “q'clic variations in fertility,” it must
be done by physicians who realize that there is a profound
moral difference between rhythm and contraception; it will
hardly be done by those who see in these things only “differ
ences of technique.” And, if deserving married people are to
be helped in the practice of rhythm, this help must be given by
physicians who realize that profound moral values are at
stake, as well as peace of mind. “To a varying extent,” the edi
torial explained, “the reliability of the infertile period depends
upon factors which arc peculiar to the individual patient and a
doctors advice is therefore always involved. To us at least it
seems highly undesirable tliat patients should be left to solve
so complex a problem as this by the unaided use of charts and
calendars that make no allowance for individual circumstances
and physiological peculiarities that only a medical practitioner
can assess with accuracy.”’
MERELY INFORMATION

The preceding problem concerned a case of real need for
information about rhythm. A different kind of problem is pre
sented in tlie following question that doctors have often asked
me. Suppose that a young woman, apparently healthy, comes
’ Unqucstionably patients need the help of the doctor in order to make
proper use of charts, calendars, and ivrittcn explanations of rhythm.
Buti granted the personal interest and help of the doctor, thcsc matW
very useful. In particular, I should like to rccommcnd
Ac c pubhcations by Henr>- Fallon: Rhythm-Cal, and Temp-o-Graf.
Slonc T Z i
f
Publishing Company, Sunny
Mope btiition, Kansas City 10
a « i .u
\
,
nnlv
UMr. . 1,^,
u 1.
’' “ «ouri. And Acy can bc used, not
also to P
promote
conccption,
but
mote fcnilititertum . Tn"'fa^ct^tl^'''*!”"
In fact. A c latter use should
bc stressed.
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to me either shortly before her marriage or shortly afterwards,
and asks for instruction in the practice of rhythm? Am I
allowed to give such instruction?” From the point of view of
what is allowed, my answer would be a simple 'T es.” Instruc
tion on the rhythm is instruction on nature's own way of
functioning; and there is no moral wrong in either giving or
acquiring the knowledge. W hether or not they intend to use
it, married people have a right to this knowledge; and the
proper place to obtain it is from the medical profession. As
Pius X II said to the midwives— and he was really speaking
to the entire medical profession: "It is your office, not that of
the priest, to instruet married people either when they come
for private consultation or through serious publications on the
biological and technical aspects of the theory'.”

Tf

A full answer to this question, however, is not given merely
by saying what is allowahle. It seems to me that a zealous doc
tor might take advantage of a request like this to do a great
deal of good, if he would tactfully inquire of the young woman
whether she intends to use rhythm at the very beginning of
her marriage. Not a few young couples plan to use rhythm be
cause they have an cxaggerated fear of childbirth or an exaggerated notion of the financial requirements involved in having
children. A doctor whose tactful questions would bring out
points like this could then, with equal tact, proceed to dis
sipate the exaggerated fears or notions and tlius help the
couple to start marriage with the proper idea of childbearing
and its blessings.
CONTINUOUS CONTINENCE

The foregoing problems concern the practice of rhythm. But
there are cases that go beyond this, cases in which the only
permissible way of avoiding risk is continuous abstinence from
marital intercourse. I hav'c already citcd the statement of
Pius X II that such continence is possible through cooperation
with the grace of God and that we do an injustice to the men
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and women of our times to think them incapable of such
heroism. For many people, tliis teaching about the possibility
of continuous continence is a hard saying; and against it they
raise the cry that abstention from intercourse causes mental
breakdowns. The defense of the psychological sanity of the
Catholic teaching on tliis subject is the second challenge to
which tlie editorial in the Catholic Medical Qiiarterly referred.
The editorial accepted tlie challenge and had a strong state
ment against a defeatist attitude. Here is a partial quotation
from this splendid statement:
To claim it is impossible to give up what one desires wiAout a
mental breakdown is not only not compatible wiA A c conclusions of
reliable psychiatrists, but is in fact directly contrary to A cm . It is
in addition contrary to any valid understanding of A e dignity and
responsibility of adult human beings and to A c evidence of history.
WiAin recall even of A e most limited memorics we have had an
example of Ae separation of husbands and wives on a scale A a t has
few parallcls, and no one suggested at the time A a t one of A e results
of conscription would be A at half A e nation would be psychotics or
adultcrcrs. It may be objcctcd A at there A e separation was a physical
one cnforced from outside and not A c resuit of a personal decision.
But such an objection bcgs A e question in A at it apparently assumes
Aat what men and womcn may legitimately be expected to do for a
national causc Aey may not be expected to do out of regard for moral
principies, and it appears also to be founded on A e wholly invalid
assumption A at men are capable of giving up only what A cy arc
physically incapable of having. The fact is A at hundreds of Aousands
of married couples lived apart, and at times no doubt Aey found it
extremely difficult to do so, but A e majority succecded wiAout either
mcntal or moral collapse. The majority rcturncd to continue a married
hfr m no way impaircd by its temporary suspension and A c minority
w ose marriages broke down and in due course cndcd in divorce were
heus to a policy A at has all along been a dcnial of man's ability to
repair a damaged relationship and restore it to a state of harmony.
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Procedures Causing Sterility
'^ I R E C T I V E S 2 9 -3 1 give the principies tliat generally
govern procedures involving the reproductive functions
and organs. Number 2 9 — The unnatural use of the sex faculty
(e .g ., masturbation) is never permitted, even for a laudable pur
pose— has already been briefly explained in chapter 1; and it
will be further explained in connection witli directives 3 8 -3 9 .
Number 3 0 was completely explained in chapters 1 9 -2 1 . In
my discussion of contraception, I stressed the fact tliat. as
regards surgical and equivalent procedures that effect sterility,
we must pay particular attention to the purpose of tlie proced
ure: that is, whetlier sterility is intentionally or merely inci
dentally induced. In the many examples given in that chapter,
I emphasized tliis distinction; but I also indicated that, even
when sterility is not purposely induced, tliere must be a pro
portionate reason for the procedure.
The number of operations and treatments tliat probably or
certainly induce sterility is almost countless. Because of their
frequcncy, it is important to have at hand a principle which
gives in some detail the conditions required for justifying them.
These conditions are stated clearly in dirocfivo 31:
Procedures fhaf induce sterility,
temporary, are permitted v/hen:

whether

permanent

or

a) they are immediately directed to the curc, diminution,
or prevention of a scrious pathological condition:
b)

a

simpler treatment is not reasonably available; and
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c) the sterility itself is an unintended and, in the circum
stances, an unavoidable effect.
(See also A e CanaAan Code, article 2 5 ; and A e U.S. Code,
"Reproductive Organs and Functions,” Principle 1 .)
SOME GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

.

:

I

Regarding this directive, let me note that it is formulated
with a view to ordinary medical practice: that is, practice in
which the good of the patient is the primary consideration. It
does not refer to mutilating procedures for the good o f others,
e.g., medical experimentation and organic transplantation. Of
course, it should be clcar even now that thcsc latter procedures
are certainly illicit if they involve contraception (e .g ., eugenic
sterilization); but whether they can be justified when they
are not contraceptive will be discussed later, in chapters 2 8 -2 9 .
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I think I have already sufficiently stressed the fact that tlie
direct causing of sterility is always forbidden. For this reason,
my subsequent remarks in this chapter and in the three follow
ing chapters will be mainly concerned with the justification of
indirect sterilization. W c can put this in another way, and
still very briefly, by saying that an indirect sterilization is justificd when there is a soiind medical indication for it. This pro
portionate reason, or sound medical indication, is had when
the first two conditions of directive 31 are fulfilled: namely,
(a) the procedure is used to cure, diminish, or prevent a scrious
pathological condition; and (h) a simpler treatment is not rea
sonably available.
In subsequent chapters, I shall consider a number of prcsentday problems that pertain specifically to directives 3 1 -3 6 . In
the remainder of the present chapter, I shall briefly discuss
two odier modern problems, as well as two that are mainly of
ancient vintage. The older problems will be outlined first.
EUPHONIC CASTRATION

Tl’^^ subject of castration is seldom discussed without someones asking «h y the Church once approved of the castration
184
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of boys to preserve their svveet voices for choir purposes. This
question, of course, supposes that the Church did approve of
this practice. As far as 1 have been able to gather from much
study of this question, the Church never did approve the prac
tice. It is true that some tlieologians thought it could be justi
fied. But they were a decided minority. The greater number
of theologians considered it unjustifiable; and Cardinal Lambertini, later Pope Benedict XIV , strongly repudiated it.’
Certainly it is ciear that this practice of euphonic castration—
as it is sometimes termed— would not square with the condi
tions outlined in directive 3 1 ; and no theologian today would
attempt to justify it.
I tliought it would be well to include a brief mention of this
historical case because it is a rather celebrated example of confusing the opinions of a small number of theologians with the
teaching of the Church itself. For furtlier clarification of the
case, I should like to mention a point brought out by Fr.
Michael Riquet in a scholarly article on castration. He stressed
the fact that doctors of tlie Middle Ages and tlie Renaissance
were prone to castrate on many tlierapeutic pretexts, e.g., to
cure hernia; and that in many instances the castrati used in
various ccclesiastical choirs were victims of either this type of
surgery or of some kind of accident. In the words of Fr.
Riquet:
In 1 6 7 6 , an investigation undcrtakcn by A c [French] Royal Society
of Mc Acine revealed A at in tlie diocese of Saint-Papoul more Aan
5 0 0 children had been castratcd for hernia. It was A c same in Italy
where A crc was no dcarA of hcrniated people. Amongst them it was
not difficult to find six or sevcn cunuchs for the Sistine Chapcl. Was
not Ais merely to offer to A e victims of a surgery still barbarous, a
position which made some compensation of Aeir loss?
Mcnce to permit cunuchs to sing in A c churchcs does not neccssarily mean A c approbation of criminal mutilation, but rather, per
haps A e utilisation for choral singing of A c results of operations Aen
frequently performed on Aerapcutic grounds. Moreover, more Aan
* Cf. De synodo dioecesana, book 2, ch. 5.
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one cunuch who became famous in later life attributcd his castration
to an accident in his youth or to a surgical operation nccessitated by
hernia or odier illness.
That is why we believe A a t die Church is free from want of logjc
or candour when she condemns all castrations unjustified by the need
of saving a life threatened by Aseasc of an organ, and at A e same
time permits A e cmplo>Tnent in her choirs, of eunuchs whose mutila
tion does not necessarily render diem guilty.®
CASTRATION TO PRESERVE C H A S T IT Y

Also of ancient vintage is the question of castration as a
means of suppressing vehement temptations. To put it simply,
the problem, as phrased by the ancient writers, was this: would
a man be justified in having himself castrated in order to sup
press very vehement temptations against chastity? The ten
dency of the older authors was simply to deny tliat this mutila
tion would be either necessary or even useful for this spiritual
purpose. Some modern theologians have showed themselves
willing at least to consider the possibility that an abnormally
strong sexual urge may be caused by abnomial gonadal func
tion. Granted this supposition, they would say that the castra
tion niight be justified if tliere were no simpler way of quieting
the urge. In a word, these authors would say tlie castration
would be morally justified if it were an effective means of sup
pressing a violent scxual urge dependent on abnormal gonadal
function and if there were no less drastic way of accomplishing
the same resuit. Should both these ifs be verified, the condi
tions of directive 31 might be fulfiUed. The final solution to
e pro lem, therefore, would depend on sound medical judgment of the need and effccUveness of the castration. I feel
' I
‘
A Historical, Moral and McdicoLcgal Smdy. fcst appeared in CaUeri Laenm c. July-Scpt., 1 9 3 7 , pp.
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sure that few, if any, doctors would be willing to vouch for
either the need or the effectiveness of the operation.
Under a slightly different aspect, the problem just outlined
is not entirely impractical and certainly not ancient. In de
fense of a state law that permits castration of certain sexual
criminals, C. C. Hawke, M .D ., has argued that castrated crirainals have become peaceful citizens, psychologically stabihzed,
and even happily married.® Theologians would not necessarily
deny tlie beneficial effects diat Dr. Hawke attributes to punitive castration; but diey would want more evidence than he or
anyone else has been able to adduce. The quesdon of marriage,
however, is very different. One of the most drastic effects of
male castration is diat it creates die impediment of impotence.
A castrated man is incapable of marriage by reason of the
natural law itself; and from diis law neither the Church nor
the state can dispense.^
UTERINE BLEEDING AND OVARIAN FUNCTION

It is at least fifteen years since I was first faced with problems
about die suppression of ovarian funcdon in the treatment of
funcdonal uterine bleeding. One case concerned a married
woman who had had an operation for interposidon of the
uterus and, as a resuit of ihe operation, was experiencing prolongcd and very painful menstrual periods. The bleeding was
excessive; and her condition incapacitatcd her for a long period
each moiidi. Her physician wished to know whether he could
be morally justified in suppressing the ovarian function by ir
radiation in order to put a stop to die excessive bleeding and
pain.
* Cf. Journal o f the Kansas Medical Society, Oct., 1950, pp. 4 7 0 -4 7 3 .
■* For a complete discussion of A e impediment of impotence, see Ae
explanation of canon 1068 given in Bouscarcn-Ellis Canon Law: A
Text and Commentary (Milwaukce: The Bruce Publishing Company,
1 9 5 7 ). For a more spccializcd Ascussion, see Fr. John C. Ford, S.J.,
' Double Vasectomy and Impotence," Theological Studies, Dcc., 1955,
pp. 5 3 3 -5 5 7 .
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In another case, the patient was approaching the menopause;
but her periods were still regular every month; and during each
period there was excessive bleeding lasting from five to fifteen
days. The doctor wished to stop the bleeding by X-ray treat
ment of the ovaries, which would almost certainly resuit in
sterility. Incidentally, I recall a similar case in which the doc
tor wished to stop the bleeding by oophorectomy.

»
%

Excessive bleeding for a long period each montli, with its
inconvenience and incapacitating effects, is undoubtedly seri
ous pathology; hence, it is easy to see that the suppression of
ovarian function, by irradiation or oophorectomy, might fulfill
the first condition of directive 3 1 . It is ciear also that the third
conAtion would also bc fulfilled, because (ap art from a contra
ceptive intent of the doctor— which was certainly not present
in the cases presented to m e) the resultant sterility would be
an unintended and unavoidable effect. The solution of both
these problems, therefore, would rest on the fulfillment of the
second condition: that no simpler treatment was reasonably
available. As I recall the cases, the doctors assured me that all
other usual treatments had been tried and found futile; hence,
I considered the drastic procedures permissible. Perhaps this
solution is also Tiistoricar rather than practical. Obviously, I
cannot keep up on all gynecologic literature; but I do read the
Year Book faithfully and I keep in touch with eminent doctors.
In general, tlie tendency of both tlie literature and my con
sultants is to say that the complete suppression of ovarian func
tion would not now be necessary in the cases I have described.
If that is true, the procedures would not be justified. I confcss, however, that the picture is not perfectly ciear to me. If
I were again presented with the same problems, I would not
feel quahfied to decide whether the second condition of n. 31
was verified. I would have to leave that to competent medi
cal judgment.
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DYSM ENORRHEA AND STILBESTROL

Since stilbestrol induces a temporary sterility by suppressing
ovarian function, its use must be governed by the conditions
of directive 3 1 . I would not hesitate to say that the first condi
tion is fulfilled, because it seems to me that severe pain may be
rightly termed a pathological condition; and the stilbestrol is
given precisely to relieve this condition. The third condition
seems also to be fulfilled: the purpose of the stilbestrol treat
ment is to suppress ovarian function as the basic cause of pain;
sterility itself is merely an unintended and unavoidable byproduct. Here again, therefore, the solution of the problem
rests on the fulfillment of the second condition: namely,
whether equally effective means of relieving the pain are avail
able. An article by Fr. Lynch contains an excellent survey of
the otlier possible measures.® He does not draw any absolute
conclusion regarding the use of stilbestrol because, as he rightly
says, the doctors themselves must decide whether this is the
preferential treatment. The most the moralist can say is that,
when the use of stilbestrol is medically indicated as the best
treatment of dysmenorrhea, it is morally justified.
It might be well to add here that what has been said about
the use of stilbestrol for dysmenorrhea in particular is also
true concerning the use of stilbestrol in the treatment of endometriosis, of which dysmenorrhea is often but one symptom.
®Cf. T h e Linacre Quarterly, Feb., 1 9 5 5 , pp. 27-31
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Vasectomy with Prostatcctomy
'"p H E R E WAS A T IM E when routine vasectomy witli prostatectomy was more or less generally accepted by doctors
because it was the only effective means of preventing infection
of the epiAdymes and testicles. The procedure was also accept
able on moral grounds: the infection was at least a relatively
serious pathological con Ation; the vasectomy was the only
effective means of preventing it; and the vasectomy produced
Ais resuit, not precisely by destroying fertility, but by elimi
nating A e paAway along which A e infection might spread.
Thus, the conditions ouAned in Arective 31 were at least
probably, if not certainly, fulfilled.
W iA the advent of the sulfa drugs and the antibiotics, many
began to question A is procedure. Their claim was A a t Aese
new drugs could prevent the infection, without vasectomy; also,
even if A e infection occurred, A e drugs could keep it under
control in most cases. There were many objections, therefore,
to the routine use of vasectomy. Inciitably, these objections
were referred to The Catholic Hospital Association. Essentially,
Ae point at issue was A is: in \iew of the discovery of the new
rugs, is there now a proportionate reason for A e vasectomy,
ppecially routine vasectomy? To answer this question, many
factors had to be considered: Ae actual harm done by the
vasectomy; Ae good it accomplished; and the possibility of
gaining A e same benefit by a simpler means, e.g., A e new
drugs. Clearly, all these points have to do with medical facts.
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Doctors, not moralists, should supply medical facts. W iA
A e aid of several priests and nurses, 1 managed to question
about twenty-five doctors, mostly urologists, in various parts
of A e country, about A e pertinent meAcal facts. This survey
of raeAcal opinion was made in 1 9 4 8 and early 1 9 4 9 . I be
lieve A a t my original report of it is still of great interest and
value; hence, I am retaining it here, and I shall merely supplement it w iA a brief statement about the morality of vasectomy
today (i.e ., in 1 9 5 7 ) .
EXISTING PRA CTICE

In making our survey, A e best approach to this problem
seemed to be to inquire into the actual practice of routine
vasectomy. Of A e doctors we questioned, none practiced
routine vasectomy in A e sense of using it with all prostatectomies. However, three of them did a vasectomy wiA all
suprapubic and perineal prostatectomies and with transureA ral resections when the patient had cystitis. One did it on
all patients over sixty, w iA the consent of A eir wives; and one
did it on all except bachelors and married men wiA young
wives.
W hat about the practice of others? The unquestionable
answer seemed to be that, with the incrcased use of A e anti
biotics, the trend was very strong not only against routine, but
also against frequent, vasectomy. NeverAeless it seemed A at
some apparently capable physicians still bclieved in and prac
ticed routine vasectomy. Asked what they thought of this
practice by others, most of our doctors were content with stat
ing A a t they did not think A e vasectomy necessary. Three
strongly condemncd the routine practice; but four others
thought that one should preserve a rather tolerant attitude.
W hy did some physicians continue the practice of routine
vasectomy? Suggested explanations followed these lines: they
were accustomcd to the old technique; they were still suspicious
of the effectiveness of drugs; they were especially fearful of
191
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A e danger and A e effects of epididymitis and ^vished to take
A e greatest possible precautions against it.
All whom we consulted, even Aose most strongly opposed
to routine vasectomy, Aought A a t vasectomy was necessary
or advisable in some cases. Typical descriptions of the cases
in which it would be called for are A e following: "In Aose
occasional cases in which recurrent epididymitis has preceded
A e surgery. . . . In seriousiy ill patients or in patients in A e
older group ( 6 5 yrs. and over) in whom an epididjrnio-orchitis
might seriousiy jeopardize convalescence. . . . In cases in
which a high temperature may cause a fatality. . . . In elderly men wiA infection of A e genito-urinary tract which does
not respond satisfactorily to meAcation. . . . In old men who
are admittcdly past the reproductive period and whose conAtion is poor enough to make A e epiAdymitis a great increase
of risk. . . . When A ere is a history of epididymitis. . . .
When a patient has tuberculosis of the prostate.” All Aese
answers are based on A e physical conAtion of A e patient.
One answer I received, however, mentioned the financial con
dition of A e patient; the physician Aought that A e vasectomy
would be justified when the patient was too poor to stand A e
extra expense of hospitalization and especially of drugs.
The foregoing list of typical cases that call for vasectomy
represents a combination of various answers by various doctors.
W heAcr all doctors would agree on all cases I could not say;
yet it seemed that Acre would be substantial agreement on
most of Aem, because Aey had much in common: e.g., special
susceptibility to infection; special necessity for taking all possi
ble precautions to avoid infection; and so for A .
The answers given seemed to indicate raA er clearly defina e cases, yet, when we asked wheAer A e cases requiring
vasectomy could be clearly determined before A e prostatcctomy,
only seven of A e fourteen physicians who answered the ques
tion were willing to reply wiA an unqualified "yes.” Tlie
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odier seven eidier asserted that Aey could not be so determined
or qualificd A eir reply by saying, "in most instances, yes.”
IN C ID EN C E OF EPIDIDYMITIS

W hat is A e incidence, stadstically, of epiAdymitis w iA
prostatcctomy? An article by Doctors Lynn and Nesbit
Qournal o f Urology, Jan., 1 9 4 8 ) , cited two reports of 2 0
and 2 1 .4 per cent for open prostatectomies. These reports
seem to have been made before the use of die sulphonamides,
and certainly before A e use of antibiotics, became common.
Lynn and Nesbit Aemselves rcported on 6 0 0 cases of transureA ral resection. All Aese patients received sulphaAazine from
A e time of die insertion of A e caAeter until its wiAdrawal.
Vasectomy was done on 3 0 0 ; no vasectomy was performed on
A e oA er 3 0 0 . (Padents widi clinical evidence of epiAdymitis
at A e time of die operadon were not included in Ais report.)
Epididymitis developed in 8 of A e vasectomized patients; in
12 of A e odiers. Among A e non-vasectomized Aere were tivo
cases of suppuradve orchitis necessitating unilateral orchiec
tomy. Among A e vasectomized were two cases of abscess of
the operative site that required drainage and one case of
scrotal hematoma.
The Lynn-Nesbit report concludes: "Epididymitis is not a
frequent complicadon following transureAral prostade resec
tion. In 6 0 0 consecutive resections there was a 3.3 per cent
incidence. Vas section at A c time of A e transureAral prostatectomy does not significandy reduce A e occurrence of postoperative epididymitis.” (O ne reader of Ais report observed
that the force of A e last conclusion depends on one's interpre
tation of "significandy." It is true, he said, A at the total in
cidence in Aese cascs was raA er small; but some might con
sider the ratio in favor of vasectomy as being of some significan ce.)
Our doctors were asked to give Aeir own estimates of A e
incidence of cpididnniUs, and especially its relative incidence
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wiA A e various types of prostatcctomy. It is difficult to ex
press a common denominator of Aese estimates. In general,
Aey seem to agree w iA A e figures cited by Lynn and Nesbit;
neverAeless, it was not a bttle surprising A a t many Aought
the danger should be greater wiA transureAral than w iA open
prostatcctomy.
SERIOUSNESS
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How serious a condition is epiAdymitis? The answers we
received to this question may be reduced to this: in some
patients (e.g ., those for whom a liigh temperature might be
very dangerous), it is certainly a serious condition; in general,
it is more troublesome A an dangerous. By "serious” or
"dangerous,” A e physicians seemed to mean A a t it involved
some risk of life. By "troublesome,” Aey seemed to mean A at
it involved pain, extra expense, extra hospitalization. The
extent of Ais hospitalization was variously estimated from a
few days to several weeks. I believe, Aough I am not sure,
that this wide Avergence of estimates concerning extra hos
pitalization may be accounted for partly by the possible degrees
of seriousness of A e infection and partly by the fact A a t some
of A e physicians were thinking in terms of using antibiotic
drugs and some were not.
VASECTOMY AND STERILITY

C

How much harm is actually done by A e vasectomy? Readers
may be surprised at Ais question. They may immeAately reply
to Aemselves: vasectomy induces sterility; and A a t is serious
harm. Nevertheless, in seeking answers to A e question from
physicians, we received our most interesting and, I might add,
most inexplicably contradictory replies.
We were led to investigate this point by A e fact A a t at A e
very beginning of our survey one doctor insisted A at, even
WiAout vasectomy, A e prostatcctomy itself would destroy
fertihty by damaging Ae ejaculatory ducts and eliminating A e
194
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continiiity of A e vasa. This, of course, is a highly significant
observation; for, if A e patient would be sterile even wiAout
A e vasectomy, A e proportionate reason for permitting A e
slight additional mutilation need not be very serious.
W e asked six urologists what damage to the ejaculatory ducts
is done by A e various types of prostatcctomy. Four said that
no damage to A e ducts should normally resuit from any kind
of prostatcctomy. One said A ere should be no damage vviA
transureAral, but there should be with suprapubic and prob
ably also w iA perineal. One answered A at Aere is definitely
damage w iA all complete prostatectomies.
Of A e four who said A e ducts are not damaged, two added
A at, in spite of A is fact, emission would not resuit if A e
internal sphincter of A e bladder were broken in A e operation.
One of A ese said it is always broken; A e oAer was of A e
opinion A a t it is almost always broken in a suprapubic and
perineal, but not usually in transureAral, prostatcctomy.
Having received this sufficiently confusing collection of
answers, we rephrased our question before Consulting oAer
urologists. First, we asked: does A e prostatcctomy itself break
A e continuity w iA A e vasa? One urologist answered w iA an
unqualified "no”; anodier admitted, “Fm not sure”; and two
odiers replied A a t die continuity tnay be preserved. Three gave
Aese somewhat longer responses: "I feel A at certain transure
A ral operations may save die ejaculatory ducts. I Aink diat
suprapubic and perineal operations break die continuity wiA
the vasa.” "In suprapubic and perineal prostatcctomy diis
continuity is often broken. It often is not broken in A e trans
ureA ral m eA od.” "The continuity of A e ejaculatory ducts
may or may not bc destroyed, depending on whether it becomes
incorporated in A e tissue to be removed. This is usually not
A e case.”
W e asked secondly: is A e internal sphincter of die bladder
always or usually broken; and, if so, does Ais interfere wiA
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seminal emission? Three doctors were of A e opinion A a t it is
usually broken, but A at this has no influence on seminal
emission. Two others, who agreed that it is not usually
broken, considered that, when broken, it does interfere w iA
emission because tiie semen, instead of passing outwards wiA
ejaculation, goes retrograde into A e bladder.
To add to the complications of these answers, one doctor
suggested tliat A e ducts are often blocked by scarred tissue
after A e operation; anoAer said A e verumontanum is usually
injured in A e prostatcctomy, and that A is is A e reason why
A e ejaculate passes into the bladder; and still another asserted
A at, even wiAout A e vasectomy or the various injuries just
mentioned, A e prostatcctomy tends to make a man sterile by
depriving him of the prostatic fluid, which is necessary for
activating A e spermatozoa.
It would require someone more skilled than I at working
puzzles to fit those various answers into a clearly delineated
picture. Insofar as I could draw any definite Information from
Aem, I would put it briefly as follows: A e doctors denied
A at prostatcctomy always makes a man sterile; but A ey
admitted A at, even without the vasectomy, the patient is
often for some reason or other” sterile after the prostatcctomy.
In oAer words, it seemed A at in many cases A e vasectomy has
no actual effect on fertility.
SUBSTITUTES

Is Aere a good substitute for vasectomy in preventing
epiAdjTiiitis? Only one of A e lAventy-five physicians we con
sulted mentioned A e feasibility of a temporary vas ligation in
place of A e vasectomy. He stated that he has used tliis tech
nique successfully over a long period of years and in hundreds
of cases. I was not a httle surprised that no other physician
mentioned it. Most of Acm immediately cited the antibiotics
as A e simplest means of reducing the incidence of the complicabon and A c seriousness of its implications. There was no
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agreement, however, concerning die comparative effectiveness
of die drugs and vasectomy. A few seemed to Aink that A e
vasectomy adds little to the effectiveness of the Augs; a few
odiers were of the opinion that A e vasectomy would be die
only really certain way of preventing epididymitis. These
answers were rough esdniates; Aey were not based on statistics.
I believe that, in the foregoing paragraphs, I have presented
all the pertinent information (and perhaps some A at is not
pertinent) that my associates and I obtained from our questioning of physicians. The total picture is quite complicated.
One reason for this may be A at our own lack of expert knowl
edge prevented us from properly phrasing questions or from
corrccdy evaluating answers. But another reason, 1 diink, is
diat we were inquiring into a matter which was in A e stage
of transition; and even Uie physicians themselves experienced
mental and psychological difficulties in appraising the relative
values of A e old and the new.

CO N CLUSIO N S

The foregoing survey, made in 1 9 4 8 -1 9 4 9 , showed a raA er
complicated picture. The literature of the subsequent seven
years helped to clarify the picture; but it did not remove all the
complications. In view of die results of the survey and of A e
subsequent literature, I suggest the following practical
conclusions:
1. There is no moral objection to vasectomy with prostatectoiny when it is limited to selected cases.
2. There might be some differences of opinion among doc
tors themselves as to the proper indications for vasectomy; but
I believe die indications I have given on p. 192 constitute a
good suinmar}'.
3. It seems rather ciear that there is no real medical justi
fication today for routine vasectomy with prostatcctomy. In
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some cases it is not needed and should be classified as unneces
sary surgery.
4. I realize A at A ere are still some doctors who favor rou
tine vasectomy and who would, A erefore, consider my con
clusions too striet. I do not vrish to insist on the conclusions
to A e extent of urging administrative actions against Aese
doctors. I think A at, since A is is primarily a question of good
meAcine, A e ultimate judgment of what is to be allowed
should be made by A e staffs of inAvidual hospitals.
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Castration for Cancer
Castratio n, surgical or otherwise, is permitted when re
quired fo r the removal or diminution of a serious pathological
condition, even in other organs. Hence: oophorectomy or ir
radiation of the ovaries may be allowed in treating carcinoma
of the breast and metastasis therefrom; and orchidectomy is
permitted in the treatment of carcinoma ot the prostate. In
all cases the procedure least harmful to the reproductive
organs should be used, if equally effective with other pro
cedures. Directive 32. (T h e same prorision is made in the
U.S. Code, “Reproductive Organs and Functions," n. 8 ; and in
the Canadian Code, article 3 0.)

'Y H IS D IR EC TIV E is really but a concrete application of
n. 31 w iA special reference to two serious paAological
conditions: carcinoma of A e prostate and carcinoma of A e
breast. A brief consideration of each of these problems may
prove helpful.
CA RCIN O M A OF THE PROSTATE

An early ethical appraisal of castration for prostatic carci
noma was made by Fr. John J. Clifford, S .J.’ On the clinical
side, Fr. Clifford stressed Aese points: the disease was rarely
dingnosed in time for complete cure; without treatment it
would become incapacitating and excriiciatingly painful; in
the incurable cases, considerable palliation could be had
' Theological Studies, Dcc. 1944, pp. 4 3 9 -4 5 2 .
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Arough estrogen Aerapy and/or orchiectomy. The rationale
of Aese procedures is based on the Aeory A a t androgens
favor A e grow A of A e cancer and metastasis;’ hence, Ae
necessity of neutralizing or suppressing A e androgens.
In die subsequent twelve years. A ere has been litde change
in Ae chnical picture. Except in the special cases of regular
routine rcctal examinadons of men approaching middle age,
early diagnosis of prostatic cancer is still rare. The disease is
admittcdly fatal and fiercely painful unless properly treated.
But with endocrine control of A e neoplasm, A e patients gain
weight, are dramatically relieved of metastatic pain, and are
enabled to carry on Aeir normal activities for a considerable
period of time. The principal meAods of endocrine control
are still estrogen Aerapy and/or orchiectomy. Most auAors
consider that both forms of therapy are required; some add
that adrenalectomv is also useful.
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I could document diis clinical picture by almost innunierable references; but I Aink the following summary of an
excellent discussion by Frank Hinman, M .D ., and Frederick
S. Howard, M.D., should suffice:
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Cancer of A c prostate is common but is usually not seen until it
has spread locally to such an extent that surgical removal is impossible.
Radical prostatcctomy is indicated in early cases. However the number
of carly, operative cascs can only be incrcased by doing more routine
rcctal cxaminations in men past 50.
The ctiology of prostatic carcinoma is unknown. AlAougli occnlt,
unsuspccted cancer is frequently found on study of routine autopsy
spccimens, proof is lacking A at thcsc small Icsions will necessarily
bccomc clinical canccr of the prostate.
As a scxual organ, A e prostate is under endocrine control requiring
a favorablc androgcn-estrogen ratio for its growA and maintenancc.
The great majorjty of prostatic canccrs similarly arc under control by
the sex hormone and are inhibited by deprivation of androgcn. Although
administration of androgcn stimulates clinical carcinoma of A e
prostate, A crc is no evidence A at it causes prostatic cancer to appear.
Effective anti-androgenic control can be achicvcd ciA cr by bilateral
orchiectomy or by continuous administration of estrogen, but A e licst
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results seem to bc produced by application o f b o A measures. It is
probably better to start such treatment carly raA er than to wait for
symptoms or evident metastascs.

i

Perineal ncedle biopsy o f late cancer o f A e prostate is valuable to
prove A e diagnosis before treatment.
Most patients w iA inoperablc cancer o f A e prostate will receive
effective palliation and control o f A eir Icsions for long periods by con
tinuous treatment o f A e ir condidon as a chronie alAough incurable
Ascase. In casc o f relapse, effective but usually brief palliation can
bc achicvcd by eiA er "m cA ca l adrenalectomy” w iA cortisone, or per
haps, surgical adrenalectomy.®
MORAL APPRAISAL

The auAors speak not only of estrogen therapy and orchiec
tomy but also of adrenalectomy. This last procedure is being
mentioned more and more in prcsent-day literature as an
effective palliative measure in the treatment of carcinoma of
A e prostate and of the breast. I shall say someAing of adren
alectomy in my concluding remarks; for A e present, we can
limit our moral considerations to castration.
W heA er we consider estrogen Aerapy or orchiectomy or
both, it is obvious A at the treatment is dirccted to the diminu
tion of a serious paAological condition. Moreover, according to
all the medical literature there is no simpler way of producing
the same resuit. Finally, since the objective is to suppress
androgcn output, it is ciear diat the loss of fertility ( A case
the patient is still fertile) is merely indirect. Hence, all the
conditions required by directive 31 for Ae justification of pro
cedures inducing sterility are fulfilled.
W hen Fr. Clifford wrote his pioneering article on this probIcm, he spccified diat if estrogen therapy alone would produce
the desired resuit of palliation diere would bc no sufficient
reason for the evisceradon of the gonads. As a theoretical state
ment, this is certainly true. In pracdcc, however, there is no
®Tbis summary concludes an articlc entitled “Management of Prostatic
Carcinoma," GP, April 1955, pp. 105-113.
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great problem for A e moralist, because the best auAorities, if
not all, state A at both estrogen therapy and orchiectomy are
usually required. The one source of dispute among meAcal
auAorities seems to concern the appropriate time for resorting
to orchiectomy. This is a problem for the doctors themselves
to decide; and the moralist can abide by their judgment.
THE HEALTHY ORGAN

»■

p*

I have never known a moral theologian who disagreed with
A c foregoing analysis; nor have I seen any objection to it in
print. NeverAeless, as late as 1 9 5 3 , A e Italian Society of
Urologists asked Pope Pius XII to give an official decision about
A e removal of the sex glands in A e treatment of cancer of the
prostate. Perhaps A e reason for this request was merely to
have a definite topic for the papal address to the Society; per
haps Ae reason was the growing tendency of the laity to want
their moral problems solved by the Holy See; and perhaps the
reason was simply a difficulty in understanding why organs in
themselves healAy could be removed. Even A is problem of
Ae healAy organ had been sufficiently explained by the moral
ists; yet it may be that A e Society of Urologists was unaware
of this. Pope Pius XII put the doctors' minds to rest by giving
the common theological teaching in the following words:
The dccisivc point here is not A at the organ which is removed or
rcndered inopcrative be itself diseased, but A at its preservation or its
functioning entails directly or inArectly a scrious A reat to A e whole
body. It is quite possible that, by its normal function, a healAy organ
may exercise on a Aseased one so harmful an effect as to aggravate
the disease and its repcrcussions on Ae whole body. It can also happen
Aat A c removal of a healthy organ and tbe suppression of its normal
function may remove from a diseasc-can cer, for example— the area
for developmcnt or, in any case, essentially alter its conditions of
cxistenc(^ If no oAer remedy is available, surgical intervention is
permissible in both cascs.®
®The adcbcss to urologists was given Oct. 8, 1953. The main points

1n t

Linacrc Quarterly, Nov., 1953, pp.
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C A R C IN O M A OF THE BREAST

Wlien I first wrote on A is subject, Aere was a wide differ
ence of m eAcal opinion concerning A e utility and advisability
of suppressing ovarian function as a palliative treatment of
cancer of the breast. A close following of A e more recent liter
ature has convinced me A a t a substantial majority of doctors
now favor A e suppression of ovarian function as a palliative
treatment in Aese cases. There would be some dispute as to
A e cases A a t would benefit by the treatment, also some Asagreement as to the best time and method (e.g ., roentgen or
surgical) for performing A e castration; but certainly Asagreements about the value of A e treatment are much less A an Aey
used to be. Also, as in A e case with cancer of the prostate,
there is a gro\ving tendency to advocate adrenalectomy.
The moral evaluation of castration for breast carcinoma is
essentially A e same as what I have previously given regarAng
prostatic cancer. Here, too, we have A e added problem of
adrenalectomy (an d sometimes hypophyscctomy), which I
shall consider prescntly. Also, with reference to Ais particular
problem. A ere is a special difficulty about pregnancy that will
be considered later. But, prescinding from Aese special prob
lems, doctors and hospitals can safely follow A e rule given in
directive 3 2 — a rule which amounts to A is: castration as a
palliative measure is permitted at A e discretion of the attend
ing physician and his consultants.

FURTHER OBSERVATIONS

My discussion of carcinoma of the prostate was primarily
concerned with surgical castration because A is is most commonly mentioned in the medical literature. NeverAeless, I
have seen some reference to x-ray castration; and I have been
told by some distinguished urologists that this procedure pro
duces the same good results as surgical castration. This is
203
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raAer a question of technique than of principle; and I leave Ae
judgment to physicians.

j «

More and more articles are advocating adrenalectomy in A e
treatment of botli cancer of the prostate and cancer of A e
breast. Also, some raA er recent literature mentions hypophysectomy in certain cases of cancer of the breast. It seems
to me diat these operations are still largely in die experimental
stage; however, I may be wrong on that point. At any rate,
even though largely experimental, they would be permitted if
Ae patients wish to try them. W e are dealing here with such
serious paAology A at any experiment that offers some genuine
hope of added benefit for A e patient seems to be justifiable,
provided, of course, that A e patient understands the risks and
is willing to take Aem.
Aly explanation of A e licitness of castration for cancer of
the breast was based on a Aeory similar to that which justifies
castration for cancer of die prostate. The thcory is A a t A e
ovarian hormone favors the growth of neoplastic tissue. The
removal or destruction of A c ovaries, therefore, is not a con
traceptive procedure. It is designed to suppress A e endocrine
function of A e ovaries; the fact that the woman is thereby
rcndered sterile is simply an unavoidable by-product of the
procedure. I might mention, however, that a doctor once
challenged A e provision of directive 32 because, he said, diere
is no added danger to the woman with breast cancer unless she
becomes pregnant. He contended, therefore, that we were
really allowing a contraceptive procedure.
Much niight be said about this doctoris contention. In the
first place, it is not agreed A at pregnancy adds to die danger
of metastasis. Secondly, even if pregnancy is harmful— as
many authorities do hold— that does not detract from A e very
pnerally admitted fact that the ovarian hormoncs are also
harmful, wheAer the woman should become pregnant or not.
Thirdly, ,f pregnancy were A e only source of danger, few
doctors would recommend oophorectomy; those interested in
204
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contraception would, no doubt, favor the much less drastic
procedure of fallectomy.
This brings me to a point of confusing temiinology which
I have already mentioned in the chapter on contraception and
direct sterilization. Doctors are too much inclined to speak of
sterilization without any qualifying adjective; and I know of
many cases in which tliis has caused misunderstanding, es
pecially widi reference to A e treatment of cancer of A e breast.
I have seen many reports in which consultants advised "sterili
zation” and have A us alarmed hospital supervisors and admin
istrators; yet, when A e report was examined closely, it was
evident A a t A e consultants meant castration, not mere sterili
zation. The following question and answer taken from A e
Journal o f the American Medical Association,* may illustrate
what I m ean;
TO TH E EDITOR : — A 32-year-old woman had a radical breast am
putation two weeks after she noticed a lump in her breast. Thirtytwo axillary lymph glands were examined, and one showed spread of
the carcinoma. Histologically this was an adenocarcinoma. Is steriUza
tion indicated, and if so should it he done surgically or by x-ray
therapy ?
A nsw er:— Sterilization is certainly indicated in this casc and should
be surgical. Oophorectomy has definite advantages over steribzation by
x-ray. The surgical meAod is certain and permanent and removes
ovarian function abruptly.

It seems ciear enough that boA A e questioncr and A e con
sultant were talking about castration. Yet, if A e consultant
had not added the explanation about oophorectomy and A e
stopping of ovarian function, one might easily have concluded
that boA doctors were talking about direct sterilization.
< July 3, 1 9 5 4 , p. 950.
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Hysterectomy
n p H E CONDITIONS REQ U IRED for A e licit removal of a
pregnant uterus are explained above (ch ap ter 1, number
V I). Directives 34-36 concern hvsterectomy in A e absence of
pregnancy. These Arectives read as follows:
34. Hysterectomy Is permitted when it is sincerely {udged to
be the only effective remedy for prolapse of the uterus, or
when it is a necessary means of removing some other serious
pathology.
35. Hysterectomy is not permitted as a routine procedure
after any definite number of cesarean sections. In these cases
the pathology of each patient must be considered individually:
and care must be hod that hysterectomy is not performed as
a merely contraceptive measure.
36. Even after the childbearing function has ceased, hyste
rectomy is still o mutilation, and it must not be performed un
less sound medical reasons coli for it.

The same material is covered by the Canadian Code, articles
2 6 -2 8 . The question of hysterectomy after the childbearing
function has ceased is not explicitiy mentioned in tiie U.S.
Code; the other provisions about hysterectomy are contained
in Ae U.S. Code, Reproductive Organs and Functions,”
nn. 2-3.
Of the three directives. the first trvo are but practical appU
cations of directive 3 1 , because they refer to cases in which
hysterectomy causes steriUty. DirecUve 36 appUes to cascs in
which the patient is already sterile, either because ovulation
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has ceased naturally or because some operation, treatment, or
Asease has destroyed the ovaries, suppressed ovarian function,
closed or removed the tubes, and so forth. Before commenting
on A e individual directives, 1 should like to make a few general
remarks.
For several years we have been made more and more con
scious of the fact that unnecessary hysterectomies have been
and are frequent. 1 accept A is fact; even though I Aink it is
sometimes exaggerated. Acceptance of A e fact, however,
should not lead to the other extreme of not performing hyste
rectomies when Aey are properly indicated. There is no need,
unless A e patient herself wishes it, to subject a woman to
almost appalling hardship— financial, physical, and psycholog
ical— in order to preserve a uterus.
I have heard it said, by boA CaAolic and non-CaAolic doc
tors, A a t hysterectomy is more common in CaAolic hospitals
A an in others. I have at times asked for a proof of this, but I
have never received it. The one case in which I personally
think it might be verified is A e case of hysterectomy w iA
cesarean section. As I shall point out in explaining n. 3 5 ,
A ere is controversy among CaAolic moralists about A e re
moval of the baAy damaged uterus. By reason of A e principle
of probabAsm we can allow Ais procedure, granted the conAtions to be outlined. In non-CaAolic hospitals Ais may be
less common because the doctors solve their problem simply
by cutting A e tubes. To CaAolic moralists generally, cutting
tubes is merely a contraceptive procedure;’ whereas A e same
moralists are divided on the moral appraisal of hysterectomy.
I sincerely doubt that, with the exception of Ais Afficult case,
anyone could show a greater incidence of hysterectomy in
Catholic than in non-Catholic hospitals.
For almost twenty years I have followed the trends of m eA
cal opinion concerning hysterectomy. I have done this through
1 Sce above, cbaptcr 19
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reaAng medical literature, Arough Ascussions w iA doctors,
and Arougli problems presented to me for solution. I woAd say
very frankly A at A e principal resuit of this experience has
been to impress on me A at almost every so-called inAcation for
hysterectomy seems to be controversial. As Drs. Burch and
Lavely say in Aeir very readable and enlightening monograph
on hysterectomy: “In A e surgery of A e pelvis A ere are few
if any absolutes.”" The one absolute A a t moralists would insist
on is that hysterectomy is never permitted as a con
traceptive procedure. Granted this, it seems that one can only
say A at Aere are some conditions A a t sometimes require
hysterectomy. More definite judgment has to be determined by
A e individual case, as it presents itself— and that means a
consideration of A e total picture: A e disease itself, the physi
cal and psychological effects of the disease, A e effects of hyste
rectomy or of oAer possible procedures on the patient.
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In all the cases A at I shall outiine here, I should like Ais
observation kept in mind: namely, A a t I am not speaking in
terms of absolutes and A at I am simply giving illustrations
of cases in which, granted A e particular conditions, hysterec
tomy is morally permissible because in these cases, as well as
in cases A at might follow a similar pattern, the requisites for
licit hysterectomy are, in my opinion, fulfilled.
DIRECTIVE 34: PROLAPSE AND OTHER PATH O LO GY

c

/

There is much difference of opinion among doctors as to
A e value or need of hysterectomy in cases of uterine prolapse.
And Aere would be, I Aink, a somewhat similar difference of
ojnnion among theologians. I Aink A e main point around
w ic 1 t le differences of opinion would center may be found
m tlie expression used in tlre direcUve: namely, that hvsterec
t o m y ,s pennitted "when it is sincerely judged to be the only
romedy for prolapse of the uterus” (italics added). It
’

n f -7^-® -;
T . Lavely. M.D., Hyriercctomy (Spnngficld, 111.; Charles C. Thomas, 1 9 5 4 ), p. 2 2 .
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seems to me that the true meaning of this directive— and per
haps a key to some of the differences of opinion— can be had
only by keeping in mind that the directive is for all CaAolic
hospitals, whether large or small, whether located in a medical
center or in a small town far away from the large medical
centcrs. In the large medical centers Aere will generally be
specialists who can remedy even a severe prolapse wiAout re
sorting to hysterectomy or to any other procedure which would
interfere with the normal physiology of the uterus. In such
places, hysterectomy would rarely be the proper treatment of
uterine prolapse. But in smaUer and more remote places,
where the Services of highly trained specialists are not avail
able, hysterectomy might more frequently be necessary.
For a good discussion of many oAer pathological conditions
in which hysterectomy is sometimes indicated, I recommend
the monograph by Drs. Burch and Lavely. As for myself, I
shall merely give here some of the cases previously published
in Medico-Moral Vrdblcms. These cases, I admit, are some
what old; and the conditions outiined in them might no longer
be verified. Nevertheless, antiquated or not, the cases serve as
good illustrations of how the moral principle enunciated in
directive 31 is applicable to problems of hysterectomy; and it
is for that reason that I am retaining A e cases as originally
published.

THE CASES

Case 1: This concerned a young woman whose menstrual
period regularly lasted from ten to fifteen days, during which
time she suffered great pain, and the bleeding was so excessive
as to prevent her from doing her work. As I recall the matter,
there was a possibility, but not a certainty, of curing her by
means of a long and expensive treatment. On the other hand,
a hysterectomy would definitely remove the trouble. Tlie pre
cise moral problem to be solved was A is: could the girl licitly
209
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choose the hysterectomy in preference to the prolonged, ex
pensive, and problematical txeatment?
Case 2 : A young married woman who had A ree children
had tuberculosis and was also afflicted by excessive menstrual
bleeding over periods covering ten or twelve days. Several
physicians consulted about the case were all of A e opinion
that A e excessive bleeding was seriousiy harmful to one in her
condition, and Aey wished to know w heA er it would be
morally pennissible to stop the uterine bleeding by
hysterectomy.
Case 3 : A woman had sevcral children by normal, vaginal
deliver)'. As a resuit of these pregnancies, A e cervix had
become eroded, lacerated, infected; subinvolution of A e uterus
had taken place; the uterus had become heav)' and boggy and
had developed weakened support and efficiency. Because of
Ais uterine condition, the woman suffered anemia, physical
Asability, pain, and other Astress. Her doctor estimated A at
for much less distress oAer operations such as appendectomy
or cholecystectomy would be medically indicated; and it was
his opinion that in the present case hysterectomy was medically
indicated for restoring A e health of the patient. Would A e
hysterectomy, he asked, be morally justifiable?
Case 4. The woman in Ais case was 4 0 years old, A e
mother of a very large family. In some of her early pregnancies
and in her three most reccnt deliveries, she had experienced
severe hemorrhagcs. She lived in a rural community, but, be
cause of the history of hemorrhage, she had been brought to a
large City hospital for all recent deliveries. In this hospital, all
possible precautions had been taken against the postpartum
cmorr lage, neverAeless, in the last few pregnancies her life
a
A grave danger and she had been saved only by
ansfusions. When she became pregnant again, her doctor
Aought that the best precaution against postpartum hcmor1
hysterectomy. He
wanted to know whether A e hysterectomy would be permitted.
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SOLUTIONS

In all A e foregoing cases, hysterectomy would effect steril
ity; hence, it can be justified only if A e three conditions of
directive 31 are fulfilled. In my previously-published Solutions
to A e problems, I expressed A e opinion that, granted A e cir
cumstances of A e individual cases, Aese conAtions were ful
filled and A e hysterectomy would be permissible. As regards
A e third conAtion— A a t A e sterAty be not intended— Aere
seems to be no room for reasonable doubt. At any rate, it
seems ciear to me A a t A ere was no question of contraceptive
intent on A e part of eiAer A e patients or the physicians;
hence, I believe A a t no more need be said here about A e ful
fillment of A e third conAtion. My remarks, Aerefore, w A be
confined to A e first two conAtions: namely, wheAer A e pro
posed hysterectomies would be “immeAately directed to A e
cure, diminution, or prevention of a serious pathological conA
tion,” and wheAer "a simpler treatment is not reasonably
available.”
In A e first case, A e bleeding was prolonged and heavy; the
young woman was incapacitatcd for a long period each monA.
It seems to me A a t Ais is serious paAology, even though no
malignancy or danger to life is involved. One suggested cure
was hysterectomy, which, of course, would render the young
woman permanently sterile. The alternative cure was a treat
ment which would leave A e reproductive system intact, but
would extend over a long period of time, would be very ex
pensive, and would leave A e cure somewhat doubtfui.
Granted A a t Ais ouAne of the casc is substantially correct,
I believe that the girl would be justified in asking for the hys
terectomy and that die doctor would be justified in performing
the operation. For A e treatment, which is the only altcrnative
rcme J , involves much greater inconvenience and offers less
hope of success. Under Aese circumstances the drastic mutila
tion (hysterectomy) may be said to be the only reasonably
available and efficacious remedy.
2] 1
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The second case introduces a new paAological factor: name
ly, that the bleeding was especially hannful because of A e
tubercular condition. This, as I understand it, was the judg
ment of all the doctors consulted on A e case; and they were
definitely not interested in seeking an excuse for sterilizing A e
patient. Moreover, they seem to have agreed A a t hysterectomy
was the best remedy. Under Aese circumstances A e hysterec
tomy would be permissible, despite the fact that the woman was
young and obviously quite fertile.
As for the third case, my own opinion— which, I believe, is
based on sound common sense— is A a t A e continuous distress
and quasi-incapacitation of A e patient constitute a condition of
ill health which is very serious, especially since it prevents a
married woman from properly caring for her family. Moreover,
it was the physician’s considered judgment A a t there was no
oAer reasonably available remedy. There seemed to be no
moral obstacle, Aerefore, to A e removal of A e uterus.
In the final case, Aere was question of preventing a scrious
danger rather Aan removing an existent paAology. In Ais
case, too, other remedies had been tried in past deliveries and
had succecded; but A e doctor realizcd A at there was only a
thin line between dramatic success and complete failure. He
was afraid to run A e risk of postpartum hemorrhage again;
and he believed the most secure means of avoiding the risk
was cesarean hysterectomy. Granted A e correctness of his
judgment and it is not for a theologian to question such judg
ments there seems to be no reason for objecting to the hyster
ectomy on moral grounds.
The foregoing cases, as I have previously indicated, are all
old. Perhaps more recent medical techniques would obviate
t e necessity of hysterectomy. If so, the moral Solutions would
ave o c c langed accordingly. Even so, A c cases illustrate
how directives 31 and 34 should be applied to problems in-
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DIRECTIVE 35: REPEAT CESAREAN

Directive 3 5 makes three points indisputably ciear. First,
routine hysterectomy after any certain number of ccsareans
(e .g ., two or three) is not permitted. Whatever may be said of
A e past, such routine hysterectomy is not good obstetrics to
day and, for A is reason if for no oAer, it is not good morality,
either. Secondly, hysterectomy is never permitted for A e
precise purpose of sterilizing, i.e., as a contraceptive measure.
Thirdly, hysterectomy is certainly permitted when A e damage
done by previous cesareans or by anoAcr cause is such A at
the cesarean hysterectomy is required in order to protect A e
m oAer from a danger A a t is now present, e.g., hemorrhage, in
fection, etc.
One problem is not clearly solved by A e directive. This con
cerns the uterus which has been severcly damaged by previous
cesareans, but not to the extent A at it creates danger here and
now. For example, suppose A at, when he does a cesarean
section, A e doctor finds that the uterine wall has become
“paper A in ” or that the scar is getting veq' weak. He Aen pre
sents this problem; "I can sew up Ais uterus, but I cannot
repair it so that it will function safely in gestation. Because of
the weakness of A e wall or scar, or because of other damage, it
is very likely A a t it will cause serious danger in another preg
nancy. May it be removed now instead of waiting till A e
actual danger develops in anoAer pregnancy?”
Theologians do not agree in their answer to this question.
Some think that, since the actual danger would arise only in
A e pregnancy, the removal of the uterus now would bc a con
traceptive measure. OAers think that, sincc the damaged con
dition that would cause the danger is already present, tlic
uterus may be removed now because it is already a seriousiy
pathological and relatively useless organ. At A e conclusion of
this chapter, I shall give a comprehensive list of moralists who
have expressed their views on this difficult topic. At this point,
it seems sufficient to state that the question is still an open onc;
213
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consequently, when competent physicians judge A a t, by reason
of repeated cesareans (o r some similar cause) a uterus is so
badly damaged that it will very likely not function safely in
another pregnancy, Aey may, w iA A e consent of A e patient,
remove A e uterus as a seriousiy pathological organ.
DIRECTIVE 36:

NON-STERILIZING H YSTERECTO M Y

This Arective refers not only to hysterectomy after the completion of the natural menopause, but also to hysterectomy after
boA ovaries have been removed or their function destroyed
(e.g., by irradiation) or after both fallopian tubes have been
removed, irreparably occluded, and so forA . And— perhaps
even more practically— A e directive refers to cases in which a
still healthy uterus is removed on the occasion of anoAer
operation such as the removal of malignant ovaries.
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I shall confine myself to the last case. It is obvious A at
Ae hysterectomy is not a sterilizing procedure because the
necessary oophorectomy itself renders the woman sterile (if,
indeed, the malignancy has not already done so ). The precise
point to be determined, therefore (and this would hold for A e
other cases outlined in the preceding paragraph), is whether
A e removal of A e undiseased uterus would conform w iA A e
demands of sound medicine. If it does so conform, there is no
moral objection to the removal of the uterus; if, on the other
hand, the hysterectomy is not medically inAcated, it would
be unnecessarv' surgery, hence morally reprehensible.
An abstract in the Year Book of Obstetrics and Gynecology,^
says: “Malignant ovarian tumors should receive radical sur
gery with bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy and total hysterec
tomy. A later abstract,^ after surveying a number of cases of
primary ovarian malignancy, concludes: “Analysis of treat
ment showed A at total hysterectomy, bilateral salpingo-oopho• 1953-1954 Series, pp. 484-485.
* 1954-1955 Series, pp. 468-469
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rectomy, and postopcrative x-radiation therapy offer the best
hope for survival.” Finally, accorAng to Taylor,® Aere is
general agreement A a t hysterectomy should accompany A e re
moval of malignant ovaries.
Perhaps this topic is controversial. Yet, in view of the fore
going references, there seems to be no reason for opposing the
hysterectomy on A e ground of unnecessary surgery.
APPENDIX

This appendix will present A e comprehensive list of theo
logians’ opinions on A c question: “Is it permissible to
remove a uterus which, in the opinion of competent and con
scientious physicians, has been so badly damaged by previous
cesarean sections A a t it would very likely create serious danger
in anoA er pregnancy?” The supposition is A at A e pathologi
cal condition of the uterus is not such that, even independently
of future pregnancies, tlie vvoman’s health would be seriousiy
affected.
Many of Aese references are to theological journals to which
doctors would not have ready access; but I include these for A e
convenience of Aeologians and profcssors of eAics who might
want to make a Aorough study of A e arguments.
Bender, Louis, O .P .: Angelicum, July-Sept., 1 9 5 3 , pp. 2 7 3 2 8 0 . He considers the operation a direct sterilization, therefore
illicit.
Cambo, Migucl, S .J.: Sal Terrae, July, 1 9 5 4 , pp. 3 6 4 -3 6 6 .
He revdews some recent literature and concludes that both
affirmative and negative opinions are probable.
Connell, Francis J., C.SS.R .: American Ecclcsiastical Re
view, D cc., 1 9 4 9 , p. 5 0 7 , and May, 1 9 5 0 , p. 2 2 1 . In his
analysis of A e case, it is the future pregnancy, not the damaged
condition of A e uterus, that will cause the trouble; hence, re
moval of A e uterus would really be a contraceptive measure.
» Citcd~by Crossen and Crosscn, Diseases o f W om cn, (St. Louis; The
C. V. Mosby Co., 9th ed., 1 9 4 4 ), p. 733.
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Connery, John R ., S .J.: Theological Studies, D ec., 1 9 5 5 ,
pp. 5 7 5 -5 7 6 . He is clearly in favor of A e opinion A a t allows
A e hysterectomy.

■1

Ford, John C ., S .J.; Theological Studies, D ec., 1 9 4 2 , pp.
5 9 2 -5 9 3 ; Dec., 1 9 4 4 , pp. 5 1 6 - 5 1 7 ; M arch, 1 9 5 4 , pp. 6 8 -7 1 .
In A e first two of these references, F r. Ford expressed A e opin
ion A at A e hysterectomy seemed to be a direct sterilization.
However, having carefully and profoundiy considered all the
pros and cons over a number of years, he concluded A a t Ae
arguments permitting the hysterectomy are solidly probable,
and he stated Ais in the third of the references. I Aink par
ticular attention should bc called to A is, because the article in
A e March, 1 9 5 4 , Theological Studies, was written in collaboration wiA me, and some auAors seem to think A a t A e opin
ion about the damaged uterus is merely mine. This is not true.
Every opinion given in that article was sponsored by boA
writers.
Healy, Edwin F ., S .J.: Medical Ethics (C hicago: Loyola
Univcrsity Press, 1 9 5 6 ) , pp. 1 7 4 -1 7 5 . He considers A e hys
terectomy a direct sterilization and denies all probability to the
opposing view.
Kelly, Cerald, S .J.: Theological Studies, March, 1 9 4 7 , pp.
1 0 3 -1 0 4 ; March, 1 9 5 1 , pp. 6 9 -7 3 ; March, 1 9 5 4 , pp. 6 8 -7 1 .
I have always dcfended the intrinsic and practical probability
of the opinion allowing the hysterectomy. The various argu
ments are given in some detail in these references.
Lohkamp, Nicholas, O .F.M .: The Morality o f Hysterectomy
Operations (Washington: Catholic Univcrsity of America
Press, 1 9 5 6 ) , pp. 1 3 0 -1 4 2 . His own opinion is that the opera
tion is not permitted; he admits, however, that it is, as yet, an
unsolved problem.
Lynch, John J., S .J.: Theological SUidics, June, 1 9 5 7 ,
pp. 2 3 0 -2 3 2 . He favors the opinion allowing A e hysterec
tomy; m a word, he is convinced that there is not only extrinsic
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authority for the opinion but also that the arguments for it are
solidly probable.
McReavy, L .L .: T he Clergy Revieiu, Aug., 1 9 5 6 , pp, 4 8 5 4 8 9 . He is not as yet convinced by A e intrinsic arguments
but he admits extrinsic probability for the opinion allowing A e
hysterectomy.
0 ’Bricn, Patrick, C .M .: In his revision of Fr.
Moral Problems in Hospital Practice (S t. Louis:
1 9 5 6 ) , p. 2 2 4 , Fr. 0 ’Brien gives only A e opinion
hysterectomy is illicit. No mention is made of A e
opinion.

Finney’s
Herder,
A at A e
contrary

(I
(t

II

0 ’Donnell, Thomas J., S .J .: Morals in Medicine (W estminster, M d.: Newman Press, 1 9 5 6 ) , pp. 1 0 8 -1 1 0 . He ex
plains both opinions and favors A e affirmative view.
Paquin, Jules, S .J.: Morale et Mddecine (M ontreal:
Comite des Hopitaux du Quebec, 2nd, ed., 1 9 5 7 ) , pp. 2 6 5 2 6 7 . He admits the practical probability of the opinion allow
ing A e hysterectomy.
Zalba, M ., S .J.: in Regatillo-Zalba, Theologiae moralis sum
ma, 2 (M adrid: Biblioteca de Antores Christianos, 1 9 5 3 ) ,
p. 2 6 5 . Fr. Zalba considers the negative opinion more prob
able; but from the wording of his text he apparently tliinks A e
affirmative view is solidly probable.
In summary, it seems ciear A at, of the foregoing authors,
the following admit the practical probability of A e opinion
allowing A e removal of the uterus which cannot be safely re
paired— that is, regardicss of their own speculative views, Aey
would allow this opinion to be followed in practice, unless
further discussion or a pronouncement of the Holy See would
render the opinion improbable: Frs. Cambo, Connery, Ford,
Kelly, Lynch, McReavy, 0 ’Donnell, Paquin, and Zalba. Of
A e other five auAors citcd, it is not perfectly ciear A at all
would deny even A e practical probability of A e opinion allow
ing the hysterectomy.
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chapter

Moral Aspects of Sterility Tests
J

/

T N AN AGE in which so much time, expense, and meAcal
skill are spent in perfecting and explaining techniques of
contraception, it is comforting to know A a t a large amount of
effort and research is also being expended to cure infertility.
The cure, of course, includes not only the Aerapy, but also
Ae diagnostic procedures necessary to determine the cause of
A e infertility. One "cure” often recommended today is arti
ficial insemination. The next chapter will be devoted to A at
topic. In A e present chapter, I shall consider A e moral aspects
of some Aagnostic procedures.
I. EXAMINATION OF THE WOMAN

Examination of a woman for possible causes of infertility
include such Aings as general physical and psychic check-up,
tests for uterine malposition, vaginal smears, the Rubins Test
for tubal patency, uterosalpingography to determine A e point
of obstruction of A c tubes, endomctrial biopsy to detect functional generative deficiencies, culdoscopy and/or culdotomy to
determine ovTilation pecularities, and so forth.
It is accepted as good medical practice to perform the vari
ous tests only in such a way A at no hann will be done to A e
patient and at such a time tliat Aere will be no intcrference
WiA a possible pregnancy. A moralist would also cmphasize
Aese two points in determining A e licitness of A e tests. But,
since Aere seems to be absolutely no conflict between accepted
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meAcal practice and morality in Aese matters, it is unneces
sary to say anyAing special on the matter. One furAer test
often used on A e woman— A e Huhncr Test, to determine
sperm m otAty in A e vagina and cervix— will be specifically
considered in A e next section, because A e precise moral prob
lem concerns A e removal of semen after intercourse.’
II. EXAMINATION O F THE MAN

The main problem relative to testing male infertility con
cerns the meAods of obtaining semen for analysis. Unfortu
nately, we do not have A e same harmony here between ac
cepted medical practice and sound morality that exists wiA
regard to Aagnosis of A e woman. All too often, physicians take
it for granted A a t masturbation or some form of unnatural
coitus is a permissible method of obtaining semen. Pope Pius
XII scored A is error in his address to participants in the
Second W orld Congress of Fertility and Sterility, May 19,
1 9 5 6 . His condemnation explicitiy referred only to masturba
tion, but it applies equally to any other unnatural sex act.
Moreover, he was not stating anyAing new; he was simply
giving A e long-stanAng teacliing of Catholic moralists, a
teacliing which is concisely formulated in directives 29 and 38.
which read as follows:

II
Ii

r

;ii

29. The unnatural use of the sex faculty (e.g., masturbation)
is never permitted, even for a laudable purpose.
1|

38. Sterility tests Involving the procurement of the male
specimen by masturbation or unnatural Intercourse ore morally
ob(ectionabIe.

It is sometimes Aought that A e CaAolic moralist has no
®An cxccllcnt survey of A e fertility tests used on women is given by
W alter J. Rcich, M.D., “Sterility— Diagnosis and Management," GP,
June, 1 9 5 0 , pp. 4 9 -5 6 . Sce also A e symposium, “A Plan for Parenthood," in T he Linacre Quartcrly, May, 1954, pp. 37-63. Botli Aese
discussions ouAne and explain A e diagnosis and treatment of infcxtility in men and women.
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sympaAy widi A e doctor who wishes to examine the male
semen and that he simply rejects as illicit all meAods of ob
taining semen. This is a decided misrepresentation of Ae
facts. There are some methods of obtaining semen to which
no sound moral objection can be made and oA er meAods
which are Aeologically controversial. The doctor may use any
of these meAods (th at is, Aose which are certainly or prob
ably licit); and most doctors of good will would admit that,
wiAin Ais range of permissible methods, they can easily ob
tain satisfactory testing results.

••)

/

In A e following paragraphs I shall discuss A e methods of
obtaining semen under three classifications: ( 1 ) certainly
illicit; ( 2 ) probably licit; and ( 3 ) certainly licit. Under each
of these heads, I shall list and briefly discuss all the meAods
A at are usually discussed in Aeological literature. Before do
ing so I should like to cmphasize A e fact that I am not passing
judgment on the scientific value of the various methods. In
preparing this survey, I was inclined to omit some of A e
meAods because many physicians have told me A a t they are
useless for the purpose of obtaining an apt specimen for ex
amination. However, my experience in dealing with the medi
cal profession is that physicians very often disagree on points
like these; hence, I thought it advisable to omit nothing.
To prcclude a scrious inisunderstanAng, I should note A at,
when I lirst worked out Ais survey of testing methods, I was
Ainking only of the examination of married men. But A e
problem of infertility arises at least occasionally even before a
man is married; consequently, doctors wish to know what test
ing methods may be used on A e unmarried. To answer this
question without adding unnecessarily to the length of this
chapter, I am putting an astcrisk before each method that may
be used in examining unmarried men.
With these preliminar)' observations in mind, we can now
grve Ae three classifications to which I referred above.
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1. Sterility tests are certainly illicit when Aey involve
A e procuring of semen in any of A e following ways.
a ) masturbation;
b ) A e use of an unperforated condom or of a vaginal sheaA
which is A e equivalent of a condom;
c ) wiAdrawal before orgasm, wiA ejaculation outside A e
vagina.
In each of Aese cases A ere is an unnatural sex act: A at is,
A e psycho-physical processes that lead to A e sexual orgasm are
used in such a way that A e orgasm itself takes place outside of
coitus. It is true A a t there is an appearance of coitus in A e
second and A ird cases; but it is only an appearance. Ejacula
tion into A e vagina is A e determining factor of true coitus.
The practices, Aerefore, are morally objectionable because Aey
violate A e principle: It is never laivfnl, even for a laudable

purpose, to use the generative faculty in an unnatural way.
2 . Sterility tests are probably licit when Aey involve A e
procuring of semen in any of the following ways:
a ) intercourse w iA a condom so perforated A at it allows
some semen to be deposited in A e vagina of A e wife and also
retains some semen for examination;
b ) removal of semen, immediately or very soon after normal
coitus, from A e genital tract of A e wife;
direct removal of semen, by aspiration, from testicles or
epididymes;
'^d) expression of seminal fluid by massage, from seminal
vesicles.
An action is said to be "probably licit” when it is neiAer
certainly right nor certainly wrong. That is A c present status
of each of the testing methods mentioned under this heaAng.
Theologians are still debating Aem; and up to A e present
time reasons have been offered for and against each of Aese
methods. It may be A at in the future— even A e very near
future— some of the debatable points will be settied. Until
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Aese moral issues are furA er clarA ed, however, physicians
may follow Ais practical rule: W hen a testing method is not

clearly wrong, that is, when there is some soundly probable
reason for approving it, it may be used.
A brief explanation of the theological controversies over
these various meAods may be helpful. As far as I know, A e
first theologian to mention A e use of A e perforated condom in
his written works was the late Fr. A rA u r Vermeersch, S.J., of
A e Gregorian Univcrsity, Rome." Fr. Vermeersch considered
this meAod of obtaining semen to be immoral. His reason was
that it involves A e direct will to deposit some of the ejaculate
outside of A e vagina— someAing which makes it a "partial
onanism.” Agreeing with Fr. Vermeersch is F r. Francis J.
Connell, C.SS.R. of A e CaAolic Univcrsity of America.®

4

I

Favoring the licitness of A e use of A e perforated condom
is Fr. J. M cCarAy, of Ma}TiooA College, Ireland, one of A e
clearest and most capable of present-day theological writers.^
Fr. McCarAy believes A at it is a mistake to analyze only A e
part of A e act which involves the retaining of semen witliin
A e condom. He says A at if A e entire act is analyzed, it is
seen to be substantially natural because a fair percentage of
A e semen isejaculated into the vagina; and he believes A a t
A e mutilating of A e act by retaining a small portion of A e
ejaculate in A e condom may be justified for a proportionate
reason. Fr. John J. Clifford, S.J., of the Seminary of St. Mary
* De castitate (Rome: Gregorian Univcrsity, 1 9 2 1 ), p. 4 0 3 .
The Catholic Doctor,” American Ecclcsiastical Review,

Dcc.,
1944, pp. 4 3 9 -4 4 8 . In citing articles in this chapter, I am giving
e complete reference, and not merely the page on which the perti
nent opinions arc stated.

*T

Procuring Seminal Specimcns for Sterility
csts, Irish Ecclcsiastical Rccord, June, 1948, pp. 5 3 3 -5 3 6 . The
article is now incorporated into a book, Problems in Theology— 1.
(Westminstcr, Md.: The Newman Press, 1 9 5 6 ) ,

pp, 430-433.
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of A e Lake, Mundelein, lAnois, also Aought A e perforated
condom may be used for obtaining a seminal specimen.®
The foregoing are some of A e prominent Aeologians
who have written for and against A e licitness of using A e per
forated condom. From my own experience in Ascussing Ais
matter w iA Aeologians, I believe A at A e opinions of Aose who
have not written on A e subject would follow about A e same
ratio. It is important to note, however, tiiat even Aose who
think A a t Fr. M cCarA y’s analysis of Ais case is Aeoretically
more correct A an Fr. Vermeersch’s would prefer A at physi
cians avoid this method if Aey can get satisfactory specimens
in some oA er hcit or probably hcit manner. The obvious
reason for this preference is A at A e perforated-condom pro
cedure can readily be misunderstood and can thus lead to
morally harmful results.

II

AlAough Fr. Vermeersch was opposed to A e use of Ae
perforated condom, he was very openly cooperative wiA phy
sicians in tr)'ing to find a morally unobjectionable manner of
obtaining a seminal specimen. It was he who first suggested
that removal of semen from testicles or epiAdymes by aspira
tion or from vesicles by massage might be permitted. His
reason for approving Aese meAods was A at A e semen is
A us obtained w iAout stimulating A e orgasmic processes; hence.
A ere is no abuse of A e sex faculty. Against Fr. Vermeersch,
Fr. Benedict Merkelbach, O .P., of A e Angelicum, A e Dominican univcrsity in Rome, argued A at man's sole right to use
his semen is confined to A e exercise of the conjugal act.®
Prominent theologians have lined up on each side of Ais de
bate; and today, though A e original contestants are boA de
ceased, the debate still goes on. The complete discussions may
be read in some of the sources cited in Ais chapter and in chap» "Sterility Tests and Their Morality," American Ecclcsiastical Review,
Nov., 1 9 4 2 , pp. 358-367.
®Quaestiones de castitate et luxuria (Li^ge: La Pensde CaAoIique,
1 9 3 6 ) , pp. 60-62.
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ter 2 7 . Suffice to say here A a t F r. Vermeersch’s opinion
permitting this practice is still solidly probable.
I have indicated A e trend of Aeological discussion wiA
regard to Aree of A e debatable meAods of obtaining semen.
AnoAer debatable meAod is the removal of semen from the
genital tract of the wife immediately or very soon after normal
coitus. The italicized words contain the point of controversy.
Few, if any, Aeologians would object to the removal of semen
for testing purposes provided a reasonable time has been al
lowed after coitus for A e semen to penetrate the cervical os.
And most, I Aink, would say A at about an hour would cer
tainly be a reasonable time. To remove semen immediately or
soon after coitus is an intcrference with the natural processes
A at are supposed to follow coitus; and the precise point of dis
cussion among Aeologians is A is: is such intcrference ever
pennitted? AccorAng to one opinion, this intcrference is an
unnatural act, like onanism, and never pennissible, even for
a good reason. According to the opposite opinion, such interference is somewhat like a mutilation, and permissible for a
proportionate reason. The upshot of Ais difference of opinion
is A at, if physicians find it necessary for satisfactory testing to
remove some semen immediately or soon after intercourse,
Aey may do so.
To sum up tiie Ascussion under this heading: All four
meAods may be used as far as they are helpful. But among
the four, A e least preferable (because of danger of misunder
standing and abuse) is A e use of A c perforated condom.
3.
Sterility tests are certainly licit when A e male specimen
is obtained in one of A e following ways:
a ) the semen is accidentally obtained as a resuit of an
involuntary emission;
b ) removal of semen, about an hour after normal coitus,
trom the genital tract of A e wife;
224
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c ) expression from tiie male ure A ra of A e semen remaining A ere after normal intercourse is completed;
d ) tlie use of a vaginal cup— A at is, of a rubber cup
which is inscrted into A e vagina after coitus and which will
catch semen that would oAerwise be lost.
'^e) Testicular biopsy.
Most of A e meAods mentioned here need no comment. As
regards A e second, I should like to mention A at A e Huhner
Test (o r Syms-Huhner) would very likely be an example of
A is because it is usually made only an hour or two after coitus.
If A e test were made immediately after coitus it would be
among the methods listed as probably licit. Moreover, I Aink
attention should be called to what seems to me to be a decided
improvement over A e Huhner Test: namely, A e cervical
spoon, invented by Dr. Joseph B. Doyle, Director of A e
Sterility Clinic, St. EIizabeth's Hospital, Boston.^ Dr. Doyle
uses a concave plastic spoon which is inscrted into A e wife's
vagina immediately before coitus so A at A e spoon itself is
close to, and directly beneath, A e cervix. After gentie coitus
A e wife remains supine for 3 0 -6 0 minutes; A e spoon is Aen
wiAdrawn and its contents used for a seminal test. This pro
cedure furnishes tiie optimum conAtions for sperm migration
Arough the os cervicis; and once tliis is accomplished tiie
contents of the spoon provide a good testing specimen.

Il
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Ili. THE HOSPITAL AND SEMINAL ANALYSIS

Doctors who are conducting sterility tests sometimes want
semen analyzed in our hospital laboratories. This would
present no moral problem if wc were sure that A e specimen
had been obtained in one of tiie ways that I have designated as
licit or probably licit. The problem arises from A e fact A at
’ Cf. "The Cervical Spoon: A New Method of Semen Sampling and
Assaying Spermigration; A Prcliminary Report,' Journal o f Urology,
Dcc., 1 9 4 8 , 9 8 6 -9 8 9 . Scc also Dr. Doyle’s brief remarks in T he
Linacre Quarterly, May, 1954, pp. 40-41.
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some o£ A e specimens submitted for analysis may have been
obtained by an iA cit meAod. In fact, a perusal of meAcal
literature inAcates raA er clearly A a t A e most common means
of obtaining A e specimen is masturbation. It seems very likely,
Aerefore, A at some of A e specimens we are asked to analyze
can1 be presumed to have been obtained by A is illicit meAod.

«

4

W hat is A e moral problem? In general, it is a problem A at
might be Ascussed by moralists under eiA er "cooperation” or
"scandal.” I prefer to treat it as a problem of scandal: A a t is,
as a question of conduct which might be A e occasion of
spiritual harm. If A e seminal analysis could not be made
wiAout creating A e impression of approving or condoning evil,
Aen A e making of A e analysis in our laboratories would be
prejudicial to good morals, damaging to the good name and
good influence of A e CaAolic hospital, and harmful to souls
who rightfully look to us for sound moral teaching and good
example.
I Aink A at generally speaking we sufficiently guard against
Aese dangers by stating clearly in A e Directives and Codes
A at we consider some procedures morally objectionable. For
tliis reason our laboratory personnel may usually analyze and
report on specimens, wiAout inquiring into the method of
procurement.
W hat should be done in cases in which it is well-known
A at definite doctors who submit specimens for analysis hav€
obtained Aese specimens in an illicit manner? The answer tc
this is a matter of prudentiai judgment, and perhaps Aere
might be Afferences of opinion as to how to hanAe A e situa
tion. But I should Aink A at the main thing is to protect Ac
good name of the hospital; hence, I believe A at Aese doctor;
should have their attention called to the provision of Ae
Directives, and they should be told not to submit any more
specimens tiiat have been obtained in a morally objectionable
manner. If doctors who had been Aus warned would latei
send more specimens, we could usually presume A a t these
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specimens had been licitly obtained unless Aere were some
sound reason for questioning A e good faiA of A e doctors.
Before concluding, I should like to refer to one raA er deli
cate aspect of this problem. It happens occasionally that Ae
doctor has his patient bring A e seminal specimen for analysis.
In A is case, since A e patient would hardly know what is
stated in A e Directives and Codes, we ought to be certain A at
his doctor has not instructed him to procure A e specimen in
an illicit manner. The most prudent way of doing Ais would
be to check w iA A e patientis physician before accepting A e
specimen for analysis. Obviously, such a check would be un
necessary if it were known A at A e physician Ad not use
iA cit methods to obtain specimens.

li

•t
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Artificial Insemination
The use of artificial means to enable fhe natural marital
act to be fertile (e.g. the cervical spoon) is permitted. No
other form of artificial insemination Is in acco rd with the
divine plan for human procreation. Especially objectionable
are donor Insemination and unnatural methods ot obtaining
semen.
Directive 39.

HIS D IRECrnVE is based upon two official statements of
Pope Pius XII. The first of these was made to A e fourA
International convention of CaAolic doctors, held in Rome in
September, 1 9 4 9 . During Ais convention A ere was much
discussion of artificial insemination. At the conclusion of the
convention, tiie delegates assembled at Castelgandolfo to hear
an address by Pope Pius XII. The first part of A is address
dealt wiA the attitude of the Christian doctor toward A e
progress of medicine and the part he is to take in it; A e
second part was specifically concerned with the judgment of
natural and Christian morality on the practice of artificial in
semination. An English version of Ais official statement runs
as follows:
We have already had many occasions to spcak on a good number
o spccia points regarding medical morality, but now we have here
a question of the first order which, with no less urgcncy than oAer
questions. requires the light of Catholic moral doctrine: that of artificial
.nseminauon. We could not allow this present opportunity to pass
without indicahng briefly, along general lines, the moral judgment that
must bc made in this matter.
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1 ) The practice of artificial insemination, when human beings axe
concerned, cannot be considered exclusively, or even principally, from
a biological and medical point of view, leaving aside the claims of
morality and law.
2 ) Artificial insemination outside of marriage is to be condcmncd
purely and simply as immoral.
According to both tlie natural law and the divine positive law, the
procreation of new life can be only the fruit of marriage. Marriage
alone safeguards the dignity of the parties (principally, in the present
case, of the woman) and their personal well-being. And it alone, by its
nature, provides for the well-being and education of the child.
Consequently, A ere is no possibility of difference of opinion among
Catholics as regards A e condemnation of artificial insemination out
side tlic conjugal union. The clrild conceived under Aese conditions
would be, by A at very fact, illegitimate.

I)

3 ) Artificial insemination in marriage, but effccted by means of
the active clcment of a A ird party, is equally immoral and, as such,
is to be summarily rejected.
It is A c spouses alone who have a mutual right over Aeir bodies
for gcnerating a new life, and Ais right is exclusive, nontransferable,
inalienable. And so it must be also out of consideration for A e child.
By virtue of A is same bond, nature imposes on whoever gives life to
a little one A e responsibility for its preservation and education. But
between the lawful husband and A e child who is A e fruit of an
active clcment derived from a Aird party (even should A e husband
consent) tliere is no bond of origin, no moral and juridical bond of
conjugal procreation.
4 ) As for A e morality of artificial insemination within mamage, let
it suffice for tlie present to recall Aesc principies of tlie natural law:
the simple fact A a t tlic desired resuit is attaincd by this means does
not justify the use of A e means itself; nor is the desire to have a
child— perfectly lawful as that is for married persons sufficient to
prov'c the licitness of artificial insemination to attain this end.
It would bc false to think A at A e possibility of resorting to Ais
mctliod might make vaUd a marriage bctvvccn persons who are unfit to
contract a marriage by reason of the impediment of impotence. Also,
it is nccdlcss to obscrve tliat tlie active clcment can never bc procurcd
licitly by acts that arc contrar>' to nature.
AlAough one may not « priori exclude new mcAods for A e sole
reason that Acy arc new; neverAeless, as regards artificial insemina
tion, A cre is not only reason for extreme rcscrvc, but it must be
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entirely rejected. To say this is not necessarily to proscribe A e use
of certain artificial means designed only to facilitate A e natural act
or to enable A at act, performed in a normal manner, to attain its end.
We must never forget this: It is only A e procreation of a new life
according to A e will and plan of A e Creator which brings udA it—
to an astonishing degree of perfection— A e realization of A e desired
ends. This is, at A c same time, m harmony w iA A e Agnity of A e
marriage partners, wiA A eir boAly and spiritual nature, and wiA
A c normal and happy development of A e child.

.r 1

f

This was A e first official pronouncement of A e Holy See
since 1 8 9 7 , when A e Sacred Congregation of A e Holy Office
had answered a question w iA A e brief statement that artificial insemination is illicit. And it is undoubtedly A e most im
portant of all CaAohc statements on A e subject. Some time
later (O ct. 2 9 , 1 9 5 1 ) , in his discourse on A e moral problems
of married hfe,’ Pope Pius XII referred to his former address
in A e following words:
To reduce A e cohabitation of married persons and A e conjugal
act to a mere organic fimction for A e transmission of A c germ of
life would be to convert A e domestic hearA , sanctuary of A e family,
Ato nothing more A an a biological laboratory. Hence, in our address
of September 2 9 , 1 9 4 9 , to A e intcmational congress of CaAolic
doctors, wc formally excluded artificial Asemination from marriage.
The conjugal act in its natural strucAre is a personal act, a sAiultancous and immediate cooperation of A c spouses which, by A e very
naAre of A e participants and A e special character of A c act, is A e
expression of A at muAal self*giving which, in A e words of Holy
ScripAre, effects A c umon "in one ilcsh."
This is much more A an A e mere umon of two life-germs, which
can be brought about also artificially, A at is, wiAout A c natural
action of Ae spouses. The conjugal act, as it is planned and willcd by
nature, implies a personal cooperation, A e right to which A c parties
have muAally confcrrcd on each oAer in contractAg marriage.
’ Pope Pius X n discussed artificial insemination again in his address to
pjudcipants in A c Second World Congress on Fertility and Sterility,
wAch was mentioned in A e last chapter. On A is occasion hc
merely c o n ^ c d his previous teaching. Hc did, however, briefly
touch on A c interesting question of artificial AscmAation in vitro,
and he stated un^mvocally A at Ais procedure "must be rejected as
immoral and absolutely illicit”
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These two papal statements give the essential points on
the morality of artificial insemination so completely that a
theologian can do little more than supply explanatory back
ground and perhaps indicate more specifically some practical
conclusions. This I shall try to do by considering both donor
insemination and insemination within the conjugal union
itself.
I.

DONOR

IN SE M IN A T IO N

(Hctcrologoiis Insemination)

In condemning donor insemination, the Pope was officially
confirming tlie unanimous opinion of moral theologians.
Among Catholic moralists, there has never been the slightest
disagreement regarding the morality of donor insemination,
whether the woman be married or unmarried. From the time
when this topic was first brought up for discussion, theologians
have consistently opposed donor insemination for the follow
ing reasons: it is contrary to the divine plan for marriage; it is
the product of a false philosophy of life; it generally involves
the immoral procurement of sperm; and its consequences on
sociai life are apt to be disastrous. A word about each of these
points.
I.

C o n t r a r y f o T h e Divine Plan f o r M a r r i a g e :

One way of learning the Creator’s plan is to make a careful
analysis of the natures He creates. Certainly His plan for
human propagation must be judged according to human nature
and not according to mere animal nature. And, whatever may
be said of cats and dogs and horses, the well-being of the
human child normally demands the care of fatlicr and mother
over a considerable number of years. Moreover, tlie parents
also, if they arc to rear their children in a manner consonant
with human dignity, need mutual support and security. Be
cause of such facts, Catholic theologians have unwaveringly
held to the principle that reproductive acts are permissible only
between two persons who arc united in the firm bond of
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marriage. It is the contract of marriage tliat gives the child
the guarantee of father-mothcr care that his genuine wellbeing requires and that gives to the parents themselves their
much-ncedcd comfort and security. This principle— that the
right to generate children belongs only to husband and wife—
is not only dcduced from an analysis of human nature; it is
also an integral part of the Christian tradition. W hatever may
have been the lapses in practical life, the principle has never
been scriously challenged by Catholics nor— as far as I have
been able to discover— by any recognized Christian society.
*

\0

§

Ji

In a word, the Cathohc theologian maintains that the wellbeing of the parents themselves and especially the well-being
of the child demand that generative activity be restricted to the
conjugal union. Thcsc points were briefly stated by Pope Pius
XII in his condemnation of donor insemination. The same
points were stated more completely by Pope Pius X I in his
encyclical on Christian marriage. As regards the welfare of
the child, Pope Pius XI said:
The blessing of offspring, however, is not corapletcd by A e mere
begetting of Aeni, but something else must be addcd, namely. A c
proper education of A c offspring. For the most wise God would have
failcd to make suflicicnt provision for children that had been born,
and so for the whole human race, if Hc had not given to those to
whom Hc had entrusted Ae power and right to begct them. A c duty
also and Ae right to educate Acm . For no one can fail to sce that
children arc incapable of providing wholly for themselves, even in
matters pertaining to Aeir natural life, and much less in Aosc pertain
ing to Ae supcrnatural, but require for many years to be helped,
instructed, and cducated by oAcrs.
Now it is certain A at both by A c law of naAre and of God [i.e.,
by nature and divine positive law] Ais right and duty of educating
thcir offspring belongs in A c first place to those who bcgan A c work
°
^ S*ving them birth, and Aey are indeed forbidden to Icavc
unfmished this work and so cxposc it to certain ruin. But in matrimony
prousion has bccn made in A c best possible way for this education
e!thcr hv"
a' T
parents arc bound togethcr b> an indissolublc bnnd. A c care and mutual help of each is
always at hand.
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Nor must W e omit to rcmark, in fine, that since Ae duty entrusted
to parents for the good of thcir children is of such high Agnity and
of such great importance, evcry use of A e faculty given by God for
A c procreation of new life is A c right and A c privilege of Ae marriage
state alone, by A c law of God and of nature, and must be confined
absolutely within A c sacred limits of A at state.

♦

i/
▲
\

In the encyclical, Pope Pius XI followed St. Augustine’s plan
of considering marriage according to its Aree "blessings”:
offspring, conjugal fidelity, and indissolubility. The words just
quoted are in tbe section dealing with the blessing of offspring,
and they show how the true welfare of the child requires A at
A c right to generate children belongs exclusively to the mar
ried. The subsequent section explains more in detail the
Christian concept of marriage wiA reference to the welfare of
A e parents themselves; and it is also pertinent to A c question
of artificial insemination. It reads in part:
The second blessing of matrimony which W c said was mentioned by
St. Augustine, is A c blessing of conjugal honor which consists in A c
mutual fidelity of A c spouses in fulfilling Ae marriage contract "so
that what belongs to onc of the parties by reason of Ais contract sancUoncd by Divine Law, may not be denied to him or pennitted to any
third person, nor may Acre bc conccdcd to one of Ae parties A at
which, being contrary to tlie rights and laws of God and entirely op
posed to matrinionial faith, can ncvcr bc conccdcd."
W licrcforc, conjugal faith, or honor, demands in the first place A c
complctc unity of matrimony which tlie Creator Himself laid down
in the bcginning when He wished it to bc not oAcrwise Aan between
onc nian and one woman. And although afterwards this primcval law
was relaxcd to some extent by God, the Supreme Legislator, A cre is
no doubt that the law of A c Gospcl fully rcstorcd tliat original and
pcrfcct unity, and abrogatcd all dispcnsations, as A c words of Chnst
and the constant teaching and action of the Church show plainly,
)\’ith reason, tlicrcforc, does the sacred Council of Trent solcmnly
dcclarc: "Christ Our Lord very clearly taught that in this bond two
persons only arc to be united and joincd together when He said. There
fore they arc no longer two but onc ilcsh. . . .
This conjugal faith, however, which is most aptly callcd by St.
Augustine A c "faith of chastity" blooms more frccly, the more bcautifully, and more nobly when it is rooted in that more cxccllcnt soiI,
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A c love of husband and wife which pervades all A e duties of married
life and holds pride of place in Christian marriage.

I have given Aese lengAy quotations because I think it is
imperative to note how the Christian concept of marriage
insists that A e divine law concerning marriage provides for
A e welfare of boA child and parents. This twofold purpose
of marriage requires A at generative activity be absolutely re
stricted to man and wife. The inherent wrongness of fornication and adultery are deduccd from A is principle; and from
Ae same principle we deduce A e immorality of donor insemi
nation. It is true that donor insemination is not A e same as
fornication or adultery in A e ordinary sense of Aese terms.
NeverAeless, donor insemination is a generative act— that is
precisely A e reason why it is used— and the donor and recipi
ent are not man and wife; hence it is immoral for the same
basic reason A at fornication and adultery are immoral. This
idea is quite well expressed, it seems to me, in A e following
quotation from a speech made by A e Archbishop of Canterbury
(an Anghcan, not a Roman Catholic) in a debate in A e
House of Lords:
Adultery is A e surrender, outside A c bonds of wedlock and in
violation of it, ciA cr of A e scxual organs alone by A e use of contra
ceptives, or of Ae reproductive organs alone by A.I.D., or, of course,
of boA, as in normal intercourse. If tliat be so, A.I.D. is adultcry.
I do not wish Aercby to stigmatizc A.I.D. as having A e same moral
turpitudc which attachcs to the word adultcrj’ in ordinary use . . .
Aere is certainly a moral difference between adultcry in A c ordinary sense and A.I.D., yet in fact A.I.D. is adultcry. Lord Duncdin, in
Russell V. Russell, said bluntiy: “fecundation ab extra [wliich I take
to mean from anoAer party] is, I doubt not, adultery." Otlier legal
judgments have supported A at. It is a mere fact, wheAer you like
to use Ae word or not, A at by A e introduction of semen ab extra
outside wedlock Acre is an intrusion into, and a breach of, A e natural
relations of husband and w ife -a n d A at is what adultcry means; and
the exclusive union set up by marriage between husband and wife is
violatcd— and A at is what adultcry means.®
Q uot^ by Fr. Hcnr> Davis, S.J., in Artifiicial Human Fecundation
(London: Shced and Ward. 1 9 5 0 ), p. 13. The Archbishop's spccch
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2 . P r o d u e f of a False Philosophy of Life:

I cannot dwell on A is reason, but I wish at least to point
out A a t donor insemination makes a logical piece wiA the
false pliilosophy A a t has long been worldng for A e degradation of A e family. One of the ingredients of Ais false philos
ophy is a crude liberalism A a t claims for every man A e "right
to be happy” and which really means A e right to do as one
pleases. A second ingredient is sheer materialism, which de
nies A e spiritual and Aus puts man on A e same plane as brute
animals. Tlie same subversive principies apparendy underlie
A e "proxy” faA er propaganda. People want a child; Aey need
it "to be happy”; Aerefore, let Aem have it in any way Aey
can. And since artificial insemination is a good way of breeding animals, it should be satisfactory for men, too.
3.

Im m oral P rocu rem en t of S p e rm :

The point I wish to make here is aptly expressed by an
extract from an Anglican paper:
Artificial insemination usually depends on masturbation. This is
condcmncd by all Christian moralists, because it implies A e solitary
and essentially individualistic use of scxual activities intended to be
used in association. It disrcgards A c truA A a t wiA Aosc powers
God provides physiological means for exercising A cm in a joint and
common act.®

The Statement A at masturbation is condcmned by all
Christian moralists may be somewhat exaggerated. At any rate,
I have seen statements made by supposediy Christian leaders
A a t masturbation is no more immoral than picking the nose.
One can hope A a t tliese men were merely expressing their
own opinion, and not A e view of any definite Christian group.

I

As for the CaAolic moralists, they have constantly taught
w iA a practical unanimity A at masArbation is against A e
was given March 16, 1 9 49. Fr. Davis quotcs from A e official debates
in A e House of Lords. The letters, "A.I.D.,'' stand for donor insemlnadon.
^ Quoted by Fr. Davis, op. cit,, p. 13.
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natural law and A e divine positive law, and that A ere is no
exception to A e law. In proving that masturbation is against
Ae natural law, Aey have advanced various arguments, Ae
simplest of which, I beheve, is A e one inAcated in A e Angli
can statement just quoted. This argument is based on an
analysis of A e physical sex mechanism. The very configuration
of A e male and female bodies and A e biological processes
pertaining to reproduction make it ciear A a t the psycho-physi
cal processes cuhninating in orgasm should be directed to and
find dicir fulfillment in coitus. Solitary orgasm makes a mockery of Ais entire mechanism. Thus runs the principal argu
ment. Besides this there is the plain fact that, if a solitary act
is not against nature, then no other sexual act is against
naAre. In a word. A ere are no perversions and A ere is no
naAral basis for sex morality. That, of course, is just A e
conclusion A at A e materialists would like us to draw; but one
can reach such a conclusion only by blinding oneself to the
divine plan as manifested in human naA re.
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The argument from revelation is based principally on St.
Paul, who says A at "effeminates . . . shall not inhcrit A e
kingdom of heaven" (c f . I Cor., ch. 6 ) . Early Christian tradi
tion has interpreted “effeminates" (th e Latin word is m olles)
to mean Aose practicing self-abuse; and this interpretation
squares perfectiy with the context, in which various acts of
impurity are enumcrated.
4. Consequences on

S o c i a i

U f e :

An ^eminent Jewish scholar speaks Aus of donor insemina
tion. Such human stud-farming cxposes society to the gravest
dangers which can never be outweighed by the benefits tliat
may accrue in individual cases.”^ Cathohc theologians would
agree widi this general statement, diough they might, with a
very reahstic scepdcism, underscore A e word “may" and even
«The Very Rev I. Jakobovits, B.A., Problems in Jewish Family Life
(London, 1 9 5 3 ), p. 14.
^
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follow it with a very large question mark. Enthusiasts for
donor insemination speak and write glowingly about the great
happiness A a t A is procedure has brought to many couples.
They admit that they cannot prove Ais because of A e secrecy
necessarily involved. Moral Aeologians, who are not mere
armchair philosophers but men who must constandy face die
realities of life, consider diemselves justified in questioning
Aese glowing reports as long as proof is wanting. However,
granted for A e sake of argument A at the reports are true, theo
logians would still say diat A e sociai evils and dangers in
herent in the pracdce are such A at diere would be no sound
moral justification for it, even if it were not in itself contrar)'
to A e Avine law.
Only rank sentimentalists and A e exceptionally boastful
“liberals" are willing to plead A e case for insemination of an
unmarried woman. No one who has had to deal wiA A e
problems of unmarried modierhood would seriousiy argue for
insemination of unmarried women. Usually the case for donor
insemination concerns die married couple who want a child
but cannot have one because of sterility of A e husband. The
following remarks are made principally with a view to Ais
case.
First of all there is the effect on society when this practice
is encouraged and propagated. I have already indicated A at
the pracdce is apparendy an offshoot of the materialistic atti
tude that reduces man to the level of die brute animal. It
does not stop here; it also fosters die growth of the same atti
tude. This is apdy expressed by the strong (but not too strong)
expression chosen by A e Jewish scholar, “human sAdfarming."
Then A ere is dic question of A e donor. The literaAre
favoring insemination always stresses the splendid qualifica
tions of die donor, his intcllect, his character, etc. Alan F.
Guttmacher, M .D ., a professed advocate of A e pracdce, gives
this simple test of the ideal donor: “Is that the kind of a man
237
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I would like my daughter to marry?”® Let tiie readers answer
A e question for tliemselves. Personally, I can give my own
necessarily conditional answer w iAout any hesitation. If I
had a daughter, I would not want her to marry a man whose
sense of moral values was such A a t he could calmly enter a
doctor's office or laboratory and ejaculate semen into a glass
jar for a sum of money. As a confessor, I can understand and
sympatliize wiA tlie young man who niasturbates because of
outbursts of passion that he has not yet learned to control; I
confess A at I have httle appreciation of A e mentality of A e
donor. Moreover, to return to A e question of my hypoAetical
daughter, I would not want her to marry a man whose realiza
tion of A e responsibilities of parenthood was so shght A a t he
would be willing to faA er a child, or many children, whom
he would never see and towards whom he would have no duty
— and Ais, moreover through a woman he does not even know.
The donor, whatever be his oA er qualifications, can hardly be
eiAer psychologically or morally normal. The policy of portraying such men as ideal progenitors of human beings is a
menaee to A e true welfare of society.
Next Aere is A e family itself, composed of tiie lawful hus
band, the wife and her child conceived Arough donor insemi
nation. Theologians must admit A a t Aey cannot point to
actual facts, just as A e insemination enAusiasts who claim
facts cannot prove Aem . NeverAeless, from their experience
wiA human beings, Aeologians can point to some very real
dangers inherent in tiie practice of donor insemination. The
child is flesh of his moAeris flesh, but not of his supposed
faAer s. He is born a stepson, and worse. To the supposed
faAer he is a constant reminder of A e intense humiliation of
his sterility.® (O ne wonders, incidentally, how often A e hus* Sec Transactioni o f the Conference on Sterility and Fertility o f the
American Society for the Study o f Sterility, Vol. 3, p. 10.
• I mention stenlity because it is the most common reason alleged for
resorting to donor insemination. Other reasons sometimes advanced
are unfavorable genedc history and a previous erythroblastotic fetus.
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bands who give "consent” to donor insemination do so merely
out of a sense of hurt pride, and not wiA genuine willingness.)
To the m oA er, A e developing child will bring none of A e joy
A at comes to women as A ey see A e characteristics of a beloved
husband bud forA in A e child; all A at she will know about
A e child’s faA er is A a t he is A e kind of man who will
masturbate for a price and assume A e function of parenAood
w iA neiA er A e love nor A e responsibility A at parenAood
normally entails. By nature’s plan, children should be a bond
of 'inion between A eir parents, and bring Aem joy and a
sense of mutual fulfillment; A e donor-child is much more
likely to be a source of humiliation, jealousy, and anxiety.
The foregoing are some of A e dangers and evils inherent
in A e practice of donor insemination. W iA Aese in mind, A e
Aeologian seems perfectly justified in saying that, even if Ae
practice were not wrong in itself, it would still be morally
unjustifiable because of its actual and potential effects on
society. But, as I have previously pointed out, it is wrong in
itself, partly because it usually entails masturbation as A e
means of procuring A e semen and mainly because it is con
trary to the Avine law which requires A at "A e procreation of
new life can be only A e fruit of marriage.” It was Ais divine
law A a t Pope Pius XII stressed in his address to CaAolic
doctors.
II.

W I T H I N T H E C O N J U G A L UNION

(Hotftologotis hiscmination)

In chapter 2 6 , I spoke of A e cervical spoon, invented by
Joseph B. Doyle, M .D .’ One use of A e spoon, it will be recalled, is to aid sperm migration Arough A e cervical os.
Obviously, A is procedure is not artificial insemination in Ae
The first of Acse would bc at least as humiliating to A e husband as
consclousncss of his sterility.
’ It should be noted A at A e cervical spoon is not the same as the
cervical cap. As regards A e latter, cf. M. James Whitelaw, M.D.,
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ordinary sense of A e expression; it is merely a technique for
aiAng marital intercourse to be fertile by overcoming certain
physiological obstacles. Some might call it "assisted insemina
tion.” Anodier form of assisted insemination sometimes As
cussed by theologians concerns a case like A is: husband and
wife have normal coitus, and after coitus A e semen is collected
in a syringe and placed furA er into A e wife’s genital tract.
Althougli Aere was some theological controversy over A e latter
method, yet A e general practical rule before A e papal address
to doctors was A at A e various forms of assisted insemination
could be permitted. This practical rule may still be followed,
because the Pope made it ciear A a t he wished to make no
official statement either for or against assisted insemination
when hc said: ‘T o say this [that artificial insemination is to be
entirely rejected] is not necessarily to proscribe A e use of cer
tain artificial means designed only to facihtate A e naA ral act
or to enable that act, performed in a normal manner, to attain
its end.”

1

»<

: tf

As regards homologous insemination, therefore, A e Pope's
words of warning or condemnation refer only to substitutes
for intercourse. Three points call for special attention.
T. The lmpocf{nienf o f I m p o t e n c e ;

1 0 6 8 of A e Codc of Canon Law reads as follows:
»'

Usc of the Cervical Cap to Increase Fcrtilit)’ in Cascs of Oligospcrmia,” Fertility and Sterility, Jan., 1950, pp. 3 3 -3 9 . In Dr. Whites articlc, thcrc is question of artificial insemination between husband and wife, A e purpose of A c procedure being to place the hus
band s entire ejaculate close to A c cervix. The purpose, Aerefore, is
A c same as A at of the spoon when A e latter is used to promote
sperm migration. But there are two pronounccd differences from A e
moral pomt of view. In the Whitelaw meAod. A e semen is obtained
either by vjaAdrawal or masturbation" and is placed in a cup-like
illiei
^ for intercourse, and it implies A c obtaining of semen by
in terco rs^
Procedure is merely an aid to natural
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1. Impotence, antecedent and perpetual, wheAer on the part ot
A e man or the woman, wheAer known to the oA cr party or not,
wheAer absolute or relative, invalidates marriage by A e law of nature
itself.
2. If the impediment of impotence is doubtfui eiAer in law or in
fact, A e marriage is not to be hindered.
3. Sterility neiAer invalidates marriage nor renders it illicit,

A full explanation of Ais canon would carry me far beyond
A e scope of this chapter. I have cited it merely as background
for the Pope’s statement that tlie possibility of recurring to arti
ficial insemination would not remove the impediment of im
potence. By impotence is understood the inability to have
coitus. If this condition certainly exists before a marriage
and if it is also certain that the condition is perpeAal, and not
merely temporary, tlie person so afflicted is incapable of con
tracting marriage. An example would be a man whom some
accident has permanently deprived of A e power of erection.
It is quite possible that such a man might have fertile semen
and that he could have a child by means of artificial insemina
tion. This would not, according to the Pope, make the man
capable of contracting marriage.
2. A e f s C o n f r a r y f o N o t u r e :

W iA reference to homologous insemination, Stuart Abel,
M .S., M .D ., once wrote: "Tlie semen specimens for insemina
tion from husband to wife are collected by condomistic inter
course, coitus interruptus, or again, and preferably from a
practical standpoint, masArbation.”® Later in A e same article,
Dr. Abel pointed out tliat the Catholic Church would apparent
ly object to all these methods of obtaining germ cells. This
observation is correct. And it was undoubtedly to such niethods that Pope Pius XII was referring when hc said: "Also, it is
« "The Present Status of Artificial Insemination," p. 4. This is a re
print from luternatiottal Abstrocts o f Surgery, Dec. 1947, pp. 5215 3 1 . The article gives an excellent survey of A e medical, legal, and
theological aspects of artificial insemination up to 1947.
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needless to observe A at A e active element can never be procured licidy by acts A at are contrary to nature.”
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Why do we consider Aese methods to be unnaA ral sex acts?
The reason, as I have already explained in A e preceAng chap
ter and in Ais chapter when speaking of masArbation, is A at
A e psycho-physical processes leading to sexual orgasm are used
in such a way A at the orgasm itself takes place outside of
coitus. It is true A a t A ere is an appearance of coiA s in con
domistic intercourse and coitus interrupAs. But it is only an
appearance. The determining factor of true coiA s is ejacula
tion into the vagina; and A a t factor is missing in all three
procedures.
I realize A at some non-CaAoIics who might agree w iA all
A at has been said here about donor insemination would not
agree that these meAods of obtaining A e husband’s germ cells
for insemination are always immoral. Even among promment
CaAolic Aeologians A ere have been a few attempts to justify
Aese means of accomplishing homologous insemination. To
practically all Aeologians, however, and certainly to A e Pope
himself, such attempts mean the sacrifice of principle for A e
sake of sympaAy. It is a basic principle of sexual ethics A a t
an unnatural act is never permitted, even for a laudable pur
pose; and, if ejaculation into A e vagina is not taken as A e
minimum norm of determining a natural sex act, there seems to
be no sound way of determining such an act.

tf*

3. /s

A n y Subsfitufe for Infercourse Justifiable?

The following interesting quotation from A e Year Book of
Obstetrics and Gynecology ° can serve as an apt introduction
to a final point of discussion:
..7 '7
^
tepottcd the first
with « 7
"t
"•«1' tise of testicular tissue. A man
With aspermta had a testieular biopsy and the wife was prepared for
. n ^ u o n tn au adjoining room. The specimen w a^placed
* 1952. p. 337.
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Ringeris solution and an cmulsion of the tissue made. This showed
active spermatozoa. Insemination was performed in the usual way
and a healthy baby was delivercd.

If I understand tliis procedure correctiy, it is an example
of homologous insemination in which A e husband’s germ cells
were obtained wiAout any unnaAral sex act and Aen transfeixed to A e wife. Granted that my interpretation is correct,
A e case may be used as a concrete illustration of a problem
debated by theologians for many years before A e Pope’s address
to A e Catholic doctors. The question was: would homologous
insemination wiAout intercourse be permissible, provided A e
husband’s germ cells could be obtained in some licit manner?
The majority of Aeologians held A at even Ais would not be
permissible. It was Aeir view A at husband and wife have no
right to generate offspring except Arough coitus. They con
tended A a t coiAs is A e means established by naAre, and A e
only means of generation in keeping w iA human dignity and
w iA A e traAtional notion of A e marriage contract. In a
word. A is majority opinion was A at no substiAte for conjugal
intercourse is permissible. There was, however, a minority
opinion that A e right of a validly married couple to generate
children is not limited to intercourse but might include A e
use of any artificial means not in itself immoral.’®
The Pope made no explicit reference to Ais controversy in
his official statements on artificial insemination; but Aere can
be little doubt tiiat the last part of his address on Sept. 2 9 ,
1 9 4 9 , and especially his further statement on Oct. 2 9 , 1 9 5 1 ,
adopt A e majority view: viz., that no substitute for intercourse
is justifiable.
SUMMARY

The official teaching of A e CaAolic Church on artificial in
semination, as expressed by Pope Pius XII in tiie statements
Those interested in studying the trend of A e Aeological debate should
consuit Theological Studies, March, 1947, pp. 1 0 6 -1 1 0 ; March,
1 9 4 9 , pp. 1 1 3 -1 1 4 ; March, 1950, pp. 67-68.
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quoted at A e begiiming of this chapter, may be briefly sum
marized in Aese points:
1. Since donor insemination is contrary to A e divine law
A at procreation must be only A e fruit of marriage, it is never
permitted.
2. The use of acts contrary to naA re to obtain germ cells
for insemination is always immoral.

tf 4

3. The possibAty of having children by means of homo
logous insemination does not remove A e impediment of
impotence.

j:

4. No substiAte for intercourse is in harmony w iA A e
Avine plan A at children should be A e frm t of a personal
union by which A e parents become two in one flesh.
5. The use of artificial means to help naA ral conjugal rela
tions to be fruitfui is permitted.

•/
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chapter

Mutilation:
Some Particular Problems
H E P R E S E N T CH A PTER will contain a brief explanation
of directives 40. 41, 43 and 48, w iA some remarks on
particular problems A at have a special pertinence to one or
more of these directives. The directives Aemselves read as
follows:
40. Any procedure harmful to the patient is morally justified
only insofar as it is designed to produce a proportionate good.
Ordinarily the "proportionate good" that justifies o directly
mutilating procedure must be the welfare of the patient him*
selt. However, such things as blood transfusions and skin
grafts are permitted for the good of others. Whether this
principle of "helping the neighbor" con justify organic fransplantation is now a matter of discussion. Physicians are
asked to present practical cases for solution, if such cases
exist.
41. The removal ot an apparently healthy appendix while
the abdomen is open tor some other reason may be allowed
at the discretion of the physician.
43. Chost surgery. which implies the calculatcd deception
of the patient as to the idcntity ot the operating surgeon, is
morally objectionable.
48. Unnecessary procedures, whether diagnostic or thera
peutic, are morally objectionable. A procedure is unneces
sary when no proportionate reason requires It tor the welfare
of the potient; o f o r f i o r l unnecessary is any procedure that
is contraindicatcd by sound medical standards. This directive
applies especially. but not exclusively, to unnecessary surgery.
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DIRECTIVE 40: PRIN CIPLES
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The first part of this Arective is substantially but a brief
statement of A e principle of totality, wliich was explAned in
chapter 1. However, it differs somewhat from A e usual form
ulation and explanation of A e principle of totality, because
A at principle is generally used only w iA reference to m uAations. The first part of directive 4 0 is wider: it refers to all
treatments which are professedly for the good of A e patient;
hence, it would include Aagnosis, antibiotic Aerapy, and so
forA. But, except for A is inclusion of wider subject matter,
A e principle of totality and Ais first paragraph of directive
4 0 are essentially A e same. The point to be stressed is A at
every Aagnostic and Aerapeutic procedure used on the patient
should be judged in terms of his total good. This is a basic
principle of boA good morality and good meAcine.
The second part of A e directive touches on a topic A a t is
much more Afficult: namely, mutilation and other procedures
A at are primarily for the good o f others. Examples would be
meAcal experimentation for the advancement of science or for
A e good of oAer individuals than A e subject of A e experi
ment, blood transfusions, and homografts of various kinds.
Experimentation will be discussed in a separate chapter. The
present Ascussion will be limited to procedures which, Aough
not experimental in the striet sense of A e expression, are de
signed to help someone oAer A an A e subject.
It may come as a surprise to physicians A a t Aeologians
should have any difficulty about mutilations and oA er pro
cedures which are performed with A e consent of the subject
but which have as Aeir purpose A e helping of oAcrs. By a
sort of instinctive judgment we consider A a t A e giving of a
part of ones body to help a sick man is not only morally justi
fiable but, in some instances, actually heroic. My own opinion
is substantially in accord widi this instinctive judgment; yet
I should be less A an fair if I did not indicate here that some
eminent Aeologians are against this and that, as a resuit, there
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is considerable controversy today, especially over A e subject
of organic transplantation: that is, the transplanting of an
organ from one living human being to anoAer. To give all A e
angles of this controversy would take me far beyond A e scope
of A is book. For complete references, see Theological Studies,
S ep t, 1 9 5 5 , pp. 3 9 1 -3 9 6 ; Dec., 1 9 5 5 , p. 5 7 2 ; Sep t, 1 9 5 6 ,
pp. 3 3 3 , 3 4 1 - 3 4 4 ; Dec., 1 9 5 6 , pp. 5 5 7 -5 6 1 ; June, 1 9 5 7 ,
pp. 2 2 8 - 2 3 0 ; Dec., 1 9 5 7 , pp. 5 7 0 -5 7 2 . Here I shall merely
state points A a t are certain and outline reasons for controversy.
In A e first place, it is ciear from reason and papal teaching
A a t A e principle of totality cannot be used to justify A e
donating of a part of one’s body to another person. This prin
ciple can be applied only when Aere is the subofAnation of
part to whole A a t exists in A e natural body. No such sub
ordination exists between human persons or between A e inAvidual and society. Each person is a distinet entity, wiA a
distinet finality. No matter how lowly his condition, he is not
subordinated to oAers in the order of being. As for society, it
exists for A e individuals A a t compose it; and Aey do not
exist for it. It is true, of course, that Aey have certain duties
to society; but A is is quite different from saying A at they are
parts of the sociai organism in A e same sense, e.g., as A e hand
is part of A e body.
SeconAy, it is also ciear from reason and papal teaching
that, since man is only A c administrator of his life and bodily
members and functions, his power to dispose of Aese Aings is
limited. The precise extent of A e limitation forms part of A e
theological debate about organic transplantation.
Thirdly, it is also certain that the making of grafts from
cadavers and from legitimately amputated organs is morally
justifiable. But, it should be noted that this is not A e precise
problem we are discussing, for it does not involve A e unneces
sary mutilation of a living person.
FourAly, Aough one or two theologians apparendy quesdon
it, there can hardly be a reasonable doubt about the moral
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justification of homografts when Aey are for the good of boA
parties involved: e.g., to remedy contrary paAological conA
tions, as seems to have been the case when ovarian transplants
were made by Michael John Bennet, M .D ., of Philadelphia.
The subjects of his first ovarian isoplasts were two sisters, one
of whom was a victim of amenorrhea, and the oA er, Ae
younger, of hypermenorrhea.’ These operations were for Ae
benefit of boA sisters; hence. A ere seems to be no solid reason
for questioning A eir licitness. At any rate, A ey do not come
under the very controversial question of organic transplanta
tion, which concerns A e case in which a homograft is made
from a healAy person solely for the benefit of anoA er person.
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FifAly, it is universally admitted, as indicated in Arective
4 0 , A at such things as blood transfusions and skin grafts are
permitted. Some Aeologians say Aese are permitted because
the blood and skin restore Aemselves. Tliis reason is not
completely satisf)ing. Taken by itself, it would seem to justify
even A e useless letting of blood or removing of skin. A more
satisfying reason is found in A e law of fraternal charity, ac
cording to which one’s neighbor is "another self.”
The foregoing is a brief outline of the points to be kept
in mind regarding the explanation of paragraph 2 of directive
4 0 . More light will bc furnished by considering some practical
cases; and A e complete theological discussion can be found in
A e references given to Theological Studies given on p 2 4 7 .
SOME PRACTICAL CASES

I have already indicated that, whatever may be A e Acoretical justification. Aere is certainly no practical objection to
donating blood and skin. In an address given on Oct. 9 , 1 9 4 8 ,
Pope Pius XII praised blood donors for A eir charity He
obviously would not do this if Aere were any moral objection
'

Morality o f Organic Trans-

f";

plantatton (Washington: The Catholic Univcrsity Press, 1 9 4 4 ) , p. 50.
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to donating blood. And what is said about giving blood is
true both about transfusions given direcdy to an inAvidual and
about donations made to a blood bank.
As regards die Church’s attitude on blood transfusions, it
might be interesting to note A at I have been asked wheAer
A e Church had not at one time condemned such transfusions,
and if so, what was die reason. The only reference I could
find to a condemnation was in A e Enciclopedia Italiana.*
According to Ais account transfusions were attempted in Paris
in A e latter part of the seventeenth century; but ignorance of
antiseptic metiiods, lack of technical means for making A e
transfusion, and ignorance of the laws of compatibAty led to
so many Asasters A a t transfusions were forbidden by an act
of tiie French Parhament and by a papal bull. I have been
unable to find any reference to tliis papal document in avail
able Aeological sources. However, it is ciear A at, if Aere was
such a condemnation, A e reason for it was basically medical—
namely, unwarranted risk— and not religious. There is nothing
in CaAolic teaching that would either condemn or discourage
a meAcally-indicated blood transfusion."
If corncal transplants involved tlie sacrifice of a healAy
eye by a living donor, Aey would serve to excmplify A e Aeo
logical controversy over organic transplantation. This, as doc
tors well know, is hardly realistic. Corneal transplants are
ordinarily made either from tiie eyes of deceased persons or
from eyes A at had to be removed because of diseased conA
tions tiiat Ad not affect tiie corneas. Although Aere can be
no moral objection to corneal transplants as tlius understood.
A ere are, however, certain precautions to be observed. Pope
Pius X II emphasized tliese precautions in his address on
®Rome. 1 9 3 6 ff., Vol. 30, p. 6 7 7 .
®Incidentally, accorAng to another encyclopcdia, A e first attempt at
blood transfusion was probably made on Pope Innocent VIII, who
Acd 1 4 9 2 . Cf. Funk and Wagnall, The New Standard Encyclopcdia,
Vol. 23 ( 1 9 3 1 ) , p. 4 9 8 .
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corneal transplants, May 14, 1 9 5 6 . This address was sum
marized by Fr. John J. Lynch, S.J. After calling attention to
the Pope’s own statement at the beginning of his address Aat
he did not wish to discuss at A a t time the problem of corneal
transplants from living donors, Fr. Lynch wrote:
Returning then to the problem which Pius chose to discuss, namely,
corneal transplants procurcd from cadavera, we note his moral appraisal
of tliis practice is merely confirmator>' of the solution which theologians
had previously been giving: considered objectively and merely as a
surgical procedure. Ais type of keratoplasty mcets with no moral ob
jection, provided only A at certain precautions are observed. Tlie first
such precaution refers to an habitual attitude of mind whereby we
remain constantly aware of A e relative dignity of a human cadaver.
As the onctime abodc of a spiritual and immortal soul and as temple
of the Holy Ghost, the human body— destined itself for resurrection
and cternal life— merits even in dcaA a proportionate respect and
rcvcrencc. Even in the legitimate uses to which a corpsc may bc put
for A e benefit of Ae living, no doctor should allow himself to develop
A c exclusively clinical mentality which would regard a human cadaver
as no more Aan dead animal tissue.
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A furAer proviso stipulatcd by His Holincss— one which is not unfamiliar either to theologians or to physicians— is A c matter of
requisite conscnt. Apart from exceptional cases, it would usually not
bc permissible to remove corneas from a corpse, even for A e very
laudable purpose of transplantation, wiAout tlie consent of A e next
of kin (or of oAers whose right it might hc to make proper disposition of a body) or contrary to A c explicit refusal of the deceased
expressed before dcaA. This condition, as A c Pope asserts, is dictated
not only by tlic humane consideration which is due A e bcrcavcd; it
is also a matter of striet right to bc scrupulously rcspectcd.
Granted tlicsc precautions, however, it is clearly the teaching of
Pius XII A at the transplantation of corneas from tlie dead to the liv
ing is bcyond moral reproach. More than that, he calls it a positively
virtuous Aing for onc to spccifj’ before deaA A at his body be used for
legitimate medical research and training. Such a decision, however, is
usually not of obligation; and Ilis Holincss warns against any in
temperate form of propaganda in this regard which would create the
false notion that one is ordinarily required in conscience so to dispose
of his body for the benefit of others. He insists, too, that this right of
choice is no less A e prerogative of A c poor than it is that of the
wealthy or socially prominent. Civil laws on this matter, he concludes,
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should be so lorniulatcd as to guarantee proper respect for A e rights
of all concerned while at A c same time providing for A e legitimate
requirements of medical science.
The allocution touches also upon an incidental point which some
times causes concern to doctors and laymen alike. Is it wrong to accept,
or even to demand, financial rccompense for bequeathing one’s body
for medical purposes? The Popc's answer again confirms what tlreologinns ordinarily have taught: ‘‘It is beyond doubt A at grave abuses
can occur if compensation is dcmandcd; but it would be going too far
to dcclarc immoral every acceptance of rccompense or every demand for
one. The case is analogous to A at of blood transfusion: it is creditable
for A e donor to refuse rccompense; it is not necessarily a fault to
accept it."
W hat the Pope is saying equivalently is A at A cre is nothing intrin
sically immoral in acccpting payment eiAer for giving one’s blood or
for agreeing A a t one’s body after dcaA should be used for medical
purposes. Circumstances of an inAvidual case could bc such as to
make this financial consideration mcrcenary to A c point of sin. But
the Ione fact of monetary rccompense does not of itself introduce an
clcment that is necessarily immoral.«

In my brief remarks about blood transfusions, I mentioned
that there is no moral objection to blood banks. This is true
also of eye haiiks, as well as of skifi hatiks and bone banks. The
essencc of all these Aings is the same: tissue or bone that is
legitimately removed from a living person or a cadaver is pre
served in such a way that it can be grafted on a sick person
who has need of it. As I understand it, a bone bank is usually
made up of bone removed at operations; cadavers are not used
for the purpose. On the other hand, the main, if not the only
source of skin for banks is the cadaver. These are but accidental
differences; and they have no bearing on the morality of having
such banks. Tlie only points of moral significancc would be A e
precautions mentioned by Pius XII in his address on corneal
transplants and explained by Fr. Lynch in the words I have
quoted.

Renal Uomotransplantation. An article in the Journal of
« Cf. T h e lAuacrc Quarterly, Aug. 1956, pp. 78-80.
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A e American Medical Association,^ rcported the successfui
honiotransplantation of a healAy kidney from one identical
twin to another. To some extent, at least. A is operation must
be classified as experimentation; and, as such, its morality must
be governed according to A e principies to be explained in the
next chapter. Aside from A at, however, renal transplantation
is a perfect example of A e kind of organic transplantation
about which Aere is Aeological controversy. It involves Ae
sacrifice of a complete and important organ and it is solely for
A e benefit of A e donee. As long as the controversy is not set
tied in favor of Aose who object to organic transplantation,
homografts of Ais kind should be permitted, provided A at
they are not contrary to good medicine.
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APPENDECTOM Y

Tliis Arective deals explicitiy only w iA what is often called
"incidental appendectomy”: that is, with A e removal of an
apparently healthy appendix when the abdomen is open for
some oAer reason, e.g., for a cholecystectomy, a cesarean sec
tion, and so forA. The directive allows A e incidental appen
dectomy at A e “Ascretion” of A e physician. This is not at all
the same as A e "whim” of A e physician, and much less A e
whini of the patient. Discretion implies A e earnest considera
tion of various factors: e.g., whether appendectomy would incrcase the risk of the operation, whether it would add any
notable inconvenience in convalescence, and so forA . Also,
Aere should bc A e consent, at least rcasonably presumed, of
the patient. And finally, A e cost, if there be any additional
cost, should bc reasonable.
Granted the conAtions mentioned in the preceding para
graph, Aere is no moral objection to incidental appendectomy.
®Jan. 28, 1956, pp. 2 7 7 -2 8 2 : “Successfui Homotransplantation of A e
Human Kidney between Identical Twins,” by Jobn P. Merrill, M.D.,
Gtold M D

Harrison, M.D., and W arrcn R.
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The appendix itself, as far as we know, serves no useful
purpose; and its removal at A e time of oAer pelvic surgery
precludes A e probability of future surgery wiAout undue
present risk to A e patient. As I understand it, this is fairly
routine practice in good hospitals, and it would not be called
unnecessary surgery.
It may be interesting to note A a t Fr. Nicholas Lohkamp,
O .F.M ., considers A a t one conAtion for justifying incidental
appendectomy is the probabAty A at A e appendix is “here and
now in a paAological condition.”® This is consistent wiA Fr.
Lohkamp’s general Aesis A at a purely prophylactic operation
is not permissible. He requires A a t Aere always be at least
A e probability of some present pathology or danger. The Aesis
is interesting, and apparently is held by many Aeologians, but
it cannot be proved eiAer from reason or from papal teaching.
It may well be A a t most apparently healAy appendices are
already somewhat diseased; but Ais is not a reqmsite eiAer
morally or medically, for justifying incidental appendectomy.
It IS common knowledge today A at appendectomy is among
the most frequent of unnecessary operations. But A is refers
to complete appendectomies, not to A e incidental removal of
A e appendix. AccorAng to A e American College of Surgeons,
an "unjustified operation is one in wliich either the indications
were inadcquate, or A e procedure was one which is contrary to
generally accepted surgical practice.”’ As I understand it,
the usually accepted indication for a complete appendectomy is
appendicitis, either acute or chronie. Certainly, it is wrong for
a surgeon to do an appendectomy merely for the fee, or merely
because A e patient wants it. It is true A at, in performing any
operation, A e doctor is acting for Ae patient, because it is A e
patient who has the right and A e duty of caring for his healA.
0 CL T he Morality o f Hysterectomy Operations (W ashington: The
Catholic Univcrsity Press, 1 9 5 6 ), p. 139, footnote 135.
^ Bulletin o f the American College o f Surgeons, March-ApriI, 1954,
p. 72.
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NeverAeless, A e surgeon is not A e hired man of A e patient;
he is a professional man who is supposed to use his trained
judgment and experience in A e interest of A e patient.

.1

'.t

/ .•

There are some special cases in wliich it seems probable Aat
an individual may justifiably ask for an appendectomy, even
Aough no medical indications are actually present, and in
which A e surgeon might be morally justified in performing
the operation. I refer to cases such as A ese: a missionary is
going to a place where he will be for a long time w iAout bene
fit of expert surgery, or a military man will be going into a
similar situation. It seems that in view of such unusual cir
cumstances a man might licitly expose himself to A e risk of
surgery now in order to avoid A e much greater danger of
appendicitis when no surgical help could be had. Aside from
such special cases, however, accepted medical and surgical
criteria should be followed; appendectomies performed w iA
out such criteria must be considered as unnecessary surgery,
and, as such, morally objectionable.
DIRECTIVE 43:

J-

G H O ST SURGERY

Ghost surgery may be considered under two forms: a "crude”
form, which means A at an operation is performed "by a sur
geon hired secretly by the patient’s own physician who later
pretends to have done A e job himself,”® and a "more refined”
form in which, wiAout A e knowledge of the patient, a resident
surgeon performs A e substantial part of an operation and A e
patients own physician is present in a supervisory capacity.
That ghost surgery in its crude form is immoral is too obvi
ous to need proof. Not only is it a breach of contract w iA the
patient, but it also includes several oAer features which are
in Arect opposition to good medicine and sound morality. Fr.
John J. Lynch, S.J., cnunieratcd and explained these objec
tionable features as follows:
Jan.-Feb., 1954, p. 36.
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( 1 ) T he patient may be exposed to serious and unnecessary sur
gical risk. Since the surgeon must of necessity remain unknown to the
patient the former has no proper opportunity to make pre-opcrativc
examination or to supervise post-operative care. For diagnosis, surgical
prognosis, and prudent dccision to operate, he must depend entirely
upon the competcncy of another whose reason for summoning a
"ghost" is often his own self-acknowledged surgical incompctence.
Perhaps only qualified surgeons can fully appreciate so criminal a
disregard for human life and limb; but at least they will agree that
in too many cascs both doctors involved are no less than potential
killers— and in some cases killers in fact. The term is used in no
rhctorical sense; it is thcologically apt.
( 2 ) T h e referring physician is paid a surgical fee to which he has
no right in justice. It would bc naivc to imagine that the referring
physician does not profit substantially from ghost surgery. And in
some instances either the patient is charged an excessive fee, suffi
cient to make the operation financially worthwhile for two doctors
instead of one; or the ghost surgeon is morally coerccd into splilting
a normal surgical fee with his surgically idle confrere. In neither case
can the referring physician cite any legitimate title to the money he
receives. In claiming it from either party, therefore, he is violating
justice and acting immorally.
Sometimes, it is true, it is the surgeon who takes the initiativc by
spontaneously offering a "Idck-back" to the referring physician. The
latter’s honorarium must then be considered as a gift rather than an
extortion, and the absence of actual injustice to the surgeon in this case
must bc admitted. But there still remains a morally reprehensible
clcmcnt in such an agreement insofar as it constitutes a mutual inducemcnt to cngaging in or continuing a practice which has many other
attendant evils.
( 3 ) T he practice hrccds unnecessary surgery and leads to profttcering in the form o f excessive fces. Those who know the unholy facts
of ghost surgery need no furtlier proof of its almost inevitable progrcssion towards these patent abuses. Greed is stimulated, never satcd,
by what it fecds upon; and the more successfui the alliance of physi
cian and ghost surgeon, the greater will be the incentive not only to
raisc the tariff for Services needed, but to prcscribc surger)' where tbe
need is only doubtfui or even clearly non-existcnt. At least that is the
partial history of the practice to date.
Theologians would refer to such a situation as an occasion of sin.
While still insisting on tlic immorality of elements intrinsic to ghost
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surgery in itself, they would decry A c practice also because of Ae
adAtional evils to which it can so easily lead.

It brings dishonor to an indispensable profession w hich can
not function properly without the publlc’s esteem and confidence.
(4 )
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Regrettable as is A e sensationalism w iA which A e press has publicizcd Ae professional derelictions of doctors, it has to be admitted
Aat A c charges made were true of some and A a t as a resuit Ae
profession has suffered scriously m public estimation. And when Ae
medical profession loscs face, it is no mere matter of passing humilia
tion for its inAvidual or collective members. No one will deny A at
when an essential profession Uke medicine is dishonored and loscs
public confidence, it is A e common good A a t suffers, not merely Ae
profession itself.
Fidelity to A e cAics of one’s profession is not just a question of
amenity or esprit de corps. It is at times essential to A c common
good and can on occasion induce a real obligation in conscience.
Briefly Aen it can bc said A at ghost surgery is morally unacccpt
able for two generic reasons: ( 1 ) because some of its more common
features are intrinsically wrong in Aemselves; and ( 2 ) because in
herent in A e practice is a A reat of furA er evil effects.®

I doubt A at any moral theologian or any conscientious and
reputable doctor would disagree w iA the foregoing analysis of
ghost surgery in its crude form. But it seems A a t some very
reputable and conscientious doctors have had difficulty in
accepting Fr. Lynch’s solution to a problem involving the more
refined type of ghost surgery.’® Fr. Lynch States the problem as
follows:
Advised by his physician A at an appendectomy is imperative, Mr.
B cngages Dr. X, a surgeon of considerable rcpute, to perform A e
operation. Dr. X is present in a supervisory capacity during A e enA e
procedure, but allows Dr. Y, a senior resident with a brillinnt rccord,
to perform the sppendcctomy,

Fr. Lynch points out A a t this and similar problems have
to be solved in terms of two fundamcntal rights of the surgical
patient: ( 1 ) his innate right to be protected from all unneces* T he Linacre Quarterly, Nov., 1954, pp. 123-125.
Ine Resident Surgeon and A e Private Patient,’’ T he
Quarterly, Nov., 1956, pp. 117-122,
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sary surgical risk, and ( 2 ) his contractual right, if any, to be
treated by A e surgeon of his own choice.” In his solution, Fr.
Lynch admits that, in A e suppositions of A e case— a reputable
surgeon, a capable resident, careful supervision, a hospital wiA
a good residency program— Aere would presumably be no vio
lation of A e first right. It is his opinion, however, A at A e
second right is violated. "The patient has contracted wiA Dr.
X only, and cannot be presumed to consent to the substitution
of the resident as operator, even under Dr. X's supervision.”
I agree w iA Fr. Lynch and I have not yet seen a contrary
argument A a t impresses me as having any validity. There may
be cases in which A e patient’s consent to this procedure can
be presumed; but I Aink A at such cases are so rare A at Aey
may not be taken for granted.
In his article, Fr. Lynch shows A at his solution is in con
formity with the Standard approved by A e American College
of Surgeons. In a later discussion, he mentions A at his at
tention had been called to A c following statement, formulated
by the Conference Committee on Craduate Training in Sur
gery and subsequently approved by A e American Board of
Surgery, the Board of Regents of ACS, A e American Medical
Association, and the Joint Commission on A e Accrcditation of
Hospitals:
Since the informed consent of the patient is a moral and legal
prercquisitc to A e pcrformancc of a surgical operation, every patient
about to undergo a surgical operation, or his legal guardian, should have
full and complete knowledge of Ae idcntity of his surgeon. . . .
Private patients can bc used honorably and cffectivcly for residency
training only when A c patient is fully aware of the extent of A c resident’s responsibility for his care, and is agrccable Acrcto. . .
DIRECTIVE 48;

UNNECESSARY PROCEDURES

It is worA noting briefly that this directive is not limited to
surgery. Despite one*s high esteem for the thorough diagnostic
“ CL Theological Studies, June, 1957, p. 2 3 4 . The quotation is taken
from Massachusetts Physician, Jan., 1957, p. 98.
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procedures used in modern medicine, one may legitimately
wonder whether tests are not sometimes overdone, wiA great
inconvenience and much added expense for the patient. Then
Aere is A e custom A a t I have seen more than once deplored in
medical journals of A e neeAess prescribing of antibiotics. And
it seems A at today this problem is becoming serious regarding
the use of A e tranquilizing drugs. These are but examples;
and it is somewhat Afficult to be more specific. But the point
should be stressed A at no procedure is eiA er medically or
morally acceptable unless it is for the genuine benefit of the
patient.
Most commonlv, the denunciations of medical societies are
leveled against unnecessary surgery; and the operations most
frequently branded as unjustifiable are appendectomy, cho
lecystectomy, cesarean section, fallectomy, hysterectomy, and
ovariectomy. It seems A at in this chapter or in preceding
chapters I have sufficicntlv discussed all these procedures ex
cept cholecystectomy. My subsequent paragraphs will be
devoted to Ais and to a few other operations about which I
am frequently questioned.

Cholecystectomy. The reasons for permitting an appendec
tomy, as explained wiA reference to directive 4 1 , are the
relatively slight value of A e organ itself and A e genuine statis
tical probability that an appendectomy may bc needed in later
life. NeiAer of these reasons is valid with reference to the
removal of a healAy gall bladder. It is an organ with a defi
nite function and, though obviously not indispensable, it is
important in A e total economy of bodily integrity. Moreover,
A e probable need of an operation, and especially of an emer
gency operation, in later life is comparatively slight. The
reasonable care of A e body, Aerefore, demands A a t cholecys
tectomy be allowed only wAen medical indications call for it.
Circumcision. Tliere is, of course, no moral objection to
circumcision when it is performed for a specific medical
reason. But the practice of rouUnely circumcising all newborn
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males is certainly open to question, BoA Fr. Jules Paquin,
S .J.,’ " and Fr. Edwin F. Healy, S .J.,’" are of the opinion that
such routine circumcisions are not medically defensible, hence,
morally objectionable. Not a few doctors, however, consider
A a t routine circumcision is advisable unless there are contrary
indications. Since A e mutilation is slight (in fact, many
moralists would not designate it as a mutilation), I beheve
A a t our hospitals are justified in adopting a tolerant attitude
toward these doctors. By Ais I mean A at we need not oppose
the procedure, as long at it is limited to cases in which circum
cision is not actually contraindicatcd.

Cosmetic surgery. By cosmetic surgery I mean an operation
to improve one's personal appearance. This might take A e form
of removing a congenital defect, an extra organ (e.g ., sixth
finger), a blemisli caused by an accident, and so forA. In
general, there is no moral objection to such surgery; but
special circumstances might make it illicit. For example, it
would be wrong to do a face-lifting operation in order to help
a dangerous criminal escape detection, or to do any purely
cosmetic operation which would involve serious and Asproportionate risk for A e patient.
Some years ago I discussed an interesting specific casc in
Hospital Progress.^* The problem concerned a young woman
who had to have a breast removed, and after the operation
the surgeon inscrted sculptured sponges into tlie cavity in order
to preserve the previous form of the breast. In Ais case, A ere
fore, the mastectomy itself was a surgical necessity; A e “cos
metic” part of the operation was the insertion of A e sponges
in order to restore A e normal contour of tlie breast. I dis
cussed this problem with a group of Aeologians. All were of
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Morale et mddecine (M ontreal: Comite des Hopitaux du Quebec
1 9 5 7 ) , p. 246.

M edical Ethics (Chicago: Loyola Univcrsity Press, 1 9 5 6 ), p. 128.
April, 1 9 5 5 , p. 56.
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A e opinion A at the insertion of the sponges would be licit pro
vided Aere would be no undue risk of injury eiA er in Ae
operation itself or in its effects. W e tried to get information
concerning the possible injurious effects of such surgery, but
we found noAing. In the absence of such information, it
should be presumed A a t A e surgeon would not insert the
sponges if Aeir presence would be a source of harm to Ae
patient.

\

i

>

It has been suggested A a t such an operation would be
catering to vanity”; also, that it would be unnecessary surgery
because A e patient could use some kind of "external appliance”
to preserve A e appearance of a normal breast. None of A e
Aeologians with whom I discussed A e problem considered
Aese to be sound objections to A e operation. As regards A e
first suggestion, one can hardly consider a woman vain merely
because she wishes to preserve her normal appearance. As for
A e second, A e use of an "external appliance” is certainly an
inconvenience. If it can be avoided by a hamiless operation
there can be no reasonable objection to A e operation on moral
grounds.
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Tonsillectomy. I have heard it argued that A e same reasons
A at justify incidental appendectomy would also apply to the
routine removal of healthy tonsils. This is not correct. When
an inadental appendectomy is performed, A e probability of
aving to re-Dpen the abdomen at some later date is removed.
But A e tonsils can be easily reached at any time; hence, there
seems to be no sound reason for removing healthy tonsils,
especially routinely. It may be true A a t they apparently have
e use, aso tia t the operation can be performed with mini
mum risk. NeverAeless, A cre is some risk; hence, a tonsillecomy without medical indication creates risk without proporo b "c c L a b ir

surgery and
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chapter

Experimentation on
Human Beings
Experimentation on patients without due consent and not
for the benefit of fhe patients themselves is morally obleciionable. Even when experimentation is tor the genuine good of
the patient, the physician must have the consent, at least rea
sonably presumed, of the patient or his legitimate guardian.
Directive 42.

VEN M EDICAL TREA TM EN TS of proved worA are
sometimes accompanied by risk because of A o unpreActable reactions of A e patient. Avoidance of such risks for the
patient is one purpose of A c careful diagnosis required by
medical societies; and avoidance of similar risks for oAers is
one purpose of the autopsy. Yet, even the utmost care cannot
completely eliminate such risk; and it is not to Ais kind of
risk that the expression "meAcal experimentation” refers.
R aA er, experimentation usually means either the use of treat
ments not sufficiently established or A e use of procedures
which have for A eir precise purpose the discovery of some
truth or the vcrification of some hypoAesis. In A e present
chapter I am following Ais usual meaning, and I am supposing
A a t A e experimentation involves some degree of inconvenience
or risk for the subject.
In general, the purposes of medical experimentation are two:
to benefit the subject (e.g ., A c patient) or to advance medical
Science and thus benefit others. When we speak of cxperimen261
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tation for the good of the patient, we mean primarily for his
good, because it is obvious A a t the results of such treatments
may and should be used for A c benefit of others. Ordinarily,
experimentation in our hospitals should be limited to proced
ures A at are primarily for the good of the patient; and that is
A e meaning of tlie first part of directive 4 2 . The direcUve
does not, however, absolutely rule out experimentation which
is primarily or even exclusively for the good of oA ers, provided
A e patient consents and the precautions to be explained later
are observed. My subsequent remarks will be concerned with
boA kinds of experimentation: namely, for the good of the
patient; and for the good of others.

r
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I. FOR THE GOO D O F THE PATIENT
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Experimental procedures are, by supposition, of dubious
efficacy. Theology manuals generally give three rather simple
rules for A c use of such procedures: ( 1 ) they may not be used
if a certainly effective remedy is available; ( 2 ) when the only
available treatments are of dubious efficacy, then the one most
likely to help A e patient should be used; and ( 3 ) the consent,
at least reasonably presumed, of the patient or his legitimate
representative must be had.
Only the Aird of these rules is an absolute. The first
two rules are subject to exceptions. For example, if the one
certainly effective remedy for a disease is a long, difficult, and
very expensive procedure. A c patient may try to avoid these
inconvenicnces by resorting to a less certain, but also less inconvenient, treatment. In a word, A e patient may take the
risk of a less certain remedy provided there is a proportionate
reason or it. This is in keeping with the general principle
enunciated in the first part of directive 4 0 : “Any procedure
harmful to A e patient is moraUy justified only insofar as it is
designed to produce a proportionate good.” And it is also in
conformity with the provision of directive 4 2 that experimenta262
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tion must bc “for A e genuine good of A e patient.” If Ais
principle of proportionate reason or genuine good is conscien
tiously observed, Aere should be no great difficulty in deter
mining when experimentation may be used in A e interests of
A e patient.
II. FOR THE OOOD OF OTHERS

The literature, both m eAcal and theological, on experimenlation for the good of others is so vast A at I coAd not even
attempt to cover it in a short chapter. My plan is to review one
representative set of scientific articles and to compare A e con
clusions w iA A e teaching of Pope Pius XII. I shall add some
remarks on abuses and on standards of A e medical profession.
7. A r t i c l e s In " S c i e n c e "

The articles A at I have chosen as representative of scientific
literature, were published in Science under A e general title,
“The Problem of Experimentation on Human Beings.”’ These
articles, four in number, are based on a symposium held at Ae
Univcrsity of California School of MeAcine. They are mainly
concerned w iA experimentation for A e advancement of science
on normal healAy persons or on A e incurably and fataUy ili.
As regards healAy inAviduals, it is conceded A at no experi
ment should be conducted until A c experimcnters are in pos
session of the most Aorough information available from animal
and clinical stuAes; and in A e case of A e incurably ill, palUalion must be A e first meAcal consideration. Experimentation,
therefore, must bc understood within Aese limits.
In A e first article, “The Research Workeris Point of View,”
Michael B. Shimkin outlincs A e whole problem, cites the
rules for human experimentation formulated by the Tribunal at
Niiremberg, refers to similar rules adopted by medical committces, and says:
^ Science, Feb. 27, 1953, pp. 205-215.

-1
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Analysis of A e rules shows that tlicy can be reduced to two primary
principies: First, A e invcstigators must be thoroughly trained in Ae
scientific disciplincs of A e problem, must understand and apprcciate
Ae ethics mvolvcd, and must Aus bc competent to undcrtake and to
carry' out the experiment. Second, A e human experimental subject
must understand and voluntarily consent to die procedure, and must
not bc sclcctcd upon any basis such as race, religion, level of educa
tion, or economic status. In odicr words, the investigators and the siihjects are human beings with entirely equal, inalienable rights Aat
supersede any consideration of science or general public welfare.

*

/

Giving 'T h e Physician’s Point of View,” Otto E. Guttentag
explicitiy Ascusses A e type of experiment on A e sick which “is
of no immeAate value to A c patient but is made to confirm or
disprove some doubtfui or suggested biological generalization.”
He believes such experimentation to be necessary; yet hc points
to Ae fact A at A e conducting of A e experiment conflicts with
A e traAtional role of the physician as the friend and helper
of Ae sick man, and the physician must bc extraordinarily
careful to preserve tlie attitude of "utmost concern” for the
patient’s welfare.
Tlie lawyeris side of A is question is given by Alexander M.
Kidd in the tliird article, "Limits of the Right of a Person to
Consent to Experimentation on Himself.” He stresses the legal
need of consent by any subject for expcrimentations; suggests
that it is not a matter of good public relations for physicians to
use any procedure on a patient that is not for A e patientis
benefit; and states two general limits to the rights of persons
to permit experinientations that are not for thcir benefit: i.e.,
one may not consent either to one’s own death or to an injur)'
amounUng to a maim. In A e last article, "Civil Rights of Mihtary Personnel Regarding Medical Care and Experimental
Procedures, Colonei VV. H. Johnson cites a military regulation
which he believes niight be the basis for authorizing the usc of
volunteer military personnel for experimentation, but he adds:
i ec ess to say, the MeAcal Department would not receive
vo unteers in this field if it considered A c experimentation
unduly hazardous or unnecessary.”
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The foregoing paragraphs express A e main lines of Aought
in A e Science articles. They lead, I beheve, to a conclusion
which may be expressed A u s: experimentation on the healAy
or incurably ill should, or at least may, be permitted for Ae
good of oAers and the advancement of science, provided (a)
A a t the subject freely consents, (b) A at no experiment which
directly inflicts grave injury or death is used, and (c) A at all
reasonable precautions are taken to avoid even A e indirect
causing of grave injury or deaA.

2.

T e a c h i n g o f Plus X l l :

In his address to the histopathologists (Sept. 13, 1 9 5 2 ) and
later in his discourse to delegates to the Eighth Congress of
the World Medical Association (Sept. 3 0 , 1 9 5 4 ) , Pope Pius
XII spoke at great length about experimentation which is pri
marily or exclusively for the good of oAers. It will be interest
ing to compare his teaching wiA the conclusion drawn from
the Science articles.
The Pope laid great stress on the dignity of the individual
and on his personal responsibility for A e care of his healA.
From this it follows A at the individuaPs conscnt, at least tacit.
must be had for any medical treatment, wheAer Aerapeutic or
experimental. On tliis point there is perfect agreement be
tween the Science articles and the papal teaching.
The individual, said A e Pope, is only the administrator of
his life and bodily members and functions; and, because he is
only ihc administrator, his power to dispose of Aese Aings is
limited. Thus, even as regards treatments for his own good,
he must observe the law of “hierarchy of values”— for example,
he may not pennit an operation which would deprive
him of the use of his higher faculties, such as freedom
and intelicctual cognition, merely to cure some bodily or emo
tional ailment. And, as regards experimental procedures for
the good of otliers, no individual has the right to permit Aings
265
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whidi would “entail, either immeAately or subsequently, seri
ous destructions, mutilations, wounds, or dangers.” These
words were used in A e address to A c histopaAologists. More
comprehensive and more detailed is the following statement
taken from the discourse of Sept. 3 0 , 1 9 5 4 :
W hat goes for A c doctor m regard to his patient goes also for Ac
doctor in regard to himself. He is subject to A e same great moral
and juriAcal principies. Hc cannot, Aerefore, submit himself to
scientific expcriments or practices A a t cntail serious harm or thrcatcn
his healA. Still less is he auAorized to attempt an experiment which,
accorAng to auAoritativc information, may involve mutilation or
suicide. The same must be said, furAcrm ore, of male and female
nurses and of anyone who may bc disposed to give himself to Acrapeutic research. They cannot submit Aemselves to such expcriments.
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From A e foregoing it is ciear A a t the papal teaching sets
limits to what the subject of an experiment may permit and
that it condemns the attitude of extreme inAvidualism which
holds A at, granted a person freely consents to an experiment.
Aere is practically no limit to what may be done. There may
be some differences of opinion as to the precise limits permit
ted by the Pope; but it seems to mc A a t there is no conflict
betw'een his teaching and the limitations defined by the
Science articles.
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It is very important A at those engaged in medical research
and experimentation have sound philosophical attitudes toward
man, his nature, his rights, and his destiny. Pius X II einphasized this and strongly condemned two false attitudes. Onc of
Acse attitudes is A e extreme individualism mentioned in the
preceding paragraph. Another is the totalitarian attitude, the
view' A at tlie individual exists for the community and is sub
ordinated to it as part to whole. '1 he most glaring example of
Ais disastrous attitude is the experimentation carried on by the
Nazi doctors. Civilization looks with horror on these cxpcriments; nevertheless, as Pius XII has verv often said or implied,
the totalitarian attitude did not die with the exccution of A e
266
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W ar criminals. In condemning Ais attitude, A e Pope clearly
taught A a t A e inAvidual is not a subordinate part of society
in A c same way, e.g., as A e hand is a part of A e physical
body; and, as a consequence of Ais, it is wrong to invoke A e
principle of totality to justity meAcal experimentation for Ae
advancement of science or for A e good of oAers.
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T he Science articles do not, of course, make explicit men
tion of A e principle of totality, because A at expression is a
strictiy Aeological one. NeverAeless, Aey do insist on the
dignity of the individual and on A e fact A at he has inalienable
rights that supersede any considerations of science or general
public welfare. This is substantially A e same, it seems to me,
as saying A a t the individual is not subordinated to society as
part to whole; hence, on this point. Aere is no Afference be
tween A e philosophy underlying the article and A e papal
teaching.

I.
I

1r
I «

My conclusion from a comparison of A e Science articles
w iA A e papal teaching is A at Aey do not differ substantially;"
hence, the points previously given as A e conclusion of Ae
articles may also bc used as concrete statements of A e teach
ing of Pius X II.
3. >lbuses Versus

S t a n d a r d s :
r

W hat I have written should not be taken as a “whitewashing” of abuses by clinical investigators and research workers.
That A ere are real abuses is clcar to mc boA from my reading
and from what I have been told by doctors. These abuses main
ly consist in doing things without consent or in practically
forcing A e consent of "charity” patients; but in some cases risks
are apparently taken that would not bc justified even wiA
consent. For example, some small Aings done wiAout con
sent might be maldng certain tests with a needle or practicing
2 I say "substantially,” because Aere are some obiter dicta concerning
abortion, euAanasia, and stcrilization A at are not above suspicion.
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with some instrument such as a proctoscope. These Aings are
done, not for the good of the patient, but to build up statistics
or to give young doctors practice. Such things do the patient
no harm but they do annoy him. Other abuses concern more
serious matters: transAsions with blood from a person with a
serious blood disease; giving hormones or vaccine to one group
that might be harmed and withholding A e same from a group
that may need them— all for A e purpose of having “control
groups” for research projects. I would not want to say that
Aese or similar abuses are common, but I have good reason to
beheve that they are not entirely uncommon. And A a t A e
Pope was conscious of such abuses, and perhaps much more
serious ones, is evident from his address to A e histo
pathologists.
:3
‘r

In fairness to tlie medical profession, it should be said A at
Aese abuses must bc attributcd to inAviduals’ attitudes and
conduct and not to pubhshed professional standards. I have
read many professional statements and have found in Aem
little or nothing that could be considered morally objectionable.
For example, the rules for experimentation on human beings
used at A e Nuremberg medical trials contain such points as
Aese: the absolute need of the enlightened consent of the
human subject; the prehminary use, as far as possible, of ani
mal experimentation and other methods of study; the sound
hope of fruitfui resAts, wiA due proportion between this and
the risk involved; avoidance of any experiment when there is
an a priori reason to believe A at death or disabling injury will
occur; the use of all possible precautions against injury; the
complete Iiberty of A e human subject to terminate the experi
ment at any time when he Ainks his physical or mental state
requires it; and the sincere willingness of the scientist to termi
nate A e experiment at any stage when its continuation is likely
to resuit in injury, disability, or deaA for the subject. It seems
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to me A at A ere is no conflict between Aese provisions and
A e teaching of Pius X II; raA er, they seem to make his teach
ing more concrete.*

i

®The text o f A e te» rules is given in T h e Linacre Quartcrly, Nov.,
1953, pp. 114-115. Rule 5 reads as follows: "N o experiment should
be conductcd where A cre is an a priori reason to believe A a t d caA
or disabling injurj' will occur; except, perhaps, in A osc expcriments
where A e experimental physicians also serve as subjects." This tcutativc admission that A e moral limits might be extended when A e cxperimcntcrs Aemselves are A c subjects is A c only pmint that seems
to conflict in any way w iA A e teaching o f Pius XII.
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chapter

Psychosurgery

I tf

Lobotomy and similar operations are m orally justifiable when
medically indicated as the proper treatm ent of serious mental
illness or of intractable pain. In each case the w e lfa re of fhe
patient himseif, considered as a person, must bc the determin
ing factor. These operations are not justifiable when less
extreme remedies are reasonably availab le or in cases in
which the probability of harm fo the patient outweighs the
hope of benefit for him.
Directive 44. ( C f . Canadian Code,
art. 41; U . S. Code, “O A e r Special Directives,” n. 2 .)

PSYCHOSURGERY I mean cerebral surgery employed
for tiie purpose of treating mental illness and pain. In
tiie booklets on meAco-moral problems there were four discus
sions of psychosurger)’.’ It is hardly necessary to incorporate all
tiiat material into A e present chapter of the revised MedicoMoral Vfdhlcvis. It seems better to give here merely a com
mentary on directive 4 4 , so that all will know its meaning.
In this commentary, I shall say something about: ( 1 ) the
operations; ( 2 ) indications; ( 3 ) effects; ( 4 ) medical evalua
tion of the individual case; ( 5 ) consultation; ( 6 ) permission;
and ( 7 ) the moral decision.
‘ Thcsc w ere • 'L o b o to m y ,” “ More about Lobotomy,” "Lobotom y for
Pius XII and Psychosurgery"— w hich were
pubhshed .n booklets I II, III, and V. respecdvely. The original

m ^ n r ^ S /A / l
To7o“ '
W - '*2 7 -4 2 8 ; Aug.,
1949, pp. 254 -2 56 ; Feb,, 1950. pp. 56-57; and Fcb.. 1954, p. 66.
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J. The O perations

The first successfui psychosurgical operation was performed
by two Portuguese physicians, Egaz Moniz and Almcida Lima.
The operation was a prefrontal lobotomy, which consists
essentially in severing A e white nerve fibers connecting the
frontal lobes of A e brain w iA the Aalamus. The Portuguese
doctors accomplished this by making two small holes in Ae
skull, one at each temple, and inserting a dull, rounded knife
called a leucotome. Because this operation could not bc per
formed under direct vision, it is often called a "closed" lobo
tomy; and, because of A e instrument used, the operation has
been designated a leucotomy.
Since A e original operation, there have been many varia
tions of technique. There is “open” lobotomy, in which enough
of A e skull is removed to allow for operating under direct
Vision. There is a transorbital lobotomy, in which a sharp
instrument A a t looks very much like an ice pick is inscrted
along A e nose and Arough A e eye socket and the fibers are
thus cut from below. Still another variation is “coagulation”
lobotomy, which is accomplished by inserting insulated electrodes into the frontal lobes from above. And there arc, as
every physician knows, numerous oAer procedures: for in
stance, lobectomy and topectomy, which consist in removing
parts of A e brain substance; Aalamotomy, in which a wire
electrode is passed down into the thalamus and a small portion
of this part of A e brain is coagulated; and selecti ve cortical
undercutting, which involves cutting A e white fibers in one
of A e main areas of the frontal lobes. Finally, there is A e
growing tendency to restrict formerly extensive operations by
doing only a partial cutting, e.g., unilateral instead of bilateral
lobotomy.
The foregoing may not be a complete list of psychosurgical
procedures; but Aey are the operations most frequently men
tioned in A e literature. Each operation has its defenders and
its critics. The ob\ious purpose ol directive 44 is to take no
271
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sides in a controversy over techniques but simply to give the
general rule A at, granted A e conditions outlined in the direc
tive, any of A e techniques may be used. As for A e choice of
technique in an individual case, a good working rule is enun
ciated by Fr. Thomas J. 0 ’Donnell, S .J., as follows; 'T h e only
moral Arective here is that A e surgeon select tliat metliod
which he considers safest in his hands and in A e best interest
of tiie patient.”"

r-

2. Indications
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The directive gives only the very general indications for
psychosurgery: namely, serious mcntal illness and intractable
pain. The main reason, of course, for keeping to a general
statement was the need of brevity. Yet, even if space allowed
for a development of these points, it would not be wise to
enumerate specific indications for the operations in a directiiT.
As is the case regarding the operative techniques, there are
differences of opinion among specialists concerning the precise
indications for psychosurgery. For instance, some would limit
it to psychoses; many otliers would extend it to certain forms of
neurosis. The directive simply requires A a t the mental illness
be serious: that is, an illness which is chronie and truly dis
abling. Granted tliis, and granted the other conditions to be
explained later, the directive would allow tiie operation for
mcntal illness, regardicss of the technical classification of the
illness.
As regards pain, the cases considered intractable in the sense
of the directive would be great and unbearable sufferings com
plicated by an anxiety state A at makes them similar to a
mental illness.
Even though the directive is purposely phrased in a general
way, tliere seems to be no objection to citing some of the statem e ^ f specialists concerning tlie indicaUons for psycliosur( " '« " " i n r i c r . M d.: The Newman Press, 1 9 5 6 ),

'p . T s . '
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gery. I cite Aese, however, merely as illustrations and not as
qualifications of the meaning of A e directive. For instance,
one doctor, writing in 1 9 4 9 , had Ais to say:
Today most obscrvers see A e best outlook for prefrontal lobotomy
in long-stanAng deprcssive illnesses, particularly A e involutional type,
and in incapacitating obscssive-compulsive neuroscs. Also, certain
schizophrenic patients, especially A e catatonic subgroup, have bcnefitted from A e operation. ContrainAcations for lobotomy are present
when A e emotional tone has become chronically flattened ( A e opera
tion would only "flatten” it all A e m ore); and A e advisability o f oper
ation is also questionable in A osc cases where antisocial traits were
evident in the previous personality.®

Two years later (in 1 9 5 1 ) anoAer specialist, after having
described A e effects of lobotomy in certain cases of mcntal
illness, concluded:
It is considerations such as Aese which convince us A a t Icucotomy
is morally permissible in cases o f scrious psychasthenia, schizophrenia,
and morbid attacks o f deprcssive anxiety, provided Aese patients can
not bc curcd in some o A c r way.
On A e o A c r hand, w c do not consider that leucotomy is permissible
in psychopaA ic cases where the structiure o f A e personality reveals,
on serious examination, no still hcalA y core on which to work. In
tliis connection, we are A inking o f certain groups o f psychopaAs w'ho,
as we know from experience, arc completely lacking in any develop
mcnt o f tlie emotions, intelligence and will, beyond A e sphere of
simple essential relations. Leucotomy cannot achieve its purpose wdA
such individuals, psychicalfi' ill-devclopcd and deformed, because A e
facultics w hich A c intervention aims at liberating are completely

i
1

faulty.«

AnoAer, and more general, statement of the indication for
psychosurgery, is A a t “it presupposes that A e brain of Ae
patient remains more or less intact, and that as a resuit of
®C. Charles Burlingame, M .D., “Psychosurgery— New Help for A e
Mentally 111,” T h e Scientific Monthly, Feb., 1949, pp. 140-144; words
quoted are on p. 142.
« Prof. J. J. G. Prick, in T h e Ethics o f Brain Surgery (C h icago: Henry
Rcgncry Company, 1 9 5 5 ), p. 28. The articles translated in A is book
originally appeared in CaJiicrs Laennec, March, 1951.
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delusions, halluciiiations, or obscssions, the mental tension is
such that the patient cannot carry on a normal life.”® And, as
a final sample of this interesting literature, let me quote tliis
paragraph;
Our patients arc selcctcd for lobotomy only after a Aorough evalua
tion of tlic factor of anxiety, regardless of A e clinical diagnosis. The
beneficial effects of any t^T^e of prefrontal lobotomy are to be explained
solely in terms of rclcasc of tension generatcd by repression. The chief
symptom of such tension is anxiety in all its undisguiscd forms, such
as guilt, self-condemnadon, sclf-punisliment, and fear, and in its
masked forms such as phobias, obsessions, compulsions, hallucinations
and delusions, hostility, and aggression. In A is connection, it is well
to remember that h)-pomanic and manic bchavior is frequently a cloak
for anxiety and in such instances represents a masked form of anxiety.
If the symptoms of tension wiA resulting anxiety are prominent m a
psychotic or ncurotic patient, a varying measure of rclief may be ex
pected from lobotomy. The converse is also true, A e less A e anxiety
the poorer the Aerapeutic resuit. Patients should A en be selccted on
the basis of the anxiety symptom and A c results of lobotomy appraiscd
in terms of rclief of anxiety and tension, raA er A an by A e percentage
of so-called rcmissions or cures in various diagnostic categories.®

ir

3.

rf'

EHects

As regards mental illness, the principal good effect of pSNchosurgery is relief from emotional tension: for example, a
patient may be relieved from a crippling anxiety and, widi
proper help, may begin to lead a more or less normal life. Just
how this relief is brought about has been and still is a matter
of speculation. One explanation often accepted as very prob
able is that psychosurgery effects a sort of divorce between cog*

Tramactions of the Catholic M edical Guild o f St.
ustra ia ), Jan. 1954. This mimbcr of T he Transactious con-

-» C
ains a s>Tnposium on leucotomy held at Sancta Sophia College, Unicrsi o J ncy, March 1, 1953. The symposium covers pp. 19-42.
^ Ih c
quoted in my text is by Dr. S. J. Minogue, p. 37.

p NWntvrc \l
M.D., and Aurelia
ment
ri P
Coagulation in the TreatT ' " IQ 54’
American ]oun,al o f Prychlatry.
A u g . ,
1954, pp. 1 1 2 - 1 1 9 ; see p. 119.
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nition and emotional response. In odier words— to use an
example— a Aought or suggesdon which might have caused
A e patient a veritable panic before the operation would scarcely
trouble him after A c operation.
There is a heavy price to pay for Ae desired release from
tension. According to various specialists, psychosurgery induces
personality changcs of many kinds. For instance, here are
some of the changes observed: inertia, lack of ambidon and
inidative, a tendency to be sadsfied wiA litde or no work
or with work of a very inferior quality, lack of hmiian-respect,
some degree of moral degeneradon, reduced capacity for pro
longed attention, inferior planning ability, impairment of Cre
ative ability, lack of foresight and concern for A e future, tactlessness, crude sociai behavior, lessening of affection, fatigue
and excessive sleep, in Afference to pain. To Aese personality
changes may be added such diings as failure to control toilet
habits, and A e risks of brain surgery in terms of mortality rate.
Estimates of mortality rate var>’ somewhat, but, wiA some
qualifications according to techniques, 2% to 3% is often
given.
At first glance. A is seems to be a grini picture, and one
niight easily conclude A at psychosurgery does more harm Aan
good. There are, however, some mitigating factors. For one
thing, not all these effects are noticed in A e same person.
Also, tliere are degrees: some changes are very slight. More
over, it is possible to preclude or avoid many of Aem by
proper postopcrative care. Furtiiermore, a careful selection of
patients will avoid some of the worst effects: e.g., tiie probabil
ity of immoral acts and of antisocial behavior. Finally, there is
the plain fact that, despite tiie unjustifiable experimentation
that has sometimes been carried on in this field, Ae overall
picture is that at least half the patients have been improved by
the operations, and of A e others, comparati\'cly few were made
worse. When patients are carefully selected, the operations

It
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properly performed, and postopcrative care is properly given,
A e percentage of success is much greater.
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It must be remembered A a t "improvement” boA in mental
cases and in cases of intractable pain must be measured in
terms of the morbid state and not in terms of A e premorbid
personality. Precisely for A is reason, some of A e effects of
ps)'chosurgery A at may be undesirable in themselves and for
normal persons, may be actually good for those who are men
tally ill or Astraught witli pain. I might illustrate tliis by a
few citations from conscientious specialists. Tlie first quotation
concerns a woman patient, ivith generahzed metastascs from
carcinoma of A e rectum. The other two quotations concern
mental patients in general. I shall merely give the quotations
here, reserving comment to A e next section:
The extreme pain, anxiety and dcspair were not controlled by a
total of 122 grains of morphine, 70 grains of luminal and 12 ampules
of cobra venom, during A e month prior to neurosuxgical consultation.
She was obviously tcrminal. Her demands for relief, A c disturbancc she set up, taxcd everyone, house oAccrs as ivell as nurses.
Mcdication was as frequent as evcry two hours. She was too far gonc
physically to attempt a procedure such as chordotomy.
Under pentoAal ancsAcsia, a bilateral prefrontal lobotomy was car
ried out on March 6, 1947. Follmving Ais procedure the patient, after
Ae usual period of inertia of about four to five days duration, was
alert, visitcd pleasantly wiA her family. She was affablc, quiet and
content. Subsequently only 2 grains of luminal and
grain of
morphine were required until time of dcaA approximately one monA
later.‘

r

1

i

■(

AlAough it is Afficult to prcdict in each inAvidual case, A e balanceshcct of profits and losscs, current practice demands A a t A e gravity
an incurahlUiy of the mental disease should be taken as criteria for
dcciding in favour of this intervention [leucotomy]. When the true
human personality appears to he buricd, in no uncertain fashion, under
ic action o a ccti\c paAological mechanisms. A c positive outcomc of
’ Edmund A. SmoUIc, M.S., M.D., F.A.C.S., “Surgical McAods for A e
°
Pain, Mississippi Valley Medical Journal
and Badtologic Rexnew, March 1948. Quotation from a reprint wiAout page numbers.
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A e intervention will more A an compensate for A e accompanying
losses; for it will be a liberation— modest, indeed, but qualitatively sig
nificant— of A c power of abstract Aought, of A e will, and of a cer
tain interior freedom.®
i
i
i
1
It is essential A a t wc should maintain our perspective and keep
the whole picture before us. Here is a psychotic patient, hopeless, ir
rational, illogical, submergcd in a psjxhotic quagmirc. He has a suc
cessfui Icucotomy. He bccomcs rational, logical and responsible. Hc
works efficicntly in an office, in A e horne, for A e council, as Ae
presented cascs showed us tonight. Indeed, he once more becomes
capable of human acts.
It is true A at leucotomy has rcduccd his capacity to become an
Ignadus Loyola, but it has liftcd him out of A c aimless psychotic
impotence. At least he is now capable of intclligently striving to reach
A e lowcr storcys within A c celestial hierarchy.®
4.

The Individual

C ase

According to tiie directive, psychosurgery is morally justi
fiable when it is medically indicated. This prcoperative medi
cal judgment, though especially difficult as regards psychosur
gery, is made along essentially A e same lines as in otiicr serious
surgical procedures. For instance, no competent and con
scientious doctors would decide for or against any serious
surgery merely on tlie basis of general statistics and results in
oA er cases. The judgment must be made in terms of the par
ticular patient’s condition; the good and bad effects are
weighed as Aey will probably occur in this case; and A e final
judgment to operate or not operate is concerned with a com
parison of these probable effects on tiie patient. All tiiis may
seem too obvious to mention; yet I have seen some literature,
botli medical and moral, which at least implies that important
surgical decisions should be made merely on the basis of sta
tistics. This, of course, is not correct. The doctors’ ultimate
®T he Ethics o f Brain Surgery, p. 28.
®The Transactious (sce footnote 5 ) , p. 4 1 ; statement by Dr. F. J.
Kyncur.
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responsibility must ahvays be concerned with the individual

J

case.
AnoAer consideration common to all prcoperative decisions
concerns A e possibility of obtaining A e same good effects in
some more conservative manner. Thus, in our particular prob
lem, everyone would admit, 1 think, A a t A e ideal treatment
for mental illness and pain is psychoAerapy, because psycho
therapy is completely constructive. And, when psychoAerapy
is not feasible, the next consideration must be given to Ae
possibility of producing A e good results by means of chemical
therapy. In the treatment of pain. A is is A e most common
way of dealing with A e situation: that is, by means of drugs,
the use of wAich can be carefully controlled. As 1 ivrite this
chapter, there are already some inAcations A a t A e use of
various forms of chemical Aerapy may supplant the more dras
tic measures A at have been used in the treatment of mental
illness and intractable pain. Even the most enAusiastic supporters of psychosurgery w'0 uld wclcome furA er progress along
Aesc lines.
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Physicians and morahsts who WTite about psychosurgery us
ually stress A e idea that it is a procedure "of last resort.” This
is A c meaning of the directive when it says that psychosur
gery is not justifiable "when less extreme remedies are rcason
ably available.” Article 41 of A c CanaAan Code is more
specific and more helpful on Ais point. It states that psycho
surgery is permitted "when other treatments have failed, or are
unavailable or deemed medically inexpeAent.”
Theoretically, the choice of therapeutic measures is always
made in terms of A c best interests of the patient. Other con
siderations such as the advancement of science and the help
of other people are secondary. Every medical society w'Ould sub
scribe to Aese statements. The directive, in calling attention
to the primary place of A e patients welfare, emphasizes the
fact A at he is a person. There are several reasons for this
emphasis. It is easy to lose appreciation of A e true human
278
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dignity of some mentally ill persons; and tliis can lead to ex
perimentation for the good of odiers at the expense of Ae
patient. It is my impression A at such experimentation is more
common in public institutions than in private hospitals and
that it is less common in our countrv than in some others.
tf

Failure to apprcciate the personal dignity of the patient
can also lead to psychosurgery just to make him more manageablc. If this means merely to reduce A e work of Aose
who care for him, it is completely unjustifiable. I say "merely,'’
because in some instances it is actually for the patientis own
good to make him "more managcable." I refer to cases in which
the psychosurgery protects him from himself by reducing a
suicidal impulse, and makes it possible for him to have greater
iiberty by reducing dangerous antisocial traits.
In the human person, there is a hierarchy of values, as Pope
Pius X II has pointed out.’“ The highest value, of course, is
spiritual: the power to think and to use free will. No good of
the merely corporeal order is sufficient to compensate for Ae
loss of these spiritual powers. Yet, when those treating tlie
mentally ill forget thcir personal dignity, they may also forget
ihis order of values and sacrifice A e spiritual for A c corporeal.
Thus, wc hear at times that patients have been dehumanized,
turncd into vegetables, by psychosurgery. Very likely such
things have happened chicfly because of unintentional mistakcs in prcdicting results or in unintentionally making an
operation too extensive. Yet, they can also bc Ae rcsult of a
materialistic mentality tliat does not recognize the true dignity
of the human per.son.
The specialists quoted in the previous section show a fine
appreciation of true values. Those who speak of the mentally
ill make it clcar that thcir aim is to liberate the spiritual
powers. And, though the doctor does not mention the spiritual
aspect explicitiy, it sccnis clcar A at the woman who had the
C f. his statement in tlic concluding section o f this chapter.
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prefrontal lobotomy for pain was better able to prepare herself
for deaA after the operation A an she was before. In her case,
as in all terminal cases, A e ability to pray and to cooperate
wiA grace should be considered as especially precious. In
terms of A e human person and his destiny, it is the supreme
value.
5.

The Canadian Code explicitiy requires the serious consulta
tion of specialists before psychosurgery. Our directive sup
poses Ais. Moreover, as I explained in chapter 7, this is a case
in which special care must be taken to protect A e interests of
the helpless.
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Also presupposed here is the necessity of due permission be
fore psychosurgical intervention. If the patient is capable of
making his own decisions, he has the inviolable right to give
or to refuse conscnt. To perfonn the operation through decep
tion or against his w'ill is an invasion of his rights. If he is
incapable of making the decision, his parents or guardians have
the right to make it for him. Here, too, as I pointed out in
chapter 7, special care to protect the patient is necessar}'. Hos
pital auAorities should see A at no undue influence is brought
to hear on A c patient or his guardians and that guardians do
not make the decision through selfish interests. Competent
and conscientious medical consultants can do much to prevent
such dangers.
7. Tho Moral Decision

Granted the conditions explained in the foregoing sections of
Ais chapter, psychosurgery is, as the directive states, morally
justifiab e It is hardly necessary to elaborate on A is. However,
lou
i e to add a word about a papal statement that has
,

ope

In his address of Sept. 13,
lus 4 I said A at a man may not submit to mcdi280
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cal procedures which alleviate physical or psychic illness, but
at the same time “involve the destruction or A e diminution to
a considerable and lasting extent of freedom— that is to say, of
A e human personality in its typical and characteristic func
tions. In A a t way man is degraded to A e level of a purely
sensory being— a being of acquired reflexes or a Living automaton. Such a reversal of values is not permitted by A e nat
ural law.”
W hen A a t statement first appeared, some doctors asked me
wheAer it was a condemnation of psychosurgery. They were
much concerned over A at. Actually, Aere was no sound
foundation for such concern. The Pope was simply indicating
in raA er broad, general terms a case in which A e harm to
A e patient would outweigh A e benefit, because no merely
material benefit would compensate for A e loss of freedom “to a
considerable and lasting extent.” I Aink Ais point was ex
plained sufficiently in section 4 of this chapter.
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The uie of narcosis or hypnosis fo r the
is permissible wlfh the conscnt at least
ot tho patient, provided due precautions
the patient and the hospital trom harmful
the p atien fs right to secrecy Is duly

cure of mental illness
reasonably presumed
are taken to protect
effects, and provided
sateguarded. Direc

tive 45.
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| N TREATING SOME GASES of mental illness, it is es
pecially important to Ascover A e incident A a t precipitated
A e iUness. One diagnostic tool for A is purpose is psychoanal)-sis. OAer tools, which might be called short-cuts in A e
psychoanalytic method, are hypnotism (hypnoanalysis) and
A e use of drugs such as soAum Amytal and soAum PentoAal
(narcoanalysis, or narcosynAesis). The present directive is
concerned \viA A e use of hypnotism and drugs; directive 4 6
deals explicitiy with ps)’choanalysis.
The most recent of the techniques to get A e psychiatric
patient to talk freely is, I beheve, the use of sodium PentoAal.
This technique is graphically described by Doctors Grinker and
Spiegel in Aeir book Men Under Stress/ A typical example
of A e treatment, as recommended and practiced by Aese doc
tors would be somewhat as follows:
‘ R. R. Grinker, M.D., and J. P. Spiegel, M.D., Men Under Stress
(Philadelphia: The Blaldston Co., 1 9 4 5 ).
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Suppose A e psychiatristis patient is suffering from some
neurotic illness. By means of interviews the psycliiatrist first
establishes a relationship of confidence wiA his patient and
learns all A a t he can about A e repressed emotional situation
or situations A a t brought on A e neurotic conAtion. When A e
psychiatrist realizes tliat furAer recall would require too much
time or A a t it is too difficult, or perhaps impossible, he resorts
to A e PentoA al treatment. PentoAal is given intravenously,
and the patient is told to count backwards from 100. When
A e counting becomes confused, A e injection is discontinued.
In A is narcotic condition A e patient usually talks freely about
himself. Sometimes his talking will spontaneously follow lines
pertinent to his illness; sometimes he must be skillfully Arected
by A e psychiatrist. Very often A e patient will literally relive
an entire frightening experience, verbally, emotionally, dra
matically. Often, too, as A e effects of A e drug begin to wear
off, A e patient begins unconsciously to gain an insight into his
troubles and to make appropriate readjustments. After A at, A e
psychiatristis task is simply to aid A e patient to a completion of
A e insight and readjustment. Because Aeir treatment not only
enabled A e physician to diagnose A e illness but also helped
the patient toward self-understanding and adjustment, Drs.
Grinker and Spiegel preferred to call it narcosynthesis raAer
than merely narcoanalysis.
It is obvious that some moral problems could be involved in
the use of narcoanalysis and hypnoanalysis, and that certain
conditions must be fulfilled for such treatments to be licit.
Directive 4 6 outlines the conditions. In the following para
graphs I shall give the conditions separately and a brief ex
planation of each one.
1 ) I f the patient has the nse of reason, the treatments

should not ordinarily he used without his explicit consent.
W e must remember that in A e ordinary psychiatric inter
views, the patient is always free to refuse to answ'er a question.
He may be unrcasonable in Aus refusing to cooperate in his

rf*
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cure, but this refusal is his natural right. Under narcosis or
hypnosis he loses A is freedom; hence A e induction of such
States without his consent is ordinarily an invasion of his
rights.
I have stressed A e word “ordinarily” here, because I Aink
Aere may be occasions when A c psychiatrist may legitimately
presume A e patientis consent to A e treatm ents: for instance,
when the psychiatrist knows that A e patient really wishes to
do everytliing necessary to get well but would neverAeless
shrink from narco- or hypnotherapy because of some exag
gerated and unfounded fear.
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If A e patient has not A e use of reason, A e consent of liis
guarAan or guardians should be obtained before A e treatments
are used. Ordinarily this consent should also be exphcit; but
I beheve that such consent might be legitimately presumed
under the same circumstances A a t would justify A e treatments
iiViAout A e explicit conscnt of a rational patient. Furthermore, from a merely moral point of view, a guardian’s explicit
refusal might even be ignored if it were manifestly unreasonable and Aerefore detrimental to the health of A e patient.
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2 ) There should he no unjustifiahle risk o f harm for the
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patient.
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Tliis conAtion hardly nceds explanation, as it is always
necessary for the licit use of any procedure. I include it here
merely for the sake of completeness.
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3 ) T he psychiatrist must take the necessary means o f pro-

tecting himself, and particidarly the hospital, from harmfid
effects.
I am referring to the danger of unsavory lawsuits and of
erogatory gossip. For instance, in certain cases of presumed
guardian, or in cases of extraordinary
ns 0 larm
effects to the patient, A cre might be serious
legal complications. And if ,he patient is a woman, certain
precautions may be called for to prevent hannful gossip. Tlie
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hospital has a right to know of such risks and to refuse to be
come involved in Aem .

Professional secrecy must he rigidly ohserved concern
ing the information gleaned in the course of the treatment.
4)

Here again we list a condition which pertains to all meAcal
practice, neverAeless the point deserves special emphasis for
several reasons. In the first place, A e patient under narcosis
or h)pnosis is unable to direct A e course of his speech; hence
his revelations are even more inviolable than those made in a
wakeful state. Furthcrmore, we live in an age of "case histories,” and A is is particularly true of sociai work and psy
chiatric practice. Perhaps I am too meticulous, but I certainly
get A e impression that many of these case histories are veiled
so thinly that anyone who really wanted to do so could easily
identify the subject. If A at impression is correct, I can see no
justification for the recounting or publishing of A e histories
without the consent of A e patient.
Finally— a A ird reason for stressing the need of profes
sional secrecy— w'e live in a "clinic” age. Patients are examined
before large groups of speciahsts, students, and so forA. Per
haps this is necessar}' for the advancement of science; yet one
wonders at times if the poor are not unduly humiliated in A e
process. W ith regard to narcoanalysis or hypnoanalysis, A e ex
amination of a patient before a group means A e revelation of
the patientis secrets (sometimes very embarrassing secrets) to
A e entire group. An examination of Ais kind should never be
forced on the patient; and, if such an examination is judged
useful and permissible, all who are present should keep in
mind that they are bound by A c professional secret.
Generally speaking, if the four conditions I have just ex
plained are observed, narcoanalysis and hypnoanalysis may be
considered as morally unobjectionable, and Ae treatments may
bc allowed in Gatholic hospitals. Before concluding A e sub
ject, however, I should like to mention tivo oA cr factors A at
are sometimes brought up for discussion.
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For instance, I have been asked if A ere is any danger Aat
a patient under narcosis might re-enact some sexual sin Aat
he had committed. I can give no definite answer to A e question;
but several psychiatrists have told me that, in A eir opinion,
this will not happen.
The second factor is indicated by Aese words of F r. Francis
J. Connell, C .S S .R .: "The patient may submit to the treatment
at A e hands of a competent and conscientious physician who
believes A at it will probably be helpful.”" I have italicized Ae
word "conscientious.” Readers who are familiar with CaAolic
moral treatises on hypnotism will probably recall A a t these
usually specify A at A e hypnotist also be conscientious. The
same idea would very hkely be included in any Catholic state
ment of A e morality of psychoAerapy or narcoanalysis.

\r
\*
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Why this insistent demand that the psychiatrist be conscien
tious? As I understand it. A ere is no intention here of
discriminating against the psychiatrist. As a m atter of fact, it
is dangerous to consuit other physicians, especially obstetri
cians, who are not conscientious. Nevertheless, there seems to
be a special need of such emphasis with regard to psychiatrists,
because not infrcquently psychiatric help must include A e
influencing of the patientis conscience: for example, in cases of
scrupulosity. Where such influence is called for, the psychia
trist can hardly avoid applying his own standards of morality
to the case— at least, so it seems to me.
Psychiatrists will say that Aey do not try to influence A e
conscience of the patient— A at Aey merely try to aid him to
understand his own problems and to solve them according to
his own conscience. I am \villing to concede that this is
generally true; but it does not apply to all psychiatrists, and it
can hardly apply to A e treatment of all patients.
The presumption is A at all physicians wAo belong to the
®C f. “ The Morality o f Narcotherapy,” American Ecclcsiastical RexHe
Dec., 1945, pp. 448-449.
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staffs of our CaAolic hospitals are sufficiently conscientious;
and this presumption includes A e psychiatrists. Hospitals may
act on A is presumption unless Aere is a positive reason for
suspecting some morally harmful practice. And I might add
A a t much of A e suspicion and Afficulty A at may arise wiA
regard to various medical practices can be avoided by fostering
sympaAetic contacts between priests and physicians. In my
own experience w iA physicians of various special fields, in
cluding psychiatry, I have found A at even Aose who have no
personal religious convictions are quite willing to respect A e
conscience and religious tenets of Aeir patients and A at Aey
welcome A e friendiy advice and cooperation of priests in treat
ing CaAolic patients. Perhaps this experience is not typical;
but A ere is no sound reason why it should not be.
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Hypnosis as Anesthesia
<•

' ^ IR E C T IV E 4 5, which was explained in A e preceAng
chapter, contains A e principies relative to A e use of hyp
notism in psychiatric treatments. Smce that Arective was
formAated, we have been faced more and more frequently wiA
A e problem of using hypnosis as an anesA etic, especially in
obstetrics, dentistry, and surgery. It is not yet time for any
kind of final and comprehensive statement on tliis problem. It
seems advisable, however, to ouA ne some pertinent
considerations.
As regards obstetrics in particular, hypnosis is mentioned
frequently in A e medical literature of recent years; but a care
ful perusal of A is literature shows A a t A e meaning of "hyp
nosis is not always clearly defined. It may mean “light hyp
nosis or deep hypnosis,” or it may mean "natural childbirA,”
as explained by Grantly Dick Read. Tliat A is last meAod
satisfies A e demands of good morality was clearly stated by
Pope Pius XII in his adAess to doctors, Jan. 8, 1 9 5 6 .
Incidentally, it may be noted A at, at A e beginning of A e
address of Jan. 8, 1 9 5 6 , A e Pope referred to deep hypnosis
m delivery and suggested A a t one danger of A is method might
be emotional inAfference of A e mother toward her child. He
was careful to add, however, A at some doctors Aought Ais
indifference need not be attributcd to A e use of hypnosis.
Moreover, the danger could be avoided. It seems to me that
288
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A e very manner in which A e Holy FaA er spoke of hypnosis
in this context showed A at he considered Ais as primarily a
medical question and A a t A e judgment of its morality would
ultimately be based on sound medical opinion. His subsequent
address on anesAesia, Feb. 2 4 , 1 9 5 7 , confirms tliis interpreta
tion. On this occasion, he said:

I

i

But consciousness can also be reduced by artificial means. It makes
no difference from A e moral standpoint wheAer Ais resuit is obtained
by A c administration of drugs or by artificially produced sleep
(hypnosis)— which can be called a form of psychic pain prevention.
But hypnosis, even considered exclusively in itself, is subject to certain
rules. May W e rccall a brief reference We made to A e medical use
of hypnosis, at A c bcginning of A e address of Jan. 8, 1956, on natural
painless childbirA?

i
I
k

)

In A c matter wdiich engagcs Us at present. Aere is question of
hypnosis practised by A e doctor to serve a clinical purpose, while he
observes tlic precautions which science and medical ethics demand from
A c doctor as much as from A e patient who submits to i t The moral
judgnicnt which W e are going to state on A e suppression of con
sciousness applies to Ais specific use of IwTnosis.

I

But W e do not wish what W e say of hypnosis in A e service of medi
cine to bc extended to hjqjnosis in general ivlAout qualification. In
fact, hypnosis, insofar as it is an object of scientific research, cannot
be studied by any casual individual, but only by a serious scientist,
and within A c moral limits valid for all scientific activity. It is not
A c affair of some group of laymen or ecclcsiastics, who might dabble
in it as an interesting activity for A c sake of mere experience, or even
as a simple hobby.‘

li

If we consider A cse quoted paragraphs in reverse order,
we note three Cardinal points: ( 1 ) Hypnotism is a serious
scientific matter, and not someAing to be “dabbled in. ( 2 )
In its scientific use, A e precautions dictated by boA science
and morality are to be heeded. ( 3 ) Under Ae aspect of anes
Aesia, it is governed by A e same principies as any oAer form
’ Translation from T he Catholic Medical Quarterly, April, 1957, p. 60.
This issue of the Quarterly contains a complete English version of Ae
papal address (pp. 5 1 -6 6 ), wiA some helpful prcliminar)' remarks
by A e editor (pp. 4 9 - 5 0 ).
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of anesAesia. The first of Aese points needs no explanation
here. The second was already sufficiently explained in A e preceAng chapter. W hen 1 say, "sufficiently explained,” I realize
A at in A at chapter 1 said very little about the dangers in eiAer
narcosis or hypnosis. T hat omission was deliberate. It seemed
to me A at doctors know Aese dangers much better than T,
and 1 would be venturing into a field of which 1 have very little
definite knowledge were 1 to attempt a full discussion of Aese
dangers.
The Aird point is of greatest importance here: hypnotism
is to be governed by A e same principies as the use of oAer
anesAetics. This is tantamount to saying A a t A e rules of good
meAcine apply to A e use of hypnotism as an anesA etic; and,
insofar as its use conforms to Aese rules, it is in conformity
with good morality.

M EDICAL OPINION

w

r

A report published in the Journal o f the American Medical
Association, Oct. 2 0 , 1 9 5 6 , p. 7 6 9 , announced A e setting up
of an ad hoc committee, "to review A e present status and use
of hypnosis in American meAcine.” It was hoped that from
A e work of Ais committee A e Board of Trustees of A e Ameri
can Medical Association would be able to "take official action
toward adopting a policy regarding m eAcal use of hypnosis
A at will reflect A e opinion of American medicine generally.”
At A e time I write, I have not seen any furA er official state
ment on Ais topic; and, lacking Ais official statement, it would
be imprudent to suggest anything more A an a tentative and
limited conclusion concerning A e medical status of hypnosis
as an anesAetic. Tlie same Journal, however, has published
enough material to allow for at least A e tentative conclusion
A at hypnosis can be wsely used eiAer as a substitute for
Chemical anesAesia or as an adjunct to chemical anesAesia.
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In an article entitled "Hypnotism in Pregnancy and Labor/’"
Sol T . DeLee, M .D ., reviewed A e history of hypnotism, evaluated its medical advantages and disadvantages as a procedure to
be used in pregnancy and labor, illustrated how it should be
used in prenatal care and parturition, and concluded as
follows:
During A e past decade, as a resuit of the interest of the medical
profession in suggestive relaxation meAods for painless childbirA, a
marked increase in A e scientific applications of hypnosis has become
apparent. It has been a belated but welcome recognition of A e use
fulness of hypnoanesAesia, ciA er as an anesAetic agent or as an
adjunct to chemoanesAcsia. Hypnosis in parturition is far from a
panacea nor will it ever supplant chemoanesAetic agents. NeverAe
less, its applications are growing daily, and it is proving a powerful
ally in alleviating oA er functional conditions in obstetrics and gyne
cology; this is also true in oA er clinical fields. Scminars by qualified
sdentists to teach all aspects of clinical hypnosis are increasing rapidly,
and A e British M eAcal Association rccently recommended A at all
physicians be grounded in A e basic principies of hypnoAerapy. It
must be emphasized A a t in order to successfully employ hypnotic
techniques for psychoAerapy, onc must be oriented or trained in psychodynamics. More active participation and education in hypnotic
mcAodology will help Aspel misunderstanAng and apprehension
among A e laity. Thus, if juAciously cmploycd, anoAer valuable tech
nique will be available to more physicians who wish to mitigate A c
pain of parturition.

Later, in collaboration with William S. Kroger, M.D., Dr.
DeLee described a case in which hypnosis was A e only anes
Aesia used in a cesarean section wiA hysterectomy." In the
course of A eir article, the doctors state: “We wish to empha^Journal o f the American Medical Association, Oct. 22, 1955, pp.
7 5 0 -7 5 4 . There is a summar)' of Ae article in A e Year Book of
Obstetrics 6- Gynecology, 1 9 5 6 -1 9 5 7 Series, pp. 155-157. In some
remarks appcndcd to A is summary, Dr. J. P. Greenhill observes. Any
unbiascd physician will find A at A cre is a definite field of use
ness for hypnosis in many branches of medicine.
" "Use of HypnoanesAesia for Cesarean Section and Hysterectomy,
Journal o f the American Medical Association, Feb. 9, 1957, pp. 4 42
444.
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size that hypnosis is never gomg to be a substitute for chemoanestiiesia, because it can be utilized in only about 10% of
carefully selected patients.” And, among their concluding para
graphs is the following:
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HypnoanesAesia per se is recommended only for certain patients.
These constitute less A an 1 0 % of selected patients requiring major
surgery. It has a much wider field of application when used as an
adjunct to chemoanesAesia. In this capacity, it can dccrease Ae
quantity of anesAetic required and facilitate induction of anesAesia,
due to marked muscular relaxation. Additionally, anoxia is greatly
Aminished. In many patients, A e use of hypnosis can obviate Ae
traAtional use of preanesAetic mcAcaments and thus lessen Ae
tendency to A e development of respiratory depression. Employed
postoperatively, wiA or wiAout chemoanesAesia, hypnosis can often
prevent pulmonary complications, postopcrative pain, and vomiting.
As a rcsult of improved nutrition A e healing of wounds is facilitatcd.

Harold B. Crasilneck, Ph.D ., E . James M cCranie, M.D.,
and M. T . Jenkins, M.D.,® say A a t A e use of hypnoanesAesia,
in preference to chemical anesAesia, "should be reserved for
cases wiA special indications, because A ere are definite psy
chological hazards to its indiscriminate use and in most
uncomplicated cases its use is neiAer practical nor cconomically feasible.” As for A e special cases in which it might be indi
cated, Aeir own experience has prompted them to suggest the
following:
First, it is inAcated in cases in which chemical analgesics and
dcprcssants are contraindicatcd or dangerous because of respiratory or
cardiac Ascase. . . . Second, it is inAcated in cascs in which the
prcferred anesAetic agent cannot be used because A c patient has
demonstrated scnsitivity to it. . . . Third, hypnoanesAesia should be
used in cascs in which the repeated use of anesthetics tends to have,
a dcbilitating effect on A c patient wiA an already disturbed physiology. ^This is frequently a problem with scvcrely burned patients who
require frequent painful changes of dressings, dcbridement, and skin
gra ts. . . . Fourth, it is inAcated in patients whose apprehension
and fear of general anesAesia arc so great as to interfere \viA its
‘ n
Hypnosis as a MeAod of AnesAesia," ibid.,
Dec. 29, 1956, pp. 1606-1608.
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smooA application or even to resuit in serious anesAetic risks.
Fifth, hypnosis should bc utilized in patients whom it is desirable to
free of some of the ncurophysiological effects of Ae anesAcdc.

The preceding articles were mainly concerned with some
specific uses of hypnoancstliesia. More general in its approach
is "The Role of Hypnosis in AnesAesiolog)',” by Milton J. Marmer, M.D.® Like Dr. DeLee, Dr. Marmer gives a short histor}'
of medical hypnosis. He then discusses its use in modern
anesAcsiology, describes how it was used in conjunction widi
chemical agents in a case of Aoracic surgery, and concludes:
Hypnosis has much to offer A e anesAesiologist. It minimizcs fear
and apprehension and is valuable as an adjunct to Ae measures com
monly employcd in scdation before and after operation. It can be
attempted when chemical anesAetics are contrainAcated. PosAjTpnotic suggestion has proved to be of great value in A e postopcrative
course, namely, in reducing or eliminating nausea, vomiting, and pain.
Hypnosis is a successfui auxiliary measure for inducing anesAesia and
can effect anesAesia alone. Patients vary in tlieir susceptibility to
hypnosis, and a deep hypnotic level cannot be reached in every in
stance. Idcally, hypnosis should be used in combination iviA chemical
agents to achieve anesAesia. . . .

One who reads A e articles 1 have cited will be impressed
by A e fact that the authors are earnest, scientific men who are
not interested in exaggerating A e benefits of hypnoanesAesia
or in minimizing its limitations. The articles themselves, which
in turn contain abundant references to oAer scientific Ascussions, lead to the conclusion A at hypnoanesAesia can be wisely
used by responsible physicians in properly selected cases. Pending the final report of the Board of Trustees of tlie American
Medical Association, our hospitals may safely follow this
conclusion.
Sept., 2 9 , 1 9 5 6 , pp. 4 4 1 -4 4 3 . In Ae course of Ais article,
Dr. Mermcr says: “It should be mentioned A at hypnodontia is a wellrccognized and highly uscful field of dentistry.” For a developmcnt
of this statement, one might read “Hypnosis in Dentistry, by George
F. Kuehner, D.D.S., in Hypnosis and Its Therapeutic Applications
(N ew York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1 9 5 6 ), cdited by
Roy M. Dorcus, Ph.D. Dr. Kuchncr’s contribution is Chapter 12.
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chapter

Electro-Shock Therapy
Shock-fherapy
Directive 47.

is

permitted

when

m edically

indicated.

^^avanagh and McGoldrick briefly describe electro-shock
Aerapy as “A e induction of convulsions by A e use of
electrical current sent Arough the frontal lobes of the brain
from electrodes placed over A e temples.”’ Tlie principle for
judging A e morality of this Aerapy is easily phrased: it is per
mitted when it offers A e patient A e hope of needed benefit
wiAout incurring A e risk of some disproportionate harm. In
a word, as directive 4 7 puts it, it "is permitted when medically
inAcated.” Obviously, one cannot apply this principle to inAyidual cases without knowing A e condition of A e patient, the
indications and contraindications of electro-shock therapy, Ae
possi ' ity of producing A e same or greater benefit by otlier
t erapies, and so fortii. It is A e province of the medical ex
pert, not e moralist, to determine and evaluate such points;
an one can say about shock therapy just what is said about
other procedures: tliat good medicine is good morality.
Cavanagh

and

McGoldrick.

electro-shock

and * e ‘d ”
c
involutional melancholia
and the depressions of later life, in the depresscd phasc of
man.c-depress.ve psychosis, in dte excitcd phase of m an“ -de‘

Th' B - e
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pressive psychosis, and in schizophrenia. The degree of benefit
varies considerably according to Aese inAcations. VanderVeldt
and Odenwald state that A e treatment "is valuable in cases
of depression, especially those of involutional melancholia, and
for slight prepsychotic conditions.”" Report No. 15 of Ae
Group for the Advancement of Psycliiatry gives a somewhat
detailed evaluation (in ouAne form ) of Aese various indica
tions."
Incidentally, two of the reports published by Ae Group for
Advancement of Psychiatry deal wiA electro-shock Aerapy.
The first of Aese (G A P Report No. 1; Sept. 15, 1 9 4 7 ) begins
by referring to "A e reported promiscuous and indiscriminate
use of electro-shock Aerapy”; and A e predominant tone of Ae
report is raA er negative, stressing such things as lack of evi
dence for certain claims, abuses, etc.® The revised report is
more positive, as these opening words of the first point indi
cate: “Electro-shock therapy (perhaps better named electrocon vulsi ve therapy or electro-cerebral therapy) is of
unquestioned benefit in certain psychiatric conditions. VVhcn
indicated it is a valuable part of A e overall psychiatric treat
ment program and in many cases is the major Aerapeutic
procedure.” Despite the positive tone, however, Ae revised
report cites certain abuses that the committee considered to be
widespread: e.g., the use of shock Aerapy without adequate
evaluation of A e patientis needs, without proper safeguards
(especially w iA non-hospitalizcd patients), wiAout considera
tion of oA er forms of therapy, by unqualified persons, ctc.®
It is not my intention, in giving the preceding paragraphs,
2 Psychiatry and Catholicism (New York: The McGraw-Hill PubUshing
Company, 1 9 5 2 ) , p. 68.
®The Group for A e Advancement of Psychiatry has a mcmbcrship of
approximately 150 psychiatrists. Its reports are published at 3617
VV. SixA Ave., Topcka, Kansas.
« GAP Report No. 1, Sept. 15, 1947.
* GAP Report No. 15, Aug., 1950.
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to make any judgment on the indications for, or abuses of,
electro-shock treatments. The paragraphs merely scratch the
surface of the professional literature. However, even Aough
superficial, Aey illustrate A e points to be considered when a
moral appraisal of electro-shock Aerapy must be made. The
treatment is unqucstionably justified when it is preceded by
adequate diagnosis, adniinistered by competent persons, accompanicd by necessar)' safeguards, and supplementcd, when
necessary, by other forms of Aerapy. The precise moral
obligation of hospital auAorities and physicians is to see Aat
Aese conditions are fulfilled.

»'

Lest A e summary rule I have just given be misunderstood,
let me add that by "adequate diagnosis” I mean not merely an
analysis of the patientis condition but also a consideration of
oAer mediods of treatment. Obviously, it would bc neiAer
good medicine nor good morality to use shock therapy if
an equally good rcsult could bc produced by a less drastic
measure. For example, it now seems ciear that the judicious
use of such drugs as the tranquilizers can reduce, and per
haps totally eliminate, the use of shock therapy. Insofar as diis
is true, shock Aerapy ccases to be medically indicated and be
comes morally objectionable.

?

,1

!/

On

I*

a

P r e g n a n t

Paticnf

I have been asked more than once whether electro-shock
Aerapy may bc permitted on a paUent who is pregnant. Before
answering this question, one would have to know whether any
arni might bc done the fetus or wheAer there would be any
special danger for the mother that ivould not be incurrcd if
she were not pregnant. If no special risks are involved. A c
mora it\ o le frcatments would be judged in the same way as
have indicated above. If tliere are special risks. tlie precise
problem would be to judge whether these might be ju s tifie d or instance, by Uie application ot the principle ot the double
effect. Cavanagh and McGoldrick say tliat pregnancy was
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formerly regarded as a contraindication to electro-shock
Aerapy, but A cre is considerable evidence accumulating that
Ais procedure does not affect pregnancy. W iAin A e past few
years several psychiatrists and an experienced psychiatric nurse
have told me that pregnancy creates no special risk either for
mother or for child. On one occasion, when a ivoman aborted
after A e sixth electro-shock treatment, all the experts con
sulted said tliat A e treatment was not a causal factor in Ae
abortion. An abstract in a recent number of Ae Jounial of
the American Medical Association^ concerns a child A at was
born approximately tlirce nionths after the complction of shock
treatments and which at the age of 32 months was found to be
mentally deficient. The doctors think that the mental deficicncy is probably not due to the shock treatments; but it is
suggested A a t attention be paid to A c incidence of mentally
deficient children of mothers who have received clectro-convulsive Aerapy during pregnancy.
These few points indicate that medical opinion is prcdomiiiantly in favor of A c view A at pregnancy adds no special
hazard to electro-shock therapy, but A c matter is not without
obscurity. In practice. Aere is certainly no reason for a blanket
prohibition of shock treatments during pregnancy. Hospitals
and patients may safely abide by the judgment of Aeir own
physicians and consultants regarding A e need or advisability
of A e treatments.

“ March 2 7 , 1 9 54, p. 1132.

For Ae original articlc, cf. Minnesota

Medicine, Dcc., 1953, p. 1260.
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An Instruction on Baptism
T T HAPPENS very often in hospitals A a t emergencies arise
when Aose who are not priests must confer baptism. The
purpose of the present instruction is to give in very brief form
the points that ought to be kept in mind in such emergencies.
To explain Aese points fully would defeat the purpose of Ae
instruction; hence, it would be wise for all to read Aese points
over from time to time and to ask for explanations of the points
Aey do not understand.
1 ) Ordinary method of haptizing:
W ater is poured on A e head in such a way A a t it will flow
on A e skin, and not merely on A e hair; and while A e water is
being poured Aese words are pronounced: ‘T baptize you in
A e Name of the FaA er, and of A e Son, and of A e Holy
Ghost.”
The water will more easily flow on A e skin if it is poured
on A e forehead. The same person who pours A e water should
pronounce A e words.
2 ) Conditional baptism:
The subject for valid baptism should be a living person, not
yet vahdly baptized, and (if an adult) willing to receive bap
tism. When Aere is a doubt about any of these A ree requisites
(i.e ., hfe, prerious baptism, or wiUingness), A e baptism should
be conferred conditionally. Tlie condition in all cases is, "if
you can be baptized”; and A e complete formula is: "If you
298
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can be baptized, I baptize you in A e Name of A e FaAer, and
of A e Son, and of A e Holy Ghost.”
It may be well to note A a t it is not strictiy necessary to put
Ais conAtion into words. It suffices A a t A e person haptizing
(e.g., nurse or doctor) has A e intention of conferring Ae
sacrament if it can be validly received. Hence, if a nurse or
doctor should be somewhat upset because of Ae emergency, it
would be sufficient merely to use A e ordinary formuia, “I
baptize you in A e Name of A e FaA er, and of A e Son, and of
the Holy Ghost,” w iA A e intention of making Ae baptism
conAtlonal if A a t be necessary. In fact, as far as A e conA
tion goes, it would suffice in Aese emergencies to have Ae
general intention of conferring baptism accorAng to Ae mind
of A e Ghurch. This holds not only for A e doubts mentioned
here but for all emergency cases when Aere is some doubt
about A e conditions required for the validity of Ae sacrament.
In a word, it is better to use the proper formula for conAtional baptism; but if there is any confusion about Ae formula,
such expressions as "if you can be baptized,” "if you are alive,"
etc., can be dropped. The main thing is to say A e essential
words and to pour the water (o r immerse) correctiy, wiA Ae
desire to baptize accorAng to the mind of A e Ghurch.
3 ) Cojtscious adults: (Ganon 7 5 2 , par. 2 .)
[N .B . All A e points briefly ouAned here and in 4 are fully
explained in A e next chapter.]
A conscious adult who wishes to be baptized should be
helped to make acts of faith and of contrition for his sins before
the baptism is conferred. The act of faiA should embrace at
least Aese four truths: the existence of God, Ae fact that God
rewards A e good and punishes the wicked, tlie mystery of the
Blessed Trinity, and A e mystery of A c Incarnation. Excellent
prayers for tliis use, as well as on other occasions, may be found
on A e card published by Ae Apostolate to Assist Dying Non-

Catholics.
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4 ) Unconscious adults: (C anon 7 5 2 , par. 3 . )
a ) If an unconscious dying adult has already asked for bap
tism, he should be baptized absolutely.
b ) If he has not clearly asked, but has given some prob
able sign that he wanted to be baptized (e .g ., by showing inter
est in the C hurch), he should be baptized conAtionally.

0

c ) If he is unconscious and entirely unknown— i.e., if noA
ing is known about his desire for baptism or w heAer he has
ever been baptized, it is at least commendable to baptize him
conAtionally.
d ) Even a person who has refused baptism may, when un
conscious and dying, be given conditional baptism.
5 ) Dying babies:
All babies who are in danger of deaA should be baptized.
In cases in which one or both parents are Catholics, Aere
should be no Afficulty about this, even though the parents
cannot be consulted. But, even when A e parents are not
CaAolic, A e right of the baby to the fruit of A e sacrament
should normally transeend any other consideration. Should
difficulty w iA non-CaAolic parents be anticipated, the chap
lain should be consulted, if possible, about the prudent course
of action: e.g., wheAer to ask A e parents, w heA er to notify
them about a baptism conferred, and so forth.
6 ) Baptism of fetus that cannot survive:
a ) Every such fetus, even an cmbryo, if visible at all, must
be baptized immediately, unless it is certainly dead. (C f. canon
7 4 7 .) For this purpose, the only certain sign of deaA is
noticeable corruption (putrefaction, decomposition, offensive
odor, maceration, discoloration of flesh, e tc .). If there is no
ciear sign of corruption, A e fetus should be considered as at
least probably alive and should be baptized conditionally.
b) If a fetus is delivercd enclosed in A e membranes, the
membranes must be ruptured before baptism is conferred.
c ) If Aere is time and opportunity, baptism by immersion
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is the surer way of haptizing a fetus expelled during the early
stages of pregnancy. This is accomphshed by immersing Ae
fetus completely in water and, after breaking A e membranes,
pronouncing A e words of baptism, conAtlonally or absolutely,
as A e case requires, and at the same time moving the fetus in
A e water.
7 ) Baptism during difficult delivery:
a ) Baptism should be conferred immediately when Aere is
danger A a t the child will not survive complete delivery.
b ) In the case of head presentation, baptism should be
conferred on the head, and unconditionally.
c ) In A e case of other presentation, baptism should be
conferred conditionally on the part presented, and Aen re
peated conditionally on the head after delivery. The reason
for Ais is A a t baptism is considered certainly valid only when
conferred on A e head.
d ) In A ese cases of Afficult delivery Ae baptism should be
conferred by A e doctor, nurse, or sister, as may be judged
best according to circumstances.
8 ) Intrauterine baptism:
a ) W hen there is danger A at A e fetus will Ae before it
can be even partially dehvcred, it should, when possible, be
baptized conditionally while in A e uterus. If it is later success
fully delivered, or if Aere is at least a head presentation, A e
baptism should be repeated conditionally on A e head, because
there is always some doubt about A e valiAty of baptism wiA
in A e uterus.
b ) Intrauterine baptism can be conferred only after the
membranes have ruptured.
c ) For baptiring a fetus wiAin Ae uterus, a sterile bulb
syringe containing sterile w^ater is inserted so A at A e water
will flow directly on the fetus. The words of conditiond
baptism should be pronounced by Ae same person who is
causing the water to flow and while Ae water is flowing. The
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person who baptizes should have A e m eA cal knowledge neces
sary to ehminate A e danger of infection.
9 ) V/hen a pregnant mother dies:
a ) Granted A e consent, at least reasonably presumed, of the
oAer parent or guarAan, a fetus that is at least probably alive
should be immeAately extracted and baptized.

Ukl

b ) Even wiAout consent of parent or guarA an, a cesarean
section may be performed to extract a living, viable fetus. It
seems A at only one state, Oklahoma, makes explicit provision
for A is; but Iaw)'ers tell me A a t A e practice of other states
would very likely be A e same. T h e reason is A a t our legal
traAtion recognizes A e right of A e viable fetus to life outside
A e uterus. If A ere is any doubt about A is in any particAar
state, legal advice should be sought.

I •*

Once A e viable fetus is delivered, A e ordinary rule about
baptism should be followed: if A e baby is in danger of deaA
(as many premature infants would b e ), he should be im
meAately baptized.

Ir

/

P
V.

c ) When Aere is question of delivering an inviable fetus
merely to baptize it. A ere may be serious legal difficulty.
Hence, unless A e required consent is had, it seems better to
attempt an intrauterine baptism.
1 0 ) Monsters:
a ) The general rule is A a t a monster is to be treated in
A e same way as a normal fetus.
b ) If Aere is some doubt whether a monstrosity is more
A an one person, one being should be baptized absolutely (if
certainly ahve), conAtionally (if doubtfully alive) and the
oAer possible beings should be baptized conditionally (C f.
canon 7 4 8 ) .
When Aere is difficulty about applying A e rule just given,
A e problem can be solved Ais way: Pour water over A e entire
monstrosity, or immerse it (moving it in A e w ater), and pro
nounce Ae words of baptism with the intention o f haptizing
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as many persons as are present. For example: a nurse im-

r'

merses A e monstrosity in water and, while moving it in A e
water, she says: "I baptize you (meaning ‘all of you, if Aere be
more A an one') in A e Name of A e FaA er, and of the Son,
and of the Holy Ghost.”
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Baptism of Adults
W

™

any
use of reason to be an infant and anyone who has attaincd Ae
use of reason to be an adult. Obviously, A c attainment of Ae
use of reason Affers somewhat according to inAviduals. It is
not sometAng A at can be mathematically and absolutely set at
any definite age— e.g., 5, 6, 7, or 8. However, in the absence
of any special signs to A e contrary, it is sound theological prac
tice to consider children below A e age of seven to be infants
in A e canonical sense, and oAers to be adults.
In chapter 3 4 , nn. 3 and 4 , 1 gave brief rules stating when
adults should or may be baptized. Because of the great practi
cal importance of tlie topic, however, 1 think it should be
Aoroughly explained. The explanation ivill entail first a com
mentary on A e provisions of canon 7 5 2 of the Code of Canon
Law, and secondly, a discussion of some special cases that are
at least partially outside the scope of this canon.
i. CANON 752

This canon formulates several ciear, crisp rules concerning
A e baptism of adults. In general, these rules cover three dis
tinet cascs: ( 1 ) A e baptism of adults who are not in danger
of deaA; ( 2 ) the baptism of adults who are in danger of
deaA, but conscious; and ( 3 ) the baptism of adults who are
in danger of death and already unconscious. 1 have designedly
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said A at A e Code formulates these rules; for the ruJes Aeraselves are not merely Asciplinary laws of A e Church but are
rather statements of, or corollaries from, sound Aeological
principies.
N o

D a n g e r

o f

f

I .

D e a f h

The first part of canon 7 5 2 prescribes A at adults who are
not in danger of deaA are not to be baptized unless Aey ex
pressly desire it; moreover, before they are baptized Aey are to
be given complete catechetical instructions and are to be
wamed to make an act of contrition for their sins.

A

'i

Such are the regulations for wAat we may term Ae ordinary
case: that is, the preparation for baptism of converts who are
not in danger of d caA . The reason for A e first prescription is
obvious. Everyone who has attaincd A e use of reason must
decide for himself w heA er he wishes to receive baptism; Cod
will not force His gifts on him. Hence, in Ae case of all but
infants, a requisite for valid baptism is A e willingness of Ae
subject. And, of course, the minister of the sacrament must
know' of this ivillingness before he confers baptism.
The need for complete instruction in Ais case is also evident.
The convert is being jircpared to lead a CaAolic life. He
should know A e doctrines and laivs of the Church A at per
tain to normal Catholic living; and before his baptism he
should accept Aese doctrines through an act of faith and be
willing to fulfill the duties of a CaAolic. hinally, Ae act of
contrition is necessary because even baptism cannot take away
his personal sins unless he repents of Aem.
W e need not dclay furAer on Ais part of Ae canoii. OrAnarily these cases of "complete instruction” w'0 uld not occur
in a hospital; and, if they did
A Ae case of a permanent
invalid), the chaplain would take care of Aem. I might add,
however, for the benefit of religious and lay nurses who may be
occasionally privileged to instruet converts, A at it is very im305
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portant to teach Aera how to go to confession. This
will be an immense help to them after A eir baptism.
D y i n g ,

B u f

C o n s c i o u s

The second part of A e canon deals w iA A e case of a person
who is in danger of deaA, but still conscious and in possession
of his faculties. In Ais case A ere is no change w iA regard to
A e requisite intention and act of contrition. The person is
not to be baptized unless he wishes it; and, if he is baptized, he
is to be cautioned to make an act of contrition for his sins.

o

V

t*

W iA regard to A e instruction. A ere must be some modification. The complete instruction of a convert takes several
weeks, or even several months, depending on A e convertis
capacity and on A e frequency and duration of A e instructions.
Evidently such complete instruction is impossible when deaA
is imminent. The canon recognizes A is and indicates A e mini
mum essentials of instruction to be given in A ese urgent
cases: namely a sufficient explanation of A e principal truAs
of A e CaAohc FaiA so that the sick person can give some
assent to these truAs and profess his willingness to live up to
A e obhgations imposed by the Christian religion (in case he
should recover).
The principal truths of our faith, belief in which is neces
sary for salvation, are four: A e existence of one God, A e fact
A at God rewards the good and punishes A e wicked, A e mys
tery of A e Blessed Trinity, and the mystery of the Incarna
tion. These truths are aptly expressed in simple acts of faiA
by Msgr. Markham in the prayers he composed for the assist
ance of dying non-CaAohcs.
I M ieve in one God. I believe that God rewards A e good and
punis es ^
ed. I believe A at in God A ere are A ree divine
u ^
b^H^v! t W H
A Zw

"

"
‘"y

‘l God A e Holy Ghost. I
'«^thout ceasing to be God. I
A e Rcdeemer of A e human

SaU o

»1 - n .
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Such is one brief statement of A e four truAs A at eveijDne
must beheve in order to be certain of saving his soul. If at
all possible, sometliing should be said about each of Ae truths
so that A e dying person can make his act of faiA in all of
Aem. This can generally be done in a few minutes; hence
Aere is usually no great difficulty in at least outlining Ae
truAs. In the rare cases in which all four truAs cannot be
mentioned, we should at least help A e patient make an act of
faith in A e first two truths: namely, in A e existence of one
God and in A e fact that God rewards A e good and punishes
Ae wicked. It is probable, though by no means certain, A at
faiA in these two truths is sufficient for salvation; and A at
probability can be acted upon when furAer instruction is
impossible.
In assisting dying non-Catholics we should not place too
much confidence in the mere words, “I believe.” In CaAolic
doctrine, the words “faiA ” and “believe” have technical mean
ings. W hen we say we believe, we mean ive accept a truA,
not because we see it or understand it, but because God re
vealed it. In oA er words, we take God’s word for it. It is
important for us to bear this in mind and to impress Ais point
on A e dying iion-CaAoIic, because many of Aem have very
vague notions of “faiA ” and “belief.” Msgr. Markham's
card, after giving the acts of faiA cited above, adds Ais brief
prayer: “I believe, on God’s authority, everiThing A at He has
taught and revealed.” If a nurse is using Ais card, Aese words
would give the opportunity for a brief e.xplanation of Ae true
meaning of faith.
Fr. William Bowdern, S.J., suggests A at Ae nurse explain
A c meaning of faiA and A e truths necessary to be believed in
A e following simple manner:
You beUcve A at A cre is a very good and loving God, don’t you? You
know A at hc could not tell a lic or teach us anyAing wTong. lie told
us some Aings about himself, and because hc only tcJls the tnith, you
3nd I believe what hc has told us. We take his ^'or or it, on t we
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He told us A at there is only one God and three Avine persons; Ae
Fathcr, A e Son, and the Holy Ghost. And he said A a t A e Son came
down on carA and took on himself our human nature, and A en died on
A e cross to save us, because he loved us so much. And he told us Aat
he wants us all to be happy w iA him forcver in heaven when we Ae.
And he told us A at A c only ones who will not be with him in heaven
arc those who insist on going to hell where A ey will suffer and never
sce him. W e believe Aese Aings because God told us, don’t we?‘

The foregoing are ways of helping A e dying person make
A e necessary acts of faiA . Every nurse ought to have some
simple, cleariy-planned way of doing this. Having helped Ae
patient make A e acts of faith, she should A en help him to
say A e other prayers, particularly A e act of contrition. Msgr.
Markham’s card is also a great aid to this, as it contains, besides
A e acts of faith, also brief acts of hope, charity, and contrition.
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W hat we have said Aus far pertains to the preparation of
a dying person for baptism. This is equivalent to saying Aat
we are preparing him for admission into A e Catholic Church;
hence, the canon cautions us to have the patient express a will
ingness to observe the precepts of the Christian religion. This
does not mean A a t we have to recount all these precepts in
detail; but, when we are dealing with a conscious person and
there is time, we should at least be sure A a t he wants to keep
the commandments of God and live up to the obligations A at
A e Church imposes on him. If he expresses this willingness,
he is to be baptized wiAout delay. Tlie canon supposes that
the baptism will bc conferred while the recipient is still con
scious, if Ais is possible. However, should he lose conscious
ness before receiving A e sacrament, but after having requested
it, it should be administered unconditionally.
Dy/ng, But Unconscious

Tlie diird part of canon 7 5 2 gives us some practical rules
a ut
ying adults who are either wholly or partially
‘

Work,
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unconscious. Such persons are to be baptized conditionally if,
before becoming unconscious, they gave some probable sign
Aat Aey wanted baptism, or if, in A eir present state (when
partially unconscious) A ey give a probable indication A at Aey
wish to be baptized. The baptism is administered condition
ally— the conAtion being: ‘Tf you wish to be baptized." Later,
if A e subject recovers and manifests a dear desire to be
baptized, he is to be re-baptized conditionally ( “if you are not
baptized”) , unless it is certain A a t A e first conditional bap
tism is valid. Such certainty would seldom be had.
Each of A e conditions mentioned in A e preceAng paragraph
— “if you wish to be baptized,” and “if you are not baptized”—
can be expressed by A e more general formuia, “if you can be
baptized.” Moreover, as I explained in chapter 3 4 , n. 2, it is
not strictiy necessary to put A e condition into words.
Such are A e prescriptions of A e canon. In Aemselves,
these prescriptions are clear and admit of no controversy. How
ever, with regard to one point there is evidently room for
differences of opinion. I refer to A e interpretation of Ae
words, “a probable sign that he wishes to be baptized.” Theo
logians can and do dispute over what constitutes a wish to be
baptized, and also over what constitutes a manifcstation of
such a wish. Because of Ais possibAty of differences of
opinion, it may be well for us to consider some of A c cases
likely to arise.
Mr. X belongs to no particular religion; but his wife is a
Catholic and his children are CaAoIics. He has never said
openly that hc intended to join A e CaAolic Church, but he
has manifested such general good will A at Aosc who know
him feel raA er confident A at he had ‘ Jcanings in A at dircction. Cases like Ais are not infrequcnt. One who is assisting
at X's dcaAbed has good reason to concludc: ‘Tt is probable
A at A is man intended to join A c CaAolic Church before his
death.” Evidently, an intention to join the Catholic Church
309
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includes an intention to receive baptism; hence we have here a
probable sign of A e will to be baptized. I doubt wheAer any
one would question the fact A a t such a person should be given
conAtional baptism, if he were unconscious and dying.
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Mr. Y presents a somewhat different case. He has never
manifested A at he wanted to be a C aA olic, but he has shown
a disposition to be a “Christian,” A a t is, to belong to one of Ae
sects tliat profess Christianity. In oA er words he has given
some indication A at he wants to belong to “Christis religion,”
whatever A at is. Actually, of course. A ere is only one true
Church of Christ. A person may be mistaken as to which is
A e true one; but if he does want to belong to Christis Church,
he also wants baptism, because our Lord made baptism A e sac
rament of entry into His Church. Hence, anyone who has
given an indication A a t he wants to be a Christian should be
conditionally baptized when he is unconscious and dying,
unless it is certain A at he is already vaJiAy baptized.
Mr. Z presents a still different and more difficult case. He
belongs to no Christian body; but he has been a “good man”
in A e sense A at he wanted to do the right A ing, or at least
he has manifested A at he was sorry for all his sins and A at
he wanted to do what was necessar)' to save his soul. This, of
course, is a much more general disposition than tliat of X or
Y. And the question arises: can such a disposition— that is,
sorrow for sins and desire to do what is necessary for salvation—
be construed as a wish to receive baptism, or is something more
definite demanded? Theologians do not agree in A eir answer
to A e question. Many hold A at Ais disposition is entirely too
general; others consider A at it imphcitly includes A e wish to
receive baptism, because Ais sacrament is A e ordinarv means
of salvation instituted by God.
Because of A e controversy just nientioned, we cannot say
wiA certainty A at a man who has indicated A a t he wants to
0 C'er)
ing necessary to save his soul has A e requisite intcntion for baptism. But we can say, at least because of A e
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auAorities behind A e opinion, A a t it is probable A at such a
person wishes to be baptized; hence we are justified in confer
ring conAtional baptism when A e man is in danger of deaA
and unconscious.
II. SO M E S P E C IA L PROBLEMS

The foregoing comments cover all A e explicit provisions of
canon 7 5 2 . But A ere are some furA er special problems A at
seem to lie outside A e scope of A e canon and that occur
raAer frequently in hospital practice. My purpose in Ais
section is to give some useful information about the Aeologi
cal Ascussions of A ese problems and to state some practical
conclusions A a t may be safely followed by priests, physicians,
and nurses who may be faced with the problems.
Unconscious ond

U n k n o w n

Suppose a patient is brought into the hospital in an uncon
scious and dying condition, and nothing is known about him.
Perhaps he is baptized, perhaps not; perhaps he desires to be
baptized, perhaps he does not. May we, or should we, give him
conditional baptism?
There are two opinions concerning this problem. Many
Aeologians hold A a t we neiAer should nor may baptize Ae
unknown person, even conditionally. They argue A at baptism
is a sacramental rite which incorporates a person into Ae
Church and makes him subject to many definite obligations.
Because of A ese serious consequences A e rite is not to be con
ferred on anyone unless A cre is some positive indication A at
he wishes it. These Aeologians believe, moreover, tJiat Ae very
fact A a t the canon law says noAing explicitiy about Ais case
confirms their opinion; for, if the Church wanted us to confer
baptism on unknown dying persons it would say so. Finally,
Ae defenders of Ais opinion can point to a number of de
cisions of the Holy See which apparently favor their severe
view.
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AccorAng to A e first opinion, Aerefore, the Church forbids
A e baptism, even conAtional, of a dying person unless he has
given some positive indication that he wishes to be baptized.
In oAer words, canon 7 5 2 telis us not only every A ing that we
should do, but also everything A a t we niay do.
Many Aeologians reject Ais first opinion as unnecessarily
severe. They pomt to the probable opinion A a t every unbaptized person who sincerely desires to save his soul at least
iniplicitly wishes to be baptized, and they say that the pre
sumption of such good will should favor every unknown dying
person. But, though one may presume A a t A e unknown
person has good \vill, one may not presume A a t he is already
baptized, because we know A at vast numbers of people are not
baptized. It follows from this that every unknown and un
conscious dying person is probably an apt subject for baptism,
and that it is permissible, if not obligatory, to give him Ae
benefit of conditional baptism.
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The Aeologians who sponsor the second opinion obviously
will not admit that A e canon law forbids us to confer even
conditional baptism on dying adults who are unconscious and
unknown. They say that A e canon law simply does not touch
A e case. It was a matter of debate before the publication of A e
Code of Canon Law, and it may still be debated.
Speaking of the more lenient opinion, which he styles
sufficiently probable to be followed safely,” Fr. Francis J. Con
nell, C.SS.R., says: The best argument for the opinion seems
to be that on the law of avcrages there is some probability that
every' unknown individual is an unbaptized person who either
explicitiy or implicidy desires baptism.”" I think Fr. Conneffis
words summarize Ae matter very well. Sound reasons, as well
as eminent authorities, allow us to confer conditional baptism
on the unknown and unconscious dying adult. W e may safely
» American Ecclcsiastical Review, April, 1948, p. 2 5 8 .
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follow this practice unless some new pronouncement of A e
Holy See would clearly forbid it.
Refused B a p t i s m

Suppose an unconscious dying person is not unknown, but
raAer it is known A a t he has never showed A e slightest in
clination to receive baptism, in fact, A at he led a life of sin
and even refused baptism. It seems that the majority of Aeo
logians would say that such a person is not a fit subject even
for conditional baptism. According to Aem , all we may do is
pray for him and leave him to God. However, Aere are some
milder views, and it may be well to indicate Aem.
Fr. Henry Davis, S .J., says:
Cascs arise, esjjccially in missionary countries, when a dying person
has never manifested a desire for Bnpdsm; it may even bc A at such a
person has positively refused to become a Christian and has given
ordcrs A at a missionary should not be allowed to come near him m
his last moments; furAcrm ore, hc may even have rejected, before
loss of consciousness, all ininistrations of A c priest. NeverAeless, sincc
such a person may have changed his mind in A c last stage of con
sciousness, and sincc indeed there is every hope tliat hc Ad so, under
Ae univcrsal salvific will of God, and sincc A c very presence of a priest
must be considered to bc a manifest act of divine providence, conAtional
Baptism may and, we believe, should bc given to such a onc. It must,
however, be admitted A at Baptism may not bc given in such cascs if
tlie Christian religion would thereby be contcmncd and Aought magical
or supcrstitious by numbers of pagans present. The \visc missionary
will know how to administer A e Sacrament secretly Tvithout giving
scandal.3

Somewhat similarly, Fr. Edwin F. Healy, S.J., writes;
If on the other hand a person has never shown any inclination to
become a Christian nor given any indication of rcpcntance for^ ^
scriously sinful life, may he, while dying and unconscious, bc bapt^cd
conditionally? It would seem that Ae essential requisites arc certainly
lacking. NeverAeless, because A crc is some slight probability A at tlie
^ Moral and Pastoral Theology, Vol. 3 (London.

Shced and Ward,

1 9 4 3 ), pp. 54-55.
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required Aspositions are present, one may baptize him under the con
Ation, "If Aou art capable, I baptize A ee, etc."-*

Another illustrative quotation may be given from Fr.
MatAaeus Conte a Coronata, O .M .C ., an audior distinguished
for his ability to weigh the values of conflicting opinions. In
die first volume of his treatise on the Sacraments, he writes:
Many auAors teach A a t both on A e missions and in our own
lands, baptism is to be administered w iA A c conAtion, if you are
capable, to all unconscious dying persons, not excepting those who,
while they were able, seemed to rcsist A eir conversion. The reason
[for haptizing A em ] is A c probability that God giVes to the dying
special graces of illumination that move A em to desire baptism. This
mildcr opinion does not seem to be against A e Code, because A e Code
does not deal Arectly wiA Ais question.®

Finally, I should like to refer to an excellent article, “Ministering to Dying Non-CaAolics,” by F r. L. L. McReavy.®
This article contains a comprehensive discussion, on the theo
logical level, of A e problems pertaining to the administration
of sacraments to dying non-CaAolics; and at the end of Ae
discussion A c author states some conclusions which can be
"regarded as probable enough for pracdce.” T he first of these
conclusions is: "All three sacraments, Baptism, Penance and
Extreme Unction, may be given conditionally to the uncon
scious, whatever their previous dispositions may have heen,
provided always that scandal can bc avoided” (italics added).
Certain points should be noted about the opinion held by
the authors just cited and others whom they represent. In the
first place, tliey are not saying that we may baptize a person
when it is certain that he does not want to be baptized. They
* Christian Guidance (Chicago: The Loyola Univcrsity Press, 1 9 4 9 ) ,
p. 67. FaAer Healy reitcratcs Ais opinion in M edical Ethics (C hicago: The Loyola Univcrsity Press, 1 9 5 6 ), p. 3 6 8 -3 6 9 , and gives a
concrete illustration on p. 372.
»De Sacramentis, Vol. 1 (T urin: MarictU, 1 9 4 3 ), p. 9 5 , n. 131.
« Cf. T he Clergy Review, Fcb., 1955, pp. 79-90.
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would all admit A a t to attempt to baptize an adult, even
conditionally, when it is clear A a t he does not want it is a
sacrilege. Tlieir position, therefore, is A a t Aere is some
probability that A e dying person has A e required intention.
Secondly, they do not claim any great probability that Ae
baptism would be valid. R aA er, A ey admit A e probability is
slight, but A cy contcnd that in an extreme case we may act
even on very slight probability. Their principal reason for
hope is the probability A a t God gives the dying especially
powerful graces. But A cy might add other reasons which
would cover some cases. For instance, sometimes a conscious
person refuses baptism because he does not understand it, yet
he really wants what baptism would give him. In other words,
he implicitiy wants what he explicitiy rejects. Moreover, some
people resist conversion because of fear or oA cr emotional
difficulties that often disappear when life is ebbing away. Since
it would be impossible always to examine Aese and oAer
avenues of hope, the auAors appeal to a more universal prin
ciple: the salvific will of God.
Finally, all A cse auAors realize A at the conferring of con
ditional baptism in some of Aese extreme cases might create the
impression that we force baptism on people or A at we use Ae
sacramental rite as a sort of magic; hence, Acy caution us to
administer A e conditional baptism quietly and secretly, inso
far as that is necessary to avoid such scandalous imprcssions.
I have suggested previously that Ae lenient opinion hcJd by
the authors citcd here is a minority opinion. Nevertheless, if I
were in the presence of a dying unconscious person, I \youId
follow this opinion with a safe conscience, and 1 am convinced
that others may do likewise if they wish. As a practical conclu
sion, therefore, I would say: even wlien it is known that a
person never showed any inclination to receive baptism, an
even when lie has actually Icd a life of sin and refused baptism,
we are justified in baptizing him conditionally when he is
unconscious and dying.
315
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I cannot insist too strongly on our right boA to teach and to
follow A e practical conclusion 1 have just enunciated. As Fr.
John J. Lynch, S.J., stated at A e conclusion of a survey of
articles (including Fr. McReavy’s ) dealing w iA A e adminis
tration of sacraments to A e unconscious, especially Aose who
had refused to receive A e sacraments while conscious:
It is difficult for me to understand A e reluctance of some priests
to acknowledge our right to follow A is opinion in practice. Perhaps
Aey arc simply not aware of A e number and stature of Aose Aeolo
gians who espouse it, or have not really considered A c reasons adduced
in its defense. But neiAer intrinsic reason nor extrinsic auAority is
lacking to justify A e conclusion, most recently reiterated by L. L.
McReavy, A at "all A ree sacraments, Baptism, Penance and Extreme
Unction, may be given conditionally to A e unconscious, whatever
Aeir previous dispositions may have been, provided always A a t scandal
can be avoided."^
P r o f e s t a n f s

Suppose A at an unconscious dying person is known to be a
Protestant who has never showed any inchnation to become
a CaAolic or who has even refused to become a Catholic.
Tliere is substantial agreement among theologians on this
case. The fact that the person is a Protestant usually not only
indicates an intention of receiving baptism but also creates a
presumption A at he is already baptized. However, unless it
is already known that he has been baptized and A a t his baptism
vvas V ■ it is considered advisable to baptize him condition
ally when he is unconscious and dying.
CO N CLUSIO N
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various cascs by a citation
J^rotocrsch, S.J., for many years professor of
^'.=8orian Univcrsity, Rome, and certain-

h a v i:: ffiom ' >r
o
f
this ccntury. After
having tliorougl.ly examined all the arguments for and against
’ Theological Studies, June, 1956, p. 196.
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baptizing unconscious dying persons, F r. Vermeersch reached
this conclusion: ‘Tf scandal is avoided, one may confer condi
tional baptism on any unconscious dying adult who is not
known to be already baptized.''®
Priests, physicians, nurses, and oAers are justified in using
Fr. Vermeersch's conclusion as a norm for A eir spiritual ministrations to unconscious dying adults. TTiis means A at when
ever it is not certain A a t A e unconscious dying person is
already validly baptized, one may secretly baptize him condi
tionally. The conAtion to be used is, ‘‘if you can be baptized.'*
This condition would mean ‘‘if you are not baptized, and if you
wish to be baptized.”
The same F r. Vermeersch has anoAer maxim A at should
mean even more to Aose who minister to A e dying. ‘T could
not resign myself,” he said, ‘‘to permit a single soul to be lost
A at might have been saved by my ministrations.” It should be
noted A a t A ese words are applicable not merely to A e case of
giving conAtional baptism to unconscious persons, but also,
and even especially, to A e preparation of conscious persons for
death. After all, the baptism of many of A e unconscious per
sons mentioned in this chapter is of very dubious efficacy, as
even the staunchest defenders of A c practice will admit. It is
simply the seizing of a last plank of hope. A c use of a last
desperate remedy. W e seldom, if ever, know wheAer it pro
duces the desired resuit.
But when a patient is conscious, no matter what be his
religion, we accomplish results that are definitely fruitfui, even
to a high degree, by encouraging him to make devout acts of
faiA, hope, charity, and contrition. Nurses have special opportunities in this regard because of their close association wiA
Aeir patients, and Aosc nurses who help patients to say Ae
prayers composed by A c Apostolate to Assist Dying ISonCatliolics arc performing a work of supreme spiritual value.
®Cf.

Vcrmecrsch-Crcuscn,

Epitome juris cauottici, II

(Rome.

Tlie

Gregorian Univcrsity, 1 9 4 0 ), n. 35.
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ADDED R EFER EN CES

The footnotes of this chapter on adult baptism contain
several references to helpful books and articles. A few more
references may increase A e utihty of A e chapter.
1. In my Ascussion of A e problem concerning A e un
known and unconscious dying person 1 mentioned A a t many
eminent Aeologians are of A e opinion A a t conditional baptism
may be conferred. The list of auAorities favoring this view
would include Bucceroni, Cappello, Davis, Genicot, lorio,
Lehmkuhl, Piscetta, Sabetti, Vermeersch, and W outers. These
names, of course, would mean little or nothing to nurses and
physicians; but to A e priest who is conversant w iA books of
moral Aeology A e list should be highly significant.
2. Theological Studies, March, 1 9 5 2 , pp. 9 4 - 9 7 , contains a
brief, but sufficiently comprehensive, Ascussion of the auAori
ties and intrinsic reasons for conferring A e sacraments conA
tionally on unconscious persons. Chaplains who have doubts
concerning any of A e conclusions expressed in tliis chapter
could profitably consuit this number of Theological Studies.
AnoAer very worAwhile reference is: "Administration of A e
Sacraments to Heretics and Schismatics,” by John J. Danagher,
C.M ., in The Jwrist, O c t, 1 9 5 3 , pp. 3 5 7 - 3 8 1 .
3. Routine Spiritual Care Procedures, by Gerald H. FitzGibbon, S.J., is a pamphlet prepared especially to help laymen,
doctors, and nurses in A e spiritual care of the dying. It is
published by The CaAohc Hospital Association of A e United
States and Canada. Fr. FitzGibbon has also composed a leaflet entitled Spiritual First Aid Procedures which gives some
essential points to be observed in the care of the dying. This
leaflet is pubhshed by The Queen’s Work.
4. In my text I have mentioned the Apostolate to Assist
Dying Non-CaAolics. This apostolate was founded by the Rt.
Rev. Raphael J. Markham, of the Archdiocese of Cincinnati.
The Apostolate uses prayers composed by Msgr. Markham
especially for non-CaAohcs who are seriousiy ill and with
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Lon: a conversion to the true faith is not very likely. A
brochure explaining the work of * e Apostolate, and car
containing the prayer may be obtained ftom :
Sisters of the Poor of St. Francis, St. Clare Convent, H
weU, Cincinnati 1 5 , Ohio, and Sister M. Carm ehu, R^S.M^,
Convent of M ercy, 1 4 0 9 Freeraan Avenue, Cincinnati
,
Ohio.
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Calling a Non-Catholic Minister
«
Whlle avoiding odious prosolytism, we must not be indiffer*
ent to the spiritual needs and desires of non-Cathoiics; and
everything consonant with our principies must be done for
them. In particular. when a non-Catholic patient asks to have
his minister or robbi called this request should be honored.
Directive 58. (See also the U.S. Code, "Religious Supplement,"
n. 5; and the Canadian Code, art. 5 3 .)

• fi

1

N PRECEDING CHAPTERS I have already indicated some
ways 0 giving religious help to non-CaAohcs. The present
chapter mil be mainly concerned with A e special problem of
ng a non-Cathohc minister. On A is point, three questions
^ e ot very frequent occurrence: ( 1 ) May A e minister be
caUed by a CathoUc nurse or sister? ( 2 ) May the call be made
H vlo

but from his rela. V, e
“
“ 'e bospital be supplied
with a hst of patients registered under his denomination?
like to
C a th o L

answers to these questions, I should
‘broughout the chapter the expression, "non-

S o Te“ r r a b h - " ' T " c*
^
but
^so a Jewish rabbi and a schismatic priest In a word T am
talkmg about aU official ministcrs o f L T r .1 1
c
be their denomination. ,\nd let
r,
"* b °b « . whatever
concern conditions as thev exisf
n
and Canada. If there are sneriafri"m”
‘"
P
difficulties in some localitics,

L
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these should be solved by A e local auAorities, e.g., by Ae
bishop or his representative.
1. W ho 7nay m ake the call?
Canon lawyers follow a principle which may be roughly
translated thus: "W hen a law makes no Astinction, neiAer
should we distinguish.” A similar principle may be applied in
explaining A e provision of A e Codes and Directives A at ministers are to be called when non-CaAolic patients request it.
No qualification is made as to who may do Ae calling: hence,
we should make no qualification. Anyone in Ae hospital may
make A e call.
As a matter of fact, one reason for indu Ang Ais provision
in A e U.S. Code and the revised Directives was to clear up a
misunderstanding relative to A e calling of a minister by a
religious or a Catholic nurse. The basis for Ais misunder
standing seems to be at least partially that our CaAohc text
books of medical eAics formerly stated A at, when a nonCatholic patient requested his minister, a CaAolic should not
make this call personally but it should be made Arough some
one of the same religious afiiliation as Ae patient. It is true
that the Holy See itself gave this ruling in practical answers to
questions from Cologne in 1 8 4 8 , from Egypt in 1872, and
from Rome in 1 8 9 8 .
Practical answers given by the Holy See are not the same as
universal principies; A cy are rather Ae applications of prin
cipies to concrete situations. These applications, unhke princi
pies, can differ according to circumstances of time and place.
For this reason it is hardly possible to give an adequate
explanation of such practical answers wiAout a complete
knowledge of those factors of tinic and place. Actually, we do
not know all the factors pertinent to thcsc particular replies of
the Holy See. To Ae theologians who worked on our U.S.
Code and Directives, it seemed that the replies of the Holy See
were ver}' likely based on the judgment tliat in Aosc circum321
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stances A e calling of a minister by a religious or CaAolic nurse
would readily be open to misinterpretation: e.g., it might
create A e impression of religious indifferentism ( A a t all religions are equal before C o d ), and A is would be equivalent
to a denial of A e CaAolic teaching regarding A e one true
Church of Christ.
J

9

/

It was A e considered judgment of our theologians A a t Aere
would be no danger of such misrepresentation if A e CaAolic
hospitals in our country followed A e simple rule A a t a
religious or CaAohc nurse (o r any oA er member of A e hos
pital staff or personnel) may call a minister at the request of
a non-Cathohc patient. Among us A is action would merely
be taken as a professional courtesy, A e denial of which might
be reasonably resented by non-CaAolics. I presume A a t Ae
Aeologians who worked on A e formulation of the new
CanaAan Code were of A e same mind.’
It will be worAwhile to make two fu rA er observations be
fore going on to A e next question. I referred above to A e
CaAohc doctrine of A e one true Church. O ur non-CaAolic
friends know that we hold A is doctrine and that, in keeping
wiA it, CaAoIics must avoid conduct which fosters A e
impression A a t all religions are equal before Cod. They also
know A a t Ais doctrine does not exclude from salvation Aose
who through Aeir own sincere convictions are not actual mem
bers of A e Church. NeverAeless, not only our non-CaAolic
friends but also CaAoIics Aemselves often have difficulty in
armonizing Aese apparently contraActory doctrines: namely,
at
ere is only one true Church, yet Aose who are not
a c ^ a y members can be saved. A very clear explanation of
Ais matter has been given in a letter sent by the Sacred Con-

PP

71-^4

Theological Studies, March. 1949.
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AnoAer observation concerns a practical suggestion A at is
sometinies made by moralists who treat A e present question.
They say that A e fact A a t a non-CaAoIic patient is visited by
his minister should not keep A e nurse from carrying out her
own spiritual ministrations, e.g., of praying wiA A e patient,
and especially of helping him to make acts of faiA, hope,
charity, and contrition. I would not only agree wiA Ais
suggestion; I would add A a t it should be followed also in Ae
case of C aA olic patients who have been visited by a priest.
Tlie nurse is in a special position to pray wiA A e patient. I
can say from my own experience as a patient A at when I was
critically ill I was deeply gratefui to A e sisters and oAer nurses
who prayed w iA me and for me, by making A e salutary acts
mentioned above, as well as by saying A e rosary and various
aspirations. Other patients, no doubt, would be similarly grate
fui. It is difficult, if not practically impossible, to pray verbally
when one is in great pain, has an oxygen mask, etc.; but even
in these circumstances one can listen to A e prayers and by his
intention "make Aem his own.”
2. Request hy relatives:
The same principle which justifies A e calling of a minister
at A e request of a non-Catholic patient would justify a similar
courtesy when the patient's desire is expressed by his relatives.
A practical man, however, might wonder why the relatives do
not Aemselves call A e minister, as it would usually be much
easier and more natural for them to do so just as a CaAolic
family that wishes its own parish priest would generally call
him personally and not ask the hospital to do so. Perhaps this
question refers to a case in which A e non-CaAolics are strang" For A e text of A e letter, sce The CathoUc Mind, Dec., 1952, pp.
7 4 9 -7 5 2 .
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ers, e.g., a family that lives in a rural A strict and has just
brought a patient to a hospital in a city.
3. Supplying a list:

¥

W
*

1

In general, I see no Afficulty about supplying A e list for a
minister who wishes to visit patients of his denommation.
Obviously, if patients object to A is it should not be done; but
I should Aink A a t any patient who had registered as a
"LuAeran,” "M eA oA st,” etc., would not object to a visit by a
minister of A a t particular denomination.
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Disposal of
Amputated Members
Major p arts of fhe body should be buried in a cemetery
when It is reasonably possible to do so. Moreover, the mem
bers of C ath o lics should, if possible, be buried in blessed
ground. When burial Is not reasonably possible, the burning of
such members Is permissible. Directive 59. ( S e e also Ae U.S.
Code, "Religious Supplement,” n. 3; and Ae CanaAan Code,
art. 5 4 .)

"'H E FO R M U LA TIO N of Ais directive required consider
able study of textbooks and perioAcaIs, as well as a knowl
edge and appraisal of local Aocesan customs. This chapter
will inA cate how A e study was made and Ae conclusions
drawn from it. The material given here is not only interesting
as the background for A e directive; it is also essential to A e
proper understanding of A e directive.
THE GENERAL LAW

The only general law of the Church pertinent to Ae present
topic is succinctly stated in canon 1 2 0 3 , Ae first of Ae canons
on Christian burial: “The boAes of Ae faiAful deceased must
be buried; and A eir cremation is rcprobated.
This law expresses an ancient Christian custom. From
earliest times A e Christians buried Aeir dead because Aey con
sidered this the most respcctfui way of treating the human
325
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body, especially a body that had been a temple of A e Holy
Ghost. Cremation was looked upon as unbecoming. Moreover,
at various times cremation acquired anti-Christian and heretical connotations. For instance, some of the early persecutors
had A e bodies of martyrs burned to express contempt for Ae
hope in A e resurrection; hence Christian burial acquired Ae
opposite connotation, namely, of profession of faiA and hope
m A e resurrection. In more recent times, according to a strong
statement of the Congregation of the Holy Office (Ju n e 19,
1 9 2 6 ) , A e enemies of Christianity have praised and propa
gated the practice of cremation in order to pave A e way to Ae
acceptance of materialism.
This law, commanding burial and forbidding cremation, is
A e ordinary rule. The cremation of bodies is permitted when
the public welfare demands it, for example, in time of pestilence— an exception which is explicitiy mentioned in Ae
instruction of the Holy Office just referred to. It is understood,
of course, A at in such cases cremation is divested of its antiChristian and heretical connotations.
The law refers primarily to entire bodies. However, in Ae
sources of canon 1 2 0 3 we are referred to a reply of A e Holy
Office which dealt specifically witli the disposal of amputated
members. Since we shall be particularly concerned w iA Ais
rcply during A e remainder of our discussion, it will be well to
consider carefully both the circumstances that occasioned it
and A e wording of A e response itself.
REPLY OF HOLY O F F IC E

The reply was given in August, 1 8 9 7 , to A e superior
general of the Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother, a papal congre
gation with motherhouse in Rome and with many hospitals in
the United States. The superior general presented this prob
lem to A e Holy Sec: In many of the hospitals conducted by
her sisters in North America amputations of amis or legs are
of frequent occurrence. In the past, the sisters' practice has
326
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been to bury these amputated limbs in a corner of the hospital
grounds that is not blessed, or sometimes, on the advice of the
doctors, to burn them. Some of the persons who undergo Aese
amputations are Catholics; others are baptized non-CaAolics;
and still others are unbaptized. The superior general is dis
turbed about A ese practices and seeks an official directive from
Ae Holy See. T h at A e case may be perfectly clear, however,
she adds that the burial of such amputated members in a ceme
tery would very often be morally impossible, and not infrequently physically impossible.
An accurate, Aough somewhat rough, translation of Ae
reply of the Holy Office, runs as follows:’
W iA regard to A e amputated members o f non-CaAolies, A e sis
ters may safely continue A e ir present practice. They should try to
have the amputated members o f CaAoIics buricd in blessed ground;
but if scrious difficulties stand in A e way o f such burial A e sisters
need not be A sturbcd about A e ir present practice. As for A e burn
ing o f members, i f A e physicians demand A is, A e sisters may keep
a tactful silence and carry out A e ir ordcrs. And note: A e mind o f A e
Sacred Congregation is A at, if it can be done, a smalJ part o f A e
hospital garden should be blessed and set aside for A e burial o f A e
amputated members o f CaAoIics.
M A N U A L S AND PERIODICALS

The approved manuals of moral Aeology and canon law and
A e comments in ccclesiastical periodicais usually help us to
understand the pronouncements of Ae Holy See. In the present
instance this is hardly true of the manuals. Many of Acm do
not even mention A e disposal of amputated members. And
most of Aose that do treat A e subject are content with a brief
reference to, or perhaps citation from, Ae response of the Ho y
Office; and they do Ais in such a way as to make Ae rep y
seem much more rigorous Aan a careful study of Ae text an
background seems to justify.
’ The reply was drawn up by A c Holy Office on Aug. 3,
was officially approved by Pope Leo XIII on Aug. 6. For A e Latin
text, scc Fontes Codicis, Vol. 4, pp* 494-495.
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The periodicais are shghtly more helpful. One Italian
perioAcal for A e clergy expresses A e view that only notable
parts of A e body need to be buried. T he theoretical distinction
betiveen notable (o r m ajor) and minor parts of A e body seems
quite reasonable; yet it is not easy to determine a practical
norm for applymg the distinction. Perhaps the distinction lies
m A is: a major part is one A a t retains its “human quality”
even after A e amputation. An arm or a leg usually retains Ais
characteristic; whereas internal organs, even Aough very im
portant, usually lose it after removal.
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Fr. S. Woywod, O .F.M ., makes two useful observations."
First, he calls attention to A e fact that the very tenor of Ae
response makes it clear “that the Church does not urge Ae
burial of amputated limbs in consecrated ground in A e same
manner as A e burial of the bodies of the faiA fu l.” This is an
important point, and one that the manuals tend to obscure. As
a matter of fact, we should naturally expect a certain modification of the law, even with regard to cremation, for amputated
members are quite likely to be so diseased as to require crema
tion; and A e practice of cremating them would seldom, if
ever, have the anti-Christian connotation which makes Ae
cremation of boAes particularly odious.
AnoAer opinion expressed by Fr. Woywod is tliat limbs
A at are so crushcd as to be simply a mass of flesh and bones
may be burned wiAout hesitation. I imagine that Aeologians
in general would agree with this opinion; and I believe A at
the same may bc said with regard to hmbs that have been great
ly distorted by disease.
Tlie Review for Religious^ also stresses the fact that the
response of the Holy Office is quite moderate in tone; and it
vcntures A c opinion that the Church is not opposed to the
saving of amputated parts for scientific purposes.
= Cf. T he Homilctic and Pastoral Review, Dcc., 1 9 3 3 , pp. 2 9 1 -2 9 2 .
» May, 1947, p. 247.
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In her petition to the Holy See A e superior general stated
Aat the burial of amputated limbs in a cemetery is often
impossible, at least morally. The Holy Office Ad not question
this statement; rather it seemed to assume the frequent exist
ence of such Afficulty and for A is reason suggested Ae setting
aside of the small plot of blessed ground in Ae hospital
garden.
WAat are A e Afficulties? For A e sisters Aemselves, one
excuse for burning members is mentioned in A e reply itself;
namely, when A e doctors insist on it A e sisters may quietly
acquiesce. T h e implication here, it seems to me, is A at even
when doctors are not justiiied in A eir demand Ae sisters need
not oppose them. This relieves A e consciences of Ae sisters;
but one might ask: what about A e doctors? In oAer words,
we shoidd like to have a norm A at can be conscientiously followcd, not only by A c sisters, but by all others who wish to
observe the law of the Church.
One difficulty often mentioned in questions concerning Ae
disposal of amputated members has to do precisely with Ae
suggestion made by the Holy Office A at a small plot of ground
be set aside in A e hospital garden. Some urban hospitals do
not have a garden. And in some places Ae sanitary codes
would not pennit this procedure. And as for burial in a
cemetery, it is often alleged tliat Ae formahties to be obsen'ed
make A is a practical impossibility. For e.vampJe, at least in
some places, an undertakcr must be procurcd, a burial permit
obtained, and a grave opened. Collectively, such formalities
impose a financial burden that is too much for many patients,
and in large hospitals A e repetition of A c formalities for
numerous amputations would be a great drain on time and
personnel.
I am not prepared to say how eommon the foregoing inconveniences are; I have merely cited them as examples of the
329
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difficulties A a t have at various times been called to mv
attention.
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In a matter of A is kind, it is important to know A e ap
proved practices in various dioceses. Official instructions in
some places imply A a t burial has been found feasible; but in
other places it is apparently taken for granted A a t burial is a
practical impossibility. In many places the custom seems to
be to ask the patient or his relatives to see to A e decent burial
of the amputated limbs. But the customs of the hospitals when
A e patients or relatives show indifference seem to vary con
siderably. My impression is A a t burning is A e more common
procedure in such cases; but I am not sure of it.
These various items, vague as they are, are at least "straws
in the wind. They show us that conditions vary greatly from
place to place; and they warn us against making sweeping
generalizations. I think it is important to insist on this point:
Ae judgment of excusing causes concerns actual facts, and
facts (th at is, the existence of actual difficulties) are not A e
same in all places. Some hospitals seem to have found A at
t ey can arrange for burial wiAout much inconvenience;
oAers have found it too difficult.
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harmony w iA A e mind of A e Holy See. The conclusions are
as follows:
1. The ccclesiastical law commanding burial and forbidding
cremation applies only to A e bodies and amputated members
of CaAoIics. However, the general tenor of ccclesiastical docu
ments indicates A a t even in A e case of non-CaAoIics Ae
burial of amputated members (in unblessed ground) is pre
ferable to cremation when A e latter is not necessary.
2. Even w iA regard to A e amputated members of CaAo
Iics, A e law applies only to such pordons of the body as are
reasonably considered notable or major. Perhaps the question
— does A e amputated member retain its “human quahty’'?—
may be of service in determining what is a major part.
3. The duty of seeing to A e decent burial of major ampu
tated parts falls primarily on A e patient or his family; when
these are willing and able to fullill this duty Ae hospital
auAorities have no further obligations in A e matter. It does
not seem necessary, however, or even advisable to urge Ais
duty on patients or their families when it is known A at Ae
prescribed legal formalities or the expense would be a source of
great inconvenience to the persons involved. And certainly
hospital authorities are excused from even suggcsting Ais pro
cedure when A ere is a well-foundcd fear A at it would preju
dice people against CaAolic hospitals.
4.
W hen tlie patients or Aeir families are unwilling or
unable to see to the decent burial of Ae amputated members,
the hospital authorities should provide for Ae Asposal of the
niembers according to the provisions of directive 59. If arrangements can bc made for burial wiAout much inconven
ience, this should be done. Cremation of such members is
permissible when healA or sanitation demands it; also when
burial is not feasible because of expense, inability to observe
prescribed formalities, inability to provide a suitable place and
so forth.
331
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‘ N A CATHOLIC H O SPITAL, A ere should be no illicit
operations; hence. A ere should be no problem about assist
ing at such operations. But many of A e nurses trained in our
hospitals are later employed in institutions where such proced
ures take place and Aey are sometimes called upon to assist by
preparing A e patient, handing instruments to doctors, and so
forth. This situation gives rise to a number of problems, of
which A e following questions are typical: ( 1 ) May CaAolic
nurses ever take such part in iUicit operations? ( 2 ) Are A e
nurses obliged to ask to be excused from A is work? ( 3 ) If
Aeir request is refused, must Aey resign rather than assist?
These questions concern the problem which moralists tcchnically class as "cooperation in evil.” The doctor who performs
A e operation is called A e "principal agent,” and all who assist
him are called "cooperators.” I shall not try to cover A is sub
ject completely, but shall content myself with briefly answering
Ae questions.

May Catholic Jiurses ever take such part iti these
operations?
1)

In itself, the work done by the nurses is not morally wrong.
It is exactly Ae same work A at they would do at a perfectly
moral operation; hence, it would come under the classification
of indifferent or morally good actions. To render this kind of
332
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assistance to one who is performing or about to perform an
evil action, while at A e same time disapproving of his evil
action and evil purpose, is called material cooperation. Such
cooperation is permissible under certain conditions to be ex
plained in A e answers to the oA er questions.
2 ) Are they obliged to ask to he excused from such %vork?
1 mentioned in the answer to A e first question A at material
cooperation presupposes disapproval of A e evil action and evil
purpose of A e principal agent. In itself, "disapproval” is an
internal act; and A e nurses are certainly obliged to A at. But
Aey must do more than internally disapprove; Aey must show
in some way A a t A ey do not approve of these operations. This
certainly means A a t, if A e nurses' request to be excused from
assisting at the operations would be reasonably heard and
granted, A ey are obliged to make A e request; oAcrwise Aeir
unprotesting assistance would imply approval.
If A e nurses judge A a t their request would be futile but
A at it would not be held against Aem, they ought to make
A e request as a definite way of showing Aeir disapproval. But
if they foresee, or know from past experience, A at Ae request
would not only be futile but would also be a source of serious
inconvenience to A em , they could omit the request and show
Aeir disapproval in some oA er way.
I might add here A a t nurses in pubhc institutions should
not be too ready to judge A at Aeir conscientious requests will
not be honored. Very often not only are Aeir requests honored
but A ey themselves are highly esteemed for asserting Aeir
principies.
3 ) Must they resign rather than assist?
The essential condition for merely material assistance in an
evil action is a "proportionate reason.” In other words, such
unwilling assistance is Jicit when it cannot be avoided 'vithou'
incurring some proportionately serious inconvenience. AU
Catholic moralists agree on the principle; but there seem to be
333
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Afferences of opinion in A e various esAnates of A e mconvenience sufficient to justify nurses’ assistance at illicit
operations.

d
O

Most auAors would agree A a t A e danger of losing one’s
position wiAout A e hope of getting anoA er would certainly
be a sufficient reason to justify material cooperation at Ae
illicit operations. On A e oA er hand, many auAors seem to
Aink that if A e nurse could get an equally good position, she
would have to resign raA er A an assist at A e operations. 1
think A at Aese latter auAors are overlooking a very important
point; Aey are judging A e case only in terms of A e personal
inconvenience to A e nurse and are failing to take account of
what may be even more important considerations.
Relative to the point I am making, F r. Edwin F . Healy,
S.J., gives the following example of a sufficient reason
for permitting a Catholic nurse to remain in a state institution,
even Aough she must occasionally be a material co-operator at
illicit operations:
If nurse Ann leaves A is state hospital, she could find work at St.
Joseph’s Sanitarium. However, at A is state hospital she is doing much
spiritual good in summoning A e priest for CaAolic patients, in hclping
A e dying to make Aeir peace with God, in baptizing dying babies,
ctc. If she is rcplaced at this hospital by a non-CaAolic, A is good
will not bc donc.‘

Fr. Healy s words deserve careful consideration. W e should
not bc too ready to insist or suggest that Catholic nurses leave
pubhc institutions merely because they could get equally good
or even better positions elsewherc. The conscientious and
exemplary nurse can do much spiritual good in these institu
tions; and this good more than compensatos for occasional and
unavoidable material cooperation in evil.
It should be noted A at, in answering Aese questions, I
h a x ^ d in mind A e nurse who is willing to assert and live up
‘ Cf. Moral Guidance (Chicago: The Loyola Univcrsity Press, 1 9 4 2 ),

P*
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to her C aA olic principies. Nurses who are merely nominal
CaAoIics might do more harm than good in public institutions.
Moreover, I have considered A e cases in which the material
cooperation in ilhcit operations is only occasional. If demands
for such cooperation were very frequent it might be necessary,
or at least advisable, for even the good CaAolic to wiAdraw.
In view of A e foregoing, I would say very briefly: ( 1 )
There are certainly some situations in which nurses can assist
in Aese operations without incurring any guilt. ( 2 ) As a
general rule, nurses should ask to be excused from assisting
at such operations; alAough circumstances might arise in
which A e request could be legitimately omitted. ( 3 ) Seldom,
it seems to me, would a nurse find herself in a situation in
which resignation would be her only legitimate choice.
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A p p e n d i x
STATEMENTS O F TH E H O LY SEE

This appendix contains some pertinent data concerning all Ae
statements of A e Holy See mentioned or quoted in A is book. The
chronological order is followed. The data is arranged as follows:
auAor of A e statement; to whom given; brief indication of contents;
and references to: ("l) official, or quasi-official, sources; ( 2 ) pamphlet
translations; ( 3 ) other publications, mostly periodicais, which contain
complete translations or abstracts or summaries of A e statements. These
references are abbreviated as follows:
1. Official and Quasi-official Sources:

r

AAS— Acta Apostolicac Sedis. This is A e official publication of Ae
Holy Sec since 1909.

19

ASS— Acta Sanctae Sedis. This was begun as a private publication in
1865. Its purpose was to make reaAly available tne text of Ae
more important statements of the Holy See. In May, 1 9 0 4 , it was
declarcd to be an organ of A c Holy See to A e extent A at all
documents printed in it could be considered "auA entic and
official.” It ceased publication when A e AAS was begun.
DR— Discorsi e Radiomessaggi di Siia Santitd Pio X ll. A quasi-official
publication of A e Vatican Press, containing A e discourses and
radio messagcs, as well as oAer statements, made by Pope Pius
XII. References to all Aese are by volume and A e first page of
Ae text containing A e statement.
2. Pamphict translations.

The following abbreviations refer to publishers of pamphlets:
AP— The America Press, 7 0 E. 4 5 A St. New 17, N .Y.
NCWC The National CaAolic Welfare Conference.
chusetts Ave., N .W ., Washington 5, D.C.

•1

PP— The Paulist Press.

401

W.

59A

1 3 1 2 Massa

St., New York

19, N.Y.

References to pamphlets arc made only by A e abbreviations given
above. When pamphict translations are abundant (a s in A e case of
asti cqnnubti and Mystici Corporis) no references are given to transladons in penoAcals.
3. Other Publications.

r I r
l / -jf
thf»

purpose of this publication is to give
of some of the reccnt pronouncements of the
'vas begun in 1950. It appears at irrcgular intcrbrochures numbered consecutively. In

bcBins Tt U
A c page on which the translation
^lesian P re«
T
Pontifical Court Club by: The
balesian Press, Surrey Lane, Battcrsca, S. W . 11, London, England.
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CLD— T he Canon Law Digest. It contains exceptionally good transla
tions of official documents of A e Holy See. To date, Aere are
three bound volumes compiled by T. Dncoln Bouscaren, S.J.
Since A e publication of A e third volume, Aere have been annual
loose-lcaf supplemcnts, beginning wiA 1953. The supplements are
co-auAorcd by James I. 0 ’Connor, S.J. The Brucc Publishing
Company, Milwaukce 1, Wisconsin.
CM— T he Catholic Mind. This is now in its fifty-sixA year. Formerly
published monAly, it is now published six times a year. It con
tains not only papal statements, but also adAesscs, statements,
and articles by bishops, priests, religious, and laity. Published by
The America Press, 70 E. 4 5 A St., New Your 17, N. Y.
CMQ— T h e Catholic M edical Quarterly. This was formerly The Catho
lic M edical Guardian. It contains material of value to CaAobc
doctors. Published by A e Guild of St. Luke, SS. Cosmas and
Damian: 2 9 Blenheim Road, London, S.W. 20, England.
LQ— T he Linacre, Quarterly. Official journal of The Federation of
CaA olic Physicians’ Guilds in the United States and Canada. Also
contains material of special value to CaAolic doctors. Publishing
adAess; 1 4 3 8 SouA Grand Blvd., St. Louis 4, Missouri
PS— T he Pope Spcaks. This quarterly began public.ition in 1954. It
contains A e most complete papal documentation in English Aat
we have. Publishing address: 3622 12A St., N.E., Washington
17, D.C.
In A e references to A e last five publications, Ae first number refers
to the volume, and the second to A c page where the translation bcgin^s
For one number of T he Linacre Quarterly it was necessary to add A c
monA because in A at volume of LQ A c pages were not numbered
consecutively.

May 28, 1884. H.O.
Rcply to Cardinal Archbishop of Lyons: It
cannot be safely taught in CaAolic schoois Aat destruchve craniotomy
is permitted, even when Ais operation on A c fetus would save Ae Iife
of A c motficr, and when, without tlie operation, boA moAcr and
child would dic.— ASS, 1 7 :5 5 6 . CLD, 3 :6 6 9 .
Auq 19 1889 H O Reply to Archbishop of Cambrai: It cannot
bl. "safei; !.®ugM in Catholic schoois that any operat on whieh is a
direct killing of either A c child or A c pregnant moAer is permitted—
ASS, 2 2 :7 4 8 . CLD, 3 :6 6 9 .
July 24 1895 H.O. Reply to Archbishop of Cambrai: Direct abor
tion" is not allowed; and A h is includcd in the previous replies of 1884
and 1 8 8 9 .— ASS, 2 8 :3 8 3 . CLD, 3 :6 6 9 .
March 26. 1897. H.O. Dccrcc: Artificial insemination is illicit.— ASS,

2 9 :7 0 4 .
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Aug. 3. 1897. H.O. Replv to a religious superior in N orA America:
Amputated members should bc buricd if reasonably possible.— ASS,
3 0 :6 3 0 .
May 4, 1898. H.O. Reply to Bishop of Sinaloa, M exico: Premature
mduction of labor is licit; abortion is not. Laparotomy for removal of
ectopic fetus is permitted, when life of fetus, as well as of moAer, is
protected.— ASS, 3 0 :7 0 3 . CLD, 3 :6 6 9 .
March 5, 1902. H.O. Reply to a question from A e ArchAocese of
Montreal: The extraction of an immature ectopic fetus is illicit.—
ASS, 3 5 :1 6 2 . CLD, 3 :6 6 9 .

;)
;!

June 19, 1926. H.O. Instruction on cremation.— AAS, 1 8 :2 8 2 . CLD,
1 :5 6 4 .

ol

Aug. 2, 1929. H.O. Reply that A rect masturbation is illicit.— AAS,
2 1 :4 9 0 . CLD, 1 :1 5 6 .

#•

A

Dec. 31, 1930. Pius XI. Encyclical letter, Casti connubii: On Chris
tian Marriage.— AAS, 2 2 :5 3 9 . AP. N CW C. PP.

»
t -

March 21,1931. H.O. Decree: On eugenics and sex education.— AAS,
2 3 :1 1 8 . CLD, 1 :6 7 7 .

^

s

Feb. 24, 1940. H.O. Decree: Direct sterilization is against A e natural
law.— AAS, 3 2 :7 3 . CLD, 2 :9 6 .

•A

r*
1
P
>

• i

1L
1
*

* ? •

)

■

June 29, 1943. Pius X II. Encyclical letter, Mystici corporis: On Ae
Mystical Body of Christ.— AAS, 3 5 :1 9 3 . AP. N C W C . PP.

-

1

V f'
a

Dec. 2,
1940. H.O. Decree: Direct killing of innocent persons by
order of A e public auAority is contrary to A c natural law.—'AAS,
3 2 :5 5 3 . CLD, 2 :9 6 .

1

Nov. 12, 1944. Pius X II. Address to Italian M cAcal Guild of St.
Luke. On A e moral and sociai duties of the m cAcal profession.-—DR,
6 :1 8 3 . LQ, 2 3 :1 0 9 .

f
^1

t c
W

Oct. 9, 1748. Pius XII. AdAess to the National Congress of Ae
Italian Association of Voluntaiy Blood Donors: To give blood to one’s
neighbor is to imitate the charity of Christ, the Rcdcemcr.— DR,
1 0 :2 5 3 .

^ “7*.
J1749. H.O. Letter
to Archbishop of Boston, Richard J.
Cushing: Explanation of A c axiom, "Outside A e Church thcrc is no
salvation.”— CLD, 3 :5 2 5 . CM, 5 0 :7 4 9 .

3=432

'
f
o
LQ 1 6 : O c t ° " 9 ;™ p “

fo'' I^o^irA International Congress
‘" “ ■"‘" “‘ion— AAS, 4 1 :5 5 7 . CLD,

letter, Humani generis: On some
? if f in e
VVq"
fo" ^undltions of CaAolic
doctrine— AAS, 4 2 :5 6 1 . NCWC. CD, 3 :2 8 . CM, 4 8 :6 8 8 .
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Oct. 29, 1951. Pius X II. AdAess to members of Ae Congress of A c
Italian Association of CaAolic Midwives: On childbirA, marital duties
and sexual ethics.— AAS, 4 3 :8 3 5 . NCVVC ("M oral Questions Affectine
Married L ife "). CD, 6 : 1 . CIJD, S:passim. CM, 5 0 :4 9 .
Nov. 26, 1951. Pius X II. Address to A e Family Front: On eAical
aspects of marriage and cliildbirA.— AAS, 4 3 :8 5 5 . NCVVC ( “Moral
Questions Affccting Married Life”) . CD, 6 :2 8 . CM, 5 0 :3 0 7 .
March 23, 1952. Pius X II. RaAo address; On A e formation of aright
conscience in A e young.— AAS, 4 4 :2 7 0 . CD, 8 :1 .
Sept. 13, 1952. Pius X II. Address to delegates to Ae First Interna
tional Congress on A e HistopaAology of A e Nervous System: On Ae
moral limits of MeAcal Research and Ex^Jcrimentation.— AAS, 4 4 :7 7 9 .
NCWC. CD, 1 0 :1 2 . CM, 5 1 :3 0 5 . LQ, 1 9 :9 8 .
Oct. 8, 1953, Pius X II. Address to A e Twenty-sixA Convention of
Ae Itahan Society of Urology: On the excision of a hcalAy organ,
especially castration for cancer.— AAS, 4 5 :6 7 3 . LQ, 2 0 :1 0 7 .
Sept. 30, 1954. Pius X II. Address to delegates to Ae E iA A Congress
of A e World Medical Association: On the prevention or atomic \varfare; preservation of pcace; medical cAics; and human experimenta
tion.— AAS, 4 6 :5 8 7 . CD, 2 1 :1 . CM, 5 3 :2 4 2 . PS, 1 :3 4 7 .
Jan. 8, 1956. Pius X II. A d A e s s to a Koup of CaAolic obstetricians
and gynccologjsts: On natural painless cnildbirA.— AAS, 4 8 :8 2 . CD,
2 2 :1 . CM, 5 4 :2 8 0 . PS, 3 :2 5 .
May 1 4 , 1 9 5 6 . Pius X II. AdAcss to oculists and cornea donors: On
corneal transplants.— AAS, 4 8 :4 5 9 . CD, 2 4 :4 . CM, 5 4 :5 7 9 . PS,
3 :1 9 8 .
May 19, 1956. Pius X II. Address to delegates to Ae Second VVorld
Congress on Fertility and Sterility: On marriage, parenthood, nrtjncial
insemination, and sterility tests.— AAS, 4 8 :4 6 7 . PS, 3 :1 9 1 .
Feb.

24,

1 9 5 7 . Pius X II.

A

d

d

r e s s

to delegates to A e N in th N ation al

Congress of A e Italian Society of Ae Science of Ancsthetics;On rcligious and moral aspects of pain prevention in
AAS, 4 9 :1 2 9 . CD, 2 3 :2 7 . CM, 5 5 :2 6 0 . CMQ, 1 0 :5 1 . PS, 4 .3 3 .
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Abdominal pregnancy, 1 1 1 -1 1 4
contrasted with tubal preg
nancy w iA reference to
double cffcct, 112
Abel, Stuart, on homologous
msemination, 2 41
Aborted fetus, baptism, 67
Abortion, association w A electroshock Aerapy, 2 9 7
complete, definition, 8 6
direct, 6 3 , 6 7 , 6 9 , 7 0 , 71
ergot and, 84-89
incomplete, definition, 86
inevitable, definition, 8 7
mvoluntary, 84-89
spontaneous, 84-89
tnerapeutic, 68-83
medical aspects, 75-82
Areatened, definition, 8 6
use of ergot, morality, 84
Abstinence, continuous, 174
from marital intercourse, nat
ural birth control, 169
periodic, the rhyAm, 169
Abuses, elective induction of labor
open to, 143
of electro-shock Aerapy, 2 9 5
of marriage, 154
prevention, 58
versus standards in experimen
tation, 2 6 7 -2 6 9
Acts contrary to nature, 2 4 1 -2 4 2
Adrenalectomy, medical or surgi
cal, in prostate cancer,
201
for palliation in canccr of
breast, 2 0 3
in palliation of prostate canccr
200
Adultcry, comparison of donor in
semination to, 234
definitions, 234
possible resuit of practice of
rhyAm, 170
wrongness deduccd from Chris
tian concept of mar
riage, 2 3 4

Adults, baptism, 3 0 4 -3 1 9
Advertising of contraceptives con
trary to natural law,
160
Aertnys, on feA s as aggressor, 72
Affirmative law, 4
Age of adulAood for baptism, 304
AUred, Vincent C ., on legal phi
losophy favoring euAanasia, 1 1 9
Alvarez, W alter C., on arguments
favorable to euthanasia,
125
example of extraordinary means
of prolonging lite, 135
American College of Surgeons,
panel Ascussion on in
Acations for Aerapeu
tic abortion, 79
American Hospital Association on
m eAcal consultation, 51
Amputated
members,
Asposal,
3 2 5 -3 3 1
parts, saving for scientific pur
poses, 3 2 8
Amytal soAum, use in narcoanaly
sis, 2 8 2
Anesthesia, hypnosis as, 288-293
Animal experimentation, prcUminary use, before human
experimentation, 2 6 8
Anoxia, rcduction with hypnosis
as adjunct to anesthesia,
292
Antibiotics, needless prescription,
258
substitution for vasectomy, 190
Anxiety symptom as chief indica
tion for psychosurgery,
2 74
Appendectomy, 2 5 2 -2 5 4
as unnecessary surgery, 254
Appendicitis as inAcation for ap
pendectomy, 2 5 3
Appendix, incidental removal, per
missible, 2 4 5
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Archbishop of Canterbury on don
or
insemination
as
adultery, 2 3 4
Artificial birA control, 169
prevention, official CaA olic
teaching on, 1 5 3 -1 5 7
msemination, 2 2 8 -2 4 4
means of preserving life, differ
ences of opinion on,
140
Aspiration for hyAocephalus, 9 9 102
method of obtaining semen
specimen, approval by
Vermeersch, 2 2 3
of semen from tcsdcles for test
specimen, 221
Assisted insemination, permissibility, 2 4 0
Atrocities of totalitarianism and
euAanasia, 116
AuAorities, duty, 18
Avoiding evil and doing good, Astinction in usc of ordin
ary and cxtraorAnary
means, 131
B

Bennet,

Michael John, ovarian
transplants made br.
248
BerAe, Stanley, on ignorance of
natural law, 166
Biopsy, testicular, licit meAod of
obtaimng semen speci
men, 2 25
B irA control, artificial, CaAohc
views on, 150
and natural, 169
continence only acceptable
form, 168
prevention, artificial, CaAolic
Aought on, 149
rate, rcduction, by practices of
birA limitation, 171
Blackstone, Wilham, 1
Commentaries, citations on legal
aspects of cuAanasia,
119
on natural law, 3
Bladder, internal sphincter, effect
of prostatcctomy, 195
Blakely, Paul L., on scntiniental
writings
of
euAanasians, 120
Bleeding, excessive, indication lor
hysterectomy, 209
uterine, and ovarian function,
187-188

Babies, dying, bapdsin, of, 3 0 0
Baby, maturity, criterion for elec
tive induction of labor,
Blessed ground, burial of members
147
of Catholics in, 325
of non-CaAolic parents, bap
plot for burial of amputated
tism of, 3 0 0
limbs, 327, 329
Baird, Dugald, on risk of elective
Blood banks, morality of, 251
induction of labor, 144
transfusions, early condemna
tion for medical reasons,
Banks of body organs, morality of,
2 49
^
^
251
permissible for good of
Baptism of aborted fetus, 67
others, 245
of adults, 3 0 4 -3 1 9
pcrnussibility, 248
of fetus extracted after moAcr s
death, 3 0 2
Board certification and qualifica
instruction on, 2 9 8 -3 0 3
tions of consultant, 55
Belief, meaning to Catholic and
Bodies, burial of, 325
non-CaAolic, 307
natural right of spouses over,
for gcnerating Ufc, 229
Bcndcr, Louis, on hystercctonty a
dircct stcrilization, 215
Bodily integrity, human Ufc and,
Benedict XIV, rcpuAation of eu
5-6
phonic castration, Io
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in blessed ground, difficul
ties, 3 2 9
of boAes, 3 25
Burch, John C ., on lack of abso
lutes in pelvic surgery,
208
Burleson, R. J., on cases of fullterm abdominal preg
nancy, 114
Burlingame, C. Charles, on inA
cations and contrainAcations for prefrontal
lobotomy, 2 7 3
Burmng of amputated members,
325

Body of Christ, Mystical, fceble
members, honor to, 117
giving of part to help anoAer,
Aeological views on,
2 46
inAvidual as administrator of,
265
major and minor parts, Astinction, 328
members and functions, nature
and purpose, 6
part, donation to anoAer, con
trary to prmciple of to
tality, 2 47
right to Aspose of for benefit of
oAcrs, 2 5 0
time of infusion of soul mto,
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1

whole, A reat to, by functionmg
of healAy organ, in
prostate carcinoma, 2 0 2
Bone banks, morality of, 251
Bonnar, A., on attempt to legalize
cuAanasia in En^and,
120
Bouscaren, T . L., on intervention
in
abdominal
preg
nancy, 114
on principle of double effect,
15
on termination of abdominal
pregnancy, 111
on Aerapeutic abortion, 69
translations of decrees on eu
genic Aeory and dircct
sterilization, 167
Bowdern, WiUiam, on explana
tion of faiA and truths
necessary for salvation.
307
Bragg. J. C., on p scs of full-term
abdominal
pregnancy,
114
Brain surgery, 270-281
Breast canccr, oophorectomy in.
12-14
castration for, 203-205
Burial of amputated limbs of nonCaAolics, 327
of members, 325

Cadaver, human, relative Agnity
of, 2 5 0
CaA ng
non-CaAolic
mimster,
3 2 0 -3 2 4
Cambo, Miguel, on morality of re
moval of badly damaged
uterus, 2 1 5
Campbell, Elmore M ., on repeat
cesarean section, 93
Canccr of breast, oophorectomy in,
12-14, 164
castration for, 1 9 9 -2 0 5
A ead, educational policy to re
duce, 4 9
incurable, application of prin
ciple of informing Ae
dying to, 4 7
patient, curable, 4 9
incurable, 4 9
reaction to, 4 7
should he be told, 4 6 -5 0
problem in telling dying patient,
44
of prostate, castration for, 12,
1 9 9 -2 0 2
orchiectomy in, 165
Canon Law, Code, on following
advice of counselors, 56
on baptism of unconscious
unknown adults, inter
pretation, 3 1 2
Canterbury, Archbishop of, on
donor insemination as
adultery, 2 34
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Cap, cervical, m eAod, substitute
for intercourse, 2 4 0
Carcinoma (sce C an cer)
Carter, Patricia A., on elimination
of indications for A era
peutic abortion, 78
Case histories, meticulous anonymity of patients, re
quirements, 2 8 5
Cassidy, Louis, on aspiration for
hyAocephalus, 1 0 0
Castration for cancer, 1 9 9 -2 0 5
of prostate, 12
of criminals, 187
euphonic, ,1 8 4 -1 8 6
to preserve chastity, 1 8 6 -1 8 7
and sterilization, distinction,
205
Aerapeutic pretexts, in MidAe
Ages, 185
Catechetical instruction
before
baptism, 3 0 5
moAfication for conscious
dying person, 305
CaAolic Church (see C hurch)
codes, non-CaAolics and, 26-35
doctrine, way of teaching, 32
ethics, application to all human
beings, 153
learncd by reason alone, 150
faiA , principal truA s, 306
hospitals, incidence of hysterec
tomy in, 2 0 7
ideal, large family, 177
nurses, cooperation in illicit
operations, pcrmissibility, 3 3 2
position on saving life of
mother and child, 70
on Aerapeutic abortion a lifesaving principle, 75
objections, 71-75
principies, assertion by nurses
in public institutions,
335
observance in Catholic hos
pitals, 18
standards of family living svage,
173
.
,
teaching on contraception ano
sterilization, 1'19-167
vic^vpoint of natural law, 31

CaAoIics,

burial of amputated
members of, 327
Cavanagh and McGoldrick on
electro-shock Aerapy in
pregnancy, 2 96
inAcations for electro-shock
Aerapy, 294
Cemetery, burial of amputated
members in, 325
Cerebral surgery, moral justifica
tion, 270
Certification, board, and qualifica
tions of consultant, 55
Cervical cap meAod, substitute
for intercourse, 240
spoon and cap procedures, com
parison, 2 4 0
techm’gue for aiding fertility
or marital intercourse,
239
Cesarean hysterectomy, inAcations
and prohibitions, 213
section, 90-95
hysterectomy wiA, in CaAo
lic hospitals, 2 07
moAcr’s desire for, 92-93
postmortem, legality of, 302
primary and repeat, distinc
tion, 90
repeat, 92-95, 213
“previous section” as in
dication, 93
sections, no definite number as
indication for hysterec
tomy, 206
Chaplain, dedsion on extreme
unction, 44
duty of informing dying pa
tient, 44
Character, better developmcnt in
large family, 171, 177
Charity, fraternal, law of, moral
basis for transfusions
and skin grafts, 248
Chastity, castration to preserve,
186-187
danger to, by practice of rhy
Am, 170
Chemical therapv in treatment of
mcntal illness and pain,
278
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traAtion, right of husband and
wife only to generate
chilA en, part of. 2 32
wish to be, inAcation tor bap
tism, 3 1 0
Church, admission by baptism,
308
attitude on blood transfusions,
249
baptism according to mind of,
299
A e sacrament of entry, 310
CaAolic conccption, 31
competence, 3 0 -3 2
guidance in adequate knowl
edge of natural law,
153
Childbearing, duty, suspension,
instruction in doctrines and
172
laws before baptism,
furAer, dangerous to healA,
305
physician's advice con
interpreter of natural moral
cerning, 178
law, 31
m marriage, obligations, 131
lawmaking power, 31
ChildbirA, avoidance, spiritual
laws made by, human laws, 31
counselor
concerning,
no pronouncement on time of
179
infusion of soul, 6 6 ^
natural, as hypnosis, 2 8 8
obligations, acceptance, rcquire
paAological sequelae, inAcation
mcnt for baptism, 308
for hysterectomy, 2 1 0 ,
official business conductcd by
212
Congregations, 33
custoAan of divine revela
ChilAcn, begetting and rcaring,
tion, 152
primary purpose of mar
teaching on artificial insemi
riage, 178
nation, 2 43
boon to commumty and nation.
position on euphonic castration,
177
185
chicf blessing of marriage, 171
teaching authority, 31
number of, bcyond A e call of
necessity for knowledge of
duty, 174
natural law, 153
Cholecystectomy, permissible only
true, CaAolic doctrine of, 322
on mcAcal inAcations.
ways of teaching, 32-35
258
Circumcision as mutilation, 2 5 9
permissible for medical reasons,
Christian attitude, moderate Stand
259
ard of preserving life in
routine, morality of, 2 5 9
accord, witl\, 139
concept of marriage, 234
Civil law and consent of patient,
custom, burial of dead, 325
37
ideal of family, 177
Clavicle, fracture, intentional, on
marriage, encyclical on, 153living fetus, 9 7
155
Cleidotomy, 9 7 -99
religion, precepts, acceptance by
as lifosaving procedure, 98
djing patient, 308
on living fetus, morality, 97

ChemoanesAesia, hypnoanesAesia
as adjunct, 291
inAcations for use of hypnoancsAesia in preference,
292
Child born of donor insemmation,
status, 2 38
life of, and life of moAer, 63,
64
safety, cesarean section neces
sary for, 91
unborn, inAcations for killing,
63, 64
a person, 66-67
well-being dependent upon mar
ried parents, 231
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Clifford, Jo h n J., on use o f per
forated condom to ob
tain sem en specim en,

222
Clinic

examination of patients,
violation
of privacy,
285
Closed lobotomy, description, 271
Codes, C aA olic,
non-CaAolics
and, 2 6 -3 5
Coitus, fulfillment of psycho-phy
sical processes leaAng
to orgasm, 2 3 6
unnatural, w iA use of condom,
160
true, determ ining factor, 2 2 1 ,
242
Collar bone, brealdng, to effect
vaginal delivery, 97
Commandments, Ten, instructions
concerning human na
ture, 2 9
Competence of Church, 30-32
Conccption, avoidancc, 169

Congregation, Sacred, of Holy
Office (scc Sacred Con
gregation of Holy Of
fice)
Congregations, Roman, functions,
33
Conjugal act, nature of, 230
intercourse, no substitute per
missible, 243
union, restriction of generative
activity to, 232
Conlin, John F., exposure of fallacics on euthanasia,
123
Connell, Francis J., on baptism of
unknown unconscious
adult, 312
on psychiatric
conscientious physician,
286
on removal of damaged uterus
as contraceptive measurc, 215
on use of perforated condom to
obtain scracn spcamen,
222
Connery, John R., on pcrmissibd^^oniiv. y,
removal of baAy
diimaged utcruSi 216
I

ConAtional Baptism, 2 9 8
of dying unconscious persons,
308
.
, .
secret, of unconscious dying
person, 317
of unconscious and unknown
person, 311

•

•

C o n s c ic n c c , d c c is io n b y , in d o u b t-

ful

c a s e s , 24
o b s e r v a n c e of d i r e c t i v e s , m a t t e r

of, 18
of patient, influence by psychiatnst, 286
p e r p l e x e d , ns
yi
A e r a p e u t i c a b o r t i o n , 74
solution by moralists, 24
p h y S an 's, guide in emergency,

Condom, perforated, usc to obtain
sem en specim en, 221
controversial
A eological
opinions on, 222
unperforated, use to
semen specimen, 221
Confcssion, instruction on, before
baptism, 306

Conscientious
Uonscn-i

Confessor as counselor concerning
reqAremcnts for prac
tice of rhyAm, 173

C„„,i„na„nsnjs.

Confidence, lack, in medical pr^
fcssion engcndcred oy
ghost surgery, 256

‘'”d,’ijFg“pat“nb bapUsmot IU

Conflict of rights, Pnnciplc,JJP*
plicd
to
A e ra p e u tic
abortion, 73

objection o f nonpersonnel. 27

pccial
spcctai^^^^;

trists, 286

suppression,
Consciousness
is, morality
hypnosis

by
or,

289
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Conscnt, enlightened, of human
experimental
subject,
need for, 2 6 8
forced or lacking of charity pa
tients, aouse in experi
mentation, 2 6 7
of inAvidual for any m cAcal
treatment, 2 6 5
of patient, 36-41
or guarAan, requisite for ex
perimentation, 2 6 1 , 2 6 2
to publication of casc his
tory, 2 85
required for narcosis and
hypnosis, 2 8 2
presupposes knowledge, 37
reasonable presumption, 38
refusal of, cases against natural
law, 4 0
riglit of, to experimentation, pa
pal limitations of, 2 6 6
Consequences, undesirable, of ccsarcan section, 91
Conservatism as good medicine, 78
vs. therapeutic abortion as lifesaving measure, 7 6
Consultant as censor, 56
definition, 54
meaning, 54-56
--------------------

,

w

Consultants, majority, action con
trary to, 56-58
obstctrical, on elective induc
tion of labor, 142
Consultation, disagreement in, 5658
in doubtfui cascs, 18
on local level in puzzling cases.
23
medical, 51-58
moral, 24
in primary cesarean section, 9 0
before psychosurgery, 2 8 0
Conte a Coronata, MatAacus, on
baptism of persons who
rcsistcd conversion, 314
Continence, acceptable form of
birth control, 168
continuous, 181-182
not contraception, 176
Contraception as abuse of mar
riage, 154

PROBLEMS

C aA olic teaching on, 149-167
and cctcmic operations, stand of
Church on, comparison.
1 09
no justification for, 154
practice, advising not permitted,
176
Contraceptive measure, hysterec
tomy not permissible ai,
206
procedure.
cutting fallopian
tubes, 2 0 7
Contrition, act of, reqmsite for
baptism of conscious dy
ing person, 3 0 6
acts of faith and, before bap
tism, 2 9 9
for sins, act of, before baptism
of adult, 3 05
Control groups, abuses involved
in setting up, 268
Controversial inAcations for hys
terectomy, 2 0 8
Convenience as criterion of ordi
nary means of preserv
ing life, 134
of doctor or m oA cr, clcctivc in
duction of labor for,
1 42
Convulsions, induction, in electroshock Aerapy, 2 94
Cooperation in evil, moral prob
lem, 3 3 2
in illicit operations, 3 3 2 -3 3 5
material, definition, 333
Corneal transplantation from dead
to living, beyond moral
reproach, 2 5 0
transplants, morality of, 2 49
Corporeal, sacrifice of spiritual
values for, in treating
mentally ill, 2 7 9
Corruption, only certain sign of
death prccluding bap
tism, 3 0 0
Cortisone, medical adrenalectomy,
in prostate canccr, 201
Cosgrove, SamueI A., on aspira
tion for hydrocephalus,
101
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on maternal deaA rate w iA
and witliout practice of
Aerapeutic abortion, 77
Cosmetic surgery, m orality of, 2 5 9
Cotter, A. C., translation of T h e

Danagher, John J ., on administra
tion of sacraments to
heretics and schismatics,
318
Dangers, personal, of rhyAm
meAod, 171
sociai, inherent in donor in
semination, 238
Davis, Henry, on baptism of per
son who rejected Chris
tianity, 313
on craniotomy vs. aspiration
for hyAoccphalus, 100
Dead, burial, Christian custom,
325
fetus, emptying uterus in case
of, 85
morality of destructive opera
tions on, 97
D caA, baptism of adults not In
danger of, 305
consent to onc’s own, prohibi
tion, 264
by failure to preserve life, 128
or injury, avoidancc of c.xperimcntation leading to,
268
preparation for, 42
by non-Catholics, 43
spiritual, 43
temporal, 43
rate, m alcm al, in hospitals with
and without pracdcc of
therapeutic a b o r t i o n ,
76-78
Debatable questions, 21-22
Deceit, damage to patient tlirough,
47
Defeatism, avoidancc by striet
Standard o f preserving

Encyclical "H u m a n i
Generis," 166

Council of T rcnt, declaration on
marriage, 2 3 3
Counselor, consultation w iA , on
requirements for prac
tice of rhyA m , 173
spiritual, on avoidance of cliild
birA , 179
Courtesy, professional, calling of
non-CaAolic
minister
considered as, 3 2 2
Cranial operations on fetus, per
missible, 101
Craniotomy, aspiration for hydro
cephalus, 100
definition, 103
pronouncement on, 6 9 , 7 0
Crasilneck, Harold B., on indica
tion for usc of hypnoanesAcsia, 2 9 2
Cremation, anti-Christian conno
tation. 3 2 6
of bodies, 325
of limbs, permissible cascs, 328
Criminals, castration, 187
Criteria for clcctivc induction of
labor, 143
Cunningham, B. J., on mutila
tion, 7-8
Cunningham, T. F ., on aspiration
for hydrocephalus, 103
on inevitable abortion, 89
on repeat cesarean section, 94
Curable canccr patient, 4 9
Curc in carcinoma of prostate,
199
Curettage, permissibility of, 53

Ufe, 138

and moderate Standard o f pre
serving life, 139
Defectives, ps>'chlc and physical,
killing of, 116
DeLee, J . B., on cleidotomy on
dead fetus, 99
DcLcc, Sol T ., on hypnotism in
pregnancy and labor,
291

Cusliing, Richard J., letter to, on
salvation o f non-Catho
lics, 323
Cycle of sterile and fertile pcri^*,
usc of knowledge, 177
347
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Delivery, difEicAt, baptism durmg, 301
premature, rules applicable to
abdominal pregnancy,
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successfui,
cesarean
section
necessary for, 91
vaginal, vs. cesarean section,
safety, 91
Dentistry, hypnosis as anesAetic
m, 2 8 8
Depression, mAcation for electroshock Aerapy, 2 9 5
Design and purpose of human na
ture, 29
Destruction or risk of life: prin
cipies, 62-67
Diagnosis, adequate, need of. be
fore electro-shock therapy, 2 9 6
Diagnostic procedures to deter
mine cause of infcrA ity, 2 1 8 -2 2 7
unnecessary, morally objec
tionable, 2 4 5
Differences of opmion recognized
in Directives, 22
Difficulties of burial of amputated
limbs in cemetery, 3 2 9
Diocesan Solutions to difficulties of
burial of amputated
limbs, 3 3 0
Direct killing, 62-65
Directives (Special Indc.x of Di
rectives, p. 3 7 5 )
eAical, to prevent abuses, 27
and religious, 17-25
vitality, 19-21
Disapproval of evil act, evidence
of, reqmrcment, 333
Disciplinary action in breach of
codc, 61
Diseased member, removal for
good of A c whole, 9
Disposal of amputated members.
325-331
Distance from hospit.al, inAcation
for elective induction of
labor, 146

PROBLEMS

Divine law, 3 0
laws, 1-3
positive law, 2
revelation, commumcation of
tru A to man by God,
151
teaching auAority of Chmch
concerning, 31
Doctor (see also Physician)
baptism by, 2 9 9 , 301
duty and patient’s wishes, 136
obligation to use means of pre
serving life, 134
as principal agent in performance or illicit operation,
332
and rhytlim, 1 7 6 -1 8 2
subject of same moral and juri
dical principies as pa
tient, 2 6 6
and supervisor, 59-61
Doctor-patient relationship, doctor’s prerogative in, 92
and use of extraordinary means,
1 37
Doctors, submission of illicitly ob
tained semen specimens
by, warning to, 2 2 6
Doctrine, C aA olic, of one true
Church, 3 2 2
ways of teaching, 32
Donnelly, James F ., on inAcations
for tubal ligation, 163
Donor insemination, 2 3 1 -2 3 9
objection to, 2 2 8
Double effect, principle, 12-16
application to termination
of abdominal pregnancy,
112
application to tubal preg
nancy, 109
in justification of electroshock therapy in preg
nancy, 2 9 6
Standard not permitted in C aA 
olic hospitals, 2 6
“Doubt of fact,” 22
Doubts and freedom from obliga
tion, 22
unforesecn, 22-25
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Doyle, Joseph B ., m cAod of ob
taining semen specimen,
225
Doyle and Whitelaw procedures,
comparison, 2 4 0
Drastic measures, obsolescence by
new remedies, 2 0
Drew, J. E ., on orAnary and ex
traordinary means of
preserving life, 128
Drinan, Robert F ., on history of
euAanasia
movement,
126
Drugs, safeguards to use, in elec
tive induction of labor.
147
and vasectomy, comparative ef
fectiveness, 197
Duty of auAorities, 18
of childbearing, suspension, 172
doctor’s, and patient’s vrishes,
136
of inAvidual to take ordinary
means of preserving life,
130
of meAcal personnel to use extraorAnary means of
preserving life, 135
neglect in connection wiA usc
of rhyAm , 169
of parents, importance of, 233
of physician to inform dying
patient, 4 2
of preserving life, Umits, esti
mate of, 132
of supervisor, 59
Dying, care of, no clear-cut profcssional Standard re
garding, 140
conscious patient, baptism of,
306
patient, informing, 42-45
unconscious patient, baptism,
308
Dysmenorrhea and stilbestrol, 189

Eastman, Nicholson J., on status
of Aerapeutic abortion
at Johns Hopkins Hos
pital, 81
349

Ecclcsiastical law on burial of
CaAoIics, 331
Economic inAcations for sumension of duty of cmldbearing, 172
reasons for family limitation,
defects in society, 173
Ectopic fetuses, immature, re
moval,
permissioAty,
108
operations and contraception,
stand of Church on,
comparison, 109
morality of, 105-110
removal of fallopian tube in,
12-14
Education of chilA cn, procreation
and, primary purpose of
marriage, 178
of offspring, provided by matri
mony, 232
Educational policy to reduce Aead
of cancer, 49
Effect, double, principle, 12-16
in justification of electroshock Aerapy in preg
nancy, 296
Effects of psychosurgery, 274-277
Ejaculation outside vagina to ob
tain semen specimen,
prohibition, 221
Ejaculatory ducts, damage by pros
tatcctomy, 194
Elective induction of labor, 142148
Electro-convulsive Aerapy, 294297
Elcctro-shock therapy, 294-297
Embryo, baptism of, 300
Emergency baptism, 298
decisions, conscience guide m,
24
Emotional inAfference of moAcr
toward child, danger of
hypnosis, 288
nature of arguments in favor of
artificial birA preven
tion, 158
tension, rclief, chicf good effect
of psychosurgery, 274
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Evil, avoiAng, and doing good,
Astinction, in use of
ordinary and extraorAnary means, 131
negative law, 4
cooperation in, moral problem,
332
doing, form of sin, 168
moral, prohibition, 4
physical,
justification under
some circumstances, 4
sociai, rcduction of birA rate
by birth control prac
tices, 171
Excuse from assistance at illicit
operation, necessary re
quest, 3 33
Expectancy treatment of unruptured tubal pregnancy,
106
Expense, reasonable limits, in pre
serving life, 132
Experimental operations for cancer
Aerapy,
justification,
204
Experimentation, abuses versus
standards, 2 6 7 -2 6 9
for good of oAers, 2 6 3 -2 6 9
o f patient, 2 6 2 -2 6 3
on human beings, 2 6 1 -2 6 9
alleged justifications, 10
on mentally ill persons, 2 7 9
ExtraorAnary means of preserving
life, 1 2 8 , 135-141
Extrauterine pregnancy, 105-114
Extreme unction, administration to
unconscious dying pa
tient, 3 1 4 , 3 1 6
bv whom decidcd, 4 4
conAtion of patient for re
ception, 4 3
Eye banks, morality of, 2 51

Encyclical on Christian marriage,
153-155
Encyclical Humani Generis, 150
End, good, as justification of evil
means, 4
Endocrine control of prostate can
cer, 2 0 0
function of ovaries, suppression,
in carcinoma of breast,
2 04
of reproductive organs, 6
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Epididymes, infection, vasectomy
for, 190
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EpiAdymitis, incidence, 193-194
seriousness, 194
Ergot and abortion, 84-89
Estrogen

Aerapy, palliation, in
prostate cancer, 2 0 0

EAical Directives, 17-25
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PROBLEMS

EAics, CaAolic, application to all
human oeings, 153
learncd by reason alone, 150
of experimental problem, appre
ciation by mvestigators,
2 64
medical, applicable to all hu
man beings, 153
some issues not clearly de
fined, 35
Science, competence of CaAolic
moralists in, 34
scxual, basic principle, 2 4 2
truAs conccrn natural law, 150
Eugenical inAcations for suspen
sion of duty of childbearing, 172
Euphomc castration, 184-186
Eutlianasia, 115-127
avoidance, by striet standards of

fifo. 138

by failing to preserve life, 128
and moderate Standard of pre
serving life, 139
neglect of orAnary means of
preserving life equiva
lent to, 130
reference material, 119-127
voluntary, 115

Fact, doubt of, 22
Failure to save life, principle, ap
plication to therapeutic
abortion, 74
Faith, act of, in acccpting CaAolic
doctrines before
bap
.............................
:f(
■
tism, 305
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CaAolic, principal truA s, 3 0 6
and contrition, acts of, before
baptism, 2 9 9
meaning to C aA olic and nonCaAoUc, 3 0 7
Falk operation, not direct sterili
zation, 163
Fallacies concerning euAanasia,
answers to, 124
Fallectomy, less drastic procedure
A an oophorectomy, 205
Fallopian tube, pregnancy in, mor
ality of operations for,
1 0 5 -1 1 0
removal in ectopic pregnancy,
12-14
rupture due to pregnancy,
treatment of, 106
tubes, cutting, contraceptive
procedure, 2 0 8
ligation or resection, A rcct
stcrilization, 163-164
False assumptions on Aerapeutic
abortion, 76
Family, 2 3 5
large, CaA olic ideal, 177
living wage, CaAolic standards,
173
restriction of size by rhyAm
meAod, 174
wishes, concerning use of extraorAnary means, 136
Fertile marriage, Pope Pius XII
on, 171
period, abstinence during, 169
sexual desire during, 170
periods, cycle of sterile and,
177
Fertility, destruction by prostatectomy, 194
loss, indirect, in Aerapy of pros
tate cancer, 201
use of Ogino-Knaus discoveries
to promote, 177
Fertilized ovum, living, treatment
as human person, 67
Fetus, aborted, baptism, 67
dead, emptying uterus in casc
of, 85
morality of destructive opera
tions on, 97

ectopic, immature, removal, per
missibility, 108
extraction, immediate, upon
deaA of moAer, 302
harm to, by electro-shock Aera
py, 296, 297
inviable, baptism, 302
not a materially imjust aggres
sor, 72
A at cannot survive, baptism,
300
viability, definition, 111
Finality, natural, argument firom,
against
contraception,
157
Finney, P., on cleidotomy on liv
ing child, 99
FitzGibbon, Gerald H., on spirit
ual care of Ae dying,
318
Ford, John C., on moral argu
ments for removal of
damaged uterus, 216
on morality of euAanasia, 126
on ordinary and extraordinary
means of preserving life,
128
Formula for baptism, 298
Formulation of principies, striving
for improvement, 19
Fornication, inherent wrongness
acduced from Christian
conccpt of marriage,
234
Fraternal charity, law of, moral
basis for transfusions
and skin grafts, 248
Frugal support, economic condi
tion for duty of child
bearing, 173
Functions, bodilv, suppression, 6
endocrine, of reproductive or
gans, 6

Generative act, contraception con
trary to natural purpose,
157
activity, restriction to conjugal
union, 232
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GuarAan, conscnt of, requisite for
experimentation,
261,
262
Guardians, conscnt of, 4 0
wishes, concerning use of extra
ordinary means, 136
Gmde for Preparation of Medical
Staff By-laws, 53
Guilt, assistance in illicit opera
tions wiAout incurring,
3 35
Guttentag, Otto E ., on experimen
tation on sick, 264
Guttmacher, Alan F ., on test of
ideal donor for insemi
nation, 2 3 7

faculty, unnatiual usc, unlaw
ful even for laudable
purpose, 221
organ, Aseascd, excision, in
direct sterilization, 161
Ghost surger}’, 2 5 4 -2 5 7
morally objectionable, 2 4 5
objectionable features, 2 5 5
Golden rule in doctoris dccision
conceniing use of extraorAnary means, 137
Good, doing, affirmative natiural
law, 4
and avoiding evil, distinction,
in use of ordinary and
cxtraorAnary
means,
131
not doing, form of sin, 168
of oAers, experimentation for,
2 6 3 -2 6 9
on mentally ill for, 2 7 9
mutilations and oA er pro
cedures for, morality of,
246
of patient, experimentation for,
2 6 2 -2 6 3
proportionate, justification for
mutilating
procedure,
245
spiritual, done by Catholic
nurses in state institu
tions, 334
win, presumption, 60-61
Gorman, Arthur J., on intraven
tricular tap in case of
hyAocephalus, 101

H

Harmony, mutual, of husband and
wife, danger to, by prac
tice of rhyA m , 170
Hawke, C. D., on castration of
criminals, 187
Head, baptism conferred on, valid
ity of, 301
presentation, baptism of fetus
in, 301
H ealA , responsibility of individ
ual to care for, 2 6 5
Healthy individuals, experimenta
tion on, 2 6 3
organ, hannful cffcct on Aseased organ, 2 0 2
removal, for disease of other
organs, problem of, 2 0 2
for good of A c whole, 11

Grafts, skin, permissibility, 2 4 8

1«

PROBLEMS

Graham, Alexander J. P ., address
on cuAanasia, 122
Greenhill, J. P ., on necessary and
unnecessary elective in
duction of labor, 145
on repeat cesarean section, 94
on usefulness of hypnosis in
medicine, 29
Grinker, R. R., on narcosynAcsis.
282

Healy, Edwin F ., on baptism of
unrcpentant p e r s o n ,
313
on hysterectomy as dircct steril
ization, 2 1 6
on reason for permitting GaAolic nurse to remain in
state institution, 3 34
on routine circumcision, 2 5 9

Group for Advancement of Psychi
atry on value of elcctroshock treatments, 295

Heffernan, Roy J., on status of
therapeutic
abortion,
77, 80
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Helping A e neighbor, principle,
possible justification of
organic transplantation,
245
Helpless, protection, 57
Hemorrhage, control by ergot, 8489
in early pregnancy, 8 4 -8 9
postpartum inAcation for hys
terectomy, 2 1 0 , 2 1 2
in unruptured tubal pregnancy,
morality of operations
for, 107
Hernia, castration for, in Middle
Ages and Renaissance,
185
Heroism, continuous abstinence as,
Pius X II on, 175
Hetorologous insemination, 2 31239
Hinman, Frank, on endocrine con
trol of prostatic carci
noma, 2 0 0
Historical

argument against eu
thanasia, 126
background of terms “ordinary”
and
“extraordinary”
means, 131

History of euAanasia movement,
Drinan on, 126
Holy Office (see Sacred Congre
gation of Holy Office)
Holy Scripturcs, divine law re
vealed in, 3
quotations on killing of in
nocent persons, 118

Homologous insemination, 239244
Hope of success in concept of
means of preserving
life, 133
Hospital, 305
protection from harmful effects
of psychiatric treat
ment, 284
responsibAty in Asposing of
amputated
members,
331
and seminal analysis, 225-227
Hospitals,

AccrcAtation, Joint
Commission on, Stand
ard on consultation, 52
Howard, Frederick S., on treat
ment of prostatic can
cer, 2 0 0
Huhner test for sterility, licitness,
225
HulI, Edgar, on elimination of in
Acations for therapeutic
abortion, 78
Human law, 2
laws made by Church, 31
life and bodily integrity, 5-6
inviolability, 62, 64, 65
sacredness, Judaco-Christian
tradition, 118
usefulness to others false
measure, 119
value, and euAanasia, 116
nature, creation by God, 29
human propagation judged
according to, 231
quality of major part of body,
328
soul, time of infusion into body,

Holy Sce (see also Sacred Congre
66
gation of Holy Office)
Husband, attitude toward child
born of donor insemina
decrees concerning ectopic
pregnancy, 107-110
tion, 239
explanation of natural law
H ydrocephalus, aspiration for, 99applied to medical prob
102
lems, 31
infant wiA, delivery, 96
pronouncements on Aerapeu
intraventricular tap for, contic abortion, 69-71
formance with natural
teaching on cuAanasia, 116law, 104
117
HvTnoanalysis, narcoanalysis and,
282-287
Homografts for good of both par
ties, justification, 248
353
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HypnoanesAesia as anesAetic or
adjunct to chemoanes
Aesia, 2 9 0 -2 9 3
Hypnosis as anesAesia, 2 8 8 -2 9 3
moral status, 23
Hypophyscctomy for palliation in
cancer of breast, 2 0 3
Hysterectomy, 2 0 6 -2 1 7
cesarean, inAcations and prohibitions, 2 13
controversial indications, 2 0 8
incidence m Catholic hospitals,
2 07
to mduce sterility as mcAod of
contraception, 164
non-sterilizing, 2 1 4 -2 1 5
routine, morality, 2 13
as treatment for prolapse, 2 0 9
unnecessary, 2 07
I
Ideal, CaAolic, large family, 177
Christian, of family, 177
Illegitimacy of child conceived by
artificial
insemination
outside marriage, 2 2 9
IUicit operations, cooperation m,
332
supervisor’s duty concerning,
59
Illness, nature of, explanation to
dying patient, 4 4
precise, obligation of mforming patient, 4 8
Immersion, baptism by, of fetus
in early stage, 3 00
Impediment of impotence, 2 4 0 241
Implications of principies, grow
ing knowledge of, 19
Impotence, impediment, 240-241
resort to artificial insemination
because of, condemna
tion, 2 2 9
resuit of castration, 187
Improvement after psychosurgery,
definition m terms of
morbid state, 2 7 6
Incontinence, danger of rhyAm
mcAod, 170

PROBLEMS

Inconvemence, reasonable limits
m preserving life, 132
Incurable cancer patient, 4 9
Incurabili ty of mental Asease as
criterion for lobotomy,
276
Incurably ill patient, experimenta
tion on, 2 6 3
InAcations
for
psychosurgery,
2 7 2 -2 7 4
InAfference, emotional, of moAer
toward child, danger of
hypnosis, 2 8 8
InAfferent or morally good ac
tions, 3 3 2
Indirect killing, 6 5 -6 6
InAvidual as administrator of his
life and bodily members,
265
inalienable rights superseAng
Science or public wel
fare, 2 6 7
responsibility of, to care for
h calA , 2 6 5
suborAnation to community,
totalitarian a t t i t u d e ,
266
Individualism, extreme, in granty
ing consent to experi
mentation, 2 6 6
InAvidualization, reqmremcnt in
elective inauction of la
bor, 143
Induction of labor, early, meAcal
inAcations only justifi
cation, 147
elective, 1 4 2 -1 4 8
Infant, hydrocephalic, delivery, 96
operations on, in utero, 9 6 -1 0 4
Infection, elimination of danger,
in intrautcrine baptism,
302
susceptibility to, indication for
vasectomy, 192
Infertile period, reliability de
pendent upon individ
ual factors, 180
Infertility (see also Sterility)
diagnostic procedures to deter
mine causc, 2 1 8 -2 2 7
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examination of man, 2 1 9 -2 2 5
of woman, 2 1 8
pilis, condemnation of, 161
Information concerning rhyAm,
permissible, 1 80
Informing dying patient, 4 2 -4 5
Injury, precautions against, in hu
man
experimentation,
268
Insemination, artificial, 2 2 8 -2 4 4
outside marriage, condemna
tion, 2 2 9
in vitro, immorality and illic
itness of, 2 3 0
assisted, permissibility, 2 4 0
donor, 2 3 1 -2 3 9
objection to, 2 2 8
hcterologous, 2 3 1 -2 3 9
homologous, 2 3 9 -2 4 4
w iAout intercourse, condem
nation, 243
of unmarried woman, 2 37
within marriage, 2 3 9 -2 4 4
Instruction on baptism, 2 9 8 -3 0 3
catechetical, before baptism,
305
modification for conscious
dying person, 3 06
Integrity, bodily, human life and,
5-6
Intention of conferring baptism
according to mind of
Church,
rcquiremcnt
for baptism, 299
probable, of joining CaAolic
Church, sign of wish
for baptism, 310
requisite for baptism in con
scious dying person,
306

Interpretation of natural moral
law, Church and, 31
Intrauterine baptism, 301
Intraventricular tap of hyAocephalic infant, 102
for hydrocephalus, conformance wiA natiural law,
104
Intuitive nature of argument from
finality against birA
prevention, 158
Inviable fetus, baptism, 302
Inviolability of innocent human
life, 62, 64, 65
IrraAation, of ovaries, hysterec
tomy after, 214
sterility resuit of, 161
to suppress ovarian function,
187
Jenkins, M. T ., on inAcations for
use of hypnoanesAesia,
292
Johnson, W.H., on use of mili
tary personnel for ex
perimentation, 264
Joint Commission on AccreAtation of Hospitals, S t a n d 
ard on consultation, 52
Judaco-Christian traAtion on sa
credness of human life,
118
Justification for acting against will
of patient, 39
Justifications, possible, for elective
induction of labor, 144

Kelly, Gerald, on defense of opin
ion allowing removal o f

Intercourse, abstinence, complctc,
damaged uterus, 216
indications for, 175
Kenealy, William J., on natural
natural metliod of birA con
integrity of marital act,
trol, 169 ^
^
conjugal, as marriage "debt,
158
170
,
.
Kidd, Alexander, M., on legal ashomologous insemination witiipccts of experimentation
out, condemnation, 243
on human beings, 264
substitutes, in homologous in
Killing, direct, 62-65
semination, condemna
inArcct, 65-66
tion, 2 4 0
355
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mercy Qsee Euthanasia)
luibom child, 63, 64
Kroger,

William S., on selection of patients for hypDoancstnesia, 291
Kuehncr, George F., on hypnosis in dendstry, 2 9 3
Kyneur, F. ],, on favorablc results of leucotomy, 2 7 7

Labor, elective induction, 142-148
h^notism in, 291
snort, argument for elective in
duction, 144, 146
Lambertini, Cardinal, rcpudiation
of euphonic castxation,
185
Last Sacraments, notification of
condition in time for,
48

i*

M

Lavely, Horaee T ., on lack of
absolutes in pelvic surgcry, 208
Law. affirmative, 4
civil, and consent of patient, 37
fulfiUment contrary to natural law, 4 0
dcfinition, 1
divine, 1-3, 30
positive, 2
ccclesiastical, on burial of Catholics, 331
human, 2
natural, 2, 28-30
affirmative, 4
Application to medical cases
30
cases of refusal of consent
contrary to, 4 0
Catholic vicwpoint, 31
a divine law, 30
equally applicable to Catho
lic and non-Catholic, 30
m ans powcr to know, 150153
moral, 30
negative, 4
part of truths of natural religion, 152

PROBLEMS

teaching of Chiuch, necessity
for knowledge of, 153
truths of ethics concemed
with, 1 5 0
negative, 4
Lawmaking power of Church, 31
Laws, Church, human laws, 31
Lawsuits, protection of hospita!
from, by psychiatrist,
284
Legal advice on acting against
wishes of doctor and
relatives, 4 5
aspccts of experimentation on
human beings, 2 6 4
of informing cancer patient,
46
Lchmkuhl, A., on therapeutic
abortion, 7 2
Leo X III, approval of reply of
Holy Office on burial of
amputatcd
members,
327
on direct abortion, 7 0
Leucotomy, term for prefrontal
lobotomy, 2 71
Liberalism, crude, ingredient of
false philosophy of life,
235
Liberty of human subject to term
inate cxperiment, 2 6 8
of individual physician, undue
interfcrence, 58
Licitness, probable, of tcsting
mcthods for male infertility, deffnition, 221
Life and bodily members, limitation of powcr to dispose
of, 2 4 7
ot child and life of mother, 63,
64
destruction or risk, 6 2 -6 7
as gift of God, 119
human, and bodily integrity, 5
Judaeo-Christian
tradition,
118
uscfulness to othcrs, false
measure, 119
^Alue, and euthanasia, 116
individual as administrator of,
2 65
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preserving. 1 2 8 -1 4 1
cxtraorainary means, 135141
ordinary means, 1 2 8 -1 3 4
risk to, definition, 65
of unborn child, value, 64
value, measure of, 6 3 , 64
Limbs as major parts of body, 328
Limits of duty of preserving life,
132
Literature, medical, on elective induction of labor, 144146
Living wage, Catholic standards,
173
Lobotomy, moral justification, 2 7 0
prefrontal, description, 271
variadons in technique, 271
Lock, Frank R ., on indicadons for
tubal ligadon, 163
Lohkamp, Nicbolas, on incidental
appendectomy, 253
on removal of damaged uterus,
216
Lynch, John J., on arguments favoring removal of dam
aged uterus, 2 1 6
on ^ o s t surgery, 254
on inferdlity pilis as contracepdve measure, 161
summary of Pope Pius XIPs address on corneal transplants, 2 5 0
Lynch, William A., on stotus of
therapeudc abordon, 77,
80
Lynn and Nesbit, on incidence of
epi^dymids with prostatcctomy, 193
on vascctomy witli transurethral
resecdon, 193

M

McFadden, Charles J., on treatment of enlarged pros
tate by ligature of vasa
deferentia, 165
McGoIdrick, Joseph L., on lack
of necessity for therapcudc abordon, 79
McIntjTe, Aurelia P., on amdcty
as chief indicadon for
psychosurgery, 274
Mcintyre, Howard D., on anxiety
as chief indicadon for
pschosurgery, 274
McReavy, L. L., on administration
of sacraments to dying
non-Cathohcs, 314
on arguments conceming re
moval of damaged uter
us, 217
Maim, injury amoundng to, person's own consent to,
prohibidon, 264
MaUgnancy, informing padent,
46
of ovaries, hystcrectomy after
oophorectomy for, 214
Malignant ovarian tumors, radical
surgery for, 214
Man and animal, distinction, basic
to Western civilizadon,
125
Manic-depressive psychosis, indi
ca tion for clectro-shock
therapy, 294
Man's powcr to know natural law,
150-153
Manuals of moral thcologv, rcfercnces to disposal of amputated menibers in,
327
Markham, Raphael J., prayers for
assistancc of dying nonCatholics by, 306, 318

Marmcr, Milton J., on use of hypMcCarthy, J., on licitncss of use
nosis in anesthcsiology,
of perfora tcd condom to
obtain scmcn spccimcUi
293
222
Marquette University symposium
on quesdon of tclling
McCranie, E. James, on indicadons for use of hypnocancer patient, 4 6
anesthesia, 292
357
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Marriage, abuses, 154
artificial insemination in, 2 2 9
and castration, 187
Christian concept, 2 3 4
encyclical on, 153-155
donor insemination contrary to
divine plan, 2 3 1 -2 3 4
fertile, Pope Pius XII on, 171
invalidation by impotence, 2 41
procreation of life A e fruit,
229
purpose, mutual perfecting of
husband and wife, 178
secondary ends, 177
twofold purpose, 2 3 4
and virginity, Astinct vocations,
175
Massage, expression of semen by,
for test specimen, 2 2 1
Masturbation, depcndcnce of arti
ficial insemination on,
235
hospital analysis of semen speci
mens obtained by, 2 2 6
as meAod of obtaining semen
for analysis, condemna
tion, 2 1 9
prohibition, 183
Material cooperation,
332

definition,

Materialism, cremation paving
way to, 326
underlying
“proxy"
faA er
propaganda, 2 35

A

t
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Maternal death rates in hospitals
with and without prac
tice of Aerapeutic abor
tion, 76-78
instinct, Awarting by avoidancc
of childbearing, 171
Matrimony, education of offspring
provided by, 2 3 2
unity, established by Creator,
233
Maturity of baby, criterion for
elective induction of la
bor, 147
Mayfield, Frank H., on anxiety as
chicf indication for psy
chosurgery, 2 7 4

PROBLEMS

Measles, German, and Aerapeutic
abortion, 8 2
M eAcal examples of contracep
tion and sterAzation,
1 6 0 -1 6 6
aspects of Aerapeutic abortion,
7 5 -8 2
cases, appbcation of natural
law to, 30
conclusions concermng elective
induction of labor, 147
consAtation, 51-58
ethics, applicable to all human
beings, 153
some issues not clearly de
fined, 35
experimentation, risk to patient
involved in, 2 61
inAcations for cesarean section,
91
for electro-shock Aerapy,
294
for indirect sterilization, jus
tification, 184
moral justification for psy
chosurgery, 2 7 7
for use of stilbestrol in
dysmenorrhea, 189
for suspension of duty of
childbearing, 172
judgment concerning castration
for
abnormal sexual
urge, 186
justification for routine vasec
tomy w iA prostatectomy, lack, 197
literature on elective induction
of labor, 1 4 4 -1 4 6
and moral conclusions on elec
tive induction of labor
A e same, 148
morality, breach, disciplinary
action in, 61
opinion on hypnotism, status
and use in meAcine,
2 9 0 -2 9 3
personnel, duty to usc extra
ordinary means of pre
serving life, 135
problem, repeat cesarean section
as, 93
problems, natural law applied
to, 31
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profession, ab u scs not in accord
with p u blish cd standard s, 2 6 8
fun ction , instruction concem in g rhythm , 181
protection o f reputation, ethical directives for, 28
qucstions, declarations o f Holy
See on, 33
research, im portance in, o f
sound philosophical attitudes toward m an, 2 6 6
m oral lim its, 10
rcason fo r expectancy treatm ent
o f ectopic pregnancy,
107
societies, condemnation of eu
thanasia by, 121
staffs, Directives binding upon,

17

birth prevention, 158
Mcthod of elective induction of
labor, proper care in
choice, 143
Mcthods of induction of labor,
146-147
Military personnel, use for experi
mentation, 264
Minister, non-Catholic, calling,
320-324
Minogue, S. J., on general statemcnt of indication for
psychosurgery, 273
Mistakes, in cmergcncy, avoidance
of rccurrencc, 24
Monsters, baptism of, 302
Moore, Thomas Verner, on permissible cranial operations,
101
Morahsts, Catholic, specialists in
Science of ethics, 34
Morbid state, not prcmorbid personality, measure of im'
provcment aftcr psycho
surgery, 276
More, St. Thomas, on euthanasia,
125, 126
Mortality rate of brain surgcry,
275
Mother and child, lives, 63, 64
physiolomcal rcadiness, critcrion
for elective induction of
labor, 147
safcty, ccsarcan scction ncccssary for, 91
Molher’s dcsire for ccsarcan scc
tion, 92-93
Murdcr, cuthanasm os, 116
onc, against two dcaths in thera
peutic abortion, 75
Murdcrs, mass, and euthanasia,
116
Muscular rclaxation, resuit of hyp
nosis, 292

Medicine, good, conservatism as,
78
hypnosis in, 28 8 -2 9 3
prin ciple o f double effect in, 14
o f totality in practice, 10
iMedico-moral codes, revision, 19
Membranes, fetus enclosed in,
baptism of, 300
rupture, xnethod o f Induction of
labor, 146
rupturcd, condition of, intrautcrinc baptism , 301
Menopause, irradiation, hysterectomy aftcr, 214
n atu ral, hysterectomy aftcr, 214
Mcntal brcakdown causcd by abstention
from
intercourse, 182
deficiency, association witli clectro-shock tlicrapy, 297
illncss, indication for psychosurgery, 272
narcoanalysis and hypnoanalysis for, 282
treatment by cerebral surgcry,
270
“Mercy killing,” (,sec Euthanasia)
Mutilation, 6-8, 11, 12
Merkelbach, Benedict, on man’s
ccsarcan scction as, 92
right to use of his se
cleidotomy and ostcoclasis as,
men, 223
application of principle,
Metaphysical nature of argument
97
from finalit)' against
359
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definition, 6*8
experiments involving, prohibition, 2 6 6
hysterectomy as, 2 0 6
larticular problems, 2 4 5 -2 6 0
E»y surgery or x-ray, 8
Mysteries, truths contained in
supernatiural revelation,
151
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Narcoanalysis and hypnoanalysis,
2 8 2 -2 8 7
Narcosynthcsis, use of drugs in,
282
Nattural birth control, abstinence,
169
childbirth as hypnosis, 2 8 8
finality, argument from, against
contraception, 157
law, 2, 28-30
affirmative, 4
application to medical cases,
30
applied to medical problems,
31
Catholic viewpoint, 31
consent of patient required
, by, 37
a divine law, 30
equally applicable to Catho
lic and non-CathoIic
30
negative, 4
moral law, 30
Nazi experimentation, example of
totalitarian a t t i t u d e ,
2 66
Ncary, James T ., on euthanasia,
119
Negative law, 4
Neighbor, helping, possible justi
fication
for
organic
transplantation, 2 45
Neoplastic tissue, ovarian hormone
favorable to growth,
204
Ncuro-surgical rclief of pain, 123
Neurosis as indication for psychosurger>’, 2 72

PROBLEMS

Neurotic illness, psychiatric treatm cnt of, 2 8 3
Non-Catholic minister, calling,
3 2 0 -3 2 4
patients, burial of amputated
limbs, 3 2 7
preparation for death, 4 3
personnel, religious convictions,
27
Non-Catholics and Catholic codes,
2 6 -3 5
salvation of, 3 2 2
Non-sterilizing hysterectomy, 214215
Norms for use of extraordinary
means for patients, 130
Notions, basic, 1-16
Nurcmberg trials, rulcs for experi
mentation on human beings used at, 2 6 8
Nurse, baptism by, 2 9 9 , 301
Catholic, calling of minister by,
rulings on, 321
spiritual ministrations to nonCatholic patients, 323
Nurses, Catholic, cooperation in
illicit operations, permissibility, 3 3 2
duty of informing dying patient,
44
opportunity of spiritual ministry
to conscious dying pa
tients, 3 1 7
Nursing stafFs, Directivcs binding
upon, 17
Obligations, imposition, based on
ccrtainty, 21
0 ’Brien, Patrick, on removal of
damaged uterus as illi
cit, 2 1 7
Obsolete material, elimination in
codes, 21
Obstacles to knowledge of natural
truths by human reason,
152
Obstetrica! consultants on elective
induction of labor, 142144
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Obstetrics, hypnosis as anesthetic
in, 2 8 8
routine hysterectomy poor prac
tice, 2 1 3
0 ’Connor, Cornelius T ., on intra
ventricular tap in case
of hydrocephalus, 101
0'Donnell, 'Thomas J., on affirma
tive view of removal of
damaged uterus, 2 1 7
on choicc of technique for lobo
tomy, 2 7 2
Office, Holy (see Sacred Congre
gation of Holy Office)
Ogino-Knaus Ascoveries, aspects to
bc stressed, 177
0 ’Mallcy, Austin, on mutilation,
6-7
Onan, sin, nature of, 159
Oophorectomy, advantages over
x-ray in castration for
breast carcinoma, 205
bilateral, in cancer of breast,
1 2 -1 4 , 164, 204
hysterectomy after, 2 1 4
to stop uterine bleeding, 188
unnecessary, immoral proced
ure, 164
Operation, illicit, supervisor’s duty
concerning, 59
Operations, cranial, on fetus, per
missible, 101
to destroy and to preserve fetal
life, distinction, 96
ectopic, morality of, 105
illicit, cooperation in, 332
on infant in utero, 96-104
to produce good effects, 13
psychosurgical, 271
which kill eiAer moAer or
child,
pronouncement
on, 70
Opinion, differences, recognized in
Directives, 22

m treatment of carcinoma of
prostate, 165
Ordinary means of preserving hfe,
128-134
Organ, healAy, removal for As
case of oAer organ, 202
Organic transplantation, moral imphcations, 20
possible justification, 245
subject of Aeological con
troversy, 247
Organs, maternal, affected by ec
topic pregnancies, inAspensability, 113
Orgasm, meAods, of obtaining se
men specimen not stim
ulating to, 223
outside coitus, contrar>' to na
ture, 221, 242
Osteoclasis on living fetus, moral
ity, 97
OAers, good of, experimentation
for, 263-269
on mentally ill for, 279
mutilation and oAer procedures for, morality of,
246
Ovarian function, suppression, for
jalliation in cancer of

)reast, 203
by stilbestrol, 189
uterine blecAng and, 187188
hormone, favorablc to growA of
neoplastic tissue, 204
tumors, malignant, raAcal sur
gery for, 214
Ovaries,

diseased, removal of
healAy uterus wiA,
214
endocrine function, suppression,
in carcinoma of breast,
204
x-ray treatment for uterine
bleeding, 188

Ovum, fertilized, treatment as hu
man person, 67

Orchiectomy, palliation, in pros
tate canccr, 200
Oxytocics, rupture of membranes
in prostate canccr, appropriate
by use, 146
time for usc, 202
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Pain, fear and dread engendexed
by euthanasia movemcnt, 119
intractable, indication for psy
chosurgery, 2 72
treatment by cerebral surgery, 2 7 0
neuro-surgical rclief, 123
prevention, psychic, by hypno
sis, 2 8 9
reasonable limits in preserving
life, 132
sedatives for alleviation, 115
Palliation, first mcdical consideration in incurably ill pa
tient, 2 63
in prostate cancer through estrogens or orchiectomy,
199
Papal teaching conccrning contraception and sterilization,
reasons underl>ing, 157160
Paquin, Jules, on permissibility of
removal of damaged
uterus, 217
on routinc circumcision, 2 59
Parenthood, chief glory of marriage, 171
Parents, consent of, 4 0
marriage, necessary to well-bcing of child, 231
Part-for-the-wholc, principle of,
9-11
Pastoral Psychology, Protestant
views on eutlianasia,
123, 124
Pathological condition, mutilation
to avoid, 9
procedures causing stcrilit}’
permitted to cure or
prevcnt, 183
cffect on fallopian tube of ec
topic pregnancy, 109
Patient, cancer, curable, 49
incurablc, 49
condition for reception of ex
treme unction, 43
consent, 36-41
damagc, by deccit, 47

PROBLEMS

dying, informing, 4 2 -4 5
mentally ill, human dignity of,
278
non-Catholic, calling of minis
ter at request of, 320324
obligation to submit to cxtraordinary means of prolonging life, 13 5
to use ordinaiy means of
protccting life, 134
primary concern of hospital, 17
reaction to cancer, 4 7
responsibility for burial of am
putatcd limbs, 3 3 0
Patients, non-Catholic, preparation for death, 4 3
protection of rights, ethical Di
rectives for, 28
religious care, provision for, 26
selcction, for hypnosis, 2 9 2
wish concerning use of extraordinary means, 136
Payen, P. G., on presumption of
patient’s consent, 39
Pelvic surgcry, lack of absolutes,
208
Pcnancc, sacrament of, administration to unconscious
dying patient, 3 1 4 , 3 16
Pentothal sodium, use in narco
analysis, 2 8 2
Permission for psychosurgery, 2 8 0
Pcrplcxed conscience as justification
for
therapeutic
abortion, 74
solution by moralists, 24
Pcrson, mentally ill patient as,
278
Personal

dangers of r h y t h m
method, 171

Personality changcs rcsulting from
psychosurgery, 2 75
operations involving destruction,
contrary to natural law,
281
Persons, doubtful number, of monstrosity, baptism of, 3 02

Pestilence, cremation permissible
during, 3 2 6
362
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Philosophy, anti-Christian, of eu
thanasia movement, 118
false, donor insemination product of, 2 3 1 , 2 3 4
Physical danger of childbirth, outweighed by grcater evils.
179
defectives, killing of, 116
evil, justification under some
circumstances, 4
separation of husbands and
wives,
and resulting
continence, 182
Physician (see also Doctor)
conference with chaplain on ex
treme unction, 44
duty of informing dying pa
tient, 4 2
individual, undue interfercnce
with liberty, 58
point of view toward experimen
tation, 2 6 4
traditional role, conflict in, as
experimenter and helper, 264
Physicians, awareness of moral
values involved in rhythm, 180
conflicting views, recognized by
Directives, 22
individual, condemnation of eu
thanasia by, 121
resident, ghost surgery by, morality of, 256
Physiological readiness of mother,
criterion for elective in
duction of labor, 147
Pituitary cxtract in induction of
labor, danger, 146
Pius X I, on artificial birth prevention, 109, 153
on direct abortion, 70
on education and upbringing of
children, 232
encyclical on Christian marriage, 153-155
quotation from St. Au^stine on
prevcntion of conception, 159
Pius X II, on artificial birth prevention, 153
363

on challenges to Catholic phy
sicians, 180
on Church as custodian of di
vine revelation, 152
on condemnation of totalitarian
attitude toward individ
ual, 266
on contraception as immoral
act, 156
on comeal transplants, 249
on fertile marriage, 171
on heroism of complete absti
nence, 175
on hjq)nosis in medicine, 288,
289
on instruction to married people, 181
on inviolability of innocent hu
man life, 64. 66, 67
on jud^ng value of life, 76
on killhig of innocent pcrsons,
117
on masturbation, 219
on moral problems of married
life, 63
offidal teaching of Cathohc
Church on artifidal in
semination e.xpressed by,
243
on power of human reason and
divine revelation, 150
on principle of totality, 10-11
pronounccmcnts on medical
questions, 33
on removal of sex glands in
prostate cancer, 202
on submitting to surgical procedures involving dcstruction of pcrsonality,
280
teaching on experimentation for
good of othcrs, 265-267
Placenta, dctachcd, emptying uter
us in case or, 85
Pope, pronounccnients, 32
Portes, L., on elimination of
indications for thernpcutic abortion, 79
Posthypnotic suggestion, use in
surgery, 293
Postmortem cesarcan section, legality of, 302
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Postpartum hemorrhage, use of
ergot in, 88
Power, man's, to know natural
law, 150-153
Prayers of nurse wiA and for pa
tients, special ministry,
323
Prccautionary regulations, 27
Precepts, imposition based on cer
tainty, 21
Prefrontal lobotomy, description,
271
Pregnancy, abdominal, 1 1 1 -1 1 4
contrasted wiA tubal. w iA
reference to douole ef
fect, 112
danger, in breast carcinoma,
204
ectopic, operations for, and con
traception,
stand
of
Church on, comparison,
109
removal of fallopian tube in,
12-14
effect of electro-shock Aerapy
on, 2 97
extrauterine, 105-114
hemorrhage in, 84-89
h>T)notism in, 291
interruption, moral acceptability, 53
suspicion, "doubt of fact", 2 2
termination before viability,
morality, 112
tubal, moralitv of operations
for, 105-110
Pregnant patient, electro-shock
Aerapy on, permissibil
ity, 2 9 6 -2 9 7
Premature delivery, rules applic
able to abdominal preg
nancy, 111
Prescribing of contraceptives, con
trary to natural law,
160
Prescnting part of fetus, condi
tional baptism, 301
Preservation of life, ordinary and
cxtraorAnary means, 23
Preserving life, 128-141

PROBLEMS

cxtraorAnary means, 135141
orAnary means, 1 2 8 -1 3 4
Press, secular, condemnations of
euAanasia, 125
Presume good will, 6 0 -61
Prick, J. J. C ., on moral permis
sibility of leucotomy,
273
Priest as counselor concerning re
quirements for practice
of rhythm, 173
Priests, articles on euAanasia by,
126
baptism by oAers A an , 2 9 8
and physicians,
sjrmpaAetic
contacts helprul in treat
ing CaA olic patients,
287
Primary cesarean section, 9 0 -9 2
Principle concerning treatment of
hemorrhage, in pregnancv, 8 4 -8 6
of double effect, 12-16
application to termination of
abdominal
pregnancy,

112

to treatment of tubal preg
nancy, 109
practical applications, 15
of totality, 8-11
restatement, 2 4 6
Principies, applications, concrete,
19
basic, 1-16
Catholic, assertion by nurses in
public institutions, 335
observance in CaAolic hos
pitals, 18
formulation, striving for im
provement, 19
implications, growing knowl
edge of, 19
moral, and practical applica
tions, statements, 2 6
unchanging, 19
Procedures prohibited by Direc
tives, 17
serious, patient’s conscnt to, 38
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Procreation and education of childrcn, primary purpose
of marriage, 178
of life according to will of Crea
tor, harmony of, 2 3 0
fruit of marriage, 229
Professional standards on means
of preserving life, 137139
striet, 137-138
moderate, 138-139
Progenitors, donors as ideal, men
aee to welfare of society, 238
Prohibitions, imposition based on
certainty, 21
Prolapse and other uterine pathology, hysterectomy for,
2 0 8 -2 1 2
of uterus, hysterectomy permis
sible for, 2 0 6
Proportionate good, justihcation
for mutilating procedure, 245
reason, condition for merely
material assistance in
evil action, 333
Prostate, carcinoma of, castration
for, 12, 199-202
orchiectomy in, 165
enlarged, treatment by ligature
of vasa deferentia, 165
as sexual organ, 200
Prostatectomy, radical, in early
cases of carcinoma, 200
vasectomy with, 190-198
Protestants, unconscious dying,
baptism of, 316
“Proxy” fathcr propaganda for
donor insemination, 235
Psychiatric aspccts of informing
cancer patient, 46
patient, treatment witli narcosynthcsis, 282
treatment of ncurotic illncss,
283
trcatments, special problcms
with reference to paticnt’s consent, 39
Psychiatrist, importance^ of conscicntiousness in, 286

Psychic defectives, killing of, 116
Psychodynamics, training in, for
successful use of hypnotic techniques, 291
Psychological factors in informing
patient with curable
cancer, 49
sanity of Catliolic teaching on
continuous continence,
182
Psjcho-physical processes leading
to orgasra, culmination
in coitus, 236
Psychoses as indication for psy
chosurgery, 272
Psychosis, manic-deprcssive, indi
cation for electro-shock
tlierapy, 294
Psychosurgery, 270-281
procedure of last resort, 278
Psychotherapy, ideal treatment for
mcntal illncss and pain,
278
Public institutions, assertion of
principies by nurscs in,
333
welfare, supcrscdcncc of rights
of individual, 267
Pujiula, James, on lack of neces
sity
for
therapeutic
abortion, 79
Purposcs of marriage, 178

9
Quinlan, John T., on matcrnal
death rate with and
without practice of tlierapcutic abortion, 76

Rabbi, calling at request of pa
tient, 320
Rabinowitch, I. M., on condem
nation of euthanasia,
121
Rape and fcrtilizcd ovum, practical rule, 67
Rcad, Grantly Dick, method of
natural childbirth, 288
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Reason, age of, definition with
refcrence to baptism,
304
human, inabilitj’ to discover
truths of supernatural
revelation, 151
power, to know natural law,
150
patient's use of, prerequisite of
giving consent to treatment, 283
sufficient, for avoiding child
birth, third requirement
for practice of rhythm,
171
Reasons for suspension of duty of
childbearing, 172
underl>ing papal teaching on
contraception and sterilization, 157-160
Recompense, financial, for bequeathing body, morality of, 251
Reference material on adult bap
tism, 318
on contraception and stcrilization, 166
on euthanasia, 119-127
Refused baptism, 313
Regulations, classes, of Directives
and codes, 26
precautionary, 27
Reich, Walter J., on diagnosis and
management of infertility, 2 19
Relatives of patient, advantages of
m o d e ra te
S ta n d a rd
of
p r e s e r v i n g l i f e , 139
req u est
fo r
m in is te r
by,
g r a n t i n g o f , 323
rc sp o n sib ility
fo r b u ria l o f
a m p u t a t e d l i m b s , 3 30

Rclaxation, muscular, resuit of
hypnosis, 2 92
Religious, calling of minister by,
rulings on, 321
care of patients, provisions for,
26
convictions of non-Catholic per
sonnel, 27
directives, 17-25

PROBLEMS

obligations in management of
hospital, 17
Remedy, alternative, lack, indica
tion for hysterectomy,
212
effective, precedence over experimental
procedure,
262
Remedies, severe, obsolescence by
new treatments, 21
Renal homotransplantation, morality of, 2 51
Repeat cesarean section, 9 3 -9 5 ,
213
Reproductivc and non-reproductive
organs, distinction, 6
Research on cyclic variations in
fertility, moral aspects,
1 80
medical, importance in, of
sound philosophical attudes toward man, 2 6 6
moral limits, 10
scientific, hypnosis as serious
subject of, 2 8 9
worker’s point of view, 2 6 3
Resident physicians, surgery by,
morali ty of, 2 5 6
Resignation in preference to assistance at illicit opera
tions, 3 33
Respiratory depression, reduction
by use of hypnosis as
adjunctive
anesthetic,
292
Respon sibili ty of patient, family,
and hospital in respect
to burial of amputated
members, 331
Resurrcction, Christian burial profession of frith and
hope in, 3 2 6
Revelation, argument from, against
self-abuse, 2 3 6
divine, communication of truth
to man by God, 151
and natural moral law, 31
in relation to divine laws, 2
teaching authority of Church
conceming, 31
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natural, communication of God
by, 151
supematural,
mysteries con
tained in, 151
on time of infusion of soA
lacking, 66
Revelations of psychiatric patient,
inviolability, 285
Revision of meAco-moral codes.
19
RhyAm , correct use, assistance by
doctors in justifiable
cases, 179
and doctor, 176-182
meAod, periodic abstinence,
169
morality, 168-175
omission of doing good, 169
practice of, ability of boA par
ties,
second require
ment, 170
to restrict family to 4 or 5
children, 173
Right to be happy, false liberalism,
235
to conscnt to experimentation,
limitations, 266
on self, limits, 264
Rights, inalienable, of inAvidual,
superscding science or
public welfare, 267
of investigators and subjects
equal as human beings,
264
of patient to refuse psychiatric
treatment, 284
Riquet, Michael, on castration on
many pretexts in Mid
dle Ages, 185
Risk of elective induction of labor,
144
of experimental procedures, 261
of life, definition, 65
and results of experimentation,
due proportion between,
268
unjustified, to patient, in psy
chiatric treatment, pro
hibition, 284
Roentgen castration for carcinoma
of breast, 203

Roman Congregations, 33
Rubella and Aerapeutic abortion.
82
Rupture of fallopian tube, treat
ment of, 106
of membranes, method of in
duction of Jalx)r, 146
of uterus, danger, as inAcation
for repeat cesarean sec
tion, 94
Russell, KeiA P., on trend against
Aerapeutic abortion, 81

Sacrament of baptism, 299-319
of extreme unction, conAtion
of patient for reception,
43
Last, notification of conAtion
in time for, 48
Sacred Congregation of Holy Of
fice on artificial insem
ination ( 1 8 9 7 ) , 230
on craniotomy, 69
functions, 33
response to question on
burial of amputated
members, 326
on salvation of non-CaAo
lics, 322
Sacrilege, baptism of unwiAng
adult, 315
Safety of elective induction of la
bor in selected patients,
147
Salpingcctomy, hysterectomy after,
214
Salvation of non-CaAolics, 322
principal truAs nccessarj’ for,
306
sacrament of baptism orAnary
means instituted by God,
310
Salvific will of God, basis for bap
tism of person who has
rejected conversion, 315
Sander, Hermann, casc of cuAan
asia by, survey of opin
ions, 120
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Saving for future, part of living
wagc, 173
Scandal, analysis of semen speci
men obtained illicitly,
problem of, 2 2 6
avoidance, in baptism of uiurepentant, 314, 3 1 5 , 316,
317
Schizophrenia, indication for electro-shock therapy, 2 95
Science articles and papal teach
ing on experimentation
for good of others, comparison, 265
Science, supersedesce by rights of
individual, 2 6 7
Scicntific articles on experimenta
tion on human beings,
263-265
competence of moral theologians, 34
experiments on human beings,
261-269
that entail harm, individual
prohibited from, 2 6 6
research, hypnosis as scrious
subject of, 2 89
use of amputated parts, 328
Scientist, willin^ess to terminate
cxperiment when continuation seems dangcrous, 268
Scripturcs, Holy, divine law revcaled in, 3
Scrupulosity, patient's conscience
in, influcnce of psychia
trist on, 2 86
Secondary cnds of marriage, 177
Secrecy, paticnt’s right, safeguard,
in narcosis and hypno
sis, 2 82
professional, rigid observance in
psychiatric cases, 285
Scction, ccsarcan (see Ccsarcan
scction)
Sccular press, condemnation of
euthanasia, 125
Sedation, preoperative, use of hyp
nosis for, 2 9 2 , 293

PROBLEMS

Sedatives, usc for alleviation of
pain, 115
Sclection of patients for hypnosis,
292
Self-abuse, condemnation by St.
Paul, 2 3 6
Self-control required by rhythm,
dangers associatcd with,
170
Self-preservation, patient’s duty of,
38
Semen analysis, hospital and,
2 2 5 -2 2 7
of illicitly obtained spccimens
prcjudicial t o g o o d
morals, 2 2 6
emission, aftcr prostatectomy,
196
expression by massage, for test
specimen, 221
methods of obtaining for analy
sis, morality of, 2 1 9
classification, 2 2 0
contrary to nature, 241
hcit, 2 2 4
removal from testicles or epididymes by aspiration,
221
from wifc to obtain test speci
men, 221
specimen broudit by patient for
analysis, nandling of, 2 2 7
Sex faculty, unnatural use, prohibiUon, 183, 2 1 9
glands, removal in prostate can
cer, 2 0 2
hormonc control of prostatic
cancer, 2 0 0
pervcrsion, natural basis of sex
morality, 2 3 6
Sexual activities, individualistic
usc in masturbation,
235
ethics, basic prindplc, 2 4 2
sin, rc-enactment under nar
cosis, 2 8 6
urge, abnormal, castration for,
186
Shimkin, Michael B., on problem
of experimentation in
human beings, 2 6 4
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Shock therapy, 2 9 4 -2 9 7
Sign of wish for baptism, interpretation, 309
Sin, discussion of, 168
grave, contraception as, 154
occasion of, in practices of
ghost surgery, 255
of Onan, nature of, 160
scxual, re-cnactment under narcosis, 2 8 6
Sins, acts of contrition for, before baptism, 299
of adult, 305
Size of family, restriction by rhy
thm method, 174
Skin banks, morality of, 251
grafts, permissibility, 248
water of baptism to ilow on,
298
Smith, George D., translation of
Pope Pius XII's address
on moral problems of
married life, 167
Smolik, Edmund A., on case of
intractable pain treated
by prefrontal lobotomy,
276
Social indications for suspension
of duty of childbearing,
172
life, consequences of donor in
semination on, 236-239
disastrous elfects of donor
insemination on, 231
reasons for family limitation,
defects in society, 173
Society, Christian, right of husband and wife only to
generate children, prin
ciple of, 232
donors as ideal progenitors a
menaee to, 238
individual not subordinatcd to,
267
social and economic reasons for
family limitations, de
fects of, 173
Soul,

human, time of infusion
into body, 66
principle of life, 5
369

salvation, truths nccessary to be
believcd for, 307
Sperm (sec also Semen)
immoral procurement, 235-236
involved in donor insem
ination, 231
Spiegel, J. P., on narcosynthcsis,
282
Spiritual counselor on avoidance
of childbirth, 179
damage to patient by deceit, 47
good done by Cathohc nurses
in state institutions, 335
powers, highest value in human
person, 279
hberation, aim of treatment
of mentally ill, 279
preparation for death, 43
Spontaneous abortion, 84-89
Spoon, cervical, lawful use for in
semination, 228
technique for aiding marital
intercourse, 239
plastic, use to obtain scmcn
specimen from vagina,
225
Staff, voluntary control of elective
induction of labor, 148
Standard, double, not permittcd
in Cathohc hospitals, 26
Standards, Catholic, of family hving wage, 173
profcssional, of means of pre
serving life, 137-139
Standcr, H. J., on ostcoclasis and
cleidotomy, 98
State institution, spiritual good
done bv Catiiolic nurse
in, 334
Statistics, basis for surgical decisions, condemnation,
277
on matcrnal death rate in hos
pitals with and without
practice of tlierapcutic
abortion, 76-78
Steriiity (see also infcrtility)
by-proauct of suppression of
ovarian
function
in
brcast carcinoma, 204
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of husband, usual cause for
donor
insemination,
237
indirect, induced by Aerapy of
prostate cancer, 201
no causc for mvalidation of
marriage, 241
procedures causing, 183-189
after prostatcctomy, 196
prostatcctomy as cause, 194
resuit of hysterectomy, permis
sibility, 211
of suppression of ovarian
function, 188
temporary, mduction by stilbcstrol, 189
tests, conservative use of pro
hibitions concerning, 21
licit mcAods of obtaining se
men specimen, 2 24
moral aspects, 2 1 8 -2 2 7
vasectomy and, 194-196
Sterilization and castration, As
tinction, 205
CaAolic teachmg on, 149-167
direct, as contraceptive measure,
161
decree forbid Ang, 155
and indirect, 12
Astinction, 162
unacccptable, 53
eugenic, condemnation of, 155
hysterectomy for, prohibition,
213
indirect, justification, 184
resuit of necessary Aerapeu
tic procedure, 161
moral problems concerning,
arising from consequen
ces of cesarean section,
91
operations, morality, 53
Stilbestrol, dysmenorrhea and, 189
Subordination of inAvidual to
community, totalitarian
ism, 2 6 6
Substitute for intercourse, is any
justifiable, 2 4 2 -2 4 3
Success, hope of, in concept of
means of preserving life.
133

p r o b l e m s

Suffering, unchrisdan view, 118119
Smcide, expcriments w iA possible
resuit of, prohibition,
266
neglect of orAnary means of
preserving life tanta
mount to, 1 3 0
voluntary euAanasia, 1 16
SAfa drugs, substitution for vasec
tomy, 1 9 0
SuAvan, Charles Leavitt, on re
peat cesarean section,
93
SuAvan, Joseph V., on argtiments
against euAanasia, 1 20
Sulphadiazine, use in transure
A ral prostatic resection,
193
Supcrnatural revelation, commun
ication of God by, 151
Supervisor, doctor and, 59-61
duty, 5 9 -60
Supervisors. duty of informing
dying patient, 4 4
Surgeon

or referring physician,
duty to inform patient,
45

Surgery, cerebral, moral justifica
tion, 2 7 0
cosmetic, morality of, 2 5 9
ghost, 2 5 4 -2 5 7
morally objectionable, 2 4 5
hypnosis as anesthetic in, 2 8 8
means of mutilation, 8
raAcal, for malignant ovarian
tumors, 2 1 4
unnecessary, appendectomy as,
2 54
morally objectionable, 2 4 5
resuit of ghost surgery, 2 5 5
Surgical castration for carcinoma
of breast, 2 03
procedures, dcath-dcaling, on
m oAcr and child, 70
effecting stenlity, 161
risk to patient in ghost surgery,
255
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Survey of articles on trend against
therapeutic a b o r tio n .
76-82
Suspension of duty of childbearing, 172
Symposium on leucotomy held at
University of Sydney,
274
Symposium on problem of experi
mentation on human
beings, in Science, 263
Syms-Huhner test for stcrility,
licitness, 225
Syringe, use in intrauterine bap
tism, 301

tissue, use in artificia] insemiination, 242
Theologians, diversity of views,
recognized by Direc
tives, 22
inoral, scientific competence, 33
objections to Catholic position
on therapeutic abortion.
71-75
opinions, confusion with teach
ing of Church, 185
on morality of removal of
badly damaged uterus,
215-217
Theological controversy over bap
tism of unconscious unknown person, 311
over desire of " g c ^ man”
for baptism, 310
definition of ordinary and extraordinary means of pre
serving life, 129
manuals, method of teaching,
32
opinion on treatment of tubal
pregnancy, 106-107
Therapeutic abortion, 68-83
mcdical aspects, 75-82
objections to Cathohc posi
tion, 71-75
prctexts, castration on, in Middle Ages, 185
procedures, unnccessary, morally objcctionable, 245
Therapy, clcctro-shock, 294-297

Teaching authority of Church, 31
Catholic, on contraception and
sterilization, 149-167
official, on artificial birth
prevention, 153-157
by Church, methods, 32-35
necessity for knowledge of
natural law, 153
official, on therapeutic abortion,
69-71
ordinary ways, 32
papal, concerning contraception
and sterilization, rea
sons underlying, 157
solemn and cxtraordinary, 32
Temporal prcparation for death,
43
Temptations, vchement, castration
means of suppressing,
Thomas Aquinas, St., on morality
186
of mutilating proced
ures, 8-9
Ten Commandments, instructions
on natural truths dcrivcd by hu
conccrning human na
man reason, 152
ture, 29
on necessity of supcrnatural
Tcnsion, emotional, chief good
revelation, 166
effcct of psychosurgery,
theory on time of infusion of
274
soul into body, 66
Termination of pregnancy, bcforc
Titus, Paul, on cleidotomy, 98
viability, morality, 112
Testicles, infcction, vasectomy for,
Tonsillectomy, routine, as un190
ncccssary surgcry, 2 60
Tcsticular biopsy, licit method of
Totalitarian attitudc of subordinaobtaining semen speci
tion of individual, 266
men, 225
371
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morality of operations for,
1 0 5 -1 1 0
unruptured, expectancy treat
ment, 1 0 6
Tuberculosis, indication for hys
terectomy, 2 1 0 , 2 1 2
Tubes (sce fallopian tubes)

state, philosophy, and euthan
asia, 116
Totality, principle, 8-11
application to parts of nat
ural body, 2 47
as justification of medical ezpcrimentation, evil of,
267
in relation to mutilating procedures, 8-11
restatemcnt, 2 4 6
Tranquilizers, use of, elimination
of shock therapy by,
2 96
Tranquilizing drugs, needless prescription, 2 58
Transfusions, blood, permissibility,
248
for good of others, 245
Transplantation, organic, moral
impUcations, 20
possible justification, 245
subjcct of theological controversy, 247
Transplants, comcal, morality of
249
Transurethral prostatic resection
vascctomy with, 193
Treatment, alternative, lack, justi
ficadon of hysterectomy
211 , 212
Treatments of dubious efficacy
choice bctween, 2 62
Trend against thcrapeutic abor
tion, survcy of articlcs
showing, 76-82
Trent, Council of, dcclaration on
marriage, 2 33
Tribunals, functions, 33
Truth, communication by divine
revelation, 151

U

Truths, natural, difficultics of deriving, by human rcason, 152
Tubal prcgnancy, abdominal pregnancy contrasted, with
refcrence to double effect, 112

Unborn child, indications for Idlling, 6 3 , 64
a person, 6 6 -6 7
Unchristian view of suffering,
1 1 8 -1 1 9
Unconscious adults, baptism of,
300
dying patient, baptism, 3 08
and unknown person, question
of baptism, 3 1 1 -3 1 3
Unction, extreme (see Extreme
unction)
Understanding, mutual, between
doctors and supervisors,
59
Unforescen doubts, 2 2 -2 5
Unity of matrimony established by
Creator, 2 3 3
Unknown
unconscious person,
question of baptism,
3 1 1 -3 1 3
Unmarricd men, licit metliods of
tcsting fertility, 2 2 0
woman, insemination, 2 3 7
Unncccssary proccdures, 2 5 7 -2 6 0
Usefulncss, criterion of means of
preserving life, 133
to others, false measure of hu
man life, 119
Uterine blecding and ovarian func
tion, 1 8 7 -1 8 8
patholog)’, hysterectomy for,
2 0 8 -2 1 2
Uterus, baptism within, 301
damaged, morality of removal,
theolog^ans’ o p in io n s ,
2 1 5 -2 1 7
removal, moral question concerning, 2 1 3 , 2 1 5 -2 1 7
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healAy, removal wiA Aseased
ovaries, 214
operations on infant within,
9 6 -1 0 4
pathology, hysterectomy per
missible for, 2 0 6
rupture, danger, as inAcation
for repeat cesarean sec
tion, 94
U tA ty

as criterion of orAnary
means of preserving life,
134

Utopia and euAanasia, considera
tion of, 126
Utopians and euAanasia, 125

Vaginal cup, use to obtain semen
specimen, 225
delivery vs. cesarean section,
safety, 91
Validity of baptism of unconscious
unknown person, 315
Value of human life, euAanasia
and, 116
of life, measure of, 63, 64
supreme, in tcrminal cases, 280
Values, hierarchy of, in human
person, 279
law, observances, 265
VanderVeldt and Odenwald on
value of elcctro-shock
Aerapy, 295
Vamty, catering to, cosmetic sur
gery as, 260
Vas ligation, substitute for vasec
tomy in preventing epi
didymitis, 196

Vasa, continuity, effect of prosta
tcctomy, 195
deferentia, resection or ligation,
165
Vasectomy

wiA prostatcctomy,
190-198
to suppress paAological con
ditions, 165
373

routine, current practice, 191
substitutes, in preventing epi
Adymitis, 196
Vermeersch, ArAur, on baptism
of unconscious dying
adAts, 316
on use of perforated condom to
obtain semen specimen.

221

Viable fetus, delivery by cesarean
section after moAer’s
dcaA, 302
Viability of fetus, definition, 111
termination of pregnancy be
fore, morality, 112
Virginity and marriage, distinet
vocations, 175
Vitabty of Directives, 19-21
Voluntary control by staff of elec
tive induction of labor,
148
W

Wage, living, CaAolic standards,
173
saving, essential part of living
wage, 173
Water on head, baptism by, 298
Welfare, public, superscdcnce by
rights of inAvidual, 267
Werts, Hilary R., on moral argu
ments against euAan
asia, 119
White, J. C., on neurosurgery for
rclief of pain, 123
Whitelaw, M. James, on cervical
cap mcAod, substitute
for intercourse, 239
Will of Creator, procreation of
life accorAng to, har
mony of, 230
Will of God expressed in creation
of human nature, 30
indepcndcnt of written or
oral formulation, 30
salvific, basis for baptism of
person who has rejected
conversion, 315
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suffering e x p e r i e n c e d
through, 118
Willingncss of both parties,
requirement for licit
use of rhythm, 170
of subject, requisite for valid
baptism, 305
VVillson, J. Robert, on justifiable
indications for elective
induction of labor, 146
on results of elective induction
of labor, 145
Woywod, S., on burial of amputa
tcd limbs, 328

PROBLEMS

X-Y-Z
X-ray, advantages of oophor^tomy, in castration for
breast cancer, 2 0 5
castration for carcinoma of
breast, 2 0 3
means of mutilation, 8
treatment of ovaries for uterme
bleeding, 188

Year Book o f Obstetrics and Gynecology, reference for
current trends, 188
Zalba, M ., on opinions concerning
removal of damaged
uterus, 2 1 7
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Special Index of Directives
Forty-two o f the sixty directives are quotcd in this book. Since all
of these are explained in the book and since some of thcm are referred
to in chaptcrs where they are not explained, readcrs may wish a guide
for quick reference. In the following table, the bold-facc numbcr represents the directive, and the light*facc number is the page on which
the directive is quoted.
1,

17.

2, 17.

3,

17.

4, 17.

5, 26.

6,

36.

7,

42.

8, 51.

9,

60.

12, 62.

13, 62.

14, 62.

15, 69.

17, 8 5 .

18, 9 0 .

19, 96.

20, 105. 21, 116.

22, 1 2 8 . 23, 115. 26, 111.

27, 22.

29, 219. 30, 168.

31, 183. 32, 199. 33, 176.

34, 206. 35, 206. 36, 206.

38, 2 1 9 . 39, 2 2 8 . 40, 2 4 5 . 41, 245. 42, 261. 43, 245.
44, 2 7 0 . 45, 2 8 2 . 47, 294. 48, 245. 58, 320. 59, 325.
Of the remaining eighteen directives, seven (16, 24, 28, which deal
with indirect abortion, killing, or risk; and 49-52, which concem bap
tism ) are actually explained in my text, even though not quoted. Seven
others (3 7 , 53-57, 6 0 ) are practically sclf-explanatory. 10, 11, 25, and
46 are partially explained in various parts of this book; and more com
plete explanations of them can be found in the references givcn in the
prcsent edition of the Directives or that will be given in subsequent
editions.
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